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THE INDIANS OF CANADA
PART 1

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

When Samuel Champlain in 1603 sailed up the St. Lawrence

river and agreed to support the Algonkian Indians at Tadoussac

against the aggression of the Iroquois, he could not foresee that the

petty strife between those two apparently insignificant hordes of

“ savages ” would one day decide the fate of New France and of the

vast territory that stretched for an unknown distance to the west.

At the time no other choice lay open to him. The migratory Algon-

kians and their allies, the Hurons, controlled most of the territory

wliich he hoped to explore, possessed the best means—birch-bark

canoes and snow-shoes—of travelling through that territory, and

supplied the furs from which he hoped to finance his explorations.

Of the Iroquois to the southward he knew little except that they

])ractised agriculture, built permanent or semi-permanent villages,

and were far less rich in the furs which at tliat time seemed to be the

most important of the country’s natural resources. Had Champlain,

like his predecessor Cartier, encountered first the Iroquois on the

St. Lawrence river and discovered their military strength and genius

for political organization, France might to-day be the dominant power

in North America. But fate decreed that the hostility of a few

thousand Indians should check the expansion of the new colony and

determine the course of history.

When the Dominion was discovered, its inhabitants, if we may
trust one of our foremost authorities,^ numbered only about 220,000;

3'et they roamed over all the tei’ritory from the Atlantic to the Pacific,

and from the Great Lakes to the Arctic coast. There was only one

section of the country (apart from the mountain peaks and some
islands in the Arctic archipelago) to which perhaps no tribe laid

claim, namely, a tract of a few hundred square miles in the foothills

1 Mooiiny, .1.: " AlwriKinnl Pormlation nl’ Ainerico." ; Snntii. Misr. Coll., vol. 80. No. 7, p. 33

(Wasliingtoti, 1928). The i»‘esc-nt population, lai'gely of mixed blood, is rouglily llO.flOfl.

1
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of the Rocky inoiuitains between the headwaters of the Saskatchewan

and Athabaska rivers. A c}uarter of a million ])eople cannot effect-

ively occupy an area of nearly four million square miles, and there

were doubtless many districts seldom or never trodden by the foot of

man, just as there are to-day. But it is important to remember that

almost eveiy part of the country was claimed by one or other of the

numerous tribes of Indians, and that the Ihiro})eans who came to

colonize it were nsurpei’s in the eyes of the aborigines, except so far

as they received rights to their land from the aborigines themselves.

The name Indian which we use to designate the aborigines of

America owes its origin to Columbus, who believerl that his voyage

had brought liim by a new route to Asiatic India. Since Columbus'

day it has been applied to all the aborigines of the New World, except

the Eskimo in the far north, who received a special designation

owing to their singular appearance and unusual mode of life. Yet in

Canada alone there existed over fifty tribes, each of which spoke a

separate language or dialect and possessed its own ])eculiar manners
and customs. There was no common designation for the whole

country, no single name for all its inhabitants. Is there any justifica-

tion, then, other than a purely geographical one, for entitling all the

aborigines Indians, with the implication that they belong to one

common stock?

Disregarding the Eskimo for tlie moment, let us consider what
are the physical characteristics of the Indians of Canada. We notice,

first, some remarkable uniformities throughout the entire country.

Everywhere tlie colour of the skin is some shade of brown, varying

from a yellowish to a reddish tinge; it is never a distinct red, however,

so that the term “Red” Indian is really a misnomer. The hair of

the head is lank, l)lack, and faiidy abundant; but hair is generally

sparse on other parts of the person. The eyes, which range in colour

from medium to dark brown, are often somewhat oblique, and the

so-called “ mongolian fold ” occurs fairly fi’eciuently, especially in

children. The face is wider and rather more ]^rognathic than among
Europeans, and the chest is somewhat full; but the body and limbs

are well-proportioned, even if the hands and feet are often not as

large as in the white race.

Underlying these general uniformities, however, we notice a

considerable diversity in appearance as we pass from east to west,
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41202

A Kootonay cliief. a tyi'ical Indian of the idaiiis, altliongh

his lioni'e lies west of the Rocky mountains. (Vhoio by

James Teit.)
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and from north to south. The Indians east of the Rocky mountains

are generally of medium height, with here and there, particularly

among the Iroquois, a tendency to tallness; but in British Columbia

most of the natives are of short stature. The Indians of the Mac-

kenzie basin, and most of the tribes in British Columbia, have round

heads (i.e. are brachycephalic), whereas the Indians of the prairies

and of eastern Canada are either medium-headed (mesocephalic)

or, more rarely, long-headed (dolichocephalic). Even the breadth of

the face varies considerably, although it is nearly always greater

than among Europeans; and the shape and height of the nose differ

widely from tribe to tri})e, even from individual to individual.

Are these differences weighty enough to counterbalance the

resemblances we listed previously? Do they preclude the possibility

that all the various tribes in the Dominion have sprung from one

common stock? At the present time no criteria for classifying the

numerous varieties of mankind have met with universal acceptance.

Earlier writers usually selected the colour of the skin as their guide,

and divided mankind into three principal races, the white, the yellow,

and the black. A few, like Keane, then subdivifled the w^hites into

dark and light, and added a brown race to include the Polynesians,

and a coppery red the inhabitants of America. Skin colour, however,

ap]iears to be too unstable a characteristic to serve as a major cri-

terion, so that most authorities now adopt in its place the colour and

shape of the hair, or else the shape of the head (i.e., the ratio of its

length to its breadth), and employ skin and eye colour, breadth of

face, stature, and other features as secondary criteria only. How far

any of these features have become fixed, liow far they may still vary

with the environment, ami the variations become heritable, is as yet

uncertain. Stature, indeed, seems to be more variable than head-

form; and even head-form, if the results of recent investigations are

confirmed, undergoes modification when a population is subjected to

prolonged famine or migrates to a country where the climate and

economic environment differ from those of its old home.i Tem-
perature and humidity, again, have probablj^ played a large part

in regulating the size of the nasal aperture, and consequently the

shape of the entire nose; for, generally speaking, tropical man has

1 CJ. Boas, F. :
" Clian^os in Bodily Fonn of Dnscendants of Tmmicranls”; Thn Immigration Com-

mission, Sen. Doc. No. 208 (WaKliington, 1010): Ivanovsky, .A.: “ Pliysical Modifications of the Popu-
lation of Ru.ssia under Famine’’; .Am. Jour, of Phys. Anth., vol. vi, pp. 331-3.53 (October, 1923).
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A Tahltan hunter^ typical of the Indians of northern Canada
(Photo hij James Teit.)
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a flatter and wider nose than dwellers in the temperate zones, and

the Eskimo, who has lived for countless centuries in an arctic or

sub-arctic region, possesses the narrowest nose of any peopled It

is cpiite possible, therefor-e, that some of the differences displayed

by our Indians are merely the result of differences in their present

and past environments; and when we consider the remarkable uni-

formity in the colour of their skin, the colour of their eyes, and the

colour and shape of tlieir hair, three of the most important char-

acteristics, we can hai’dly escape the conclusion that all the Iiulian

tribes of Canada are at least partly derived from a single racial

stock.

The Eskimo of the Arctic and sub-Arctic coast-line diverges

considerably from the other aborigines. Ilis skin is lighter in colour,

verging towards a 3^ellowish white, his head longer and often keel-

shaped, the face wider and flatter, the eyes more often and more
markedly oblirpie, and the nasal aperture unusually small. The
cranial capacity slightly exceeds that of the average European,

wliereas the capacity of Indian skulls is slightly less. It is quite

possible, however, that both the skin colour and the smallness of

the nose are due to the climatic conditions; and the shape of the

head probably depends in large measure on the flevelopment of the

temporal muscles, which in turn depends on the diet.- The Eskimo
may well have inherited some of the same racial elements as the

Indians, but may have deviated so greatly, owing to his peculiar

environment, that he now forms a distinct sub-type.

On anatomical grounds, then, we may divide the aborigines of

Canada into two groups, Indians and Eskimo, thus confirming the

current usage of those names, flow shall we classify them further?

Shall we group tliem by their political divisions, by their languages,

or, finally, by the types of culture that prevailed in different ]iarts

of the country, that is to say, by cultural areas?

In most pai'ts of the world the political unit among primitive

peoples has been the tribe, which may be defined as a body of people

bound together by a common culture and a common language, and

^ Cf. Thomson. A,, ami Tliixton, L. II. D. : “Alan’s Xasal Iii.iox in Rdation to Certain Climatic
Conditions”; Jour. Rr.y. A?illi. Inst., vol. iii, pp. 92-122 (1923).

-Thomson, A.: “Consideration of Some of the More Important Factors Concerned in the Produc-
tion of Man’s Cranial Form”; II. id., vol. xxxiii (1903). Ilidlicka, :

" Coiit rilnit ion to the Anlhro-
polocy of the Central and Smith Snimd K.skimo”; Anth. Paper.s, .\m. Mu.s. Xat. Hist., vol. v. pt. II
(1910). Knowles, F. II. S : "The Clenoid Fossa in the Skull of the Kskimo”; Geol. Surv'., Canada
Mils. Bull. No. 9 (Ottawa, 1915).
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acting in concert towards all neighbouring peoples. The tribe often

contained numerous subdivisions—the bands of migratory peoples,

the villages of the more settled—and each of these subdivisions had

its own leader or chief
;
but there was generally a head chief govern-

ing and unifying the entire tribe, with authority over all the sub-

divisions. Wherever these conditions held, the most natural pro-

cedure in describing the aborigines of a country is to consider one by

one the individual tribes. In Canada, however, the tribe was seldom

so definite an organization. Head chiefs were rare, for as a rule bauds

or villages were ])olitically independent of their neighbours, to whom
they were bound only by ties of kinship and common interest. The

remoter bands often diverged considei’ably in dialect, and so readily

assimilated the customs of alien peoples around them that they lost

all feeling of political unity with their distant relatives and some-

times became openly hostile. Furthermore, in the widespread migra-

tions that occurred shortly before Euroi>eans penetrated into the

interior, many bands became entirely se}>arated from their kinsmen

and established themselves in new and remote hunting-grounds. It

thus becomes impossible in many cases to determine the limits of

tribal units, or indeed of any political unit larger than the band; and

the bands w^ere too small, and too numerous, to provide a satisfactory

basis of classification.

Even less satisfactory for a detailed description of the aborigines

is a classification by languages, although it may prove of great value

in reconstructing their history. Such a classification would compel

us to join together widely-separated tribes that differed in every

other way, and to separate neighbouring tribes that differed only in

speech. Thus the Micmac Indians of Nova Scotia and the Blackfoot

of the prairies spoke dialects of the same tongue, but were separated

by two thousand miles, and lived entirely different lives, in ignorance

of each other’s existence. Conversely, the llairla Indians of the

Queen Charlotte islands resembled their neighbours, the Tsimshian

of the Skeena and Nass River basins, in everything except language,

which was unlike and unrelated.

A division according to cultural areas holds out more promise

than either linguistic or tribal divisions, because the cultural areas

closely corresponded to the physiographic which in large measure

determined them. The upland portions of Ontario and Quebec—the
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Laurentiaii Shield—together with the very similar Maritime Prov-

inces and Newfoundland, harboured numerous small bands of Indians

all of whom spoke dialects of a common tongue, subsisted solely on

fish and game, and migrated from place to place along the waterways

in birch-bark canoes during the summer months, and with toboggans

and dog-teams during the winter. Agricultural peoples, organized

into more or less settled communities, occupied the fertile lowland

of Ontario between the Oreat Lakes and its continuation along the

St. Lawrence valley south of the Laurentiaii Shield. Westward, on

the prairies, were migratory hunting tribes again, but there the chase

centred around the buffalo, elk. and antelope instead of the caribou,

moose, and rabbit; fishing disappeared; conical skin tents replaced

the birch-bark wigwam; and instead of heavily-laden canoes or tobog-

gans thi’eading their way up the rivers, the dogs dragged on poles—
“ travois ”—over the treeless plains, whatever the Indians could not

carry on their own backs. The Pacific coast was another region of

settled habitations. There the natives clustered into villages of plank

houses near the mouths of salmon rivers, or in bays frequented by
seals, otters, and other sea-mammals. Society was divided into grades

according to hereditaiy rank; life was enriched by many elaborate

festivals, and art, particularly the ]iainting and carving of enormous

boards and poles of cedar, flourished in every community. The
inhabitants of the plateau region between the Hockies and the coast

were for the most part immigrants from across the mountains, who
either preserved their old customs and institutions with such modi-

fications as their new environment suggested, or adopted j^ai t of the

culture of the coast tribes with whom they came into contact. The
Kootenay, for example, used to recross the Pockies every summer to

hunt the buffalo with other plains’ tribes, whereas the Tahltan

Indians of the Stikine river, in the north of British Columbia, took

over the clan organization and religious rites of the Tlinkit Indians

at its mouth, but preserved their old language and maintained a

certain measure of contact with their kinsmen across the divide. The
great basin of the Mackenzie river supported a scanty population

that resembled in many respects the migratory tribes of eastern Can-

ada, but was even more primitive because of the more limited

resources of its territory, and its isolation from centres of more
advanced culture. Finally, the Arctic and sub-Arctic shores main-

S61159—2i
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tained the Eskimo tribes, who differed in appearance, language, and

mode of life from all other tribes on the American continent.

This is the classification we shall adopt in this book, a classifica-

tion based primarily on culture areas, which were themselves largely

determined by the physiography of the country. But in discussing

each culture area in turn, we shall find it most convenient to sub-

divide according to cleavages of tribe and language, so that in the

end we shall be adopting all three bases of classification. The scheme

in brief is as follows;

(1) Migratory Tribes of the Eastern Woodlands. This group

comprises the Micmac Indians of Nova Scotia; the Malecite of New
Brunswick and the neighbouring parts of Quebec south of the St.

Lawrence river; the Montagnais of eastern Quebec and their near

kinsmen the Naskapi in the eastern half of the Labrador peninsula;

the Algonkins between Ottawa river and the St. Maurice; the Ojibwa

of northern Ontario; the Cree from about the middle of the Labrador

peninsula westward to the prairies; and, finally, the extinct Beothuk

Indians of Newfoundland.

(2) Agricultural Jhibes of the Eastern Woodlands. In this group

are the Iroquois-speaking peoples, viz., the Five Nations of the

Iroquois (Seneca, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, and Mohawk), the

Ilurons, and the now extinct Tobacco and Neutral tribes of Niagara

peninsula.

(3) Plains* Tribes. The three divisions of the Blackfoot (Black-

foot proper, Piegan, and Blood), the Sarcee, the Assiniboine or

Stonies, and a branch of the Cree.

(4) Tribes of the Pacific Coast. The Tlinkit Indians in south-

eastern Alaska, who encroached on what is now British Columbia;

the Tsimshian of the Nass and Skeena rivers; the Haida of the Queen

Charlotte islands; the Bella Coola of Dean channel. North Bentinck

arm, and the Bella Coola river; the Kwakiutl from Douglas channel

to Bute inlet on the mainland (except for the portion controlled by

the Bella Coola), and in the northeast corner of A^ancouver island;

the Nootka on the west coast of the same island; and finally, the

Salishan-speaking Indians at the southern end of Vancouver island

and around the mouth of the Fraser river.
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(5) Tribes of the Cordillera. The interior Salishan-speaking

peoples of the Fraser river; the Kootenay; the Chilcotin of the Chilko

River district; the Carriers along the line of the transcontinental

railway running to Prince Rupert; the extinct Tsetsaut tribe at the

head of Portland canal; the Tahltan on the Stikine river; and the

Tagish of Marsh and Tagish lakes.

716

A Kwakiiitl woman of Vancouver island, reiuesentatiye

of the Jmliaiis of the I’acific coast. Tight ligatures in

infancy have unnaturally elongated her head, (Photo

J>!/ a. M. Dinruoii,)

(6) Tribes of the Mackenzie and Yukon River Basins. The

Sekani at the head of the Peace river; the Beaver lower down its

course; the Chipewyan who roamed between Hudson bay, Athabaska

river, and Great Slave lake;^ the Yellowknives northeast of Great

Slave lake; the Dogribs between Great Slave and Great Bear lakes;

the Slaves on the Mackenzie river from Great Slave lake almost to

1- The Caribou-Eaters seem to have been a subdivision of the Cltipewyan, not distinct enough to

rank as a separate tribe. See Appeialix .\.
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Norman; the Hare from Norman to the ramparts of the Mackenzie

river; the little-known Nahani tril)es of the Rocky mountains from

the upper Liard river north to the headwaters of the Keele and

Stewart; and the rather confused Kutchin tribes of the Peel, Porcu-

pine, and upper Yukon rivers.

(7) The Eskimos along the Arctic coast, and around the shores

of Hudson bay and the Labrador peninsula.

The accompanying map (No. 2274, in pocket at the end of the

book), which outlines these cultural and tribal divisions, has been con-

structed for two dates, 1525 A.D. and 1725 A.D., since the history of

Canada opened two centuries earlier in the eastern provinces than in

the western.^ There were numerous disturbances of population

between Jacques Cartier’s visit to the St. Lawrence river in 1535 and

the confinement of many tribes to reserves in the latter half of the

nineteenth century. Some tribes disappeared altogether during the

interval, others expanded or moved away to new territories. We are

not certain, indeed, of the exact location of every western and northern

tribe even as late as 1725, for much of Canada was still entirely

unknown. Their positions as given on the map, however, may be

considered tolerably accurate.

The colours superimposed on the map indicate approximately the

linguistic areas at the same dates. The eleven languages current in

Canada were distributed very unevenly, two of them, Algonkian and

Athapaskan.“ covering nine-tenths of the territory outside the shores

of the Arctic, where Eskimo held sway. Physiography again played

its part in determining the distribution of the languages, but to a

less marked extent than in the case of the culture areas. Thus the

two culture areas in the eastern woodlands would have coincided

with the two linguistic areas, Algonkian and Iroquoian, if the Algon-

kian had not extended also into the prairies.^ The Athapaskan

tongue occupied the whole of the Alackenzie River basin, but it also

had an offshoot, Sarcee, into the prairies, besides being strongly repre-

1 See Appi'iKlis A.
-Names of linKiiistie siocks, wheti ili-iivi-d from Irilial iiaiiirs, an; sometimes tlistinimislied by the

sndix -an, as Altioiikiii, Ali;oiikijui : Sioux, Siouaii; but liiijruists have not been eoiisi.steiit in thus rt«pi*et,

llai<lii, for example, lueaniiiK either llie ti'ibe or the lanpcnatre.

3 Tlie afliliatiuns of the old Beothukiui liinauage of Newfoundland .are iineei liiin. I.athain eonchided

that it was related to Algonkian, but Gatsehet, who had a fuller acquaintanee with Algonkian, and a
larger Beothukan vocabulary at his disposal, believi'd that it was an indepejident language. By 1725,

Micmac Itunters flora Nova Scotia who spoke an .Algonkian dialect were overrunning the island,

although the Beothuks survived for aiuUher hundred years.
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sented in the plateau regions of British Columbia. Five languages,

Tlinkit, Haida, Tsimshian, Salishan, and Wakashan (Kwakiutl-

Nootka), contended for possession of the British Columbia coast-

line, and an Athapaskan dialect, Tsetsaut, touched the sea at the

head of Portland canal, so that this single physiographic and cultural

area nurtured a remarkable diversity of speech. Two other languages

appear on the map, Kootenay and Siouan. These mark the invasion,

shortly before the historical period, of some small bands from the

United States, where the majority of their kinsmen still survive.

This invasion of alien tribes into what is now Canada reminds

us that the political boundaries of the Dominion had no existence

before the nineteenth century, and bear little or no relation to any

boundaries based on either physiographic or ethnological considera-

tions. The 141st meridian and the 49th parallel of latitude were

purely arbitrary lines that cut through cultural, linguistic, and even

tribal areas, placing half the Blackfoot Indians, for example, under

the flag of the United States and the other half imder the British.

We cannot logically separate the Eskimo of our Arctic coast-line from

the Eskimo of Greenland and Alaska; or the Iroquoian tri}>es of

Ontario from their kinsmen in the state of New York. From a broad

viewpoint, therefore, all the cultural areas outlined above, with the

exception of the Alackenzie River region, extend beyond the frontiers

of the Dominion. Canada’s present political boundaries are equally

useless for linguistic ])urposes, since even tlie Athapaskan dialects

of the IMackenzie basin have sister dialects in Alaska and in

the western and southwestern parts of the United States. It is not

possible, therefore, to study our aborigines thoroughly without study-

ing also tlie tribes on tlie remainder of the continent. Nevertheless,

we can describe their principal traits without great difficulty, merely

glancing now and then at neighbouring regions to fill in small gai>s in

our picture.

It might seem natural, after this preliminary survey of the field,

to proceed with a detailed description of each cidture area and of

the various tribes that inhabited it. Yet such a course would involve

us in endless difficulties. We need, first of all, a clear vision of the

economic background whicli formed the basis of tribal life, a

knowledge of the resources the Indians possessed and of those they

lacked. So many thousands of years have elapsed since agriculture
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a.nd iron became known in Europe, since the horse, the ox, and the

sheep were domesticated, since man discovered the principle of the

wheel, that it is hard for us to conceive of life without these things.

Furthermore, no civilized country to-day relies entirely upon its own

resources. Canada, for example, imports many important products

from abroad—steel from the United States, sugar from the West

Indies, and cloth from England; and to be cut off, as the Indians were,

from trade with other continents, and with other parts of the same

continent, would ujiroot the foundations of its daily life. In the first

days of colonization even the poorest immigrants from France

brought with them firearms to shoot the game, steel axes to build and

furnish their log cabins, and ploughshares to break up the soil. The
Indian had none of tliese implements at his command. What
resources, then, did he possess that enabled him to support his family,

and survive?

Clearly, we must first examine the economic environment of the

Indians. It will scarcely jirofit us, even then, to describe each sei)ar-

ate tribe. For all the tribes had many elements in common, some

derived, it may be, from a common heritage in the distant past, othei’S

evolved at a later period during their residence in America before the

dawn of history. Thus every tribe was founded on groups of families

closely united by ties of kinship; religion was always some form of

animism w^here protecting spirits were believed to guide maids course

and to assist him in life’s crises; each community practised blood-

revenge, and each marked by some rite the change from childhood to

manhood. Rather than repeat all these for every tribe, it will be

better to paint them in broad outline for tlie whole country, that is to

say, to give a general sketch of the social, political, and religious life

of the Indians considered en masse, merely noting here and there the

more important differences.

The languages spoken by the aborigines fall somewhat outside

this scheme, but we may readily describe them in an introductory

chapter which will also help the reader to remember the main tribal

divisions.
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CHAPTER II

LANGUAGES

The highway of the St. Lawreiiee and Ottawa rivers, connecting

with the Great Lakes, inevitably attracted the early settlers towards

the vast expanse of the interior continental plain; and the Nelson

river, flowing into LIudson bay, though of lesser importance, beck-

oner 1 the early traders in the same direction. These rivers are

neither iimiavigable like the Fraser in British Columbia, nor do

they rise in a high range of mountains that blocks man’s passage

into the interior. Between their headwaters and the Atlantic they

embrace a wooded upland stamped with a network of lakes and

rivers, a stretch of country uniform in character from tlie bound-

aries of the prairies to New Brunswick and the Labrador main,

excejh for a small area of fertile lowland in southeastern Ontario

and the neighbouring portion of (Quebec.

ddie linguistic features of this region closely correspond to the

geographic, being indeed partly determined by them. Only one

language, the Algonkian, prevailed from the Atlantic to the prairies,

except that some time before history opened a colony of Indians

speaking another tongue, Iroquoian, occupied part of the lowland of

southeastern Ontario, The voyageur from Montreal, who journeyed

westward up the Ottawa river to the Great Lakes, lake Winnipeg,

and the Churchill river, encountered no tribes that did not speak

the same tongue as the Indians from around his own home who
were manning his canoe; and the same tongue served him if he

pushed northward from the St. Lawrence river to James bay. Even
after he passed the low watershed where the rivers flowing to the

Atlantic took their rise, he often had occasion to use one of the

dialects of this same Algoidvian language, the Cree, whether he

followed the course of the Alackenzie river northward to the Arctic

ocean, or, turning westward, ascended its tributary, the Peace, to

the Rocky mountains; for some of the Crees, leaving their old

homes in northern Ontario and northern Alanitoba shortly after

the establishment of the first trading-posts on LIudson bay. blazed

a trail into the far interior that the fur-traders followed later.
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The early travellers who pushed westward from the settle-

ments on the lower St. Lawrence river seem hardly to have realized

how great an asset to their explorations was this far-flung currency

of the Algonkian tongue; but Sir Alexander Mackenzie repeatedly

mentions the aid he received from the equally wide distribution

of Athapaskan, another of the Indian languages. It carried him
from Great Slave lake to the Arctic ocean, and from the same lake

again through the Peace and Upper Fraser River areas almost to

the Pacific coast. It was on the frontiers of this language that he

encountered the greatest obstacles to his explorations—on the

Fraser river near Alexandria, where the Athapaskan-speaking

Carriers and Cliilcotins adjoined Shuswap Indians who spoke the

totally different Salishan tongue, and on the Bella Coola river

and inlet, where another dialect of the Salishan language held

sway. Everywhere else throughout Mackenzie’s long journeys liis

Cliipewyan interpreters from Great Slave lake coukl make them-
selves understood with little difficulty, and obtain valuable arlvance

information concerning routes and portages.

Eleven linguistic stocks were current in Canada, most of them
subdivided into numerous dialects. The distribution of these

languages is shown on the pocket map. No less than six were

confined to British Columbia. Tliere the Tlinkit language of

southern Alaska abutted on the Tsimshian of the Nass and Skeena
rivers and confronted the Haida of the Queen Charlotte islands.

Vancouver island was the home of the Wakashan tongue, separated
into two dialects so divergent that they constituted almost distinct

languages, the Nootka on the west coast and the Kwakiutl on the

east. The tribes at the southern end of tlie island, and on the

Fraser river as far up as Alexandria, used the Salishan language,

other dialects of which prevailed at Dean and Burke channels and
in the Okanagan valley. The Kootenay Indians possessed a lan-

guage of their own, and throughout the northern interior of Britisli

Columbia invading tribes from across the mountains introduced
the Athapa.skan tongue. British Columbia, therefore, like the
Pacific coast of the United States, was a ])abel of conflicting tongues,

suggesting that it had been a cul-de-sac from which neither invaded
nor invader could escape. In pre-European times contact between the
tribes was so frequently hostile that no one language gained the
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ascendancy; but during the more peaceful era that succeeded the first

colonization by white men a degraded form of the Chinookan language

spoken in the state of Washington l)ecame the usual medium of inter-

course l:ietween the different tribes, like the jargon of broken Iilnglish

current in many parts of the South Seas.

On the prairies another linguistic stock appeared, Siouan, spoken

by the Assiniboines or Stonies who entered Canada from the south,

probably around 1600. The Blackfoot, Blood, and Biegan Indians

spoke an Algonkian dialect, as did also those Cree who migrated to

the plains after tlie introduction of firearms. The Sai'cec, who now
live on a reserve near Calgary, are the remnant of a once powerful

tribe that moved down from the north a few centuries ago. Though
assimilated to the Blackfoot in all their customs they still preserve

their Atliapaskan tongue.^

The Iroquoian language of southeastern Ontario was not con-

fined to the historic Five (later Six) Nations, but was shared by

them with the Huron, the Tobacco, and the Neutral nations which

they displaced or destroyed. Elsewhere in eastern Canada Algon-

kian dialects prevailed; one of them, Cree, extended far into the

northwest during early historical times, penetrating the great block

of territory held by the Athapaskan tongue. The Eskimo language

reigned exclusively along the Arctic and sub-Arctic coast-line outside

the shores of James bay.

The number of distinct languages in Canada raises the question

whether they may not all be derived from a single source, even if

they have changed so greatly that we cannot to-day detect their

relationship. AVe know that every language changes in vocabulary,

pronunciation, and even grammar. Many words in the English

Bible, and in Shakespeare, are now obsolete; others, though still

used, are pronounced differently; and grammatical forms that were

formerly coi’rect are no longer so. These changes still continue,

although the spread of education, and the printing press, with their

tendency to standardize spelling, often mask and sometimes perhaps

retard them; for in spite of such checks all the Dominions of the

British Empire are slowly developing distinctive dialects. The lan-

guages of tlie Indians have undoubtedly changed in the same way,

though since the aborigines evolved no form of writing (except a

1 For the Sirninn -speaking Gros-^’t-ntre, \\ lio also ai'pear on the map, See v'- 326.
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crude picture-writing) we have no ancient documents with which to

compare their present-day speech and arc less able to gauge the rates

of change. That all languages do not change at the same rate we
can see from the examples of Greek and English, since modern Greek

differs less from the Greek spoken a thousand years ago than modern

English from the Anglo-Saxon of 900 A.I). In America, Eskimo

and Athapaskan seem more resistant to change than some of the

other languages, e.g., Algonkian and Salishan; for in Algonkian and

Salishan the dialects diverge rather widely from one another, whereas

an Eskimo of the Alackenzie River delta can readily converse with

a Labrador Eskimo, and a Chipewyan Indian of Great Slave lake

with a Carrier of British Columbia, although their tribes have been

separated for an untold number of centuries. Philologists, who must

work with the languages as spoken to-day, have discovered no kin-

ship among any of the eleven Canadian tongues, unless perhaps

between Ilaida. Tlinkit, and Athapaskan, which Sapir would group

together under tlie name of Nadene.^ lie has never published entirely

satisfactory proof of their kinship, however, so that some other

authorities still consider them separate languages, and attribute

certain undoubted resemblances between them to mutual contact

and borrowing rather than to common descent. One or two philolo-

gists have also ventured the opinion that Eskimo and Algonkian

may be related to one another, but liave put forward no evidence in

support of their view.- In spite, then, of all the researches of the

last half century, we are still unable to trace to a common source

any two of the eleven languages current among our Canadian
aborigines.

Looking farther afield, we find that seven of the Canadian lan-

guages, Athapaskan, Salishan, Wakashan, Kootenayan, Siouan,

Irociuoian, and Algonkian, are spoken also in the United States; while

Eskimo ranges from Greenland in the east to the Asiatic shore of

Bering strait in the west. Certain writers, extending their view to

the Old World, have claimed kinship between Eskimo and Finnish,’"^

and between Nadene (Athapaskan and related tongues) and the

Sinitic (Tibeto-Cliinese-Siamese) group of eastern Asia, In no case,

1 The Xa-Deiie T.aiiKuaKes, a preliminary reporl : Am, Anili,, vol. xvii, ]ip. 354 ff.

2 Rapir even speculate.'! on an early " Algonkian-Wakashan ” root language from which have sprung
Algonkian, Benthuk (?). Wakashan, Ralish, ami Kootenay, .'^apir, E, : “Central anti Norlli AmencaTi
Languages”; Encyolopt-dia Ttrilannica, I4th ed., vol. 5, p, 139,

2 Sauvageot, A.: Esquimalt et Ouralien, Journal tie la Stteietc ties .Ainericanistes de Paris, N.S. tome
xvi, pp. 279-316.
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however, has full and convincing; proof been provided, and our present

knowledge does not warrant us in asserting genetic relationship

between any of the Canadian languages and any language outside

North America.

The question may pei'haps l)e asked whether the close physical

resemblances between the aborigines, their apparent derivation from

a single racial stock, does not also imply a common origin for all

their languages. If we assume, with most authorities, a single origin

for all the present varieties of the human race, we must also assume

a single origin for its multiple varieties of speech. The term “ dis-

tinct language,” or “ distinct linguistic stock,” is, therefore, a purely

relative one, meaning no more than that a certain language or lin-

guistic stock, while derived from the same ultimate source as other

languages in the far-distant past, has yet diverged so widely from

them that no kinship is now discernible. It is quite possible that if

the languages of the Canadian aborigines had been recorded phonetic-

ally three or four thousand years ago, we could discover resemblances

among them that would reduce the number of separate stocks. Yet

even this is doubtful, for the human race is certainly a hundred times

older than four thousand years, and our Indians may have been

descended from many different bands of immigrants that spoke differ-

ent languages before they entered America.

Here a word of caution is necessary concerning two errors that

occur very frequently even in scientific books. It is often assumed

that language and physical type are co-ordinate, that tribes or

peoples who speak dialects of the same language are ipso facto of the

same racial stock. A moment’s reflection will show how misleading

this assumption can be. The United States is inhabited at the present

time by people of widely different physical types, ranging from the

fair, blond-haired descendants of Scandinavian immigrants to the

blackest negroes; yet all alike employ the English language. Con-

versely, there is often a close resemblance in physical appearance

between peoples whose languages seem to have no connexion with one

another, as for example, between the Pacific Coast tribes of Canada
and some Mongolian peoples of northeastern Asia. So the numerous

tribes that now speak Algonkian dialects may have diverse origins;

whereas the multiplicity of languages on the Pacific coast, where the

Indians differ so little in outward appearance, really obscures the

presence of one fundamental racial stock.
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The same distinction holds between language and culture as

between language and race. Beneath the diversity of the Pacific

Coast languages there is the closest resemblance in customs and mode
of life. The Sarcee, though but recently separated from their kins-

men of the Mackenzie River valley, have yet so assimilated them-

selves to the Blackfoot that they can be distinguished only by lan-

guage. On the other hand, the scattered bands that use the Cree

dialect of Algonkian differ widely in culture according as they have

come into contact with the Athapaskan-speaking tribes of the Mac-
kenzie river, the plains’ tribes, or the Indians of eastern Canada.

Similarly, in the world at large, peoples of very different cultures

often employ the English tongue, and contrariwise a generalized Euro-

pean culture has permeated among many i>eoples who make use of

diverse languages. Race, culture, and language, then, are distinct

features, no one of which affords a certain guide to the others. Each
can change independently, so that similarity of physical type may
conceal radical differences of culture or of language; and community
of language, or of culture, may indicate no more than close contact

between two peoples of different racial stock.

W e must guard, also, against another widely-spread error of a

somewhat different nature. Simplicity of culture does not entail a

simple language. The most primitive Indians in Canada, those of

the Mackenzie River valley, possessed the most complex language;

and English or French appears conpiaratively simple beside the

intricacies of Eskimo.

Indian languages seem esjiecially complex to a European because

the words are often strangely difficult to pronounce. Theoretically,

the number of sounds that can be ])roduced by the organs of human
speech is almost unlimited; in practice, each language (or dialect)

unconsciously makes its own selection of from fifteen to forty. The
Indian languages have selected many sounds that are foreign to

European ears. Thus most of them rlraw a different line of demarca-

tion between the voiced and voiceless stops, which we write in Eng-

lish k and g, t and d, p and h- It is as though in each of these groups

there were four sounds, represented in the first group by kh, k, kg,

and g, where k and g are pronounced as in English, kh denotes a

k uttered with great stress and a noticeable emission of breath, and

kg a sound intermediate between k and g. Certain Indian languages
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will then have chosen the first and third of these sounds, kh and

kg, whereas English has chosen k and g. Many ji;o even further;

they glottalize the kh i.e., close the glottis during its formation so

as to produce a peculiar clicking sound, and they add a velar k,

pronounced far back in the throat, that is very characteristic of

vSemitic tongues, but unknown in western Europe.

76024

Interior of an Iro(inois Inng-lionse. Oveproduced through tJie courtesy of A. C,
I’arker, iMunicii)al Mnseiiin, Ilochestcr, from a painting by R. J. I’ucker.)

Another difficulty for Europeans lies in the grammatical struc-

tures of Indian languages, which are based on unfamiliar principles.

Often there are very few parts of speech, some languages possess-

ing no adverbs, prepositions, or coniunctions. The verb and noun

may be imperfectly distinguished, the pronoun subordinated to the

verb, and the intransitive verb assume the function of an adjec-

tive. Gender based on sex appears in the coast dialects of the

Salishan tongue, but only in pronominal forms; and the Iroquoian

dialects separate nouns into masculine and non-masculine. Else-

where, the nearest approach to gender is the distinction between

animate and inanimate objects in the Algonkian language and in

one of the dialects of Siouan. Number is treated in a variety of

86959—3
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In Eskimo there is a diftereiitiatioii between “ one,ways, in ij^sKimo mere is a anieronuauuu uulwcch uhc, two,

and “many,” i.e., a dual number as in ancient Greek; but very fre-

quently a distinction between the collective and the distributive,

between “all” and “each,” or between “some” and “many,” takes

the place of singular and plural. Again, instead of a sharp dis-

tinction between present, past, and future time, tense may be based

on such categories as the “ beginning ” or “ duration ^ of an action,

its “ momentary ” or “ continuous ” character, or on the “ transi-

tion ” from one state to another. These and other differences have

probably deterred many philologists from studying the Indian lan-

guages, and help to explain our imperfect knowledge of some of

them to-day.

However much they may vary in structure one from another,

nearly all the Canadian languages possess one feature in common,

the elaborate employment of affixes preceding and following the

stem. Infixes are rare—only Siouan and Nootka make use of them

—but most languages employ both prefixes and suffixes. In Eskimo

there is only one prefix, a syllable fa used with certain pronominal

place stems; but there are something like three hundred suffixes

which may be combined with one another in bewildering variety to

produce words of ten, fifteen, and even twenty syllables. These

suffixes (together with prefixes in other languages) supply the need

of several parts of speech and permit a whole sentence to be em-

braced within a single word. Thus, from the word igdlo: “ house,”

a West Greenland Eskimo can produce the following and many other

forms :

^

igdlorssuaq

:

a large house;

igdlorssualiorpoq: he builds a large house;

iqdlorss’ualiorfik: the place where a large house is being built;

igdlorssualiorfilik

:

one who has a place where a large house is

being built

;

igdloTssualiortugssarsiuinavoq

:

he wants to find a man who can

build a large house.

Numerous affixes of this nature, easily combined with one

another, give the Indian languages great flexibility and enable them

to overcome many deficiencies in their vocabularies. It has often

1 Taken from Ritik, IT.; “ Tlie Eskimo Tribes”; Meddelelser om Gr0nland, vol. xi, p, 48 (0)pen~

hagen, 1887J.
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been thought that because an Indian distinguishes perhaps only

three or four colours, and possesses few abstract nouns, his vocabulary

is very limited. Nothing could be further from the truth. If he

distinguishes few colours it is because fine discrimination in colour

has no value in his life. He will differentiate, in matters that are

important to liim, where Europeans may make no distinction. Thus
Eskimo has one term for falling snow, another for granular snow, a

third for a snow-drift, and several others; whereas English possesses

but the one word “ snow,” and must employ descriptive phrases to

separate its varieties or manifestations. It is true that the vocabu-

laries of Indian languages are .small when compared with European

dictionaries, even if we eliminate from the latter all derivative forms

and count only the stem words. Thus the latest dictionary of the

Eskimo dialect of West Greenland, ^ one of the best known American

languages, contains less than two thousand six hundred stem words.

At least half of these words, however, are in everyday use, whereas

European dictionaries are filled with scientific, technical, poetical, and

semi-obsolete words that are never employed in ordinary conversa-

tion and are known to comparatively few individuals. The vocabu-

lary of an uneducated English peasant, it is often stated, rarely

exceeds seven hundred words, which is no more than that of an

Eskimo.

In addition, the Indian, like the European peasant, talks con-

cretely, his vocabulary being more suitable for descriptive narrative

than for the expression of abstract ideas. Abstract terms are indeed

rare, although they could readily have been developed by the use of

approj)riate affixes. That they were not so developed we may
ascribe, perhaps, to the primitive economic conditions and to the

absence of a leisured class devoted to intellectual pursuits. There

were Indian philosophers who pondered deeply and spent much time

in silent meditation; but they seldom revealed their thoughts to

others or sought the stimulus and discipline that come from open

discussion and debate. So their meditations tended to revolve around

concrete things and their languages reflected the concreteness of their

thoughts.

In their chants and religious ceremonies the Indians employed
many words, archaic or descriptive, that were not current in ordinary

1 ScIniltz-LoientKt’n, Den GronJandske Ordbog. (KoVinhavn, 1926.)

86959—31
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conversation. Sometimes they preserved, too, archaic grammatical

forms, like the use of “ thou ” in the hjnglish churches. More

strange to Europeans were the slight differences in speech between

men and women, that appeared in a few languages. These were

sometimes mere flifferences of vocabulary, certain words being used

by women only; but in Siouan and in the Eskimo dialect of Baffin

island there were also slight differences in grammatical forms.

The most musical of all the Indian languages was Algonkian,

owing to its richness in vowel sounds and its avoidance of the harsher

consonants. It had a fondness for wliispered syllables, h. and a voice-

less w (like ivh in v)hile) occurring very commonly as terminations;

glottal stops between vowels, though not uncommon, were never

stressed, and there were few of the glottalizcfl consonants ( i.c., con-

sonants pronounced with a momentary stop]>ing of the breath) that

were so frequent in other Indian languages. In striking contrast was

. the exceeding liarshness of the Salishan dialects of British Columbia,

which not only abounded in harsh consonants like k and g, frequently

glottalized, but combined two and often three consonants, for

example, khn and pts (with perhaps the k and the p glottalized),

which in European languages would be separated by vowels. The

Athapaskan dialects were less harsh than the Salishan, but more

difficult and elusive on account of the complexity of the prefixes and

suffixes, the vagueness of the stems, the numerous vowel and conson-

antal changes, and the use of tonal .systems that varied from one

tribe to another. i\thai)askan was perhaps the most difficult of all

the Indian tongues, nearly every one of which would seem difficult

if compared with Ei-ench or German among European languages.

The presence of many distinct languages in Canada seems to have

proved no great barrier to tribal contacts, to the spread of cultural

elements, or even to the formation of political alliances between

groups of difl’erent speech. Thus a moi’e or less uniform culture

prevailed all along the Pacific coast, despite the diversity of languages

in that region. The Sarcee and the Cree, both immigrants to the

plains, preserved their respective languages when they adopted the

culture of the older plains’ tribes. In the east, the Hurons allied

themselves with their Algonkian neighbours against their own kins-

men, the Iroquois proper. Nearly every tribe, indeed, absorberl

through marriage or warfare a few members of some neighbouring
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tribe; and trading relations, however limited their scope, fostered

the growth of a restricted bilingualism. Xew arts and new appliances

easily overrode linguistic boundaries; and even social and religious

institutions and ideas overflowed them with considerable freedom,

as shown by the penetration far into the interior of the phratric

systems of the Pacific coast, ^ and the occurrence of sun-dance and

medicine-bundle ceremonies in every prairie tribe. Indian traditions

tell us that in Canada, as in Europe, differences of speech often

engendered misunderstandings and distrust resulting in quarrels and

even wars; but warfare itself is a fonii of intertribal contact that

leads to many cultural exchanges. It would seem, therefore, that

the multiplicity of languages was neither the principal, nor even an

important, factor in promoting the inequality of progress among the

aborigines in different areas, the primitiveness of some groups, and
the relatively high level of culture attained by others. This inequal-

ity arose rather from the varying economic conditions, the difficulties

of travel and transportation, and the self-sustaining character of each
tribal unit that rendered it virtually independent of its neighbours.

1 St€ p. 148, note.
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C'HAPTER III

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

The difference between the immediate resources of a country and

its potential resources is the measure of the limitations in man’s

knowledge. Statisticians calculate for us the value of Canada’s

minerals, its waterpowers, lumber, agricultural and pastoral land,

fisheries, and fur-bearing animals; and their figures soar with every

increase in our knowledge, whether it be the production of an earlier-

ripening wheat or the invention of a cheaper process for refining

low-grade ores. Just as we have no right to despise the early French-

Canadian settlers because they did not realize the power that lay

buried in the Nova Scotia coal-fields, or in the waterfalls on the

Saguenay river, so they in turn were not justified in scorning, as

many did, the Indian tribes because they made even less use of the

potential resources. For the Indians, isolated in a remote corner of

the New World, had lagged behind in the march of progress, whereas

the colonists inherited all the knowledge and experience that had

resulted from the successive civilizations in the Old. If the settlers

who came over during the first fifty years of colonization had them-

selves remained isolated during the next two hundred years, in all

probability they would either have perished or have fallen back into

a condition not much better than that of the “ sauvages ” around

them. ^

Let us consider, for a moment, some of the advantages the colon-

ists possessed. They imported with them the seeds of various grains

and vegetables, such as wheat, oats, rye, barley, potatoes, and turnips,

and they possessed the knowledge of their cultivation. They knew

how to irrigate and to fertilize the land, how to rotate their crops.

They brought steel axes and saws to clear the ground, ploughs and

oxen to break up the soil, scythes to cut the grain, and vehicles to

gather in the harvest. Cows, sheep, goats, and poultry provided them

both meat and clothing. The newcomers could anchor themselves

to any fertile plot of ground, certain that with reasonable industry

1 The early Norse colonies in Greenland, established before the time of tireanns, relied on Europe
for iron, timber, and domestic animals for breeding. They disappeared within little more than a
century after untHudations ceased and the_\' had to fall back, like the Eskimo, on the resources of their

local en^'irunment.
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they could wrest from its few square rods sufficient food to keep

starvation from their doors. They could erect substantial buildinos

of brick or stone, since the same soil that provided their sustenance

would provide sustenance also for their children’s children; and they

could concentrate their homes as a single community, facing the river

that linked them during the summer with the motlierland.

Indian methods of making lire: a, lumps of iron pyrites; b, a fire-plough;

c, a hand-drill; d, a pump-drill.

The Indians lacked every one of these things. Their only domes-

ticated animal was the dog, which was useful for transportation and

hunting, but of little value for either food or clothing.^ The Iroquoian

tribes, who had learned in the south how to grow maize, beans,

1 The Iroquoian and otIuT trilies frequently ate the dog when meat was searee; the Ojibwa, some
plains’ and some Pacific coast tribes also ate it on ceremonial occasions; but it was never an important
article of diet. The Eskimo of southeast Haftin island, according to the hi.storiun of Frobisher's voyage,
raised a small breed of dogs solely for eating, and a larger breed for drawing the sleds; but apparently
this small breed quickly became extinct, toi' there is no further reference to it in the literature (Allen,

“ Dogs of the .American Aboi igines" ; Hull. Mas. of Voin. Zool., vol, Ixiii, p. 492 (Cambridge,
Mass., 1920)), The use of dogs’ wool iu clothing by the Coast Salish Iiiduins is noticed on p. 68.
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squashes, and sunflowers, introduced their cultivation into south-

eastern Ontario and the St. Lawrence valley, whence they spread into

New Brunswick. But the Indian methods of cultivation w-ere exceed-

ingly primitive. Their stone axes barely bit into hard maple or birch

trees that w'ere not first charred by fire, so that they depended mainly

on burning for the clearing of their land. Long digging-sticks or hoes

fitted with blades of shell supplied the ]flace of ploughs; the ri])ened

ears of corn were gathered by hand and transported in baskets by

the women to the husking shed. No tribe understood the rotation

of crops or indeed possessed the means to rotate them, and but few

made any attempt to fertilize the soil, ('onseciuently when their plots

became exhausted wdthin ten or tw^elve years, the community moved

away to new but unbroken ground.^ Under such conditions the

Indians could supifly their daily needs only by combining agriculture

with fishing, hunting, and the gathering of wild fruits, seasonal occu-

pations that necessitated frequent migrations and temporary disband-

ments of the communities. So even the Irocjuoian tribes were unable

to establish really permanent villages and towns where easier living

conditions and greater leisure might foster inventions and the growth

of knowledge. Outside the lowlands of eastern Canada there w'as no

agriculture, and the exigencies of a life dependent on fish and game

kept the tribes in constant motion. It is true that semi-permanent

villages existed on the Pacific coast, where the aborigines subsisted

mainly on the marine fauna, shellfish, salmon, and sea-mammals;

but even there migrations to new fishing grounds were not infrequent,

and there were also seasonal movements to gather berries, or to hunt

bears, goats, and other game.

The French-Canadian settler enjoyed another great advantage

in the knowledge and possession of metals, especially of iron and

steel. Unaided, he could build in seven days a log cabiu far superior

to any bark lodge of the eastern Indians, a cabin as enduring and

comfortable as the plank houses on which a flozen or twenty Pacific

coast nativ^es, the most skilful carpenters in North America, laboured

industriously for months with their crude stone tools.- Plis steel ax

1 The exhaustion of 11>e fuel supply around a villat;e, nut! Ilse laUour of carrying firewood from a
distance without wheeled vehicles or transport animals, were also common ciiuses for the abandonment
of otherwise favoundile sites. See ji. 84 f.

2 " The felling of trees, a.s practised by them, is a .slow aiul mo.st tedious process, three of them
being generally from two to three days in cutting down a large one.” “ Tlie Adventures and Suffer-
ings of John R. Jevvitt”; Edinburgh, 1824. p. 94. Cf. Henry anrl Thompson: “New Light on llie

Early History of the Greater Northwest”; erlited by Elliott Cones, vol, ii, p. 724 (New York, 1897).

The Iroquoians often spent three or four years ileforesting new land for cornfields before they moved
their villages (I.afitiiu: Moeiirs des Sauvages Aineri(|uains, \'ol. II, p. 109 (Pari.s, 1724)).
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lightened the labour of gathering firewood, and, in conjunction with

a saw, knife, nails, and hammer, enabled him to furnish his home
with such conveniences as chairs and tables, that were beyond the

reach of the aborigines, to whom the making of a single board was
a heavy task. Sheet-iron stoves were not yet invented, but with

mortar and brick (or stone) the European settler could build a

chimney that permitted him to enjoy the open fire of the Indians

without the smoke that often made their dwellings almost unin-

habitable. His copjDer cooking-pot was not fragile like their pottery

51166

Eskimo archers of Coronation gulf. "J'lteir bow luid an extreme range of oniy 125
yaials and an effective range of from 30 to 40. (Photo 1/y Sir G, Hubert Wilkins.)

vessels, or perishable like the wooden boxes, the birch-bark kettles,

and the bags of buffalo-hide, in which the tribes who lacked pot-

tery cooked their meat with the aid of hot stones. Lanterns and

candlesticks of metal helped to illumine his home during the long

nights of winter, extending the working hours, while the Indians

were crouching in semi-darkness around their lodge fires. Steel

knives rendered easy the cutting of wood and meat, steel awls

and needles facilitated sewing and the working of hides and leather.
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Pinally, iron and gunpowder gave him the muzzle-loading gun,

which was infinitely more effective for war and the chase than

the Indian^s bow and arrow. Gun, steel hatchet, and steel knife,

these three things by themselves gave the French-Canadian an

immeasurable advantage, as we can see from their effect on the

Indian tribes that first acquired them. Thus a handful of Micmac

who crossed from Nova Scotia to Newfoundland early in the

eighteenth century quickly exterminated with their muzzle-loading

guns the unhappy Beothuk, whose feeble bows and arrows gave

no chance of effective resistance. The Iroquois, equipped with

hatchets and guns by the Dutch colonists in Pennsylvania, easily

drove the Huron tribes from their homeland around lake Simcoe;

and the previously insignificant Cree marched northwest from the

hinterland of James bay, and raided the whole valley of the Mac-

kenzie river, driving before them the unfortunate tribes that had

been too remote from Hudson bay to secure firearms from the early

trading posts. ^

No tribe in the New World, again, not even the highly civilized

Maya and Inca peoples of Central America and Peru, was acquainted

with the practical applications of the wheel,- which the French-Can-

adian settler turned to many uses. The carriage wheel gave him

rapid and easy transportation
;
the water-wheel ground his corn

;
the

windmill pumped his water; the spinning-wheel twisted his yarn;

the potter’s wheel facilitated the shaping of his household vessels;

and the pulley increased his capacity for moving heavy weights.

The Indian relied on man-power alone. Pie ground his corn with a

pestle and mortar, twisted by hand the little yarn he made, and

fashioned his pottery either by building it up in short strips (coiling),

or by the still cruder process of hollowing out the stationary mass

by hand.^

We should not forget, also, one other great difference between

the French-Canadian immigrant and the Indian whom he dispos-

sessed. During the first two hundred years of colonization the

1 C/. also Kelsey’s description of the Crec attackin'; the Blackfoot: “Their enemies, many whom
they cannot rout. But now of late they hunt their enemies. And with our English guns do make
v'm tlie.’’ The Kelsey Papers, with an introduction hy Arthur G, Doughty and Chester Marlin,

Published by the Public Archives of Canada and the Pul,lie Record OlTice of North Ireland, Ottawa,

1929. p. 3f.
- Many tribes used a wooden hoop in games.
3 Although few immigrants were scholais, writing yet preser\ed for them the ancient lore anrl trans-

mitted a knowledge of new diseoveries. Probably many Indian inventions failed to take root because
they could be inipartetl only orally.
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settler, however industrious and resourceful, was dependent economi-

cally on the Old World. Each year the ships that sailed from France

brought him fresh cargoes of firearms and ammunition, supplies of

metal, and even clothing and food. No doubt he often raised all his

own food supplies, his wife clothed him with the pelts from his hunt-

ing and the wool from their sheep and goats. Yet every year, or

every second year, he needed to replenish his supply of powder and

lead, to purchase a new knife, a new ax, or new cooking utensils.

Furthermore, the vessels that lay at anchor off Quebec or Louisburg

were a visible sign of his connexion with a powerful motherland that

would surely come to his aid in times of stress or danger. The Indian

had no motherland save the country over which he roamed. The
tribes that surrounded him were economically no more advanced

than his own, and he neither knew of, nor could communicate with,

the great centres of civilization beyond. He was merely one of a

community, small in numbers and self-dependent, that looked no

farther than its own borders for the fulfilment of all its needs. His

raw materials, his tools and his weapons, everything indeed that he

possessed, came as the fruit of his own labour from the resources of

his own narrow domain.

^

What, then, were the resources on which he relied? How far in

the scale of civilization had he progressed? And by what means did

he procure life’s three basic necessities, food, clothing, and shelter.

When man first invented tools, some time in the late Pliocene

or early Pleistocene, lie took the first step forward on the long road

to civilization. The Indian had passed far beyond those early stages

in man’s ascent that have been uncovered in the glacial drifts of the

Old World—beyond the palirolithic or Old Stone epoch into a neo-

lithic age, when stones were not only chipped but polished, agri-

culture had arisen, and pottery had made its appearance. Many
tribes even made tools and ornaments of native copper; but since

they treated it simply as a malleable stone, and possessed no knowl-

erlge of its smelting, they were still far removed from a true metal

age. Tools of stone still formed the basis of all their material culture,

and they were no farther advanced economically than the inhabi-

tants of England two thousand years before Christ.

1 C}. Cluiciin mc'.'^na're (among the Hnroii!.) fairt tie luynicsnie ne qiii h.ty est convenahle et iiecessaire,

soil a couder, a filler, faire des pots de lerre, et toiite autre oiivrage et attion de iiietstier qui leur faict

besom. Saganl, T, G,: “ liistoire du Canaila”; ii, p. 324 (Pans, 1S66).
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The primary tool of the Canadian Indians was a stone-bladed

knife ^ set in a handle of wood, bone, or, among the Eskimo, ivory.

Its shape varied greatly according to its exact purpose, and accord-

ing to the fashions of different tribes; and it was made from many
different varieties of stone, igneous ami sedimentary, that called for

different processes of manufacture. Whatever its shape and material

the knife was the Indiaivs indispensable tool. An early exjolorer

relates of the Dogrib Indians on the lower Mackenzie river that

a man, carrying in his hand nothing except a knife, could march
alone into the wilderness and secure everything he needed. Hearne,

who travelled with the Chipewyans after they had been trading for

many years with the fur posts on Hmlson bay, placed the needs of

that tribe a little higher. “ The real wants of these people,” he says,

“are few and easily supplied; a hatcliet, an ice-chisel, a file, and a

knife, are all that is required to enable them, with a little industry,

to procure a comfortable livelihood. Yet the same author

describes'"^ how his party chanced on the well-furnished camp of a

western Dogrib woman, a fugitive from the Cree, who had lived

in solitude for seven months; “ Five or six inches of an iron hoop,

made into a knite, and the shank of an arrow-head of iron, which
served her for an awl, were all the metals this poor woman had with
her when she eloped; and wuth these implements she had made her-

self complete snow-shoes, and several other useful articles.” Fifty

years earlier the blade of her knife woultl have been, not iron, but
stone, native copper, or the tooth of an animal, probably of a beaver.

Next to the knife in importance was the stone adze or ax,

some tribes attaching their blades both vertically and transversely,

some transversely only. With this implement, which also varied

greatly in shape and material, the Indian cleared his land, made
planks and poles for his house, his toboggan, and his sled, hollowed
his dug-out canoe, and secured all the wood that he required for

household utensils, tools, and weapons. Naturally he could not

obtain with stone, however hard, either the strength or the keen-

1 It i.s wtirtli reinai'kiitsi llial ftnv stoiu' foiil.s have lii'cii d !.«< in llie t>asin of tlio Markenssie
rivpr. Crude sfoue .axes were aiiiiareiiil>' not uiieoiiiiiioii in this retrion, lint niaiiy if not niost knives
had blades of Ix'aver tt'eih, carihon antler, or ainontr the Vellowkiiives, C’hiitew,\ans, and some of the
Dogribs, native copper. On the Paeihe coast the Indians often ttsed knives of shell. Ncvertlielo.ss, the
statement made abo\e applies generally throughout the Dominion.

^ Heariie, Samuel: “A .Journey from Prinee of Wales Fort in Iludson'.s Bay to the N'ortliern

Ocean”; Edited by J. B. Tyrrell, p. 123, The Chamiilain Society (Toronto, 1011).
3 Ibid., p. 265.
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ness of edge that more civilized peoples secured with metal; steel

knives and hatchets were, therefore, the trade goods most in demand
during the early days of colonization, reaching many parts of the

country long before the first white explorers^

39674

An Eskimo of the Mackenzie River delta using a bow-drill

for piercing bone. (Photo hy J. R. Cox.)

Closely allied to stone knives, and often distinguishable from

them only by the handles or shafts in which they were mounted,

were saws, drills, daggers, and two-edged points for spears, harpoons,

anrl arrows. Gouges and chisels, on the other hand, closely resem-

1 Sproat says that the Nnotka Indians of Vancouver island did not make stone tools, and that
although a few stone adzes were current among tlieni, these were obtained from northern tribes: " The
l)ladc of their adze was a mussel -siieil, of their knife, bone, and of tlielr eliisols elk-horn ” (Sproat,
G. .M.: “.Scenes and Sttidies of Savage Life”; Appendix, p. 316 (I.ondon, 1868)). Yet Meares expressly
states that the Nootka built their canoes with utensils of .stone made by themselves, whicli can only
mean stone adzes (Meares, J. : “Voyage to the Xorth-West 0)ast of America”; p. 262 (London, 1790)).
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bled adze and ax blades; and there were combination tools, an adze

or ax at one end and a gouge at the other. Any rounded stone served

on occasion as a hammer, but the aborigines often expended much

time and energy in making carefully-shaped pestles, hammers, and

maceheads, from basalt and other hard rocks. They had special

stone implements, also, for scraping skins, and for smoothing the

wooden shafts of arrows and spears.

In manufacturing these tools and weapons, with others of less

importance which it is unnecessary to enumerate, the Indians em-

ployed many different varieties of stone, and made use of several

distinct processes. Hard, igneous rocks like granite and diorite, which

had a rather loose, crystalline texture and made convenient hammers,

adzes, and chisels, they generally pounded and pecked into shape

with other stones; but nephrite, which was most valuable for adzes

and drills, and slate, which served for arrow and spear-points and for

knives, they sawed with a thin stone blade, often of shale, sometimes

adding water and sand to the slowly forming groove. Glassy stones,

such as flint, quartz, jasper, and obsidian, they chipped into form

with bone or antler mallets, and produced a keen, saw-like edge by

breaking off tiny flakes with bone pencils. These glassy stones were

seldom polished, but others were ground and sharpened on gritty

sandstones, and in the Eskimo area their edges were rendered keener

by means of whetstones derived from hard nephrite. To perforate

their stone implements the Indians employed two methods; large holes

they pecked out with a pointed stone, small ones they drilled, using

for the purpose a point of flint or nephrite set in a stem of wood or

bone. A few minerals w^ere so soft that they could be quarried and

shaped with the ordinary hammer, adze, and knife. It w^as thus that

the Indians fashioned their copper, which replaced stone in many
tools among the Ontario Indians and among the Indians and Eskimo

east and northeast of Great Bear lake. Thus, too, they fashioned argil-

lite and soapstone, which served for pipes, lamps, vessels, and mis-

cellaneous implements and ornaments, although useless for tools or

weapons.

Stone tools, particularly the ax, adze, knife, and drill, gave the

Indians a mastery over animal and vegetable products. They carved

from bone, or from the similar substances, ivory, horn, and antler,

numerous implements of everyday use, as mattocks, spearheads.
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spoons, combs, awls, and neetlles; and they made ornaments of hali-

otis, dentalium, clam, and other shells. It was the possession of stone

tools that made these articles possible, even though the natives some-

times used a beaver or fox tootli for graving antler and bone, and

employed hunting knives made of bone or antler instead of stone.

Similarly, it was with stone knives, and stone and bone scrapers,

that they rlressed and tailored the skins that provided them with both

tents and clotliing.

73464

Some basic aboriginal stone tools; knife, adze, hammer, drill, and scraper.

The stone knife and the stone adze were equally indispensable

for all wood-work. The Indians utilized both the hard and the soft

timbers in which the Dominion abounded. From the giant cotton-

wood, cedar, and elm, they carved dug-outs that often exceeded fifty

and even sixty feet in length
;
and from the bark of the birch, spruce,

and elm, they made lighter canoes eminently fitted for travelling

along the swift rivers. The rather soft, straight-grained cedar, which

can be split so readily into long planks, even with wooden or antler

wedges and stone mauls, furnished the Pacific Coast natives with

large, comfortable dwellings capable of housing several families.

Other planks from the same cedar, bent with steam and either pegged
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or sewn together with spruce roots, gave them roomy chests and

boxes for cooking their meat and fish and for stoiing their household

effects. Tough, elastic woods like yew, ash, hickory, and maple,

made excellent bows and clubs, as well as hanflles for adzes, spears,

and knives. Even the northern Indians and the Eskimo had the

willow, spruce, and in some places birch, all woods that can be

applied to many uses. ^'lany of these trees, particularly the elm.

willow, and spruce, had long, tough roots that the Indians could

employ as thread and twine even to the extent of making fish-nets;

willow and spruce roots, indeed, were favourite materials for basketry.

Certain barks were valuable. Spruce- and birch-bark covered the

frames not only of canoes but of dwellings, and from birch-bark the

Indians made buckets and otlier utensils. Cedar bark shredded too

readily for canoe coverings, and was very indammable as a roofing;

but, like the bark of the basswood, it was beaten into cloth, woven

into baskets and mats, and twisted into cord and ropes.

Stone tools, therefore, were the foundation of the whole fabric

of economic life, and their manufacture had an essential place in the

education of every Indian. Many natives acquired remarkable skill

in the chipping of flint and quartz, and some of their arrowheads,

knife-blades, and animal figures rival the best work of the pre-

historic Egyptians. Chipped implements, however, call for skill

rather than time or labour, whereas the quarrying of hard rocks,

and their pecking and grinding into polished adzes and pestles,

embellished occasionally with realistic figures, required not only

skill, but days and weeks of patient toil.^ Since the value of an

object is largely proportional to the labour expended on its manu-

facture and the difficulty of replacing it, an indispensable tool like

the stone adze was worth as much to the Indian as a steel ax to

the woodsman or trapper who lives far removed from the outposts

of civilization.

Neither chipped nor polished stone implements, however, are as

efficient as steel tools for cutting wood and bone; and the making

of a wooden bowl, a horn spoon, or any of the implements and

utensils necessary for the home, involved an amount of labour that

Europeans, accustomed to machine-made products, would consider

1 Lafitau greatly exaggerates, however, when he says " Often a savage’s whole lifetime hardly
sulhees (for the maiiuiticiuie of a stone adzej”; op. eit., ii, 110.
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altogether out of proportion to the results achieved. It is true that

time had little value for the Indian, that his only clock was the

sun, his only calendar the seasons with their changing supplies of

fruit, fish, and game. Nevertheless, the slow, tedious manufacture

56902

C'anier Indian woman drossiiiK a moosehide with a stone-bladed scraper.
(Photo hy Harlan /. i^mith.)

of tools and household effects during the hours that could be spared

from fishing and hunting greatly restricted his leisure for other pur-

suits, and powerfully strengthened all the other cogs that checked
the wheel of progress.^

] Cf. .Mt>ar«'.s, .loliti: 0|i. cit., |>. 262.

86959—4
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CHAPTER IV

FOOD RESOURCES

The basis of all modern civilization rests on agTiculture, especially

the cultivation of cereals, for without wheat, or a substitute cereal,

the vast majority of the human race would perish within a few weeks.

Old World archaeologists have traced back the cradle of civilization

to two great river valleys, the Nile and the Euphrates, one or other

of which saw the first domestication of wheat and barley four or five

millenia before the Christian era. The Old World, for some reason

not at present understood, possessed a greater wealth of seed grasses

than the New; it gave man not only wheat and barley, but oats, rye,

millet, and rice. The only cereals indigenous to America were maize

and wild rice (Zizania sp.). The latter was never domesticated,

although the Indians used it extensively for food; but long before

the Christian era maize had become the staff of life for numerous

tribes living in the southern parts of North America, and was slowly

spreading northward. We do not know when it reached Canada,

nor how, except that it was probably introduced by Iroquoian tribes

moving northeastward out of the valley of the Ohio river. In

Cartier’s time offshoots from these tribes occupied the broad penin-

sula between lakes Huron, Ontario, and Erie, together with a narrow

fringe of land along the St. Lawrence river as far east as Quebec;

and the cultivation of maize had spread from them to some adjacent

Algonkian tribes, the Alalecite of Quebec south of the St. Lawrence,

some Algonkins on the Ottawa river, the Ottawa of Georgian bay, and

the Missisauga on the north shore of lake Huron. Further extension

northward was not possible, for although maize can be grown for

fodder within the highlands of Ontario and Quebec, no variety that

man has yet produced will ripen sufficiently for grain. Modern
methods of cultivating it, indeed, hardly differ from the original

Indian method, and some of our best known varieties were grown
in America centuries before the coming of the white man.

Although the Iroquoian tribes subsisted very largely on maize,

they raised also beans and squashes, the latter in sejiarate gardens,

but the beans in the maize fields, where the long grain-stalks sup-
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ported the growing vines. In the same fields they often planted the

sunflower, which yielded an oil esteemed by the Indians of Virginia

for making bread and soup, but by the Iroquois mainly as an oint-

ment. The growing of tobacco, which was far more widely spread,

does not concern us here, since it has no value as a food. Maize,

beans, and squashes, cultivated during the summer months, main-

tained these Indians throughout the winter, the scjuashes being pre-

served in underground caches lined with bark and covered with earth,

the corn atul beans in similar caches, in specially built granaries, or,

most often perhaps, in large bark chests retained inside the dwelling-

Corn cviltivation amoiifj tlu‘ Ilurons. (From LafUau, </. F.; Moeurs (les

l^auvagcs Anirri<iiiainH, vol. 2, p. 155^ Paris, 172i.)

houses.^ So greatly did the Iroquoians de])end on agriculture that it

actually determined the sites of their villages, which always lay close

to fertile land, in places well adapted for defence.- The cornfields

around their villages covered an amazing area when we consider the

primitive tools the Indians possessed. An old writer tells us that in

1677 the Onondaga, who mustered at that time about three hundred

and fifty fighting men, built their village on a large hill, cleared the

land, and planted cornfields for two miles on either side.’^ Ten years

1 See references quoted by Waugli, F. W. ;
“ Ir()quf>is Foods and Food Preparation”; Geol. Surv.,

Canada, Mem. itO, p. 42 (Ottawa, 1916).

- Beaueliainit, W. M.: *' .AiKiritriiial Population of New York”; Xew York State Mu.s. Bull. Xo, 32,

p. 23 (New York, 1900).

3 Stites, S, H.: ” Kcoiioinii's of the IrtHpiois”
; Bryn Mawr C'ulleye Moiis., viil, 1, No. 3, p. 25,

footnote (Bryn Mawr, 1905).

S6959—4i
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later, when Frontenac attacked the same tribe, he spent three days in

destroying the growing corn, which extended from a league and a

half to two leagues from its fort. Agriculture, indeed, was at once the

strength and the weakness of the Irociuoian tribes. It permitted them
to congregate in large, semi-permanent villages, assured them of an

adequate supply of food for every season of the year, and even gave

them a surplus stock to barter witli neighbours, or to carry on the

war-trail. But it likewise exposed them to the danger of a sudden

invasion which could inflict a disaster almost as serious as a crushing

defeat by destroying the ci’ops that siqiplied their winter sustenance.

Although wild rice was plentiful in the territory of the Iroquoians

they seem to have made no use of it, probably owing to the abundance

of maize. It is strange that the Alicmac of New Brunswick, where it

45758

Modern Ojibwa Indians liarvestin^ wild rice in the same manner as their
forefathers. (Photo hi/ F\ TV. Waufjh.)

was eclually common, should have neglected it also; for the Ojibwa

north and west of lake Superior gathered it in large quantities, and

the Assiniboine a little farther west even sowed it occasionally,

although they made no further progress in its cultivation. ^ The
1 “Indian Tribe.s of the Upper Missis.sippi and the Groat Lakes Regions”; edited by E. H. Blair, I,

103 f. (Clovelund, 1011). The Ojibwa of Geoipdan hay state that their foreful heis used to throw into

the water a few seeds of the wild rice, wrapped in mud, to supply new plants for the succeeding
year. It may have been a similar custom that gave birth to agriculture in the Old World.
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early explorer, Thompson, gives a good description of its harvesting

among the Ojibwa. “ The wild rice,” he says, “ is fully ripe in the

early part of September. The natives lay thin birch rind all over

the bottom of the canoe, a man lightly clothed, or naked, places him-

self in the middle of the canoe, and with a hand on each side, seizes

the stalks and knocks the ears of rice against the inside of the canoe,

into which the rice falls, and thus he continues until the canoe is

full of rice; on coming ashore the women assist in unloading. A
canoe may hold from ten to twelve bushels. He smokes his pipe,

sings a song; and returns to collect another canoe load. And so

plentiful is the rice, an industrious man may fill his canoe tliree times

in a day. Scaffolds are jirepared about six feet from tlie ground,

made of small sticks covered with long grass; on tliis the rice is laid,

and gentle clear fires kept underneath by the women, and turned

until the rice is fully dried. The quantity is no more than the scaf-

folds can dry, as the rice is better on the stalk than on the ground.

The rice when dried is pounded in a mortar marie of a piece of hollow

oak with a pestle of the same until the husk comes off. It is then put

up in bags made of ruslies and secured against animals.”^

Rice was but one of many wild plants that the Indians employed

to give variety to their diet, and to tide them over seasons of scarcity.

The tribes of British Columbia ate several species of seaweed, the

camas root {Quamasia, a plant closely lelated to the hyacinth, which

when steamed made a kind of sweetish bread), elderberries, goose-

berries, soapberries, huckleberries, salal-berries, currants, crabapples,

and many other roots and fruits that the women gathered during

the summer and stored away for the winter months. A common
dish, not restricted to times of famine, was the inner bark of the

hemlock dried in cakes. The plains’ Indians had the wild turnip^

wild cherries, and service-berries. Their favourite food, next to fresh

meat, was a variety of pemmican made of meat and fat that was
dried, pounded, and mixed with crushed service-berries or wild

cherries. Nuts—the hickory, chestnut, butternut, and acorn—were

more prominent than fruits in the diet of the Iroquoians, although

they gathered raspberries, strawberries, and cranberries. They also

1 David Thompson’s Narrative; edited by J. lb Tvrrell, p. 275, The Ciiaiiiplain Society (Toronto
1916).



collected the sap of the maple for its sugar, but did not value it as

highly as some of the Algonkian tribes. The Ojibwa of lake Superior,

for example, stored it away in quantity for the lean months of

winter.^ Nut-trees, and the maple disappeared north of the low-

lands of eastern Canada, and fruits and berries became gradually

scarcer. The Cree and the Indians of the ^Mackenzie River basin

gathered crowberries, cranberries, and a few other varieties; in times

of scarcity they sometimes subsisted on reimleer moss; but the supply

of these articles was generally so scanty that it did not affect the

regular diet. Speaking broadly, it would ajq^ear that roots and wild

fruits formed a considerable portion of the food supply in British

Columbia, diminished in value eastward, and in the northern parts

of Canada ceased to possess any real inqmrtance.

.'50203

Red eldeiberrics drying in tlie .smi, Rella Coola. (Photo hi/ Tfnrlan I. Smith.)

In spite of the wild fruits that they collected, and the vast

quantity of maize, beans, and squaslies they harvested, neither the

Iroquoian tribes nor their neighbours could live on vegetable pro-

ducts alone. Meat, or fish, seems to be a physiological necessity in

cold climates, and in the absence of domesticated animals or of wool-

1 Ibid. p. 286. The Indians solidified the sap in several ways. They boiled it in clay pots directly
over the fire, and in vessels of birch-bark by means of hot stonc.s; they froze it in shallow basins and
threw away tlie ice; and they poured it slowly over a sheet of birch -bark placed in warm sunlight
or near a fire, when it hardened to the consistency of treacle and finally crystallized.
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len goods the Indians required the furs of the wild animals to protect

them from the rigorous winter. The Hurons used their surplus

maize to purchase furs from the Ottawa; but generally the men of

the agricultural tribes left the tillage of the fields to the women in

order that they might spend the summer in fishing, and the wdnter

in hunting the moose. Fish and game, even though they were per-

haps not as plentiful in their territories as in other parts of the

Dominion, effectively reinforced the products of the soil, and by
ensuring a certain livelihood at every season of the year, placed the

agricultural tribes in a far more favourable position economically

than the tribes that, knowing no agriculture, lived by fishing and
the chase alone.

Fortunately for the non-agricultural tribes, no country in the

world possessed a richer land and sea fauna than Canada in the days

preceding its discovery. The coasts of both the Pacific and the

Atlantic oceans teemed with salmon of various species that annually

migrated up the rivers to their spawning-grounds. So densely did

they mass in certain years that many fish were pushed high and dry

upon the banks. Both oceans, too, abounded in shell-fish, and in

halibut and cod, while of sea-mammals there were seals, whales, and

walruses on the Atlantic coast, seals, whales, sea-lions, and sea-otters

on the Pacific. Even the ice-strewn waters of the Arctic, where the

Eskimo fished and hunted, had its seals, whales, and w^alruses, its

cod and its salmon-trout, the last often reaching a weight of eleven

and sometimes fourteen pounds. The interior lakes contained white-

fish and sturgeon, lake-trout, salmon-trout, pike, pickerel, and other

species of lesser economic value. Equally abundant was the land

fauna. Bears, deer, and rabbits (or hares) were common everywhere.

The moose, the woodland caribou, and the porcupine tenanted the

eastern forested area; huge herds of bison and of antelope roamed

the plains; the mountains of the west sheltered sheep and goats, elk

wandered in their foothills and mountain caribou grazed on the

plateaux between the various ranges; moose and deer haunted the

Pacific coast; and throughout the northland of Canada east of the

iNTackenzie river there were small bands of musk-oxen, and herds of

caribou so immense that no man could estimate their numbers.

Innumerable wild-fowl, too, made the Dominion their breeding-

ground, and ducks, geese, swans, grouse, and ptarmigan all con-
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tributed their quota to the food resources of the aborigines. Starva-

tion might seem hardly possible in a land that teemed with so many
forms of life.

Unhappily this was not the case. The density of game was by

no means the same in all regions. In northern Ontario and Quebec^

for example, the animals were so scattered that sometimes even the

best hunters failed to keep starvation from their homes. ^ Many of

the fish, animals, and birds appeared at certain seasons only. The

buffalo of the plains, and the caribou of the barren grounds, moved

northward every spring to new grazing-grounds, and southward again

in the autumn, not always following the same routes. In the

autumn, too. most of the birds flew southward to winter in warmer

climes. The salmon, which seldom entered the rivers before June,

completed their migrations about September, and the cod and halibut

fluctuated from one month to another. At certain seasons some ani-

mals, like the caribou during their spring migration, were too lean to

possess much food value. Thompson found the salmon spawning on

the upper Columbia river so poor that they were scarcely edible, and

his party preferred horse flesh.- Moreover, game was difficult to

track in certain months. In winter moose could be run down on

snow-shoes and speared with a lance, bears could be attacked in their

dens; but it was not easy to approach either of these animals in sum-

mer or to kill them with a stone or bone-pointed arrow'. Similarly,

beaver w'ere captured most readily in the late autumn w'hen the ice

was still thin, and rabbits and hares were snared in the winter when
their runways were visible in the snow'.*'^

The seasonal character of the food supply and the habits of the

fish and animals greatly affected the daily life of the Indians. They
compelled the various bands to move from one fishing or hunting

ground to another as soon as the first began to slacken in its yield.

These endless migrations evoked adaptations in dwellings and house-

hold furniture, and the invention of appliances like tumplines and

1 C/. Thompson. D. ; Op. 'it,, pp. 76-77. "The Work.s of Sannu'I de Champlain”; erlited hy IT, P.

Bififfar, voL ii, p. 46. The Ciiamplain Society (Toronto, 1925).

2 Ihif}., p. 377.

3 It is intcrestinc to note that some of the fiir-beariiif' ntiimnls now most hitjhly cstet'med were
of little value in pre-European days. The fox. marten, mink, lynx, and land-otter added nothing to
the foo'l supply, and their furs, though sometimes used for clothing, were either inferior to other
furs for everyday use, nr regarded as luxuries rather tlian necessities. Lesearbot says that the Micmac
scorned e^'cn I he beaver, and made hats of its fur only after the coming of the French. Lesearbot,
Marc: “The History of New France”; edited by W. I.. Grant, lii, p. 117, The Champlain Society
(Toronto, 1907).
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toboggans to aid in transport. Then the periodic scarcity of fish

and game necessitated methods for preserving the supplies accumu-

lated in seasons of abundance. Finally, the movements of the salmon

in large shoals, and of the buffalo and caribou in herds, favoured co-

operative rather than individual effort, and influenced not only the

methods of fishing and hunting, but even the social organization

of the Indian communities.

49490

Smoke-liouses of the Taiinshian Indians, for drying^ salmon, Kitkargas, B.C.
(Photo hy O. M. Barheau.)

No tribe in Canada escaped these seasonal movements in quest

of food, although there was considerable variation in the frequency

and times of the movements. The Eskimo of the Arctic regularly

marched inland at the end of spring to hunt caribou or to fish in the

lakes, and as regularly marched back to the coast at the beginning of

winter to track out the seals on the sea ice. Almost reversing these

movements, the Alicmac of the Maritime Provinces, and the Bella

Coola, Tsimshian, Carrier, and other tribes of British Columbia,

hunted moose and various land animals during the winter, and settled

on the coast or along the rivers during the summer to trap the migrat-

ing salmon. The Chipewyan east of the Mackenzie river followed
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the caribou, season by season, iinj)oun(ling them in the woods when

the snow lay dee]) on the ground, and pursuing them out into the

barren grounds at the approach of spring; while the Hare on the

lower ^Mackenzie river, whose country contained few caribou, snared

the Arctic hare during the winter months (whence their name), and

wandered from one fishing place to another during the summer. 1 he

Algonkian and Iroquoian tribes of eastern Canada, like the Alicmac,

had their summer fishing grounds and their winter territories for

hunting moose. Henry and ThompsoiCs descri])tion of the Piegan

will serve for all the plains’ tribes; “ The buffalo regulates their move-

ments over this vast extent of prairie throughout the year, as they

must keep near these animals to obtain food. In summer they are

obliged to assemble in large camps of from one hundred to two hun-

dred tents, the better to defend themselves from enemies. In winter,

when there is not so much danger, they disperse in sniall camps of

ten to twenty tents, make pounds for buffalo, and hunt wolves and

foxes.”^ Vancouver island contained no land animals of economic

imi)ortance except the elk and the black-tailed deer-, which were not

])lentiful enough to justify prolonged and systematic hunting on the

l)art of a whole trilie. Yet even tlie Nootka Indians on the west

coast of the island migrated seasonably, spending the period from

March to August on the outer coast gathering shell-fish, hunting

whales, and fishing for halibut and cod, then paddling back in Sep-

tember to the heads of the fiords to trap the ascending salmon and

to ])ass the winter in shelter.

-

Often as they moved their camps, however, very few tribes could

escape periods of intense privation at times when game was scarce

and the climatic or weather conditions unfavourable. Ihe Eskimo

secured very little fresh food in the season from November to

Christmas, when the caribou had disappearetl inland and the sea ice

was not firm enough to resist a heavy gale. After tiie new year a

succession of blizzards that ])revented the hunters from finfling the

breathing holes of the seals often brought starvation into every home.

The eastern Algonkians ])rospered when the winter was stormy and

they could easily run down the moose in the deep snow; but they

starved when the snowfall was light. A Cree Indian came to I homp-

son one December after a spell of calm weather and begged him to

1 Henry nnd Thompson: Op. cif., \'ol. ii. iip. 723-4.

‘•iJewitt; Op, fit., pp. 116, 14.5. In Harelay .scniml, about

inovemcnls; they spent the summer inland and tlie winter on
1860, the Nootka rf*ver.s(>fl these seasonal

ttie roast (Sproat; Op. fit. p. 38).
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stir u]) a j^ale. “ I spent the autumn ami early part of the winter,”

he said, “ working on beaver houses, it is hard work, and only gives

meat while we are working; when the snow was well on the ground

I left off to hunt moose deer, but the winds were weak and unsteady;

my women had to snare hares, my little boy, with his bow killed a

few grouse, which kept us aliv-e until the long calm came. I waited

a little, then in the evening I took my rattle and tambour and sung

to the Great Spirit and the Manito of the Winds; the next morning

I did the same, and took out of my medicine bag sweet smelling

lierbs and laid them on a small fire to the Manito. I smoked and

sung to him for a wind, but he shut his ears and would not listen to

me; for three days I did the same; but he kept his ears shut. I

became afraid that he was angry with me; I left my tent and came
to you.”^

For many other tribes the lean season was the early spring, when
the melting snow encumbered land travelling, the birds and animals

had not yet returned, and ice still bound the lakes and rivers. The
late autumn and early winter would have been equally lean had not

every family accumulated a reserve of provisions during the summer.
The agricultural peoples of eastern Canada, indeed, generally har-

vested enough maize and other produce to last them until the next

crop ripened, so that they rarely suffered from want of foorl. The
Indians along the Pacific coast were equally secure, for when fish

and game failed they could gather unlimited quantities of clams on
the sandy beaches outside their doors, or within a few miles of their

homes; moreover, their country contained an unusual abundance of

wild fruits and edible roots, wh.ich the women gathered in quantity

and stored away in boxes for winter use. It was on the prairie

tribes, and on those in the more northern sections of the country

where the resources were fewer and the climate more severe, that

the lean seasons pressed most heavily. Many writers have accused

those tribes of wastefulness and improvidence because when buffalo

and caribou were plentiful they often took only the tongues and

hides of the carcasses, leaving the meat for the birds and foxes.

Certainly they were wasteful at that season, and had no conception

of the conservation of game;- but then no conservation was neces-

1 Thompson, D. : Op. cit., p. 124; cj. p. 309.

- Sincf tlie early fur-trading days the, Indians have earefully conserved the heaver, always leaving
a pair to propagate on each stream. One of their cliicf grievances at the present time is the neglect
of tliis precaution bj' transitory white trappers and the consequent extermination of the beaver in
many districts.
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sary as long as they lacked firearms, for tlie natural increase of each

species more than balanced the destruction wrought by spears and

arrows. The Indians were not improvident, however, for every tribe

carefully dried during the summer months all the meat and fish that

its migratory existence permitted it to conserve and to store away

in safety.’ The natives were very skilful in making caches both

2050(1

Salmon caches of the Coast Salish Indians, Fraser river, B.C. (Photo hy

R. Maynard.)

on the ground and in trees; but it was almost impossible to construct

a cache that was impregnable against the attacks of foxes, wolverines,

and bears alike. Many an Indian family starved to death when the

meat it had so carefully stored way in the summer fell booty to the

crafty wolverine.- Pounding the dried meat into pemmican, as was

done by most tribes, had obvious advantages; it gave them the same

food, but in a compressed form easier to carry with them in their

wanderings. The natives did not dry the meat and fish secured in

1(7/ Works of SamiiH do Champlain; Op. fit., vol. ii, p. 45. Many Eskimo trihe.s dry

away tlie hodii>s of all the trout and salmon they rapture diirinjr the summer, and dine on
and store

the heads

only The dog.s live miserably at this season on bones anrl broth.

^2 The writer has helt>ed to buo’ thiw caribou carcas.ses under stotie.s that two mrn could hardly

lift'aiid suice even these could be dislodged by a wolverine, they were covered with a thick layer

of snow that was converted into solid ice by the addition ot water. Two weeks later a wolverine,

unable to break through the ice, tunnelled under the cache and devoured all the meat, leaving only a

few scraps of hide to show what we had buried.
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the autumn, hut allowed them to freeze. At this season of the year,

when a thin sheet of ice covered the lakes, the Eskimo often sank his

caribou carcasses into shallow ponds, where no bears or foxes could

disturb them before he recovered them a few weeks later and carried

them away on his sled. The low temperature of the water appar-

ently prevented the growth of bacteria, so that the meat remained

perfectly fresh and wholesome.

Frequent famines, and the hardships and accidents incidental to

a migratory existence devoted to hunting and fishing, must have

shortened the average span of life and caused a high rate of mortal-

ity among all classes of the population, adults and children alike.

The infant death-rate was appalling, partly through ignorance of

some of the most elementary principles in child welfare, partly also

through lack of proper food. The total absence of milk, except what

the mother herself could provide, and the absence of cereals among
all but the agricultural tribes, lengthened the period of lactation, be-

cause no infant under the age of three years could assimilate a diet

solely of meat and fish
;
and prolonged lactation affected the fertility

of the women, making the average famil}" small, although the Indians

were natui'ally as fecund as Europeans.^ Social factors also helped

to reduce the population, particularly the blood-feud, which was

]:)revalent nearly everywhere, and the frequent wars between neigh-

bouring peoples. In warfare many tribes spared no one, but massa-

cred their enemies without regard to age or sex.- The Indians of

the British Columbia coast enslaved men, women, and children, but

even this practice checked the normal increase of the population,

since marriage with slaves was considered discreditable. The
Iroquoian system'" of adopting young captive women into the tribe

and marrying them to the warriors was really based on a sound

economic principle, and aided not a little in maintaining the strength

of that warlike nation throughout a large part of its history.

In spite of the social factors, however, the most important checks

on natural increase undoubtedly arose from the character and uncer-

1 Carega lias trifil to prove that the Eskimo were iihy.siologieally less fecund than Europeans,
partly because of iiibrmling, partly because tlieir vitality was impaired by freuuent periods of malnutri-
tion or starvation. Carega, G,; Alcuni dala demogratici sugli Esrpiimesi, Metron, vol. vii, No. 3,

pp. 52-111 (Rome, 1928). HLs arguments seem hardly convincing, although they may hold good for one
or two isolated communities.

2 For a well-known historical instance, the massacre of an Eskimo band iiy the Chipewyans, See
Hearne: Op, eit,, ch. vi.

3 Practised occasionally by the plains' Indians also.
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tainty of the food supply. Tliese operated both directly and

indirectly, their indirect effects being perhaps the more far-reaching.

The hardships of the never-ending food quest fell heaviest on the

weaklings, who were often deliberately abandoned when they could

no longer keep pace with the wanderings of the main tribe. In sea-

sons of famine women were the first to suffer, and their loss seriously

diminished the number of the next generation.^ Their lives were

full of drudgery at all times and their status very inferior,- so that

they often sought to escape the added burdens of maternity, especi-

ally in seasons of want, by the twin practices of pre-natal abortion

and infanticide. " The hardships the women suffer, induce them, too

often to let the female infants die, as soon as born
;
and they look

upon it as an act of kindness to them. And when any of us spoke

to a woman who had thus acted, the common answer was; ‘She

wished her mother had done the same to herself!’ As late as 1916,

during a rather severe winter, five Eskimo mothers around the west-

ern end of Coronation gulf, where the total population did not exceed

four hundred, destroyed their babies within an hour of delivery. As

the Indians generally hesitated to sacrifice their male offspring, who
would be the hunters of the community, their constant destruction

of girl babies seriously affected the balance of the sexes. High infant

mortality, female infanticide, and famines, all due in the main to the

economic conditions, kept the hunting tribes down to a marginal

level so that many of them barely escaped extinction.'^ The two

regions where food was most abundant, southeastern Ontario and

the coast of British Columbia, were precisely the two regions that

were most densely inhabited.

1 "
It was frequonlly lluMr lot to bp left without a sIokIp inorsol.” Hrarne: Op. cit., p. 130.

2 Even among the Iroquois the women occupiecl an inferior po.sition, and endured many hard.ship.s,

although they enjoyed gn-ater privih'ges and exercised more influence politically than the women
of other tribes except perhaps the Eskimo; c/. Weld, Isaac: “Travels Through the States of North
America,” pp. 377-412 (Lr>ndrn, 1799). P''or the Maritime tiilies See " .lesuit Relations”; edittxl by
R. G. Thwaites, vol. iii, p. 101 (Cleveland, 1896-1901); and fttr a rei»re.senta1 ive [dains’ tribe, the Assini-

boine. See the Kelsey Papers, pp. 21 f. It is perlinps nnneeessary to add that the women accepted

this inferior status without question, and generally found as much contentment in life as their sisters

in more favoured conununities.
3 Thompson: Op. cil., p. 130. C/. Mackenzie, Alexander; “Voyages from Montreal through the

Continent of North .America to the Frozen and Pacific O'caiis in 1789 and 1793”, pp. xcvii f (London,
1801).

4 “ Abortions were freciuent and infant mortality such that hardly one in thirty survives.” “ Jesuit

Relations”: edited by R. G. Thwaites, vol. i, p. 257. C/. Uardisty, W. L. : “Notes on the Loucheux
Indians”; Smithsonian Kept., 1866, p. 312.
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CHAPTER V

HUNTING AND FISHING

A migratory, outdoor life, wherein man pits his wits against the

habits and instincts of the game on which he preys, inevitably

develops a close perception of the phenomena of nature, and calls for

many ingenious methods of obtaining the daily supply of food. The

Indians were keen naturalists within the limitations of their interests.

They knew the life-histories of the animals they hunted, the different

stages of their growth, their seasonal movements and hibernation

haunts, and the various foods they souglit for sustenance. Difficulties

of observation naturally j:)revented them from gaining as complete a

knowledge of the habits of the fish, but they recognized every stage

of the salmon from the egg to the adult, and the Nootka of Vancouver

island artificially stocked their rivers by transporting salmon ova

from one stream to another. ^ Nor were the Indians less observant

of the flora of their territories, noting not only the edible plants, and

those that were useful for tools, weapons, and various household

a]:)pliances, but many inconspicuous varieties that apparently served

no useful purpose whatever. Their interest in their environment,

and eagerne.ss to experiment, led to their discovering the medical

properties of many plants, and Indian simples gained a deservedly

high repute among the early colonists.- Several of them, indeed,

have found a place in our pharmacopoeia, and others fail to appear

there oidy because modern science has found better sources elsewhere

for the same remedies.

Nowhere was the Indian’s keenness of observation more dis-

played than in fishing and hunting. Few Europeans have equalled

them in these pursuits, except when superior equipment has given

them an initial advantage; for the aborigines employed practically

every method that was known to the white man, and others that were
unknown. All tribes were not equally proficient in both pursuits;

some excelled in hunting, others in fishing; and there were poor
hunters, anri poor fishermen, in every community. The Cree, who

1 So, at least, states Sproat : Op. cit., p. 220, note.
2 The tribe.s in the ba.sin of Maekenitie. river, and the E.skimo, lacked the herbal remedies so common

elsewhere, partly, no doubt, on account of the more restricted flora in their territories.
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were among tlie most skilful hunters on the continent, regarded

fishing as an occupation worthy only of women, and scorned their

Chipewyan neighbours, who were keener fishermen but less proficient

in hunting moose and caribou. Generally speaking, however, the

average Indian, whatever his tribe, possessed more ability in both

pursuits than the average white man, because from his earliest child-

hood he was trained to give the closest attention and study to every

outdoor phenomenon.

Among all the methods of securing game, the still-hunt offers

perhaps the greatest scope for individual skill. To the experienced

Indian a turned leaf, a broken twig, a slight scraping of a tree,

a faint track in the moss, each told a story. In the treeless Arctic

the Eskimo who sighted a caribou tested the direction of the air-

current by tossing up a shred of down or fur, or by moistening his

finger to discover which side felt the cooler; then, if the topography

of the ground prevented him from aj)proaching his quarry under

cover, he would wait in hiding for several hours, or he would imitate

its actions and gait, and boldly advancing into the open, lure it within

range of his arrows.^ Similarly, the prairie Indian often masked
himself under a buffalo hide and approaclied the buffalo herds unsus-

pected. Many of the natives could imitate the calls of various birds

and animals; and the “moose-call” of the Algonkian tribes, usually

performed with a roll of birch-bark, has been passed on to Europeans.

The explorer Thompson, himself no mean hunter, pays tribute to the

skill of one of his Cree. “ An Indian came to hunt for us,” he says,
“ and on looking about thought the ground good for moose, and told

us to make no noise; he was told no noise would be made except the

falling of the trees, this he said the moose did not mind; when he

returned, he told us he had seen the jdace a doe moose had been

feeding in the beginning of May; in two days more he had unravelled

her feeding places to tlie beginning of September. One evening he
remarked to us, that he had been so near to her that he could proceed

no nearer, unless it blew a gale of wind, when this took place he set

1 Jenness, D.; “The I/ife of the Copper Eskimo”; Report of tlie Canadian Arctic Expedi-
tion, 1913-1918, vol, xii, pt. A, p. 146 (Ottawa, 1923). For the same practice amonp' tlie Hare anrl Doirrib,
Petitot. E. : “Exjiloratinn dc la region dii Grand Lac des Ours,” p. 385 (Paris, 1893); Wentzel, W. F.
Letters to the lion. Roderic McKenzie, 1807-1824, in Masson, L. P. ;

“ Les Bourgeois de la Compagnie
du Nord-Ouest,” premiere serie, p. 82, Quebec, 1889; and Franklin, John; “Narrative of a Journey
to the Shores of the Polar Sea,” p. 244 (London, 1823).
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off early, and shot the moose deer. This took place in the very early

part of October.”^

Most Indian tribes employed dogs for bringing to bay their game,

especially moose, bear, and caribou; they then attacked the quarry

with spears rather than with bows and arrow's, which often failed to

take effect. The Eskimo dog was strong and hardy, and, though not

a match for the Arctic wolf, fierce enough to check the progress of a

polar bear; but the dogs possessed by the Indians wnre in general

small and ill-nourished.

-

A buffalo pound. (From Frnnllin, J.: " Xnrrofii'e of n Journey 1o ihe Shores
of ihe Polar Sea,” p. 113, London, 1S23.)

Until the natives obtained firearms, however, and even after

they secured flintlock guns that required reloading after each shot, the

still-hunt, wdiether with or without dogs, was less effective against

animals that wandered in herds, such as the deer, caribou, musk-oxen,

and buffalo, than the community hunt in wdiich a large body of men
participated, often aided by wnmen and children. This community

1 Thompson: Op. cit., p. 97.

~ Cf. Rirhard.son, ,Sir John; “ Arctic Sparchin:i Expedition”; vol. ii, p. 30 (London, 1851): “When
the fur traders first penetrated to the Elk river the Athabascans (i.e. Chipewyan) had only a small
breed of dogs useful for the chase, but unfitted for draught; and the women did the laborious work
of dragging the sledges. Now the cultivation of a stouter race of dogs has in some respects ameliorated
the lot of the females.”

86959—5
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hunt corresponded in many ways to the beating of tigeis and

leopards in the Asiatic jungles, and the rounding up of ostriches by

the Bushmen of South Africa. It was indeed an ancient method,

successfully employed by men of the Old Stone Age in BuH)]>e,

thousands of years before the Christian era, in hunting the wild rein-

deer, mammoths, and other animals that in those days migrated back

and forth across the Carpathian mountains. The Salish Indians of

the Columbia river practised it in a very simple form; they merely

surrounded a herd of antelope on a plain and shot down a small

proportion before the remainder broke through the circle and

escaped.^ The plains’ Indians, the Iroquoians and other eastern

w’oodland tribes, and the Indians of the Mackenzie River }:)asin

adopted a more complex method; they drove or lured the buffalo,

caribou, or deer into some kind of trap, usually an enclosed pound,

and shot down entire herds. The old explorer Henry has left an

excellent description of the buffalo hunts, which he witnessed among

the Assiniboine.

“ It is supposed that these people (the Assiniboine) are the most

expert and dexterous nation of the plains in constructing pounds, and

in driving buffalo into them. The pounds are of different dimensions,

according to the number of tents in one camp. The common size is

from 60 to 100 jxxces or yards in circumference, and about five feet

in height. Trees are cut dowm, laid upon one another, and inter-

woven wdth branches and green twdgs; small oi^enings are left to admit

the dogs to feed upon the carcasses of the bulls, which are generally

left as useless. This enclosure is commonly made betw^een two hum-

mocks on the declivity or at the foot of rising ground. The entrance

is about ten paces wude, and ahvays fronts the plains. On each side

of this entrance commences a thick range of fascines, the tw’o ranges

spreading asunder as they extend, to the distance of 100 yards, be-

yond which o])enings are left at intervals; but the fascines soon

become more thinly planted and continue to spread apart to the

right and left, until each range has been extended about 300 yards

from the pound. The labor is then diminished by only placing at

1 Thompson- Op cit., p. 476. Cf. Kelsev'.s (loscriptinn of Ihr buffalo hunt airioni: llm .\ssini-

boine at the end of the seventeenth century, before they were acquainted with horses “ Now ye

manner of hunting these beasts on ye barren ground is when they see a great parcel of them together

they surround them wth men wch done they gather themselves into a smaller compass keeping ye

beast still in ye middle and so shooting >-m till they break out at some place or other and so get

away from ym.” The KeJsey Papers. 7 ). 13.
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intervals three or four cross-sticks, in imitation of a dog or other

animal (sometimes called ‘dead men'); these extend on the plain

for about two miles, and double rows of them are planted in sev-

eral other directions to a still greater distance. Young men are

usually sent out to collect and bring in the buffalo—a tedious task

which requires great ])atience, for the herd must be started by slow

degrees. This is done by setting fire to dung or grass. Three young

men will bring in a herd of several hundred from a great distance.

Plains' Indian rnnning a buifalo. (Rvproduced, ihrougli the courtesy of the
Public Archircis of Canada, from a paiutiinj by George Catlin.J

When the wind is aft it is most favorable, as they can then direct the

buffalo wdth great ease. Having come in sight of the ranges, they

generally drive the herd faster, until it begins to enter the ranges,

where a swift-footed person has been stationed with a buffalo robe

over his head, to imitate that animal: but sometimes a horse per-

forms this business. When he sees buffaloes approaching, he inoves

slowly toward the pound until they appear to follow him; then he

sets off at full speed, imitating a buffalo as well as he can, with the
86959—5 i
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herd after him. The yoiinj*; men in the rear now discover themselves,

and drive the herd on with all possible speed. There is always a

sentinel on some elevated spot to notify the cami) when the buffalo

appear; and this intelligence is no sooner given than every man.

woman, and child runs to the ranges that lead to the pound, to pre-

vent the buffalo from taking a wrong direction, d'here they lie down

between fascines and cross-sticks, and if the buffalo attempt to break

through, the people wave their robes, which causes the herd to keep

on, or turn to the opposite side, where other persons do the same.

When the buffalo have been thus directed to the entrance of the

pound, the Indian who leads them rushes into it and out at the other

side, either by jumping over the inclosure or creeping through an

opening left for that purpose. The buffalo tumble in pell-mell at his

heels, almost exhausted, but keep moving around the inclosure from

east to west, and never in a direction against the sun. What appeared

extraordinarv to me, on those occasions, was that when word was

given to the camp of the near approach of the buffalo, the dogs would

skulk away from the pound, and not approach until the herd entered.

Many buffaloes break their legs, and some their necks, in jumping into

the pound, as the descent is generally six or eight feet and stumps

are left standing there. The buffalo being caught, the men assemble

at the inclosure, armed with bows and arrows; every arrow has a

j)articular mark of the owner, and they fly until the whole herd is

killed.”!

Buffalo were occasionally driven over precipices instead of into

a pound; and their bones may still be recovererl in large numbers

from certain ravines on the prairies.- The northern Indians, who
saw no buffalo, but who impounded caribou during the winter months,

often set hedges and snares inside their enclosures, which were built

only of saplings and brush. In .summer they adopted the same meth-

ods as the Eskimo, forcing the caribou into lakes and rivers to spear

them from canoes, or else driving them against a line of archers con-

cealed in shallow pits.^ The Nootka Indians similarly drove the

1 Henry and Tliornpson: Op. fit., vol. il, p. 517. Cf. “Life, Letters and Travel.s of Father Pierre-
.lean lie Sinet’'; edited by Chitteriflen. H. M., and Hichardson, .V T., vol, iii, pp. 1027 ff (New York.
1905); and, for buffalo drives amonc tlie Cree, Franklin, J. : "Narrative of a Jonrney to the Shores
of th<‘ Polar Sea," p 112 f (l.nndon, 1S23) ; and Hind, 11. Y. : North-West d'erritory Reports of Progress,

together with a preliminary and general report on the Assiniboine and .Sa.skatchewan exploring expedi-
tion, pp. .55-.56 (Toronto, i859).

2 .4t the close of the late war (in 1910 and 1020) the Sareee Indians near Calgarx' gathered and .sold

for fertilizer all the buffalo bones that lay at fbe bottom of a narrow ravine on their reserve.

3 Mackenzie; Op. cit., p. exxv; Hearne: Op. cit., pp. 120-309; Jenness: Op. cit., pp. 148 ff.
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black-tailed deer into bays and fiords/ and the Algonkiaii Indians

speared the moose as it swam from one bank or headland to another.

Steel traps for the capture of fur-bearinp; game originated, of

course, with Europeans, but the natives in every part of the Domin-

ion had long employed both dead-falls and snares, the former mainly

for carnivorous animals, the latter for herbivorous. Dead-falls,

operated by some kind of trigger, were especially common in British

Columbia, where the Carrier Indians alone constructed at least four

varieties.- Most of the Athapaskan tribes in the north depended

largely on snares for the capture of caribou and moose, and every-

where this was the accepted method for small animals like rabbits,

hares, and marmots, and for birds like grouse and ptarmigan. Both

snares and dead-falls reciuired the exercise of much ingenuity and

woodcraft, and all the Indians were skilful trappers centuries before

there were any trading posts where their furs could find a market.

The hunting of the sea-mammals that frequented the coasts

required not oidy ingenuity but courage. However uncertain the

weather the Xootka Indians of Vancouver island fearlessly put to

sea in their dug-out canoes, during the months of April and May,

to attack the mighty whale, which with one blow of its tail could

break to pieces their largest vessel. The whaling equipment of this

and other west coast tribes closely resembled that of the Eskimo,

which was adopted by Europeans until superseded by the modern

whaling-gun. Vleares describes it thus: “The harpoons which they

use to strike the whale or any other sea-animal, except the otter, are

contrived with no common skill. The shaft is from eighteen to

twenty-eight feet in length
;
at the end whereof is fixed a large piece

of bone, cut in notches, which being spliced to the shaft, serves as

a secure hold for the harpoon, which is fastened to it with thongs.

The harpoon is of an oval form, and rendered extremely sharp at the

sides as well as the point—it is made out of a large muscle-shell, and

is fixed into another piece of bone, about three inches long, and to

which a line is fastened made of the sinews of certain beasts, of sev-

eral fathoms in length; this is again attached to the shaft; so that

when the fish is pierced, the shaft floats on the water by means of

seal-skins filled with wind, or the ventilated bladflers of fish, which

1 Si)i-r)at : Oii. fit., p. 145.
- Mfif-lff. ,A. Cl.: “ Xoifs on the Wesleni Denes”; Trail*. Caniulian lust., vol. iv, p. 95 ff (1802-3).
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are securely attached to it. The chief himself is the principal har-

pooner, and is the first that strikes the whale. He is attended by

several canoes of the same size as his own, filled with people armed

with harpoons, to be employed as occasion may require. When the

huge fish feels the smart of the first wea]>on, he instantly dives, and

carries the shaft with all its bladders along with him. The boats

immediately follow his wake, and as he rises, continue to fix their

weapons in him, till he finds it impossible for him to sink, from the

number of floating buoys which are now attached to his body. The

whale then drowns, and is towed to shore with great noise and

rejoicings.”^

Almost as strenuous as whaling was tlie sea-otter hunting of the

Pacific Coast Indians. For this pursuit four men, equipped with

light harpoons and with bows and arrows, set out in two very light

canoes. If they found an otter sleeping on the surface of the water,

they harpooned it and dragged it to one of the boats, where it fought

savagely with its claws and teeth, sometimes inflicting serious wounds.

Usually it sighted their approach ami dived. The two canoes then

followed in its course, separating in order that one or the other might

be within bow-shot when it rose for breath; but the otter was swift

and cunning, so that the pursuit often lasted several hours before

it was killed or finally made good its escape.'

The same Indians lured seals within range of their arrows by

wearing wooden masks, covering their bodies with branches, and

imitating the actions of a seal basking among the rocks. Sea-lions,

which were less timid and more frequently came ashore, they attacked

with clubs; the Haida Indians killed large numbers of these animals

during their spring excursions to the west coast of the Queen Char-

lotte islands. But the most skilful hunters of sea-mammals were

the Eskimo. Like the Pacific Coast Indians they harpooned the

whale, the seal, and also the walrus from their boats during tlie sum-

mer months. The whale and the walrus disappeared in the autumn,

but the seal at that season broke small holes in the slowly-forming

ice and kept these breathing-places open all winter. Drifting snow

soon rendered the holes invisible, but the flogs could scent them out.

IMeares: Op. cit., pp. 259-260.

2 Ibid., p. 260.

3 [)-)id.. p. 261. S(’\f'r:d trilKV; in Hritifili Cnluinbia used the siune taeties for eatfliing ^t't'se and
Ewanjs. The liimter covered Ids he.ad with a goose or swan skin, swam out into the middle of a flock

and pulled the birds tinder water.
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and the Eskimo himself often discovered them by probing every

suspicious outline on the surface of the snow. Over such a breath-

ing-hole he waited, sometimes for hours, until the seal either rose

and was harpooned, or the long winter darkness drove the hunter

home to his snow hut. When the winter finally ended, and the seal

came out of its hole to bask in the warm spring sun, he adopted still

another method. Harpoon in hand, he crawled cautiously toward

it. imitating its own motions with his dai’k, fur-clad form. If it

gazed at him in suspicion lie stopped and lay motionless, or slowly

moved his head from side to side and gently scratched the ice with

a special pair of claws. Thus, little by little, he approached his

quarry and, with a sudden cast of his harpoon, transfixed the startled

animal befoi'e it had time to dive into its hole.

All these methods of hunting the sea mammals were merely

adaptations of still more ancient methods of hunting animals on

land, and of capturing fish in the sea, lakes, and rivers;^ for the

aborigines were as skilful in fishing as in hunting, and employed as

great a variety of methods. Only the Indians of the prairies, where

lakes were absent and the muddy rivers were poorly stocked with

fish—and those of inferior quality only—paid little attention to fish-

ing, trusting to the larger resources of game and wild fruits. Else-

where in Canada the fish-hook and the fish-spear, the net, trap, and

weir, were as indispensable at certain seasons as the bow and arrow;

and dried fish was a staple food in nearly every community during

the first two months of winter.

The Indians were well acquainted with the barb, which they

used on spears and harpoons; but they generally avoided it on fish-

hooks,- wbicli in consequence served oidy for jigging or trolling.

Their bait was either some part of a fish—the eye, or the skin from

the belly—or else a piece of bright bone, ivory, or even stone, often

coloured, and, among the Eskimo and Kutchin, carved to imitate a

fish. The Indians of the Atlantic and Pacific shores jigged from

canoes in the bays and gulfs, catching mainly cod, halibut, and

salmon; whereas the northern Indians and the Eskimo used their

1 Compare, e.g., the use of nets for capturing seals under tlio ice, a practice formerly widespread
among Eskimo tribes, and still in vogue in ihe IMackenzie della and in .41ask,a. The Greenland Eskimo
often employ another well-known fi.shing method ; they drop a lure through a hole in the ice and har-
poon the seal as it approachc."; the bait. Porsild, M, P. : "The Material Culiure of the Eskimo in
West Greenland”: Meddelelser om Gr0nlaiKl, li, p. 133 (Copenhagen, 1915).

- .A few fish-hook.s wiih line liarhs have itecti loiinrl on oli.l Iroipjoian sites.
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canoes for trolliiij*;, ami .imaged through the ice of the lakes for white-

fish, trout, and salmon troutd For set lines the natives used a

gorge—a short pencil of bone or hardened wood sharpened at both

ends and inserted inside a piece of meat or fish, with the line attached

to the middle. The eastern Indians capturerl large numbers of

sturgeon, salmon, and eels with torches and spears. “ Two men go
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Coioiiatioii (Jdir Eskimo si>earinff salmon tioiit. (I'ltolo hi/ IK Jcnne'tft.}

together in a canoe at night; the one sits in tlie stern and ])addles

and the other stands with a spear over a flambeau (of birch bark)

placed in the head of the canoe. The fish, attracted by the light,

come in numbers around the canoe, and the spearman then takes

the opportunity of striking them.”- Some tribes in British Columbia

similarly speared (or cluljbed) by night the salmon that were migrat-

1 The Eskimo raucht also a fe\\’ loek-cocl through erarks in the sea ire during the autumn and
spring.

- I.: "Travels thrmigli llie Stales of Xoi'th .Aiiteriea"
: p. 29a tl.iuidoii. 1799). Cf. Thompson:

Op. cit., I'P- 267-8, ami " Tlie Jesuit Kehilioiis ” ami .Allied Doeiiiiients; edileil by Thwailes, R. (b:
vol. vi, p. 311 (Cleveland, 1897), The iliemae of Xova .Seotia, and the Bella Coola and neighbouring
tribes of Britisli Coliiinbia, caught gec.se, ducks, and 1 rant in the same way, the former employing
rlub.s in.sfead of spear.-, the latli-r UsUig a net, shapei! among the Bella CAiola like a laero.sse stick.

Denys, N. :
" Dc^serii>t ifm and N'afur.nl History of the Coast.-., of Xorlli .\ineriea (Acadia)"; edited by

Ganong, W. J.
: p. 4,35, The Champlain Society (Toronto, 1908); Melhvraith, T. F. : ALS., The .Social

Organization of the Bella Coola"; Xal. Mu.s.. Canada; Hons, F, : "The Kwakiiitl. Vancouver Island";
Am. Aius. Xaf, Hist., Mem. 8. Jesuit Expedition ^ol. v, p. .51.5. .Jewitt: Op. <'it., p. 188.
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ing up the rivers. By day they often adopted a method common
among the Indians and Eskimo of northern Canada; they set lures,

such as a bear’s tooth, at holes in the ice and speared the fish that

approached the bait.

Several tribes em]:>loyed foi- hooking salmon a one-pronged, or

more often multi-j)ronged, gaff that might rather be termed a rake.

A modification of the instrument—a pole generally about ten feet

long armed with a row of bone spikes for two feet from one end

—

served the Nootka for !)oth herring and oolakan
;
drawn through a

shoal of herring it nearly always impaled three or four fish.^ Special

contrivances of this kind were not uncommon in Canada, for the

Indians were quick to conceive or borrow new ideas in all matters

that related to fishing and hunting.

Despite their variety, all these methods yielded but a small toll

of fish compared with the number caught with nets, traps, and weirs.

It is a curious fact that the Eskimo, who employed a kind of square

seine for capturing seals, never adopted the same method for fish

until about the time of the discovery of America, when it was intro-

duced from Siberian tribes into Alaska and spread eastward as far

as the ^lackenzie delta. The northern, eastern, and west coast

Indians all used the seine, the two first setting it under the ice during

the winter as is often clone to-day. The eastern Indians and those

of British Columbia had also bag-nets and dip-nets, which they

usually employed in conjunction with weirs. The material of these

nets varied considei-ably
;
the Pacific Coast Indians generally used

nettle, their iidand neighbours hemp, the eastern Indians nettle or

hemp, northern natives willow-root or caribou thongs, and the

Eskimo willow-root or baleen.

Of weirs Nature herself provided many, which the Indians turned

to full advantage. C’ertain rocky canyons, like that at Hagwilget on

the Bulkley river, in northern British Columbia, left only a few nairow

openings for the passage of the migrating salmon; there the natives

planted their basket-traps, and plied their nets and spears in the

swirling water below them. On the sea-coast, again, the receding tide

often left a few fish stranded in pools among the rocks. These natural

weirs probably suggested the construction of artificial ones in suitable

places. The Kwakiutl and J^alish Indians on the east coast of Van-

1 ('f. lloarnf: Oj). cit., 265. .'^pruat ; Op. cii. ]>. 224. .li'witt; O. cit.. ]>. 143. Mean's ; Op. cit.,

p. 265, (.‘xagjrcrates the length ul the insti'iiitieiiT.
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couver island built dams of stones in the shape of large horseshoes,

along the banks of tidal rivers, to impound the salmon when the tide

went oLit;^ and in the Arctic the Eskimo laid straight, stone dams
across streams that the salmon trout ascended, leaving small openings

in the lower rows, but completely closing the uppermost.- The
Indians of eastern and western Canada had fences of piles and brush.

4948!)

Fislitiapi? of tlie Tsiiiishiao liulianSj at Kitkargas, ICC. (Photo Jiif C. M. Parheau.)

many of them so elaborate and extensive that their construction

required the combined labour of an entire community. These log

weirs provided many tribes in British Columbia with two-thirds of

the yearly food supidy, so that their destruction by floods or enemies

was a terrible disaster. Sir Alexander Mackenzie, who examined one

on the upper reaches of the Bella Coola river during his memorable

1 Boas, F. : Op. cit., p. 465 f.

- .Ifiiiu'ss. I),: (Jj). fit., 11 . 155 f.
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journey overland, describes it thus: “Salmon is so abundant in this

river, that these people have a constant and plentiful supply of tliat

excellent fish. To take them with more facility, they had, with great

labour, formed an embankment or weir across the river for the

purpose of placing their fishing machines, which they disposed both

above and below it. I expressed my wish to visit this extraordinary

work, but these people are so superstitious, that tliey would not allow

me a nearer examination than I could obtain by viewing it from the

bank. The river is about fifty yards in breadth, and by observing a

man fish with a dipping net, 1 judged it to be about ten feet rleep at

the foot of the fall. The weir is a work of great labour, and contrived

with considerable ingenuity. It was near four feet above the level

of the water, at the time I saw it, and nearly the height of the bank

on which I stood to examine it. The stream is stopped nearly two-

thirds by it. It is constructed by fixing small trees in the bed of the

river in a slanting position (which could be practicable only when

the water is much lower than I saw it), with the thick part down-

wards; over these is laid a bed of gravel, on which is placed a range

of lesser trees, and so on alternately, till the work is brought to its

proper height. Beneath it the machines are placed, into which the

salmon fall when they attempt to leap over. On either side there is

a large frame of timber-work six feet above the level of the upper

water, in which passages are left for the salmon leading directly into

the machines, which are taken up at pleasure. At the foot of the fall

dipping nets are also successfully employed.”^

Whatever its construction, whether of timber, brush, or stones,

the community weir, like the buffalo or caribou pound, was a powerful

factor in welding the different families of Indians into a single, social

unit. Every man contributed his labour to the building and mainten-

ance of the weir or pound, and every man was entitled to his share

of the booty. The master of a buffalo pound apportioned the meat

equally among all the tents except his own, which nevertheless

received the largest share tlirough the gifts offered by each household

in payment of his services. At the weirs each man retained whatever

fish he caught, but allowed no family to remain in want. The Indians

realized that every man had his days of ill-luck when the animals and

1 Miickenxio ; Op. cit,, p. 32l)-I, Cf, Siiiirm ; ‘Mournal of a Voyagf’ fi'oin Itip Rooky Mountains
to the Pacific Coast, 1808,” in Masson: (3]i. cit., scries i, jn 220.
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tish seemed to elude his weapons; that accidents and sickness attacked

the strongest and ablest hunter, making him dependent for a time

on his fellow-men
;
and they insisted on an equitable division of food,

permitting no one to hoard it while his companions starved. They
did not accept real communism, which would have destroyefl all com-

petition, all stimulus to individual enterjndse. Rather, they placed a
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A salinon-weir on the Cowicli.in river. Ji.C. (Photo hu Gentile.)

high premium on skill in hunting, ranking it with prowess in war.

But the vicissitudes of their migratory life, the necessity for close

co-operation in order to provide tlie daily neecls, ];)roduced a freer

distribution of wealtli, especially of food, and prevented those

extremes of poverty on the one hand, and riches on tlie other, which

are so apparent in more civilized countries.
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CHAPTER VI

DRESS AND ADORNMENT

The fur-bearing animals which the Indian hunted for his daily

food provided him also with the clothing he required to withstand

the rigours of a continental climate in a country of rather high lati-

tudes. He might have survived without clothing on the Pacific

coast, where the warm Japanese current, sweeping southward from

the Aleutian islands and the Alaskan gulf, kept the temperature

within moderate limits at every season of the year; but nowhere

else in Canada could he have lived through a single winter without

warm garments to shield his body and limbs. He knew neither cotton

nor linen, which in any case cannot give adequate protection in zero

and sub-zero temperatures, and he had never domesticated the wild

sheep or the wild goat of the Rocky mountains, the buffalo of the

plains, or the musk-ox of the Arctic and sub-Arctic tundra, all animals

provided wdth long coats of wool. The amount of wool yielded by

the buffalo and the musk-ox is indeed small compared with the yield

from the sheep and goat, and their domestication might have pro-

duced little change in the Indian’s clothing (which already included

the dressed hides with their wool), although it would have furnished

him an ample supply of meat. But the domestication of the sheep

and goat would surely have stimulated the art of weaving, already

familiar to most tribes, and have made woollen garments the every-

day dress west of the Rocky mountains, if not to the east of those

ranges. The Tlinkit Indians of southern Alaska and the Tsimshian

of the Skeena and Nass rivers did actually weave the wool of the wild

mountain goat into blankets, which were traded all down the coast

of British Columbia. But the wool was so difficult to procure that

they generally mixed it with strands of cedar bark, or, less often

perhaps, with narrow strips of sea-otter skin;^ and the manufacture

of a single blanket, with its intricate and often beautiful patterns,

entailed so much labour that only the most influential natives could

aspire to its possession, and then for ceremonial purposes only. The
Salish tribes, particularly those near the mouth of the Fraser, made

1 C/. Milet-Moreau, M.T..A.: “Voyage de la Peronse”; tome second, p. 233 (Paris, 1708).
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cruder blankets of goats' wool mingled with dogs' hair^ and featliei’S,

but their supply of the wool was even more restricted than that of

the northern tribes. This scarcity of wool forced the west coast

natives to have recourse either to dressed skins, like other Indians,

or to a verv different material, the bark of the vellow cedar, which

they wove into blankets on a primitive frame, and bordered with

goat yarn or strips of sea-otter skin.- Some Salish Indians living in

the dry belt of the Fraser River area, where cedar was lacking, used

sagebrush instead of cedar bark; and others wove blankets from

Coast Salisli woman weaving a l)lanket of clog liair and niomitain-goat wool; anotlier
woman s])inning the wool; in t!io foreground a shoin dog. < R( prothiveii

,
iliroiitjh

the courtcK!/ of ihr h’oi/itl Ottiario M Ksvuin of A rrhtcolofu/, from a pnintitig hy
Ran} Kain'j

strips of rabbit furs, like the Indians throughout the basin of the

upper Mackenzie and in the northern parts of Ontario and Quebec.

Hut these woven garments of bast and fur were more akin to mats

1 For this pnrnose llit-v raised a .sra’cial breed of dops, now extinct ajipurcntly, but described by the
early navigator Vancouver: “The dogs belonging to this tribe of liidian.s were numerous, and much
resembled those of Poinc'rania, though in general somewhat larger. They were all shorn a.s close
to the skin as sheep are in England ; and so compact were their fleeec.s, that large portion.^ could be
lifted up by a corner without causing anj' separation. They were composed of a mixture of a coarse
kind oi wool, with \ cry fine, long liair, capal>le of being s]iun into yarn.” Vancouver, (Jeurge ;

' A
Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean, and Round the World”; vol. i, p. 266 (London,

“ Clogs of the American Aborigines”; Hull. Mus. Com. Zool., vol. Ixiii, No. t),

p. 469 ff (Cambridge, Mass., 1920).
2 Mackenzie ((;)p. cit., pp, 322-338) says that the Bella Coola interwove the skin with the cedar

bark, but no specimen of this kind seems to have been preserved.
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and bags than to true textiles like the goats’ wool blanketj whicli was

manufactured from spun yarn.

The natives of the Pacific coast not only used different materials,

but evolved a different style of clothing from that prevailing, with

certain variations, over the rest of Canada. In summer the men fre-

(luently wore nothing at all, and both in summer and in winter men
and women nearly always went barefoot, except among tribes like the

Bella Coola, Tsimshian, and Tlinkit, who were in close contact with

the interior natives and consequently often adoptetl the moccasin.^

The typical garment for everyday wear was an oblong cloak of skin

Man. woniaii, aiul child of the Xootliji ti ihe, ucst coa."<t of Vanconver island, fh'c/oo-

tluvvd, ihroHijh Ihe coiirfcHf/ of fhr J’tihlir Archircx of Cainidit, from Atlon paro
(/ I'inffc ile his (foleias stiiil if M cxictinii al reconorimioifo del vshveho de /uaii dc
Finn en 17H2, ptihliritdo cit

or cedar bark- that passed under the left arm and tied over the right

shoulder, with a girdle encircling the waist. The men’s cloaks fell

to the knees in front, and a little below them behind; the women
extended it to reach tlie ankles,'* and in some tribes tied over or under

it"* a short apron that stretched from the waist to the knees. In

1 It is soiiK'tiiiics stated tliat the Pacific Coast tribes always went barefoot; Ijiit Cook says of tlie

Xootka that “ a few have a kind of skin stockiiiK.s, which reach lialf-way up the tliigh." Cook,
.James: “A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean”; vol. ii, p. 368 (London, 1785).

“ Skin was more general among the northern trilies, cedar bark among the southern.
3 .Among tlie Bella Coola tiie cloak worn liy both .se.xes had apparently the same length, reaching a

little below the knees in front and to the heels behiml. Mackenzie: Op. cit,, pp. 322-371.

The Haida women tied it over the chjak or dress, the Bella Coola apparently under. Dixon, G.t
"A A'oyage Hound the World”; p. 239 (I.ondon, 1789). Mackenzie: Op. cit., p. 323.
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rainy weather, or when travelling by sea, both sexes threw over this

cloak a short cape, generally of cedar bark, that slipped over the

head like a poncho; and the men, sometimes also the women, wore

a curious conical hat of woven cedar bark or spruce root, often

adorned with conventionalized designs of fisli and animals. There

were mittens for winter use, and loose robes of sea-otter and other

skins to wrap about the shoulders over the other garments, as

occasion rec|uired. The sea-otter cloaks and robes, restricted by some

triVjes (e.g. the Nootka) to men, aroused a keen competition among
Russian, Spanish, and English traders during tlie last quarter of the

eighteenth century, and the heavy demand for the raw skins of the

aniinal speedily brought about its virtual extinction.

Outside the area of the Pacific coast clothing consisted entirely

of dressed skins, completely tailored among the Eskimo and some

adjacent tribes, partly tailored among the remainder. The dressing

and cooking of meat and the dressing and sewing of skins were indeed

the principal occupations of the women all over the country, who
matched their skill with the needle against their husbands’ skill in

hunting.^ There were no professional tailors; the man supplied all

the skins his family required, and his wife manufactured them into

clothing. The sewing outfit was very primitive; a knife of stone

(more rarely of native copper) to cut out the skins, a bodkin to

punch the holes, a bone needle with thread of twisted sinew from

the back or leg of some animal, and, among the Eskimo, a thimble

of bone or skin to protect the finger. There were, of course, no steel

needles or manufacturer’s thread, no scissors, and no sewing machine.

The women did not even use patterns to guide them in their tailor-

ing, but cut and trimmed and sewed according to designs in their

own minds, following methods and styles which they had learned in

childhood.

-

These methods and styles differed only in minor details. Speak-

ing broadly, the men’s costume consisted of a shirt that fell to the

thighs, a breech-cloth,^ long leggings, and moccasins, with the addi-

tion of a robe, mittens, and sometimes a cap in cold weather. Women
dressed in much the same way, except that they converted the shirt

1 Iroquois women also performed most of the work in the maize fields.

2 The designs woven by the Tlinkit women on the goats’ wool blankets, however, \vere copied from
drawings made on boards by the men.

3 Some of tlie interior tribes of British Columbia ilid not adopt the breech -cloth until post-Euro-
pean times.
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An Indian of the plains, in the modified costume of the late nineteenth century.
(Photo tty Xniional Paihcai/s.)
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into a flowing gown by extending it to the knees or ankles, and so

could wear shorter leggings and dispense with the breech-cloth. For

fuller details we may cite IVIackenzie’s description of the Gree cos-

tume: “Their dress is at once simple and commodious. It consists

of tight leggins, reaching near the hip: a strip of cloth or leather,

called assian, about a foot wide, and five feet long, whose ends are

drawn inwards and hang behind and before, over a belt tied to the

former garment, and cinctured with a broad strip of ])archment

fastened with thongs behind; and a cap for the head, consisting of

a piece of fur, or small skin, with the brush of the animal as a sus-

pended ornament
;
a kind of robe is thrown occasionally over the

whole of the dress, and serves both night and day. These articles,

with the addition of shoes and mittens, constitute the variety of

their apparel. The materials vary according to the season, and con-

sist of dressed moosekin, beaver prepared with the fur, or European

woollens. The leather is neatly painted, and fancifully worked in

some parts with porcupine quills, and moose-deer hair; the shirts

and leggins are also adorned with fringe and tassels, nor are the

shoes and mittens without somewhat of appropriate decoration, and

worked with a considerable degree of skill and taste. These habili-

ments are put on, however, as fancy or convenience suggests; and

they will sometimes proceed to the chase in the severest frost, covered

only with the slightest of them. . . . The female dress is formed

of the same materials as those of the other sex, but of a different

make and arrangement. Their shoes are commonly plain, and their

leggins gartered beneath the knee. The coat, or body covering, falls

down to the middle of the leg, and is fastened over the shoulders

with cords, a flap or cape turning down about eight inches, both

before and behind, and agreeably ornamented with quill-work and

fringe; the bottom is also fringed, and fancifully painted as high as

the knee. As it is very loose, it is enclosed round the waist with a

stiff belt, decorated with tassels, and fastened behind. The arms are

covered to the wrist, with detached sleeves, which are sewed as far

as the bend of the arm; from thence they are drawn up to the neck,

and the corners of them fall down behind, as low as the waist. The

cap, when they wear one, consists of a certain quantity of leather

or cloth, sewed at one end. by which means it is kept on the head.
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and, hanging down the back is fastened to the belt, as well as under

the chin. The upper garment is a robe like that worn by the men.”^

Some of the variations in this costume undoubtedly arose from

the varying climatic conditions. Although the extremes of tempera-

ture at Edmonton, let us say, and in the Mackenzie delta, are

much alike, the mean temperatures week by week, and month by

month, differ greatly owing to the differences in latitude and the

relative ]30sitions of the two places in regard to land and Avater areas,

with consequent differences in the prevailing winds and atmospheric

humidity. So, during the summer the men of the prairie tribes often

wore only a breech-cloth and moccasins, using the robe for ceremonial

occasions and for a covering during the night; and their shirts were

liairless and sleeveless both in summer and in winter, the arms and

head being protected by the robe alone. In eastern Canada, too, the

natives went lightly clad in summer. The Iroquois, like the plains’

tribes, covered their heads with their robes in wintry Aveather and

dreAv separate sleeA^'es OA^er their arms; their Avomen divided the dress

into two parts, a blouse and a skirt, as did many plains’ tribes in the

United States. The Micmac and Malecite of the Maritime Provinces

Avore caps, but often their summer costume Avas simply a breech-cloth

and moccasins for the men, and a dress and moccasins for the Avomen.

A Avarmer and fuller dress Avas necessary in the northern regions.

There the Indians used furred shirts fitted Avith permanent sleeves,

and Avore a double layer of garments during the Avinter months, AA'ith

the fur of the inner layer against the body. The Eskimo, and some
adjacent tribes Avho folloAved their example, like the Naskapi of the

Labrador peninsula, attached the cap to the shirt, making a kind of

capote, and substituted fur trousers and fur stockings for the breech-

cloth and leggings. The Mackenzie Delta Eskimo, and their enemies

the Kutchin, joined trousers and stockings into one garment, but

the eastern Eskimo kept them sepai*ate. The Slave and neighbouring

tribes on the Mackenzie retained the breech-cloth (or a leather tassel

that served the same ])urpose), but generally united the leggings with

the moccasins. XotAA'ithstanding these local differences, there Avas

clearly a general similarity in the costume of all the aborigines outside

of the Pacific coast
; and although climate was not the only factor in

1 Mackenzie: Op. cit., pi5. xciii fl'.

.s6!)5(>— 6i
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producing the tribal variations, it was certainly one of the most

important.

The actual furs that made up this costume naturally depended

on the local fauna. Furs from the deer family were the most general,

on account of their size, warmth, lightness, and the ease with which

30913

\n Kskinio aTul Ins wite. Coronation }i;nlt. (Photo In/ />. JciiiirnH.)

they could be la’ocured. The eastern Indians commonly dressed in

moose skin, the northern Indians and the k^skimo in caribou fui, the

prairie tribes in antelope hide, and the Indians of the Cordillera

i‘egion in the skins of all three animals, according to the locality.

Since these hides quickly lose their fur with dampness, the southern

Indians generally dehaired them liefore making them iq:) into gai-
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inents. In the north, where rain fell comparatively seldom and the

winters were longer and more severe, the natives retained the fur on

their caribou hides, but wore their oldest garments during the summer

months, or, if Eskimo, substituted clothing of seal or polar-bear fur,

which sustains no harm from moisture. No less than seven prime

caribou hides were necessary to clothe a single Eskimo, three moose

skins to clothe the more scantily-clad Indian of eastern Canada; so

that although the natives hunted these animals for their meat as well

as for their fur, failure to kill a sufficient number at the proper seasons

often forced them to supplement the supply of furs from other

sources. Buffalo, musk-ox, bear, and elk hides were so stiff and heavy

that they were generally avoided for clothing and adopted only for

blankets and bedding;^ but the beaver, marmot, s(|uirrel, and rabbit

(or hare) all provided serviceable furs that were widely used through-

out the country. Some British Columbia tribes made robes of fisher

and marten fur, but restricted them to persons of rank, since the

animals were neither very plentiful nor easily trapped. Garments

of fox, wolf, or wolverine skin were rare, but several tribes in the

north of Canada used those furs for trimming.

Despite all the discoveries of modern science, skin still provides

the best protection against the zero and sub-zero temperatures of a

(Canadian winter. It has serious disadvantages, however, during the

summer months. As that keen explorer, David Thompson, remarked,
'' Leather does very well in dry weather, but in wet weather, or heavy

rains it is very uncomfortable, and as is frequently the case on a

march, cannot be dried for a few days; it thus injures the constitution

and brings on premature decay. Of this the natives appear sensible,

for all those that have it in their power, buy woollen clothing.”^ In

the sentences preceding this passage he says, speaking of the Piegan

Indians, “The grown-up population of these people appears to be

about three men to every five women, and yet the births appear in

favour of the boys. The few that are killed in battle will not account

for this, and the deficiency may be reckoned to the want of woollen

or cotton clothing.” We may perhaps hesitate to accept Thomiison’s

explanation of the disproportion between the sexes in this particular

tribe, but we can hardly doubt that unsuitable clothing during a

1 The thickness of buffalo, Ijear, and moose hides led to their use in 'ivarfaie as coats of mail.
-Thompson: Op. cit., p. 352 f.
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portion of the year did cause considerable hardship, and operated in

no slight degree to increase the death rate.

Many primitive peoples, especially in warm and temperate coun-

tries, have regarded clothing more as a method of adornment than

as a covering required by modesty, or for protection against the

climatic conditions. Several writers have, therefore, ascribed its

origin to a natural tendency of man to decorate his person. Whether

this theory be true or not, the Indians of Canada certainly did not

neglect its resthetic possibilities. Men generally adorned themselves

more than women, a phenomenon common enough among primitive

people, if contrary to civilized usage. ^ Even the everyday dress

normally had decorative fringes, and for ceremonial occasions the

Indians wore exceedingly elaborate costumes. The most distinctive

features were, probably, feather head-dresses, and a kind of embroid-

ery of dyed and undyed porcupine quills, goose quills, or moose hair.

Neither of these forms of decoration extended to the Pacific or Arctic

oceans, although the feather head-dress had a wide vogue over the

two Americas, and quill work reached far down into the United

States. Robes painted with realistic scenes depicting incidents in

the lives of the wearers, usually war exploits or dreams, were jDeculiar

to the plains’ tribes; the paintings on the robes of the eastern Indians

sometimes represented crests or clan emblems, like the Scottish

tartans. The Eskimo and some adjacent tribes in tlie north pro-

duced pleasing effects by insertion of differently coloured furs, or

by striped bands of dyed and undyed skin
;
and a dancing head-dress

characteristic of certain Eskimo groups was a cap of variegated fur

or leather surmounted by a loon’s bill. Peculiar to the Pacific coast

were the painted hats already mentioned, and the beautifully pat-

terned blankets of goat’s wool mingled with cedar bark.

Hunting peoples naturally tend to adorn themselves with

trophies of the chase. The Eskimo attached bear teeth and bear

claws to their clothing, several Indian tribes wore bear-claw neck-

laces, and some Pacific Coast natives used bear-claw head-dresses

on ceremonial occasions. The Slaves and Dogribs of the Alackenzie

basin delighted in head-bands of leather embroidered with

porcupine quills, and embellished with animal claws and the white

1 The reasons are often obscure; sometimes they appear to be associated with the status of women
and the division of labour.
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Tsimshian Indian wearing a wooden head-dress inlaid with abalone

a woven “chilkat” blanket of goat’s wool and cedar bark. (I hoto by

Xational Museum of Canada.)



skins of the ermine. The plains’ Indians wore bracelets of antelope

teeth, the Carrier of northern British Columbia attached the claws

and teeth of both the caribou and the beaver to their clothing, and

wore necklaces of split and dyed antler, while their neighbours, the

Tsimshian, and other coastal tribes, sewed fringes of jingling caribou

claws or puffin bills to their dancing aprons. The Eskimo, again,

and some tribes on the Pacific coast, greatly esteemed the white

ermine skins; the former often suspended ten or a dozen from a

single coat, while the Haida and Tsimshian of the Pacific coast wore

them beliind like a train, attached to an elaborate head-dress. Both

Eskimo and Indians sometimes loaded the dress with objects of

the most varied character, from curiously shaped stones to wood-

pecker’s heads; but the majority of such pendants carried some
religious meaning, and so ranked less as ornaments than as charms.

Of ornaments not attached to the clothing the commonest were

necklets and bracelets, which prevailed among every tribe except the

Eskimo; the Eskimo were so completely enveloped in fur clothing

that they had little space for detached ornaments except ear pend-

ants, and, in the western Arctic, labrets. Anklets were most com-

mon on the Pacific coast, and labrets were restricted to the northern

tribes of that region and to the western Arctic. \'ery few plains’ or

northern Indians wore ear or nose pendants,^ although these were

fashionable in both eastern and western Canada. Instead of nose

pendants, the Nootka of Vancouver island sometimes passed through

the septum long shell pins (“ sprit-sails,” as Jewitt humorously

calletl them), like some tribes in Melanesia. Every region, indeed,

gave a stamp of indivirluality to its ornaments. The British Col-

umbia Indians esteemed most highly their ornaments of native

copper and dentalia shells, which passed in barter from tribe to tribe,

the copper southward, and the dentalia shells north; but as the

scarcity of these objects placed them beyond the reach of all but

the most influential natives, tlie majority substituted bands of

painted leather, or ornaments of dyed and undyed cedar bark.- Co])-

per was more plentiful in eastern Canada, and, therefore, less highly

esteemed. Although frequently used for bracelets and other orna-

1 C/. Franklin, J.: “Narrative of a Second Expedition to the Shore.s of the Polar Sea”; p. 28,

Ivondon, 1828.

2 Some tribes, e.g. the Tsimshian and the Bella Coola, restricted dyed bark ornaments to members
of certain secret societies; others, like llic- Haida, placed no restrictions on their use.
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inents it was supplanted in popular esteem by disks and beads of

shell, which were manufactured by coastal tribes from the Maritime

Provinces southward and traded far into the interior. In the six-

teenth century two varieties of beads prevailed in eastern Canada,

a white, and a violet or purple. The white typified to the Iroquois

and some adjacent tribes, peace, prosperity, and good-will; the

purple, war, disaster, and death. Pesides their ornamental and

symbolic uses they had a definite exchange value, and became a regu-

lar currency among all the Iiulians east of the jMississippi river in

the United States, and of the Great Lakes in Canada.

Tattooing as a means of decoration prevailed throughout the

northern parts of Canada, and among all the tribes of the Pacific

coast; it was rarely practised by the plains’ Indians, and in eastern

Canada by a few tribes only, the Iroquoians of Ontario, the Naskapi,

and the Cree. The usual method was to pass an awl under the skin

and draw through the puncture a thread of sinew covered with

charcoal or soot. The Haida (who used a red pigment also), the

Tahltan, and probably other west coast tribes employed a puncturing

process closely resembling that of the Iroquoian tribes of Ontario;^

whereas the Naskapi of the Labrador peninsula rubbed the pigment

into small incisions made with a piece of flint.- The first two

processes are clearly described by Franklin: “Tattooing is almost

universal among the Crees. The women are in general content with

having one or two lines drawn from the corners of the mouth towards

the angles of the lower jaw; but some of the men have their bodies

covered with a great variety of lines and figures. It seems to be

consiflered by most rather as a proof of courage than an ornament,

the operation being very painful, and, if the figures are numerous

and intricate, lasting three days. The lines on the face are formed

by dexterously running an awl under the cuticle, and then drawing

a cord, dipped in charcoal and water, through the canal thus formed.

The punctures on the body are formed by needles of various sizes

set in a frame.

A

number of hawk bells attached to this frame

serve by their noise to cover the suppressed groans of the sufferer,

and, probably for the same reason, the process is accompanied by

1 Dawson. G. M. :
" Rnpoii. on the Queen Clinrlotte Islands”; Geol. Surv., Canada, Rept. of Pioe.

1878-79, pt. R. p. 108 (Montreal, 1880). Teit, J, : Unpublished Notes, '* Jesuit Relations”, vol. i, p. 279.
2 Hind, H. Y. : “Explorations in the Interior of the Labrador Peninsula”; vol. ii, p. 97 f (London,

1863),

Tlie Tahltan and the Irorpioi.s made the imnetiiros singly by tapping a bone awl with a light
mallet.
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singing. An indelible stain is produced hy rubbing a little finely-

])o\vdered willow-charcoal into the punctures. A half-breed, whose

arm I amputated, declared that tattooing was not only the more

})ainful operation of the two. but I'endered infinitely more difficult

to bear by its tediousness, having lasted in his case three days.'”’

Eskimo women always tattooed their faces, sometimes also their

limbs; but the men rarely marked their persons and then only with

one or two short bars. Among the Indians, men practised this

form of decoration more than women. The designs varied greatly,

following to some extent the art patterns of each region. Natives of

the Pacific coast often tattooed their clan crests in the conventional

form typical of the art of that area.- East of the Rockies three or

four lines radiating from the lower lip to the chin were universal

from tlie Cree northward, and the other designs consisted mainly of

straight lines either parallel, radiating, or forked. The Troquoians.

like the Assiniboine, “ impressed upon the skin fixed and permanent

re])resen tat ions of birds or animals, .such as a snake, an eagle, or

a toad.'”-'’"

More widely spread than tattooing was face and body painting.

i:iractised l:)y all the tribes in Canada except the Eskimo. The

aborigines had at their command a variety of colours derived from

both vegetable and mineral sources. d"he Piegan, for example, had

ten colours: “a dark red, nearly a Spanish brown; a red, inclining

to pale vermilion; a tleep yellow; a light yellow; a dark blue; a

light or sky-coloured blue; a shining and glossy lead colour; a green;

a white
;
and charcoal.”'^ There were no colours or patterns distinctive

of the tribal units, but on the plains various organizations that

corresponded roughly with our fraternities or lodges had each its

special style of face-painting, and both in that region and among
the eastern Indians distinctive patterns indicated valour in battle,

or were associated with certain religious beliefs. It is rather curious

that the Indians east of the Rocky mountains should have exercised

more care and taste in face and body painting than the Indians on

the coast of British Columbia, where painting on wood and other

1 Franklin, ,T. : “A Journey 1o tlie Shores of the Polar Sea,” p. 71 O.oiulon, 1823).

- Dawson: Loe. eit. Morice, A. G. : “Notes on the Western Denes”; Trans. Can. In.st,, vol. iv,

p. 182 (Toronto, 1895). Teit, J. : Unpiililishecl Note.s.

•t “ .Jesuit Rel.ations,” vol. i, p. 279; vol. I.xvi, p. 109.

4 Henrj' and Thompson: Op. cit., vol. ii, p. 731. Cf. “ .Jesuit Relations," vol. Ixx, p. 95 (1747-64):
“ Vermilion, white, green, j'ellow. and black. . . on a single savage face are seen united all these

different colours.”
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materials attained its highest development. Black was used for

mourning in certain tribes, and bright red was a favourite colour

everywhere: the Beothuk of Newfoundland gained the special

designation of “lied Indians” from their custom of smearing their

27059

Interior Salisli girl, with her hair specially braided to mark
the termination of her adolescence. (Photo Ijy James
Tei t .)

persons, clothing, and implements with red ochre. Many tribes

rubbed grease over the face and hands as a protection against sunburn
and flies, and some mixed vegetable compounds with the grease.

Probably paint was nearly as effective as grease, although its primary
purpose was certainly not protection, but adornment.
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The aborigines of the JJoniinion never indulged in the elaborate

coiffures that characterize so many African peoples. Women
generally divided the hair into two braids that fell over the shoulders;

occasionally they left it unbraiflcd, or bound it into a single pigtail

down the back. IVlen allowed themselves more liberty. On the

Pacific coast the majority, unless they were medicine-men, cut it

short; on the plains they sometimes shaved it off around the sides,

but always left the scalp-lock, a long braid that depended from the

crown. Among the eastern Indians each man followed his own
inclination. Thus we read in the Jesuit Relations: “some shave the

hair, others cultivate it; some have half the head bare, others the

back of the head; the hair of some is raised up on their heads, that

of others hangs tdown scantily upon each temple.”^ Here and there

in this region certain styles became fasliionable for a time, and were

adopted by the majority of a tribe or community. In the eai'ly days

of colonization one tribe wore upstanding locks “like the bristles

of a wild boar”, whence the French-Canadians nicknamed the people

Hurons, the “bristly savages.”- The Eskimo in the north allowed

the hair to grow loose, or cut it short, according to their fancy; their

women usually wore it in two braids, but those of the ^Mackenzie delta

preferred a tonsure for their husbands, and, for themselves, a top-

knot, which was rarefy seen elsewdiere in the Dominion. Every tribe

anointed the hair wdth liberal quantities of grease or oil.‘^ The

plains’ Indians made brushes of twigs or bundles of porcupine quills.

Other natives used combs of wood, bone, or ivory; but the most

usual comb w'as the fingers. East of the Rockies no costume was

quite complete that did not include a few feathers stuck at jaunty

angles in the hair.

Oontact wdth Europeans quickly revolutionizerl both dress and

ornament among the aborigines. Styles changed, woollen and cotton

goods partly replaced fur and leather, and some of the old furs

ceased to be used for clothing, but found their w'ay to the white

man’s markets. Beads and silk embroidery gradually replaced

embroidery of porcupine quills and moose hair, metal ornaments

superseded ornaments of shell. The aborigines followed Euroi^ean

1 “ Jesuit Relations,” voi. i, ]j. 281 (1610-1613).
~ Ibid., voL xxxviii, p. 249 (1652-16.53).

3 The Kutehin of the upper Yukon plasterofi so much grease euuI ochre on their hair that their

heads leaned forward with the weight.
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styles of wearing the hair, and abandoned both tattooing and face-

painting. As the contact increased they discarded their old dress

entirely and adopted the costume of the new possessors of the soil.

Now only the Eskimo of the north still retain their ancient winter

garb witli little change, because the white man cannot as yet furnish

another costume that offers more protection against the climatic

conditions.
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CHAPTEH, VII

DWELLINGS

With primitive as with civilized peoples, the centre of social

life is the home; but just as the home of an Italian peasant differs

greatly from that of a Norwegian, so the homes of the Canadian

aborigines varied greatly one from another, in shape and in size, in

the materials of which they were constructed, in their internal

arrangements, and in the number of families that occupied them.

Climatic, physiographic, and biological conditions all played a part

in producing these variations; but cultural and historical influences

were equally active, so that a type of dwelling that seemed to be

peculiarly the ]n'oduct of one environment occasionally extended

beyond the bounds of that environment into another where it

appeared less suitable.

All the aborigines of Canada, even the agricultural Iroquoians,

were to a greater or less extent migratory. The prairie and northern

Indians roamed almost continuously in search of game, and several

years often elapsed before they revisited exactly the same localities.

In these circumstances they required either portable dwellings, or

dwellings that could be erected in an hour or two from the materials

that nature supplied around them. The eastern Algonkians, who
seldom lingered in one spot more than a few weeks, had much the

same needs. One might have expectcfl more substantial dwellings

from the Iroquoians, who were tied down by agriculture to a more
sedentary life. Their dwellings were indeed larger than those of

other tribes east of the Rocky mountains, but not more durable, for

even they practically deserted their villages for three or four months
each year in order to fish and hunt, to work on distant farms, or to

trade with their neighbours.^ Moreover, “when there was no longer

sufficient wood for their fires, or when the land, long tilled, produced

scanty crops”,- they abandoned their villages entirely and erected

new homes in another locality. Any dwelling that provided tolerable

1 “ Jesuit Relations,” vol. x, p. 53: "Summer here fninonti flie Htirruis) is a very inconvenient
season for instructhis the sav,a(ji-s. Their iradinc expeditious and tlie farms take e\'eryone away,
men, women, and children, almost no one renuiins in the villages,”

^ Ibid., xi, p. 7.
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shelter for ten or fifteen years would satisfy their needs; to expend

time and labour on buildings that would outlast this periofl was

useless. Conditions were different on the Pacific coast. There the

natives made seasonal migrations indeed, but the greater part of the

year tliey lived in fixed localities, which they occupied generation

after generation, unless dislodged by wars or other calamities.^ On
this coast, then, we find not only rude shelters of brush or mats, but

permanent houses of solid lumber intended to last a man’s whole life-

time. Similarly, in the Arctic and around the shores of the Labrador

peninsula, the Eskimo had fixed sealing grounds to which they

returned after each summer’s fishing and hunting inland: and in

those places, in prehistoric times at least, they erected permanent

homes, of driftwood in the Mackenzie delta, of stone and

bones of whale in the eastern Arctic where driftwood was scarce or

lacking.-

It was not only the constant migrations that prevented the

construction of durable buildings, whether in brick or in stone, com-

parable with those that survive in the Old World, or in the jungles

of Central America. The use of brick was unknown to the aborigines,

although many tribes made crude pottery from the local clay; and

the rocks that predominated throughout the Dominion were too

hard for the individual Indian to hew into shape with a stone ax

and a stone hammer. It is true that the megalithic monuments
scattered from western Europe to Polynesia were erected for the

most part before the age of iron, and that many of these monuments
are constructed of hard, igneous rocks. It is true also that the

Indians of Central America and Peru often incorporated hard rocks

in their temples and fortifications, and that they utilized only stone

tools to quarry and dress them. But the peoples who executed these

works seem to have been populous agricultural communities with

strong, centralized governments that had considerable resources of

labour at their command. There wei'e no communities in Canada

that had reached this level of development, not even the maize-

growing Iroquoians. The Eskimo who erecterl the stone huts in the

1 Ttio rliiiatf’ is milder on tlie Pacific coast, tl’C forests lieavier, and tlie village.® were genei'ally

less populous than those of the Irociuoians in Ontario. Hence there was never any scarcity of fuel.

In the interior of British Columbia, however, the Carrier Indians moved their winter settlements
yearly, or ai fretjuent inlervala, owing to the exhraistion of woo<l in the vicinity, ^lorice, A. Cl.:

“Notes mi the Northern Denes”: Trans. Can. Inst., vol. iv, ji. 1S4 (Toronto, 1892).

- Nootka limiters oceasionally built shelters of stone in the incuntains of \'aneouver island, when
outside the timber (Sjiroat : Oi>. cit., ]>. 241); lint no traces of these shelters are known.
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eastern Arctic worked singly, or perhaps two or three together.

They used undressed boulders only, such as lay ready to their hands;

and they laid them one on top of another without mortar, as does

the farmer who builds a stone fence around his meadow. This crude

method of construction did not permit them to utilize even their

knowledge of the dome, so conspicuously displayed in their snow

liuts; or to erect dwellings of larger size than could be spanned by

the rib of a whale, or by the short logs of driftwood that occasionally

floated up on their shores.^

Encampments or village sites naturally lay close to supplies of

fuel and fresh water. Canada is ]}re-eminently a land of lakes and

I'ivers, so that the problem of water supply was seldom serious.

Neither did fuel present any difficulties in the forested areas which

comprise more than half the country; but on the treeless ]U’airies

the Indians often resorted to buffalo chips during the summei’

months, and spent the winter in groves on the outskirts of the jilains.-

Other factors that determined the choice of sites were the facilities

for fishing or foi’ gathering shell-fish, the abundance of game in the

vicinity, the j^roximity of a hill or dominant point (like a prom-

ontory on a waterway) from which to scour the landscape, shelter

from the prevailing cold winds, security from a sudden attack, the

character of the soil ami the location in reference to routes of trade

ami travel. When the Beothuk Indians of Newfoundland moved
out to the coast during the summer months they preferred to camp
in small, sheltered bays that had freshwater streams at their heads

and gravel or sandy beaches that offered good landing-places for

the birch-bark canoes. In the interior of the island the campsites of

this extinct tribe a]>pear most numerous at river and lake crossings

formerly frequented by the caribou, oi' on promontories that afford

a wide view up and down the lakes. The tribes of eastern Canada
preferred sandy soil to clay or loam on account of the better drain-

age. In the Alaritime Provinces one may find I'emains of settlements

near clam berls, on rivers which the salmon ascended, and at the

1 The Handbook of .American Indians X'orlh of Mexico, article, “.Architecture’' (Bull. 30, Bur. .Am.
Eth., Washington, 1907) slates that the aborigines of North America knew neither the off-set span
of stone nor the key-stone areh. This is not altogether aceuniPi in respect to the Eskimo, for jn

at least one stone .sinieturc they applied, albeit very erudely, the off-set span (Jenness, D. ; Op. cit..

p. 57), anfl the dome of their snow-hut was really a develoiunent of the areh.
-The Eskimo of the .Arctic, whose homes lay beyond the limit of trees, eombined the fuel prohlejn

with the food quest, using the train-oil of sea mammals, and the fat of bears and caribou, for both
heat and light. During the brief season when the snow had me! led from the land they kindled
open-air fires of heatiier and thvarf v.illow.
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entrances and exits of lakes on the main waterways. Tadoussac was

freciuented by the Indians long; before Champlaiivs time because it

was a strategic point at the junction of two waterways, the St.

Lawrence and the Saguenay, and because cod were abundant in the

adjacent sea. Hochelaga (Montreal) was another strategic point at

the foot of the Lachine rapids, the meeting-point of trade-routes

down the Ottawa and St. Lawrence rivers; the fertile land below

mount Royal was eminently suited for the cultivation of maize, and

the summit of the hill offered a wide view up and down the river.

An early Jesuit missionary, Lafitau, makes a very pertinent remark

on sites like Hochelaga that were occupied by Iroquoiaii tribes:

“ They locate them, as far as possible, in tlie centre of fertile soil on

a small rise that gives them a view of the surrounding landscape

—

this to prevent surprise—and on the bank of a stream which, if

possible, winds around the place, adding a kind of natural moat to

the fortifications which art can supply to a site already well defended

by nature.”- The prairie Indians, when following the buffalo during

the summer months, camped near fords in the rivers, in hollow

valleys near commanding hill-tops, and on the hill-tops themselves;

while in British Columbia the aborigines built their houses near good

fishing-grounds or clam-beds and on the rivers that the salmon

ascended—-especially near the mouths of these rivers, at their exits

from the lakes, and at rapids and canyons in their courses where

obstructions in the channels facilitated the use of weirs and fish-

traps.^

Let us now consider the various regions more in detail. The
typical dwelling in eastern Canada was the lodge or wigwam, which

consisted of a framework of poles covered with rolls of bark, rushes,

or skin. For winter most tribes preferred a conical form that could

be erected in about an hour. “ The women go to the woods and bring

back some poles which are stuck into the ground in a circle around

the fire, and at the top are interlaced, in the form of a pyramid, so

that they come together directly over the fire, for there is the chimney.

1 For similar rpasons one would expect to find (lie remains of prehistoric settlements at Ottawa,
where the Rideau and Ottawa rivers join. Some Indian implements have been found in the vicinity,

mainly around lake Deschenes and on the north shore of the river below the Chaudiere falls, but very
few' traces of any villace .site. .See Twenty-ninth .'\nn. Arch. Rept., 1917, Iteing part of .‘Appendix to
the Report of the Minister of Education, Ontario, pp. 78-85 (Toronto, 1917).

2 Lafitau, J. F. : Moeurs des Sauvages Ameriquains, vol. ii, p. 3 (Paris, 1724).
tt Sproat says of Nootktx villages: “The village sites are generally well chosen, and, though not

selected for any other reason than nearness to firewood and w'ater, and safety against a surprise, are
often beautiful.'' But fish abounded in every fiord occupied by the Nootka on the west coast of
Vancouver island. Cf. Dawson, G. M. : Ceol. Hurv., Canada, Rept. of Prog. 1878-79, pt. B, fx 116,

86959—7
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Upon the poles they throw some skins, matting, or bark. At the foot

of the poles, under the skins, they put their baggage. All the space

around the fire is strewn with leaves of the fir tree, so they will not

feel the dampness of the ground; over these leaves are often thrown

some mats, or sealskins as soft as velvet
;
upon this the}^ stretch them-

selves around the fire with their heads resting upon their baggage.”^

A lodge of this kind could accommodate up to fifteen persons. To
increase its warmth the Indians often cleared away the snow on the

floor and hollowed out the soil to a depth of six inches or a foot, so

that the dwelling was partly underground.-

594

Two types of Ojibwa l)ircli-lnuk lodf^es. (I*hoi» hi/ T. (\ Wcnioii.)

Most of these eastern tribes built rectangular loflges in summer,

because they were larger and more airy than the conical form. Each

housed from two to four families; but the lodges of the Irotiuois, who

used the rectangular form winter and summer alike, often held as

many as twenty. C'hamplain describes some of these “long houses”

that he visited in the Huron country, in southeastern Ontario: “ Their

cabins are a kind of arbour or bower, covered with bark, approxi-

mately fifty or sixty yards long by twelve wide, with a passage ten

or twelve feet broad down the middle from one end to tlie other.

Along each side runs a bench four feet above the ground, where the

inmates sleep in summer to avoid the innumerable fleas. In winter

they sleep close to the fire on mats, underneath the benches where it

1 "Jesuit Relations.” vol. iii, p. 77.

2 LeCleni, Cluelien: "New Relations of Gaspesiji.” eiliteri Iw W. I’. Cancjiig, p. 100 f, The Cliatn-

plain Society (Toronto, 1910). Cf. Skinni'r, A.: " No1es on Easti-rn Cnv and Northern Saulteaux";
.‘VnthntpoloRieal Papers, A)n. Mils. Nat. Hist,, vol. ix, pt. I, p. 13 (New York, 1911).
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is warmer; and they fill the hut with a supply of dry wood to burn

at that season. A space is left at one end of the cabin for storing

their maize, which they place in large bark barrels in the middle of

the floor; and boards suspended overhead preserve their clothing,

food, and other things from the numerous mice. There will be a

dozen fires to each cabin, making two dozen families. The smoke
circulates at will, causing much eye trouble, to which the natives

are so subject that many become blind in their old age. For there

is no window- in the cabin, and no opening except a place in the roof

where the smoke finds an outlet. ’’i

The Ojibwa and the Cree had still a third form of lodge, one

shaped like a dome or beehive, for the willow' poles that formed its

frame wei’e arched over until both ends entered the ground. The
largest of these lodges w^re ten or tw'elve feet in diameter by eight

or ten feet high. The Kutchin Indians of the Yukon River basin

lived in skin tents of exactly the same form. Elsewdiere in Canada
the dome-shaped lodge w'as not a dwelling, but a surlatory or sw^eat-

house, for which purpose the Indians employ it even today from the

Atlantic to British Columbia.-

All the three types of lodges described above w'cre essentially

portable; the natives could strike camp and move away wdthin a few

minutes.'^ Naturally, they transported only the covei’ings of the

dwellings—w'hether bark, skin, or rush mats—since they could pro-

cure new^ poles at every halting-place. Each kind of covering had its

advantages and disadvantages. Skin was wund-proof, non-inflam-

mable, and easily rolled into a bundle; but wdien soaked wdth rain it

could not be dried under twenty-four hours. Bark was rain-proof,

but it became brittle in cold weather and required warming before

it could 1)6 either rolled or unrolled. Rush-mats, if skilfully made,

also shed the rain, and marie w'arm lodges in winter, but they w'ere

heavier and bulkier to transport than rolls of bark."^ Then there w'ere

various kinds of bark from which to choose. Most of the tribes in

eastern Canada used birch-bark, which they could strip from the

tree in large rolls. The fro(|uoians, whose territory contained few

1 "Ocux i'cs df ('htiiiiidaiii.” pivr C. II. J.a\ <‘rdi(‘rc ; 4. p, 74 (.562) 1S70).

2 Tiiese s\vont-l louses, however, nre sinall, rarely exceeding 6 fer-t in diameter.
3 Cf. The Works of Samuel de Champlain, idilrd l>y 11. P. Biggar, vo!. i, p. 104, Tlie Cliamplain

Society (Toronto,
“4 C/. Henry and Thompson: Op. cit., vol. i, p, 1,33. Thompson: Op. cit., pp. 117, 247. "Jesuit

Relations,” vol. viii, p. 105.

‘iO'l.ifl—
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large birch trees, substituted cedar bark; but it was so iutlauiniable

that many preferred the bark of the elm or ash. Tliis could not be

transported as easily as birch-bark, but the Iroquoians had not the

same need for portable dwellings as the Algonkians, because they

occupied the same village sites for several years in succession. They
did, in fact, carry birch-bark on some of their hunting and fishing

excursions; but more often they simply constructed rude shelters of

brush, bark, skin, or anything else that lay ready to their hands.

Summarizing for eastern Canada as a whole, we may say that the

northern tribes, the Crec, Naskapi, and certain bands of the Mon-
tagnais, used mainly skin coverings both winter and summer; the

Indians of southern Quebec and of the Maritime Provinces used

birch-bark; the Iroquoian tribes used the bark of cedar, ash, elm, or

spruce; and the Ojibwa, with some of their Algonkian neighbours,

adopted birch-bark for summer lodges and rush mats for winter.

The plains’ area was the home of the tipi, a tent of buffalo hide

stretched around a conical framework formed by fourteen to eighteen

long poles, whose points radiated like a funnel above the peakA

Two projecting “ears” near the top, on the outside, served as cowls

for the smoke-holes, each being adjusted by a pole in accordance

with the direction of the wind. The doorway, which could be closed

with a small flap, was a narrow aperture in the face of the tent
;
the

fireplace was in the centre, and beyond it, facing the door, sat the

head of the household. Sometimes an inner curtain of hide three

or four feet high was suspended behind him to cover half the back

wall. The furniture was meagre; two or three tall tripods that sup-

ported triangular back-rests of parallel twigs; some fur robes for

bedding at their base; one or two leather bags containing clothing,

and a few household tools and utensils. An average tipi of the

Blackfoot Indians had a floor diameter of fourteen feet.

Apart from the “ears,” there was little difference between this

plains’ tipi and the conical tent of the eastern Indians already

mentionefi, which often had a covering of skins. Tents of the same

type, without ears and with coverings of either skin or brush, pre-

vailed throughout much of the Alackenzie basin, although a

few tribes in this area, notably the Hare and the Slave, generally

1 The tops of three, or, in some tribes, four, poles, were first lashed together and set up like a

tripod; the remaining poles were then spaced evenly between them, resting against the forked apex.
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passed the winter in rectangular or A-sha]XKl cabins covered with

brush and snowA West of the Rockies we meet with more sub-

stantial dwellings. The Tahltan, Sekani, and some bands of the

Carrier, all of whom were immigrants from the Mackenzie

basin, retained the skin and bough shelters of their earlier home, or

constructed crude, gable-roofed huts sheathed with birch-bark; but

34574

Typical tipis of the plains, formerly of buffalo-hide, now of cloth.

(Photo hi/ Harlan I. Smith.)

other Carrier bands and the interior Salish tribes to the southward

built strong log cabins, so completely underground that they could

be entered only by ladders leading down through the rectangular

smoke-holes.

The adjoining plan- explains the construction of these under-

ground cabins better than a long description. They accommodated

1 Wentzcl and Keith in Masson; Op. cit., i, 91), ii, 121. The Slave.s rarely or never visited the

Barren Grounds to hunt caribou, and seldom secured enough skins to provide both clothing and coverings

for their tents,
2 See a/so the illustration on p. 354,
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Plan of an Interior Salisli seini-.siil)terranean house, ( Reproditi-cfl from 'Frit •/. J..' "The
Thompson Iii<Unns of liritish Columhin” Memoirs of the Aniericnn Museum of Xitiuiuil

History, rol. s?; >/esu}t h'xpetHlion to the Xorfh Rnvifie, rol. /. p. tU.i, Xeie York, I'JOO.j
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from fifteen to thirty persons, but had two disadvantages; first,

water seeped in occasionally from the ground outside and no amount

of lining with cedar bark could make the walls quite impermeable;

secondly, no one could enter over the earth-covered roof without

showering dirt on the inmates below. The houses were so warm that

the natives occupied them in winter only, moving out at the be-

ginning of spring into conical or rectangular lodges, covered with

bark or brush, that closely resembled those of eastern Canada.

The coast Indians of British Columbia, who differed in costume

from all other tribes in Canada, differed also in their houses.

The cedar trees that furnished so much of their dress, fur-

20535

Plank houses of the Coast Salish at Victoi ia, B.C, Potlatch in vn'ogress in the foreground.

by R. Maynard.)

nished also beams and planks of solid timber, from which the Salish

tribes around the straits of Georgia and Juan de Fuca, and the Nootka

on the west coast of Vancouver island, built oblong dwellings of

amazing size, several hundred feet long in some cases by fifty or sixty

feet wide. Structurally they contained two parts, an inner frame and

a detachable outer shell. The frame comprised two rows of oblong

posts arranged parallel to each other at an interval equal to the

breadth of the house, but with the posts of the front row slightly

higher, or lower, ^ than those of the back. Eacli opposite pair sup-

ported a rafter, and the rafters supported a gently sloping roof of

1 The Xootka apparently made the front of the liouse lower, the Coast Salish, the back. There

seems to have been nnu'h variety in house forms all aloii^ the Pacific coast, oven in a single village.
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{)lanks, some of which, at least, could be moved at will to let out the

smoke. The shell, which was carried away each spring to line a house

frame in some other locality, consisted of long planks laid horizontally

on edge one above the other, resting against the house posts on one

face and lashed to a few slender poles on the other. A ga]) between
the ends of two or four jdanks in the front of the house servefl as a

door, and other gaps, irregularly spacefl, were windows, often covered

with mats to exclude the rain. Theoretically, the house contained as

many families as there were posts, if we omit two of the end posts, for

the normal space assigned to a family was the section between two

posts, from the wall to the middle of the house, where its fire was

shared by the family on the opjiosite side. Each section had a low

sleeping bench, and usually a mat curtain or a plank to mark its

limits. As Cook aptly remarked, “The whole might be compared to a

long stable, with a double range of stalls, and a broad passage in the

middle.” “ Their furniture ”, he continues, “ consists chiefly of a

great number of chests and boxes of all sizes, which are generally

piled upon each other, close to the sides or ends of the house; and

contain their spare garments, skins, masks, and other things which

they set a value upon.”^

The Nootka Indians (or perhaps only their chiefs) had also

another type of house, built after the manner of the houses of the

Kwakiutl and the northern tribes. Its frame was square rather than

oblong, and the roof was gabled, not shaped like a penthouse.

The ])lanks of the shell seem to have been arranged horizontally, as in

the other type of house, not perpendicularly, after the usual custom

of the Kwakiutl and Haida Indians.^ The roof beams were often

of enormous size, and the pillars supporting them carved with

fantastic figures. Weird paintings on the outside of the front wall,

and sometimes a gigantic totem-pole planted at the entrance, or a

little aloof, increased the savage dignity of the structure, which

greatly impressed the early voyagers. “On entering the house,”

writes Meares, “ we were absolutely astonished at the vast area it

enclosed. It contained a large square, boarded up close on all sides

to the height of twenty feet, with planks of an uncommon breadth

iCook; Op. cit., vol. ii, p. 315 f. Cf. llie description of a Coast Salish house 640 feet long near
the mouth of the Fraser river, m the .Ituirna! of Simon Fraser, ^Masson; Op. cit., ,ser. i, p, 197 f.

SJewitl; Op. cit., p. 69. Th? prevailing arrangement among llio Tsimsliiaii and TIinkit was
horizontal.
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and length. Three enormous trees, rudely carved and painted,

formed the rafters, which were supported at the ends and in the

middle by gigantic images, carved out of huge blocks of timber. The
same kind of broad planks covered the whole to keep out the rain;

but they were so placed as to be removed at ]:>leasure, either to I’eceive

the air and light, or let out the smoke. In the middle of this s])acious

room were several fires. . . .The trees that su]:)ported the roof were

of a size which would render the mast of a first-rate man of war
diminutive, on a comparison with them. . . The door by which we
entered this extraordinary fabric was the mouth of one of these huge
images, which, large as it may be suj>posed, was not disproportioiied

to the other features of this monstrous visage. We ascended by a few

steps on the outside, and after passing this extraordinary kind of

portal, descended down the chin into the house, where we found new
matter for astonishment in the number of men, women, and children,

who composed the family of the chief
;
which consisted of at least

eight hundred persons. These were divided into groups, according

to their respective offices, wffiich had their distinct places assigned

them. The whole of the building was surrounded by a bench, about
two feet from the ground, on which the various inhabitants sat, eat,

and slept.^’^

Not all the gabled houses of the Pacific Coast Indians were as

large as that visited by Meares, which belonged to a principal chief

of the Nootka. Kwakiutl houses normally held only four families,

one in each corner.- There were other variations, too, at different

points along the coast, particularly among the Haida of the Queen
Charlotte islands, who often hollowed out the floor and used the

underground level as an extra story. Some houses, again, had

two or three tiers of benches around the walls, after the manner of

an amphitheatre.

Tlie most remarkable feature about all these West Coast houses

was the extraordinary labour and patience required to fell and dress

the trees, carve the posts, and split off and dress the planks, with

no other tools than adzes and chisels of stone or shell, and wedges

1 Meares: Op. cit., pp. 138-139. He perhaps exafigeiates
;

the 800 probably gathered for tlie

ceremony.

2 Boas, F. : “The Houses of tlie Kwakiutl Indians, British Columbia”; Proc. United States Nat.
Mus., vol. xi, 1888, p. 200 (Washington, 1889).

3 Marchand, Etienne: “A Voyage Round the World”; translaterl by C.-P. Claret Fieurieu, vol. i,

p. 400 (London, 1801).
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of wood or antler.^ We cannot but admire, too, the engineering

skill of the Indians, who possessed no machinery of any kind to

move the gigantic tree trunks, not even the simple pulley. To place

a roof-beam in position they levered it up a sloping log whose end

rested on top of the pillar; and to erect a house-post or totem-pole

they planked one side of the excavation, bevelled off the other side,

and raised the top of the pole with levers and supporting crib-work

255

Ilaida Indian village at Skidegate, Queen Chaidotte islands, B.C.

( I^hoto by <1. M. iknrxon.)

until the butt slid gently into its hole. Such undertakings naturally

called for the co-operation of several men, sometimes of a whole

community; and the completion of a house was an occasion for great

festivities. Unfortunately, not one of these dwellings survived to

the twentieth century, and very few ruins remain to show us the

details of their construction.

1 The Indians ffoiHTally smoothed their posts and planks with shark-skin or the liorse-tailed

(equisetum) rush; but often they retained the adze marks as a deeorative feature. The adzing of a

tree trunk readily juoduced a kind of fluting up and ilown the sfeiu. as may be seen on some of the
totem-poles. Mr. P. A. Taverner, of the National Museum of ('anafla, .suggests that a similar praetiee

in the Old World may have be*’n tlie forerunner of the Doric pillar, which undoubtedly had a prototype

in wood.
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Stranger than any of the dwellings erected by the Indian tribes

of Canada was the Eskimo snow hut, a striking example of how
admirably man sometimes adajits himself to his environment. Its

origin is lost in antiquity; possibly it developed out of the beehive

tent of willows covered with skins, ^ through the substitution of

snow blocks for the envelope of soft, loose snow and the subsequent

discovery that the snow blocks could be made to stand alone. The
snow hut possesses several peculiar features. It resembles, super-

ficially, a dome of stone constructed without mortar; but since blocks

of snow adhere more tightly to each other than blocks of stone,

the roof can be arched in at a steener angle. The Eskimo builds

spirally from within, ti’imming each block as he jilaces it in position;

like a stonemason, he generally avoids overlying joints, although

this precaution is not essential for ultimate stability. After the

key block has been inserted the hut is tightly sealed and a lamp

kindled inside. The heated air, having no exit, begins to melt the

face of the snow, which rapidly congeals again on the admission of

cold air from the outside. Thus each snow block is firmly cemented

to its neighbours and converted to ice on its inner face. Occupation

for a few days then gradually changes the interior of the blocks,

so that the structure is no longer a snow house, but a house of ice.

The transformation gives it remarkable stability; a man may stand

on its summit without causing its collapse, and half the house can

be demolished without destroying the other half. Consequently,

by building a series of intersecting domes and omitting, or opening up,

the common segments, an Eskimo can enlarge a small, circular hut,

capable of housing only one or two families, into a community
dwelling of three, four, and even five rooms that will house fifteen

or twenty people.

Clance, for a moment, at the interior of an ordinary, single-

room snow hut. You pass with bowed head along a narrow, roofed

passage of snow blocks until you arrive at the doorway, a hole at

your feet which you traverse on hands and knees. You rise to your

feet. On the right (or left), two feet above the floor, is the lamp,

a saucer-shaped vessel of stone filled with burning seal-oil, and with

1 Tlif Eskimo of northern .Ainska. who cannot, l)iiil(l a circular snow Init, still use this tent, but
replace the skins with canvas. On the coast tluiy occasionally cover a rectangular fi-ame of drift-wood
with canvas, and line the walls and roof with snow -blocks : in such a dwelling they will pass a whole
winter. For a night’s shelter, again, they sometimes build small, rectangular snow huts, so narrow
that tlie roof can be si)anned by single blocks.
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a stone cooking pot suspended above it. Behind the lamp are some

bags containing meat and blubber; in front of it, a wooden table

bearing, perhaps, a knife and a ladle. A low platform covered with

skins occupies fully half the floor space; there, side by side, with

their heads facing the door, the inmates sleep in bags or robes of

caribou fur. If you stand at the edge of this platform, exactly in

the centre of the hut, you can place both hands on the ceiling and

almost touch the wall on either side. A thermometer, three feet

from the lamp, will register one or two degrees below the freezing

point of water, quite a comfortable temperature if you are enveloped,

like the Eskimo, in soft, warm garments of caribou fur. Only your

feet become slowly chilled on the snow floor, unless you find a seat

on the sleeping platform and draw them up into safety.

37018

An Eskimo stiow-liut with a window of ice. The owner’s poles and harpoons are

planted in the Avails, and his sled upturned and raised on siioaa" blocks, faces the

entrance. (Photo hi/ I). JennesH.)

The snow hut is essentially the product of a treeless zone where

the unbroken force of the wind so compacts the surface of the snow

that it can be carved into building blocks. For many centuries it

has been the ordinary winter dwelling of all the Eskimo tribes of

the Dominion east of the Mackenzie delta, the stone huts

mentioned a little earlier in this chapter standing deserted and in

ruins. In the delta itself, and in Alaska, driftwood was generally

so plentiful along the coast that the Eskimo could build underground
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houses of logs similar in many respects to those inhabited by the

Salish Indians of British Columbia. Every tribe of Eskimo moved

at spring into rectangular or conical tents of skin that differed

only in minor details from the tents of the Indians to the southward.

None of the dwellings of the Canadian aborigines, not even the

imposing houses of the British Columbia Indians, could compare in

comfort with the homes of mediaeval Europe, still less with our

homes of to-day. The Indians had no conception of hygiene; they

seldom washed, unless for ceremonial reasons, and their homes were

squalid and often filthy. Hotting meat and fish strewed the floors

and ground outside; dogs, mice, and parasites of every kind shared

the interior with its human inmates. Cooking utensils were invariably

unclean
;
“the more they are covered with thick grease, so much

the better are they.’'^ The ventilation was inadequate; smoke

pervadefl every corner, despite the hole in the roof, so that many
natives incurred serious eye troubles, especially in their advancing

years. Even the snow hut of the Eskimo, which was so fresh and

clean when first erected, and which escaped the smoke through the

substitution of a lamp for the open fire, became dingy within two

or three days, its walls discoloured inside and out, its floor sodden

with dripping meat and blubber, and its atmosphere tainted with

the smell of burning seal-oil. Tribes that continually moved their

camps had cleaner homes, but were no less unclean in their habits

and persons. Privacy in home life was unknown
;
a fellow tribesman

could enter any dwelling without ceremony, even though it were

occupied by a single family. The natives often performed most of

their tasks, and ate their meals, outside their houses, if the weather

permitted; and their dwellings were not so much homes in our

conception of that term, as indispensable shelters against the elements.

1 " Jesuit Relations,” vol. i, p. 285.
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CHAPTER Vni

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION, TRADE AND COMMERCE

The character and extent of a country’s roads mirror with some

clearness its civilization and prosperity. The Romans, who were

the greatest road-builders of antiquity, linked together their “ prov-

inces ” with broad, well-graded highways that excite the admiration

of our professional civil engineers. In South America, a thousand

years later, the Peruvians constructed a splendid series of roads in

the mountainous Andean region to unite the scattered towns and

villages that acknowledged the rule of the Incas in Cuzco, although,

unlike the Romans, who possessed wheeled vehicles, they made their

roads too narrow and steep to meet our present-day needs. Both
Rome and Peru, however, were the seats of mighty empires that

could command unlimited resources of man-power for the construc-

tion of great public works. In Canada the largest political unit was
the tribe, 1 which was too small numerically, too self-contained,

and in most jdaces too migratory to demand or require specially built

highways for communication and transjiort, particularly when there

were no vehicles save sleds and toboggans to drive over them, and

no pack animal except the dog. So from east to west, and north to

south, throughout the whole Dominion, there was not a single mile

of road before the coming of Europeans, nothing except a few narrow

trails- that led past rapids and canyons, or through forest, plain,

or upland from one valley or lake to another, trails that were often

so overgi'own with brush or lichens that they could hardly be dis-

tinguished from those of the bison and deei’. War parties, indeerl,

commonly followed the tracks of these animals, or travelled along

stream beds where their footsteps left no imprints; and in times of

peace the natives generally avoided the soft, low ground aiul dense

undergrowth where twigs and briers scratched their bare limbs ami
rent their clothing, avoided also the stony ground that cut their feet

1 Till' TriM|iio;nri Coiifi'itcracy of llic- Five Nations (Mohawk, Oiieiila, OiiondaKa, Cayutia, aiiri

Seneca) boro the sooii of enipire in its cotiiposil ion, but tlio ,socti never germinated. Each tribe {or
nation) within the confederacy retained its independence in everyiliing except war, anrl in some ca.se.s

even in war. In any ca.s(: this Iroquoian Confederacy was post-European, and, therefore, later than
the period we arc here considering.

-Seldom more than 18 inchi's wide in the eastern regions. Handbook of American Indians Xorth of
Mexico, Article; “Trails and Trade Routes"; Bur. Am. Ethn. Bull. 30 (Washington, 1910).
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or wore out tlieir moccasins, and traversed the dry upland, where

the hard soil preserved few traces of their passage. The treeless

prairies, and the plains of the Arctic and sub-Arctic, offered so few

obstacles that definite paths were needless. In other regions the

numerous fiords and the network of rivers and lakes navigable for

long distances by canoe rendered much land travel unnecessary.

Not only was there an absence of roarls in the Dominion, but an

absence of bridges also, apart from an occasional tree spanning some

narrow stream. The Indians merely forded such rivers as lay in their

line of marcli. or crossed them in hastily built rafts and canoes.

Travel necessarily varied with the seasons, except on the coast

of British Columbia where the climate remained mild throughout the

year. In summer the Indians either carried their ])ossessions in

canoes from one camping ground to another, or transformed them-

selves into beasts of burden and packed their property on their

backs. The Kwakiutl and other west coast tribes used special

baskets for this purpose; elsewhere the natives simply rolled their

goods into bundles, or lashed them inside large hides. Light burdens

they suspended from a .single tump-line that passed across the fore-

head
;
with heavier loads they often added a second strap that crossed

the chest and arms a little below the shoulders. When the snow
lay deep on the ground and tlie lakes and rivers were fast bound with

ice, many of the natives abandoned the back pack for the toboggan

or sled
;
but the change was not complete, and back packs were

common in winter also. An early Jesuit missionary thus describes

the winter marches of a Alontagnais band; “ They begin by having

breakfast, if there is any; for sometimes they depart without break-

fasting. continue on their way without dining, and go to bed without

supping, hiach one arranges his own baggage as best he can; and

the women strike the cabin, to remove the ice and snow from the

bark, which they roll up in a bundle. The baggage being packed,

they throw it upon their backs or loins in long bundles, which they

hold with a cord that passes over their foreheads, beneath which

they i^lace a piece of bark so that it will not hurt them. When
everyone is loaded, they mount their snow-shoes, which are bound to

the feet so that they will not sink into the snow; and then they

march over plain and mountain, making the little ones go on ahead,

who start early, and often do not arrive until quite late. These
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little ones have their load, or their sledge, to accustom them early to

fatigue; and they try to stimulate them to see who will carry or drag

the most.” i

Snow-shoes, the dog-sled, the toboggan, and the bark canoe (the

last as a model for our cedar and basswood canoes), all these the

Canadian aborigines have contributed to our civilization. Snow-

shoes for winter travel were almost universal outside of the Pacific

and Arctic coasts.” They varied in shape from tribe to tribe, the

Cree and some of their neighbours preferring broad oval forms,

whereas the northern and Cordillera Indians made them narrower

and more pointed. Since the w^ebbing of an ordinary snow-shoe

becomes matted with slush when the temperature rises above the

freezing point, the Indians of Little Whale river, on the east coast

of Hudson bay, occasionally made a form without webbing by join-

ing together two pieces of board. These wooden shoes suggest

skis, but they were flat in front, not upturned, and being also too

broad and short to glide over the surface of the snow, needed to be

lifted at every step like the ordinary snow-shoe. The true ski was not

known in America, although the toboggan may perhaps be considered

a double or multiple ski adapted for transport.

The sled was restricted to the Eskimo, and to neighbouring

tribes like the Kutchin who followed their example. The usual form

had no handle-bars, but consisted merely of two heavy wooden run-

ners bound together by crossbars of wood or bone. The runners

were shod with bone plates or with frozen turf (sometimes both),

which were coated with water or blood before each day’s march to

produce an icy film that offered little friction against the snow.

Eastern and northern Canada substituted the toboggan for the

sled, but the plains’ and British Columbia natives had neither. It is

true that both the plains’ and the Cordillera Indians, like other

tribes, occasionally used a large hide after the manner of a toboggan,

lashing their goods inside it to be dragged by women or dogs; but

they never made the real toboggan of long, slender planks, lashed

side by side and turned up at the front, that was the typical vehicle

1 “Jesuit Relations ” vfil. vii, pp. 109-111.

2 They were used, however, by the Eskimo from Mackenzie River delta westward.
Turner, L. il.: "Ethnology of the Ungava District, Hudson Bay Territory”; Eleventh Ann.

Rept., Bur. Am. Etlin., 1889-90, p. 312 (Washington, 1894). Even to-day the Algonkins on some of
the rivers tributary to the Ottawa use a wooden snow-shoe, made from a single board cut to the
shape of the ordinary webbed shoe.
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for winter transport among the Mackenzie River tribes and the

Algonkians and Iroquoians of the eastern woodlands. In its place

the plains’ Indians substituted a peculiar contrivance called a travois,

wliich doubtless originated from tlic custom, still common among the

Eskimos, of fastening the tent-]:)oles to the packs of the dogs. The

travois consisted of two long poles lashed one on each side of the dog,

and supporting a bag-net behind it for the reception of small articles.

Wlien dogs were replaced by horses in later years, the Blackfoot,

Sarcee, and Assimboine transported in these peculiar vehicles not

7345S

'J'lu' lioiHc tl'ilvois of tlie jiliiius. (Pliolo hi/ ( 'n iiadiit ii Xniuntui Raihrai/s.)

only their tents and other possessions but even women and children.

The dog travois of pre-European times, however, was small and low,

capable of bearing not more than thirty-five or fifty pouiuls.

The travois provided transport for both winter and summer, sleds

and tol}oggans for winter only. Tlie Eskimo raised a special breed

of sled-dog, a rather large animal with pointed ears and a bushy tail

curled backward. The Indians had several breeds, none quite as

large as the Eskimo dog; indeed, one of the commonest varieties in

the Mackenzie basin was little bigger than a fox. A dog of

.S6a.w—

8
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average size cannot carry more than fifty pounds on its back, or drag

on a sled or toboggan more than a hundred; and before the intro-

duction of firearms few families could provide food for more than

one or two animals. Consequently the main burden of transporta-

tion fell upon the people themselves, particularly on tlie women,

50178

A small Bella Coola dugoiit, “spoon" type, for river use. (Photo hy llartnn I. Smith.)

since their husbands had oftentimes to wander away to the chase or

guard the caravan against enemies. i Even among the Eskimos, who
had little to fear from enemies, the women hauled on the sleds with

the men, and in summer carried the greater part of the camp equip-

ment.

Canoes greatly lightened the burden of summer transportation

in all regions except the prairies and certain parts of the Arctic and

sub-Arctic. There were two main types, a dugout and a canoe covered

with bark or skin. The dugout i)revailed all along the Pacific coast,

but elsewhere in Canada only among some Iroquoian tribes,- whose

territory, being near the southern limit of the birch, seldom provided

satisfactory material for a bark-covered canoe. The Iroquoian dug-

outs were miserable vessels, little more than logs of pine rudely

hollowed and pointed at bow and stern. So heavy were they, so

1 None of the tribes in the basin of tlte Maekcnaie river nsecJ do.<'s for clragfrins; the tobaggatis except
the Chipewyans, and they rarely. Ilearne: Oi>. cit.. ii. 31(1.

2 Perhaps also among some of the southern Ojiluva near the International Poundary.
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easily water-logged, and so ill-adapted for portaging from one lake

or river to another, that these tribes frequently purchased birch-bark

canoes from their Algonkian neighbours, or constructed canoes of

elm bark after the same pattern.

Almost equally crude were some of the river dugouts of British

Columbia, which were made of cottonwood, with rounded ends and

a gunwale level from bow to stern. Portages were seldom possible

in this region on account of the precipitous mountains, and the rivers

themselves were swifter and shallower, as a rule, than those in

Iroquoian territory. Hence these river dugouts in the west were

longer and narrower than the Iroquoian to prevent excessive swing-

ing in the eddies and currents; and they were propelled by poles

more often than by paddles. The sea canoe of the Pacific coast, made
of cedar instead of cottonwood, was broader than the river canoe,

m

58502

A small Nootka dugoiit, for coast use. (Photo hy N. K. Luxtou,)

and much more carefully constructed. Although keelless, like all the

craft in the New World, it was so buoyant and seaworthy that the

Nootka often paddled out of sight of land off the stormy west coast

of Vancouver island, and the Haida of the Queen Charlotte islands,

in the early days of European settlement, made frequent voyages to

Victoria, a distance of three hundred miles. These sea canoes varied

greatly in size. Some held two persons only, others, sixty or seventy
86959—81
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feet long with a beam of seven or eight feet, carried a crew of fifty,

although it was only on Queen Charlotte islands that the cedar grew

large enough to make a dugout of such magnitude. There was con-

siderable variation, also, in shape. The canoes of the northern tribes

had rounded bottoms, and curved gently upward and forward in both

bow and stern, whereas the canoes of the Nootka and other .southern

tribes had flat bottoms, and high, almost vertical sterns. All alike,

2

1, Alaskiin Uniiak; 2, Labrador Kaynl:; 3, Dogrib; 4, iJalceite; 5, Algord-Lin;

6, Moiitagnais.
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1, Ojil>\va; 2, Cliipowyao ; 3, Kluvc; 4. Interioi' Salitih; 5, Ilaiila. f hcpvfxlucf’d fiom

Wdiinh, F. ir.; “ Cfiijftil'nn!, Ahaviijiiinl fV/aof'.v/' The Coiiadian Field-Xul unilist, vol.

.r.t‘.riii, May, 1919, p. 25.)

however, had one serious defect; the free-grained cedar was apt to

split with the pounding of the waves and cause the craft to swamp.

To prevent this some of the early missionaries taught the Indians to

strengthen the larger boats with ribs.i but the device failed to meet

with general acceptance.

lhark-covered canoes had a much wider range than dugouts, for

they prevailed not only in eastern Canada, but throughout the basin

1 Crosby, T. ; “Up and down the North Paeifie Coast by Canoe and Mission Ship,” p. 12S

< Toronto, n.d).
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of the Alaekenzie and the Cordillera region of British Columbia.

Birch bark was the commonest covering, and the most satisfactory;

but even the Algonkian tribes of eastern Canada, who made the finest

of all bark canoes, sometimes used other materials, spruce bark, elm

bark, and moose hide. Spruce bark was more general than birch bark

in the Cordilleras and in the Alaekenzie basin, probably on account

of the scarcity of large birch trees in those regions. Bark canoes

varied somewhat from tribe to tribe, in the amount of curvature at

bow aiul stern, in the decking of the ends, and in a few other details,

but the methods of construction, and the general shape, were much
the same everywhere. The three most divergent types were the

Beothuk canoe, in which the gunwale curved sharply upward in the

middle as well as at the ends; the Dogrib canoe, which had small, nar-

row ribs, widely-separated floor or side strips extending from end to

end, and extensive decking at bow and stern
;

^ and the Kootenay-

Salish canoe of the southei'n interior of British Columbia, which was

often made of pine instead of birch bark, and ran out to a point under

water at either end like the bark canoes on the Amur river in eastern

Siberia.

-

The extreme lightness of the birch-bark canoe more than com-

pensated for its frailty, for one man could carry it on his shoulders

over several miles of iiortage. Although cranky, and easily capsized

if handled unskilfully, it answeretl the slightest pressure from the

paddle, thus allowing instant changes of direction when running

rapids. Aloreover, even a seriously damaged canoe could be repaired

within a few hours with no other materials than a strijD or two of

birch bark, a few threads of spruce root to sew them on, and a little

spruce gum to cover the seams. The birch-bark canoe was, therefore,

an admirable craft for regions abounding in lakes and rivers that were

separated only by low watersheds. It was immediately adopted by
the early fur-traders, and played a most important part in the ex-

jfloration and opening up of the Dominion. For almost a century

it carried European trade goods from the Atlantic ocean and Hudson
bay to the Arctic, across the prairies to the Rocky mountains, and
through the mountains to the plateau region in the interior of British

1 In the last two feaLures it slightly resembled tlie Eskimo kayak. Its form, liowcver, m.ay be
post- European (.See footnote, p. 383).

'

2 For fuller details See Waugh, F. W. ; ‘'Canadian Aboriginal Canoes”; The Canadian Field-
Naturalist, vol. xxxiii, No. 2 (May, 1919). Mason, O. T. ; ‘‘Pointed Bark Canoes of the Kutenai and
.^mur”; Ann. llept. Smithsonian Inst., U.S. Nat, Mus., 1S99, pp. 525-537 (Washington, 1991).
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Columljia. Aiul to-day its derivative, the cedar or basswood canoe,

still carries out the same role by conveying prospectors, surveyors, and

explorers into regions far beyond the reach of our railways and gaso-

line launches.

Ojibwa Indians in a birch-bark canoe. (Reprodneerl, through the courtesy of the

J^ublic Archives of Canada, from a painting by hrteghoff .)

Birch bark does not readily strip from the tree until early sum-

mer, and the construction of an ordinary canoe required the combined

labour of a man and woman for about two weeks. In the early

spring, therefore, when the Indians of the Maritime Provinces wished

to convey their winter catch of furs down to the coast, they often

covered a crude canoe-frame with moose hides instead of bark, and

discarded the frame when they reached their destination.^ An ob-

scure band of Nahani Indians living at the head of Keele river west

of Great Bear lake makes use of similar boats to visit Norman each

summer, and after selling the moose hides at the trading-post, returns

to the mountains on foot. The Eskimo, who lived in a treeless region

beyond the limits of the birch, spruce, and pine, used nothing except

skin to cover their craft, preferably the skin of the large bearded seal,

Erignathiis barbatus. Their boats were of two kinds, the umiak, a

large, open, travelling vessel something like a whaleboat, that was

^

Tpor similar reasons the Ojibwa often used an elm-bark canoe, whicli would last two or three

years and could be made by one man in a .lay.
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propelled by oars and steered with a paddle; and the kayak, a narrow,

one-man, hunting craft not unlike a racing shell, but propelled with

a double-bladed paddle. The kayak was completely decked except

for the manhole a little behind the middle, but, notwithstanding its

decking, it was as light and portable as a birch-bark canoe. It was

cranky, too, like the racing shell, yet remarkably seaworthy in the

hands of a skilful paddler, for an oiled jacket drawn tight about his

neck above, and around the manhole below, prevented any water from

penetrating the interior; and even if the vessel did overturn the sub-

merged occupant could often right it again with a single strong sweep

of the paddle.^

The Eskimo were the only people in Canada who used tlie oar,

for even the Pacific Coast natives employed paddles to propel their

immense dugouts. Keels were an invention of the Old World that

never reached pre-Columbian America. As for sails, it is open to

doubt whether tliey were known north of Mexico before the first

navigators a]:)peared on the coasts, although both Indians and Eskimo
freely employed them a few years afterward.-

Facilities for travel and transport naturally exerted a consider-

able influence on trade and commerce. In the absence of wheeled

vehicles and of large pack animals like the camel and the horse, the

most convenient trade routes were the waterways, where the aborig-

ines could transport their property in canoes. Trade flourished, there-

fore, in eastern Canada, where there were innumerable rivers navig-

able for long distances, and agricultural peoples with an assured food

supply (in times of peace at least) contiguous to more migratory

peoples ready to barter the products of the chase. It flourished, too,

in the fiord region of the Pacific coast, where the geographical con-

ditions made the sea the natural highway, the giant cedars permitted

the construction of large ocean-going canoes, and the mild climate and

abundant food sipiply invited travel for adventure and profit. Else-

where in Canada the struggle for existence was so hard, and transport

so difficult, that trade was sporadic and limited. Tribes like the

plains’ and northern Indians, who movefl continually to new hunting-

grounds with all their possessions, could not accumulate more prop-

1 Of the Canadian Eskimo only lljose of Labrador anti of Baffin island eoiilrl perform this feat. It
was cornmoirly done try King Island Eskimo in Alaska, and i.s still fterfomied by every self-re.specting
hunter in Greenland. Some of the Greenlanders can right the kayak without the paddle, using only
an arm.

^ Cf. p. 412.
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erty than they could pack on their backs, carry in their canoes, and

trans])ort on their toboggans, sleds, or travois. Indeed, even the

agricultural Iroquoians, who built new villages every ten or twelve

years, and the tribes on the Pacific coast, who abandoned their houses

for three or four months each summer and probably moved their

village sites about once in a generation, had little desire to encumber

themselves with personal property that was not readily removed.

It was only natural, therefore, that trade should be restricted

mainly to small objects, eitlier raw materials, food products, or

articles of clothing and adornment. An Indian household was

normally sufficient unto itself.^ It provided its own shelter, clothing

and food, weapons for fishing and hunting, and tools and utensils for

domestic use. Put the resources of all regions were not alike, and

there were certain useful or desirable objects that many tribes could

obtain through barter alone. Metallic copper, for example, which was

valuable for tools and ornaments, occurred in a few localities only:

around lakes Superior and Michigan, on the White river in Alaska,

on the Coppermine river that flows into the Arctic ocean northeast

of Great Bear lake, and in the centre of Victoria island in tlie Arctic

archipelago. The Coronation Gulf Eskimo, who used the two last

deposits, traded their copper east and west to other Eskimo tribes;

and the Yellowknives bartered the Coppermine metal with Indian

tribes to the south until the Chipewyans forcibly wrested the trade

from their liands shortly tiefore the establishment of European trad-

ing-posts on the shores of Hudson bay. The cojiper around the Great

Lakes enriched not only the Iroquoian and othei' tribes of that area,

but Indians far down the Mississipjii and Atlantic Coast tribes from

the bay of Eundy to Virginia; while from the Copper river, in Alaska,

the metal passed in trade all along the Pacific coast as far as Van-

couver island, and probably beyond.-

Concerning trade in other minerals we have less information.

Xephrite from the Kobuk river, in northern Alaska, found its way to

the Mackenzie delta; and the same mineral, present in the form of

loose boulders on the Lower Thompson and Fraser rivers around Kam-
loops and Lytton, was traded over a wide area of British Columbia,

1 Considering the houseJiold ns the unit in a settlement of closely related families that rendered
mutual assistance.

- There may have been another, less important source for copper iji HritLsii Columbia itself.
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even to the Queen Charlotte islands.^ JMost tribes had access to

tiint, chert, quartz, or quartzite within their own territories. There

were several sources of obsidian, which was extensively used in

Ih'itish Columbia for knives, spear-points, and arrow-points; but the

deposits of this mineral near mount Anahim furnished the southern

Carriers with a valuable commodity to exchange with the northern

branches of their tribe along the line of the presen L transcontinental

railway. Obsidian derived from the Yellowstone Park region appears

at scattered places on the plains, and may have been traded from

tribe to tribe; but the Blackfoot, whose wanderings extended not

only over the Canadian prairies, but far south of the International

Boundary, may well have gathered the mineral themselves. It is

probable, too, that they visited the “sacred quarry” in Minnesota to

secure catlinite for the manufacture of pipes, since Catlin says that

“all the tribes in these regions, and also of the Mississippi and the

Lakes, have been in the habit of going to that place, and meeting

their enemies there, whom they are obliged to treat as friends, under

an injunction of the Great Spirit.”- Nevertheless, in historical times

at least, there was a brisk bartering of the finished pipes, probably

also of the raw catlinite. The tribes of eastern Canada seem to have

traded soapstone for the same pur]mse. This rock, however, was of

greatest value to the Eskimo, who manufactured from it their cook-

ing pots and lamps. Not only did they trade these articles from

district to district along the Arctic and sub-Arctic coasts, but families

often journeyed several hundred iniles to fasliion their own soap-

stone vessels and to carry home a surplus stock to barter with their

kinsmen. Even wood was an important article of trade to the

Eskimo between Coronation gulf and Baffin island, who lived so

far beyond the limit of trees that their rivers deposited very little

driftwood on their shores. Natives from the Coronation Gulf area

visited the forests near Great Bear lake and Thelon river to obtain

wood for their own use and for barter with neighbouring tribes to

the westward, to whom a plank large enough to make a sled-runner

1 Some Eskimo ruins in the Hudson Bay area and in Newfoundland contain sniall implements of
nephrite whose source has not yet been discovered.

“Catlin, G, : Letters and Note.s on tile .Manners, Customs, and Conditions of the North American
Indians"; vol. i, p. 31 (London, 1842).
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or a talile was more valuable than ivory two or three times its

weigh t.i

I’rade naturally developed most in the regions of greatest

prosperity, where the food supply was most certain and the population

largest and most stable. The lowlands of eastern Canada vied with

the Pacific coast in these respects. The Hurons and other agricultural

tribes around the Great Lakes sold corn and tobacco to the Algonkians,

receiving in exchange various furs.- These were the i:)rincipal

commodities that passed between the two peoples, but there were

many other articles, such as canoes, nets, and ornaments of shell

and co])per. Indeed, the Algonkians probably derived less profit

from their furs than from the sale of “medicines” (using that word

to mean both herbal remedies, and magical amulets and rites), which

were in great demand among all the tribes to the south and west.^

Even to-day Cree “ medicines ” have a high reputation for efficacy

among the plains’ tribes, aiul are frequently bought and sold for

what aj^pear to us ridiculous prices.

Before Europeans penetrated far up the St. Lawrence, the

Iroquoian natives had evolved a regular currency of beads,

“ wampum,” which was manufactured by New England coastal tribes

from clam and other shells. This wampum was carried in strings

(“branches”, as the old French writers called them) or woven into

belts and sashes, a normal belt in the early eighteenth century

containing eleven strands, each of about one hundred and eighty

beads. ^ They were of two colours, white and purple, which had

different symbolic meanings and different values. The Iroquoians

estimatefl the entire wealth of their nations by the number of beads

they possessed. In commercial transactions only loose beads or

strings were used, the strings being measured by the fathom. The
Jesuit Relations speak of a certain Huron who returned from a six

months’ trading journey with his gross receipts entirely in the form of

wampum beads, of which he had fourteen thousand. This shell

currency, however, was not altogether aboriginal. In pre-European

times the beads were so difficult to manufacture with nothing but

1 The are said to liave boUKlit planks for makinp: boxes from the Tsinishian (Handbook of
American Iniiaiis, article “Commerce”); but thi.s nmst ha\i! occurred only rarely, because Queen
Charlotte islands contain ,just as excellent stanrls of cedar and of spruce as the mainland.

2 “ .Tesuit Relations," vol. xxxi, p. 209 et posshn

;

Thompson; Op. cit., p. 261.
2 “ Jesuit Relations,” vol. xvii, p. 211; Henry and Thompson: Op. cit., vol. i, p. 183.

“tLafitau: Op. cit., p. 505.
5 “ Jesuit Relations,” vol. .xxxiii, p. 185.
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stone tools, that the output was limited, and only a very few reached

the interior tribes and Canada. The introduction of iron increased

the output a liundredfold, and as their markets expanded the coast

natives floofled with their products all the interior country as far

west as the ^Mississippi river, and northward beyond the lowlands

of eastern Canada. Then, about the bej2;innin^’ of the nineteenth

century, the fur-traders substituted a cheaper porcelain bead for

the original bead of shell, and the currency became worthless.^ The

history of wampum thus offers a striking and in many ways unusual

example of the economic revolutions brought about by the introduc-

tion of iron into primitive communities that had hitherto not

knowm its use.

A similar phenomenon occurred on the Pacific coast of America,

where beads made from dentalia and serjmla sliells, multiplied

through the introduction of iron tools, became a definite currency

in at least two areas, among the California Indians in the south and

the Kutchin Indians of the Yukon district in the far north. The
coast tribes of British Columbia, who either gathered the shells

themselves or \vere in close contact with tribes who did, prized them

mainly for trading purposes, preferring for their own use ornaments

of the iridescent haliotis shell. The interior and northern natives

preferred the beads: “Beads are the riches of the Kutchin and also

the medium of exchange throughout the country lying between the

Mackenzie and the west coast, other articles being valued by the

number of strings of beads they can procure To be accounted

a chief among the Kutchin, a man must possess beads to the amount

of two hundrefl beavers.”-

Even in ju’e-European times, when the production of shell beads

and ornaments was more restricted, the Indians of the Pacific coast

had developed commerce into a high art. aial become the most

enterprising tradei's on the continent. Tlie stream of shell ornaments

flowing nortliward met a stream of copper flowing soutli. Other

streams of shell flowed inland, up the Fraser, Skeena, and Stikine

rivers to the interior tribes, and across Bella Coola mountains into

the territory of the Carriers. The oil of the oolakan or candle fish

1 Cf. Ufaiiclianip. W. M.: '‘Wanipuiii atul Shell Articles Used b>' the New York Indians”; Bull.
New York State Mus., No. 41, vol. viii (Albany, IfWl).

2 Richardson, Sir J. ;
“ .4rt,ie Searchiim Expedition, A .Tonrnal of a Boat Voyage tlirough Rupert’s

Land and the Arctic Sea”; vol. i, p. 391 (London, 1S51). Cf. Journal of Simon Fraser, Masson:
Op. cit., ser. i, p. 221.
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734.14

\ Kiitehiii chief witli oinaincnts of (lentali'.im sliells. ( h*cpro<}iif‘ed from

Riclnirdsou, t<ir J.: ‘‘Arctic i^carchiiKj Ecpcdition, A Journal of a hoof.

Voipiffc ihrouijh Ruperi'a Land and ihe Arctic f(ca,“ rot. I, rl. VII,

London, lS5t.)
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( Thaleichtliys padficus) passed from the Xass river outward to the

Queen Charlotte islands, and inland by what is still called the

Grease Trail to Kuldo on the upper Skeena river. “Chilcat’’ blankets

travelled down from southeast Alaska to Vancouver island, elk

hides travelled up from the south, and furs from the interior passed

out to the coast and islands. Owing to visits from European vessels,

the overland trade had already begun to swtII in volume when

Mackenzie ajiproached the valley of the Bella Coola river, but the

scenes he witnessed in that district faithfully reproduced the

conditions of prehistoric times. “ Every man, woman, and child,”

he says, “carried a proportionate burden, consisting of beaver coating

and parchment, as well as skins of the otter, the marten, the bear,

the lynx, and dressed moose skins. The last they procure from the

Rocky Mountain Indians. . . Several of their relations and friends,

they said, were already gone, as well provided as themselves, to barter

with the people of the coast.”

i

During the winter months all the Pacific coast tribes held

festivals, or potlatches, at which every visitor received a present

more or less in accordance with his rank. They were not true presents,

however, but loans payable with interest at some future potlatch

under penalty of a loss in social prestige. Often the man who was

holding the feast found himself short of gifts at the critical moment,

and sought the assistance of kinsmen and neighbours, borrowing with

one hand to lend with the other. These debts were strictly heritable;

they descended from one generation to another until lost in the mists

of antiquity. Every native of rank found himself inextricably

enmeshetl, and children were schooled to memorize their debts much
as our owm children learn the multiplication table. The most amazing

feature of this “banking” system was its complete independence of

any currency; for the loans, with few exceptions, were articles of

everyday household use, principally the skins of various animals.

The system was so deeply rooted in the social life that the natives

have adapted it to modern conditions, substituting blankets, guns,

and even dollar bills for the skins, horn spoons, and ornaments of

earlier years. In a few cases at least, they have actually kept credit

and debit accounts of their transactions in tiny notebooks.

1 ^fackpnsie: Op. cit., p, 310.
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Beneath the multiplicity of distinct languages along the coast

of British Columbia there was a remarkable uniformity in the mate-

rial culture of the various tribes and in the main features of their

social life. On the plains, too, the Blackfoot, Sarcee, and Assiniboine

closely resembled one another, although their languages contained

scarcely a single word in common. Evidently trade, combined with

wars, was a powerful levelling influence, spreading the different

elements of culture over wide geographical areas. The “ silent

trade” so common in ancient times did not exist in Canada,^ diffi-

culties caused by language being overcome in other ways. Many
natives were bilingual; the Kutchin, for example, learned the

language of the Eskimo, their enemies from time immemorial.- Most

tribes contained a few representatives of neighbouring tribes, fugi-

tives, prisoners of war, or women purchased in marriage, who could

serve as interpreters in case of need. The plains’ Indians developed

a complicated sign language that abolished the necessity of speech,

and, after the beginning of the fur ti’ade, the Indians of the Pacific

coast, from California to Alaska, used a common trade jai’gon of two

or three hundred words derived from the vocabulary of the Chinook

tribe at the moutli of the Columbia riv^er, with a few terms added

from the Nootka and Salish. In northern Canada, and in eastern

Canada outside the lowlands, language raised almost no barriers

owing to the wide diffusion of the Athapaskan and Algonkian

tongues. Ill those regions trade languished solely on account of the

meagre resources, the isolation from centres of greater prosperity, and

the scantiness of a po])ulation always in motion, and always fluctu-

ating lietween abundance of food and starvation.

1 C/. Grierson, P. J. H. : The Silent Trade. Edinhurph, 1903. Early white explorers occasionally
used the ‘‘silent tiade ” method in dealing with tlu; Indians. Cf. Mackenzie: Op. cit., p. 217;
Howley, J. P. : “Tlic Beothuks or Red Indians, the .'Aboriginal Inhabitants of Newfoundland,’* p, 18

(Cambridge, 1915).
2 Richardson: Op. cit., vol. i, p. 215.
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CHAPTER IX

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ORGANIZATION

PRIMITIVE MIGRATORY TRIBES

We have already seen how deeply the physiographic features

of the country, its climate, fauna, and flora, stamped their impress

on the lives of the aborigines. The geographical environment, how-

ever, influenced mainly the outward culture of the tribes or nations.

Their inner culture, their social customs, political organizations,

religious ideas and art, were all the products of a long evolution in

which psychological and historical factors played the major role.

Tribes shifted their homes during the centuries, came into contact

with new neighbours from whom they borrowed new customs and

new ideas, and at rare intervals produced great thinkers and great

statesmen, like the half-mythical DekanawidaA who directed their

lives into new channels. Even the outward, material culture derived

more from these historical causes than from the geographical environ-

ment. How else, for example, could we account for the great differ-

ences between the Iroquoians and the Beaver Indians, let us say,

of the Peace River valley? The former were agricultural peoples

with semi-fixed homes and well-made cooking vessels of pottery, the

Beaver nomadic hunters who cooked their meat in vessels of birch

bark or of woven spruce roots with the aid of hot stones; yet the

Peace valley is no less fertile than southeastern Ontario, and contains

as numberless deposits of clay suitable for making pots. If, then,

the geographical environment fails to explain many of the apparently

simple features in the economic life of the aborigines, still less can we

make it our guiding star in discussing their social and religious life,

which was so much more complex, and varied so greatly from one

tribe to another. We seem, indeed, to be entering almost a new

sphere, where causes and explanations lie concealed in a long chain

of events and phenomena far beyond our vision.

The ultimate unit of social organization among the Canadian

aborigines, whatever it may have been with the earliest races of man-

1 For the history of this Iroquois statesman See Parher, A. C.

:

Kations”; Xew York State Mus. Hull. No. 184 (Albany-, 1916).

“The Constitution of the Five
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kind, was the biological family, the man, his wife, and their children.

Such units, often enlarged to include near kinsmen, could be found

from one side of Canada to the other, dwelling in a bark wigwam
in the eastern woodlands, in a skin tipi on the plains, in a snow

hut along the frozen Arctic coast, and in a small partition within

the huge communal wooden house on the shores of the Pacific ocean.

Pamilies of near kinsmen naturally kept together for mutual support,

and among the migratory tribes in the east and north, where fish

and game were seasonal and often scattered, they grouped them-

selves into small bands that roamed over separate territories and

remained apart during the greater portion of the year, but usually

amalgamated for a brief interval at certain seasons. Amalgamation

37026

Winter migration of an Eskimo community, Coronation gulf. (Photo hy D. Jenness.)

was most frequent on the prairies, where the driving of the buffalo

herds into pounds required the co-operation of many people; but

there other groupings, similar in many ways to our fraternities, cut

across the groupings by bands, at least in historical times. In

Ontario, and on the Pacific coast, where the food supply was more

stable and assured, families of near kindred still tended to hold

together, but in those regions they were greatly overshadowed by

larger social units, the village community, the clan, and the phratry,

which will be considered later.

Let us trace first the organization of the simpler tribes, the

Algonkians of the eastern woodlands, the Athapaskans of the

Mackenzie basin, and the Eskimo along the Arctic and sub-Arctic

coast. The vagaries of the food supply in these regions caused fre-

86959—9
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quent dispersals and reunions of the aborigines. Xow they wandered

in individual families, now in small groups of three or four families

together. At another time all the families in a district would com-

bine into a definite band at some favourite fishing or hunting ground,

and several bands generally united for a few short days each year to

trade and to hold festivities. These fluctuations in the social group-

ings occurred among all the tribes, but were particularly marked

among the Eskimo, who “ reacted to the seasons, to their constantly

changing environment, more than most of the inhabitants of our

globe. ... In winter, when the land lay bare and silent beneath the

snow, when the caribou had migrated south, when the twilight hours

were brief and the nights long, the natives (Copper Eskimos) had

banded together into tribes, and tribe combined with tribe to wrest

a precarious livelihood from the frozen sea by united effort. Food

had been common to all, and their snow-houses had adjoined each

other so closely that the families seemed absorbed in the group.

With the returning sun and lengthening days nature had recalled its

life; the seals had appeared on top of the ice, the caribou had come

northward again, and the tribes of Eskimos had broken up into little

bands. For a time they had lingered on the ice to hunt more seals;

then, turning landward, they had pursued the caribou over the snow-

covered hills and plains. Now the snow was vanishing, the caribou

had scattered, ami fish alone provided a sure livelihood until mid-

summer. So my party, like many another throughout the country,

was dividing up into its constituent households, each of which now
toiled for itself alone. The tribe no longer existed; society had dis-

solved into its first element, the family.”

i

Each family group, and each band, had a nominal leader, some

man who through courage, force of character, or skill in hunting, had

won for himself temporary pre-eminence. The composition of the

family groups, and consequently their leaders, varied from one season

to another, but the band was a relatively stable unit with definite

territorial boundaries. Theoretically, every imlividual in a band

was equal to every other, so that its leader enjoyed few or no

privileges, and held his position only so long as he could win popular

support. Thus a Jesuit missionary states of a Afontagnais band:

“All the authority of their chief is in his tongue’s end; for he is

1 .Ten n OSS, D. :
" Tlie People of tlie Twilialit,” p. 136 f (Now York. 1028), “Tribe” and “band” in

this pa.ssage corre.'spontl to “band” and “family pronp” in the present chapter.
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powerful ill so far as he is eloquent; and, even if he kills himself

talking and liaranguing, he will not be obeyed unless he pleases the

savages.”! The same loose organization characterized the larger

communities created when some of the bands amalgamated, as the

Montagnais usually did during the season for catching eels, the

Dogrib at the spring migration of tlie caribou, and the Eskimo during

the season for sealing; for the leaders of the various bands were all

of equal standing except in so far as one man might possess for tlie

moment greater prestige.

An amalgamation of all the bands of a tribe, even for a few days

only, was exceedingly rare, owing to the distances between their

hunting-grounds and the difficulty of securing enough fish and game
in one locality to support a large, if transient, ])opulation.- Outlying

bands usually had contact only with their neighbours, who often

belonged to a different tribe. Separation from their kindred then

weakened the sense of unity; foreign infiuences brought in new
customs and new ideas; anrl isolation facilitated the evolution of

distinct dialects. Foreign marriages, disturbances of population

caused by wars and famines, and many other factors aided the centri-

fugal movement. There was no chief for the entire tribe, no central

organization, no sacred shrine or holy city recognized by all that could

serve as a common rallying point. When the differences in language

l)etween two adjacent tribes were small, no greater, for example,

than between Spanish and Italian, tlie border bands of each tended

to merge into one another, so that it was imjiossible to decide where

one tribe ended and the other began. By what means then can we
distinguish them?

We may admit at the outset that the term tribe, strictly speak-

ing, is hardly applicable to tlie eastern and northern peoples of

Canada; for the word inqilies a body of peojile who occupy a con-

tinuous territory, who possess the same customs, speak the same

language, and act as a unit in matters of offence and defence. It

implies, further, a clear political separation from neighbouring

peoples, usually associaterl in turn with differences in customs and

in language. Doubtless there were real tribes of this character in

the regions we are considering—the Beothuk of Newfoundland, the

1 “Jesnit Relations,” vi, p. 243.
“ ('/• 11, p. 201.

86959—9 i
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Micmac of Nova Scotia, and perhaps the Yellowknives in the vicinity

of Great Bear lake. But, in general, whether we examine the

Algonkian-speaking peoples, the Athapaskan, or the Eskimo, the

only clearly defined political unit was the band. It is true that

neighbouring bands differed little except in the possession of different

hunting-grounds, and that they frequently joined together for mutual

support, but the compositions of these united groups varied con-

tinually as a band coalesced with its kindred, now in one direction,

43343

Summer migration of an Eskimo community, Coronation gulf.

(Photo hy K. G. Chipman.)

now in another. Customs, too, like the colours in the spectrum,

changed almost imperceptibly from one district to another as the

bands encountered different influences; and the farther one receded

from any given point, the greater, as a rule, became the variations

in dialect. Hence the usual divisions into tribes, Naskapi, Montag-

nais, etc., for the eastern woodlands, Chipewyan, Yellowknife, and

the rest for the Mackenzie basin, are to a considerable extent

arbitrary; less so now than formerly, perliaps, because the bands are

less numerous and more restricted in their wanderings, and the

establishment of Indian reserves and trading-posts subjects them to

local influences and conditions that were formerly lacking.

There is, of course, a justifiable basis for the tribal divisions; they

provide a convenient method of classification that depends for its

validity, like the differentiation of species in the biological world, on

the relative amount of agreement or disagreement in certain more
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important characters—on geographical propinquity in this case and a

feeling of kinship, on correspondences in dialect, and on the presence

or absence of certain arts, beliefs, and practices. But it should be

clearly understood that they were not tribes in the usual acceptation

of that word; they were not coherent bodies of people united under

a common rule, like the tribes of Africa or Polynesia; they were

merely groups of scattered bands, very similar in speech and customs,

that had no central governing authority, but through close neighbour-

hood and intermarriage possessed many interests in common. Among
the Eskimo even loosely-defined tribes such as these were lacking,

because the bands were dispersed over so wide an area that they

lived in complete ignorance of all but their nearest neighbours; and
yet they so closely resembled eacli other that one could travel hun-

dreds of miles in certain regions witliout noticing any clearly marked
differences. During the last fifty to seventy-five years, however, there

has been not only a marked decline in the population, but a tendency

for the remaining bands to concentrate at certain strategic points for

the fur trade, so that we may now legitimately group the Eskimo also

into tribes, if we wish, naming them from their geographical loca-

tions, or, in two rather exceptional cases, i from peculiar features in

their culture.

The bands, as we have seen, were composed of families of near

kindred, and kinship was reckoned in slightly varying w’ays, all differ-

ent from our own Indo-European system. Few of the more prim-

itive tribes in eastern or northern Canada, however, stressed the male

line of descent to the exclusion of the female, or the female to the

exclusion of the male-; they followed, that is to say, neither the patri-

linear nor the matrilinear systems of organization, although there

was a tendency, natural perhaps among migratory hunting peoples

where the wives nearly always went to live with their husbands, to

pay rather more attention to the male line. Marriage depended on

blood relationship only,^ and often occurred within the bands; but

many were so small that they were practically exogamous units. The

1 The Copper Eskimo of the Coronation Gulf area, who, unlil a few years ago, used native copper
instead of stone for their tools and weapons, and the Caribou Eskimo between Hudson bay and
Great Slave anrl Great Bear lakes, who, unlike other Eskimo, never hunted seals on the coast but
depended almost entirely on caribou.

~ The Miemae, prtssii>l.\- too tlie Malecite, and most of the Ojibwa had exogamous clans with descent
in the male line. The Ojibwa north of lake Superior had similar clans with descent in the female
line.

3 This statement does not take into consideration .special relationships brought about by adoption,
or, among the Eskimo, by the practice of exchanging wives.
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]:)eis()iial property of the native jiassed to a lirother or sister, a son or

a daughter, without question; it had so little value that it rarely

occasioned any dispute. Often, indeed, his weapons and ornaments

followed him to the grave, and his tent or bark cabin was abandoned

and allowed to decay. “ Real ” property he had none, for the hunting

territory and the fishing places belonged to the entire band, and were

as much the right of every member as the surrounding atmosphere.

-Members of other bands might use them temporarily, witli the con-

sent of the owner band, or they miglit seize them by force; but land

could not be sold or alienated in any way. It is true that in eastern

Canada individual families, or groups of two and three families very

closely related, have possessed their private hunting-grounds within

the territory occupied by the band since the early days of Euroj)ean

settlement; that they have handed them down from father to son, or

in some cases to a son-in-law, in regular succession; and that the

boundaries were so well defined by geographical features that in

many districts we can map them to-day just as we map our counties.’

Xev-ertheless, it does not appear at all certain that this system of land

tenure pre-dates the coming of Europeans: for a similar partition of

the territory of the band into family hunting grounds has occurred

among the Sekani Indians at the headwaters of Peace river during

the last hundred years, after the necessities of the fur trade compelled

the families to disiierse among different creeks and rivers.- That

the Montagnais, and presumably also neighbouring tribes in eastern

Canada, did not subdivide the band territory piior to the advent of

the fur traders seems to be indicated by a passage in the “ Jesuit Rela-

tions,” written only thirty-two years after Champlain’s first voyage

up the ^St. Lawrence. Father Lc Jeune there says: “ Now it will be

so arranged that, in the course of time each family of our Alontagnais,

if they become located, will take its own territory for hunting, with-

out following in the tracks of its neighbours.”'’’

1 C'/. Sp<“<'k, r. G. : “Family lliuifiiig Territories and Social Life of \'arious Algonkinn Hands of
file Ottawa N'alley” ; Geol. Snrv., Canaila, Mern. 70, Anth. Sei-. No. 8 (Ottawa, 1915).

2 A man naturally rotiirnod to the same trapi»in" ground year after year, because he knew all the
haunts of the beaver in that district and could provide for their conservation. His winter trapping-
ground was likewise his huntiiig-grounfl, so that the two terms bi'came synonymous. This development
from band to family ownership of territory was a logical re.sponse to the clianged conditions, and
might easily liav'c occurred in eastern Canada within half a century. Cf. th.e growth of family ownei-
shii> of maple groves among some of the Ojibwa. Thompson: Op. cit... p. 276.

3 “ Jesuit Relation.s,” vol. viii, p. .57, 1634-6. Cf. Ibid., vol. xxxii, iip 269-271, which again iinpl\'

that the ownership of the hunting territories was vested in the band, and not in individuals or groups
of two or three familie.s. The 0,iibwa of Parrv Sound, on lake Huron, a.ssert that their hunting
territories and maple groves .still belong to the entire hand, and have nci'er been partitioned among
the families; and Le Clercq states quite definitely that among the Miemau “if i.s the right of the head
of the nation .... to di.stribute the places of hunting to each individual’’. Le Clereq : Op. cit.

p. 237.
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111 the absence of chiefs aiul of any legislativ^e or executive body

within the tribes and bands, law and order depended solely on the

strength of public opinion. There were no written laws, of course;

merely lailes and injunctions handed down by word of mouth from

an immemorial anticiuity, and more temporary taboos operative

fluring the lifetime of an individual. Persuasion aiul physical force

weie the only methods of arbitrating disputes, social outlawry or

physical violence the only means of punishing infractions of the

moral code or offences against the welfare of the band or tribe. The
band took cognizance of crimes that were believed to endanger the

whole community, such as the infraction of important taboos or

treasonable relations with an enemy; it left the indiviflual families,

with the help perhaps of near kinsfolk, to find their own redress

for all other offences, from tlieft even to murder. A man who could

gather a few followers around him might commit any number of

excesses, but sooner or later he generally paid the iienalty at the

hands of some outraged victim, or was executed with the approval

of the entire band. Fear of the blood-feud was a powerfid restraint

on murder, and social disapproval, more keenly felt in small com-
munities than in large, checked the commission of many lesser

crimes. Strangers, however, even people of a neighbouring tribe,

might be robbed or killed witli impunity; they had no rights, unless

tliey married into a band or placed themselves under the protection

of some powerful family.

i

If there was no organization for the submission of disputes to

arbitration or for maintaining law and order within the communities,

neither was there any organization for prosecuting war with neigh-

bouring peoples. Natives living outside the tribe were enemies,

real or potential, to be carefully avoided unless they encroached

on the hunting territories. Then it was the local band only that

opposed tlie invasion, unless tlie menace became so serious that other

bands voluntarily rallied to its aid. There was no meclianism for

mustering an army, and often no means of appointing a leader for

warriors who gathei'ed of their own accord. In rare cases men of

1 Cf. Tht* oppression of the Yellowkiiives Ity tiie Cliipewyans fHennie; Op, cit,, p. 2fll ff). Al.so

a few years lat<T, when ihe Chipcwyaiis rleclinetl, the outraRes liy the Yellowknives on tlie Dogribs
and Hares (Simpson, T. :

“ Nanai ive of the Diseo' ories of the X'orth C<jast of Amorira; Effected by
the Officers of Hie Hudson’s Bay Company diirinR the years 1836-39,” p. 318 (I.ondon, 1843); Back, Sir

George: Narrative of the Arrtic I,and E.'cpedition to tfie Mouth of the Great Fisli River, and along
Hie Shore.s of tlie Arctic Ocean, in ihe Years 1833, 1831, and 1835,” ]ip. 457-8 (London, 1836)).
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influence might be able to control their immediate followers, but

they could not check desertion or separate action on the part of other

volunteers. Furthermore, natives who lived from day to day on the

game they secured by hunting, or the fish they captured in the lakes

and rivers, could not undertake protracted campaigns, or band

together in numbers where fish and game were scarce. Organized

warfare was, therefore, impossible. Small parties might occasionally

make sudden raids or incursions, individuals might treacherously

massacre some families that slept peacefully in their tents, or attack

them from ambush as they straggled along a trail; but there could

be no massing of troops to wage a campaign, no pitched battles with

a few thousand men on each side. So eastern and northern Canada

lay an easy prey to any small but well-organized force of invaders

that could overcome the resistance of the individual bands.

i

5663

Cree camp at Oxford House. (I*hoto hi/ R. Bell.)

The plains’ Indians, although migratory themselves, had

advanced one stage farther than the migratory tribes of eastern and

northern Canada. They traced descent through the male line only,

and the Blackfoot may have forbidden marriage within the band.

1 The Montagnais campaign against the IroQuois in which Champlain, participated (The Works of

Samuel c!e Champlain, Champlain Society e(,Utit)n. vol. 11, chapiter IX) w'as far better organized tlian

most raids by Algonkian tribes.
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Families seldom wandered individually, in historic times at least, but

scoured the country in small jiroups or in larger bands. The band

was a stable body governed by an informal council of its leading

men, one of whom acted as chief. All the bands of a tribe amal-

gamated for several weeks or months during the summer, and either

selected a head chief, or tacitly acknowledged the authority of some

band chief who possessed outstanding influence. At this season

they adopted a military arrangement in their camps, pitching their

conical tents in a circle, band by band, with the council tent or tent

of the head-chief in the centre. ^ The tribe was thus a definite

political unit sharply separated off from neighbouring peoples. There

w'ere three tribes in the Blackfoot nation, the Blackfoot proper, the

Blood, and the Piegan, all very closely alike in language and in

customs, and all united by common interests and a feeling of kinship;

yet each of the three tribes retained its political independence

unimpaired. The Sarcee differed from them in language only, being

the fourth member of the Blackfoot confederacy that struggled for

the control of the prairies against the confederacy of the Assiniboine

and Cree. Clearly the plains’ tribes had reached a higher level

politically than the tribes of eastern and northern Canada. Never-

theless, they suffered from the same inherent weakness—the indefin-

ite and uncertain authority of their chiefs. Father de Smet makes
some pertinent comments on this subject

:

“ Each nation is divided into different bands or tribes, and each

tribe counts several villages.- Every village has its chief, to whom
they submit in proportion to the respect or terror which his personal

qualities inspire. The power of a chief is sometimes merely nominal;

sometimes, also, his authority is absolute, and his name, as well as

his influence, extends beyond the limits of his own village, so that

the whole tribe to which he belongs acknowledge him as their head.

This was the case among the Assiniboines in the time of Tchatka.

Courage, address, and an enterprising spirit may elevate every

1 Except during the celebration of Ihe sun-dance festival, when the head -chiefs of the Blackfoot
and Sarcee tribes drew their tents bark in favour of the Avoman whose vow initiated the festiA'al. It

is worth noting that Hendrj 's narrative of his journeys in 1754-1755 contains no reference to a camp
circle, although he met large bodies of the Blackfoot. “Came to 200 tents of Archithinue Natives,
pitched in two rows, and an opening in the niidflie; where we were conducted to the Ijcader’s tent;
which was at one end. large enough to contain fifty pensons.” " York Factory to the Blackfeet Country,
the Journal of Anthony Hendry, 1754-55,” edited by L. ,1. Burpee; Proc. and Trans. Roy. Sac. Canada,
third series, x'ol. i, section ii, p. 337 (Toronto, 1907). This suggests that the camp circle may not
have become fuily established until some years after the introduction of horses.

2 i.e. bands.
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warrior to the highest honors, especially if his father or an uncle

enjoyed the dignity of chief before him, and he has a numerous

family ready to maintain his authority and avenge his quarrels. Yet

when the seniors and warriors have installed him with all the

requisite ceremonies, it must not be supposed that he, on this account,

arrogates to himself the least exterior appearance of rank or dignity.

He is too well aware that his rank hangs by a frail thread, which

may quite easily be broken. He must gain the confidence of his

uncertain subjects, or retain them by fear. A great many families

in the village are better off than the chief; dress better, are richer

in arms, horses, and other possessions. Like the ancient German

chiefs, he gains the confidence and attachment of his soldiers, first

by his bravery, more frequently by presents, which only serve to

impoverish him the more. If a chief does not succeed in gaining

the love of his subjects, they will despise his authority and quit

him at the slightest opposition on his part; for the customs of the

Indians admit no conditions by which they may enforce respect from

their subjects.’’ i

Cutting across the division of the plains’ tribes into bands,

however, was another division into societies or fraternities, whose

members might belong to any band. Their number, organization, and

functions varied somewhat from tribe to tribe. The Sarcee, who
closely followed the Blackfoot, had five, all restricted to men; but one

was a junior society in which young men had to enroll before they

were eligible for the others. Each society held an annual dance that

lasted four days, and during that period its leaders virtually con-

trolled the entire camp. At other times three at least of the societies

acted as police, under the general supervision of the head chief and

tribal council; they regulated the life in camp and on the march, kept

guard when enemies were near, and punished all infringements of the

rules that governed the communal buffalo hunt. How serious might

be this last duty can be seen from the functions of a similar police

force among the Assiniboine.

They first choose a band of warriors to hinder the hunters from

leaving camp, either alone or in detached companies, lest the bisons

be disturbed, and thus be driven away from the encampment. The

law against this is extremely severe; not only all the Indians of the

1 De Smet: Op. cit., vo!. ii, p, 1124. Cf. Tlioiiip.son : Op. CJt., p. 364 ft".
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camp must conform to it. but it reaches to all travellers, even when

tliey are ignorant of the encampment or do not know that there is a

hunt in contemplation. Should they frighten the animals, they are

also punishable; however, those of the camp are more rigorously chas-

tised in case they transgress the regulation. Their guns, their bows,

and arrows are broken, their lodges cut in pieces, their dogs killed, all

their provisions and their hides are taken from them. If they are bold

enough to resist this penalty, they are beaten with bows, sticks, and

clubs, and this torment freciuently terminates in the death of the

uidia])py aggressor. Anyone who should set fire to the prairie by

accident or imprudence, or in any way frighten off the lierd, would be

sure to be well beaten.”^

-Just how ancient these societies were we do not know. When
the plains’ tribes first came within tlie purview of history, about the

middle of the eighteenth century,- their lives had been revolutionized

by the liorse, which spread quickly northward from one tril)e to

another after its introduction by the Spaniards into Mexico. It gave

the Indians an unexpected mobility, vastly increasing the range of

their migrations; aiul the ease with which they could now run down

the herds of buffalo on horseback caused many woodland tribes to

move out onto the prairies. So the great plains botli of the United

States and of Canada became a battling ground for a medley of tribes

that jostled on each other’s hunting territories until war became their

natural sport. The discipline necessary for the old communal buffalo

hunt on foot took on a military aspect, cld institutions were modified

to meet new conditions, and new customs, new institutions arose and

spread from tribe to tribe with amazing rapidity. It seems not at

all improbable that in ]>re-Columbian times, when the plains were

sparsely inhabited by scattered bands of foot-wanderers, there were

no societies, no organizations at all within the (.’anarlian tribes,

except the bands and families. Certainly several of the Blackfoot

societies, which were more numerous than the Sarcee, did not arise

until the nineteenth century.'^

1 Di' iSinet; Op. cit., vol. iii, p. 1028.

2 Hrndry's narrative of ht.s '' ‘irney-j in !7.i4 and 17.05 shows that llie Blackfoot were well provided
witli hor.ses at that date, that tlie ..^ssinihoine po,sses.>je(l them also, iin<l that some were running wild
on the Canadian prairies. In In,-; introchicti<jn to the narrative Burpre suggests that “the earliest years
of tlie eighteenth century wo.;!,! be nearer the mark, ns the date when the Blackfoot first made use
of the horse.” " York Factoia to the Blackfeet Country,” p. 318.

3 For rletailed accounts r-i th.-’ .socicti's of the plaitus’ Indians, ,8ce Societies of the Plains Indians;
edited by Wissler, Clark: Ynih. T’aperi, Am. Nfus Nat. Hist., vol. xi (New York, 1916).
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The advent of horses changed the Indians in other ways. Pre-

viously their most valued possession had been the buffalo-skin tent,

which required from twelve to twenty-four hides, a number not easily

procured by a hunter on foot. Now buffalo hides became so common
as to be almost worthless; but horses gave the natives a new standard

of value and a new medium of exchange. With them the warrior

bought his wife, purchased high rank in the societies, or gained

73161

Uiaekfoot on tlie watcli. (Phoio hy Canadian National Railways.)

possession of some sacred medicine-bundle that conferred on its owner

great prestige. It was almost as honourable to steal an enemy’s

horses as to kill an adversary in battle, and raids for this purpose

were a constant feature of camp life. In pre-Columbian days the

bands of foot-hunters wandering over the plains with their pack-

dogs were probably too scattered, and too slow of movement, to

come into frequent contact with one another; but in the strenuous
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times, about the middle of the nineteenth century, when nearly all

the Indians possessed firearms as well as horses, every tribe was per-

manently on a war footinj^ and peace was a rare interlude in their

li\'es. Each night they picketed their horses near the tents and set

watchmen to guard against attack; and at frequent intervals small

jiarties I'ode away to raid some enemy and return with scalps and

horses. At this period the council of each tribe elected a special war

chief to command the warriors in all major operations. So, with their

compact organization and strong military proclivities they were a

formidable barrier to Euro])ean encroachment on the i)rairies.

Ill this connexion we may quote from De Smet again: “The
Indian has the gift of being everywhere without being anywhere.

These savages assemble at the moment of battle, and scatter when-

ever tlie fortune of war is contrary to them. The Indian puts his

wife and children in shelter in some retired place, far from the scene

of hostilities. He has neither towns, forts, nor magazines to defend,

nor line of retreat to cover. He is embarrassed with neither baggage

trains nor pack-horses. He goes into action when a favourable

occasion is presented, and never risks himself without having the

advantage of numbers and position on his side. The science of

strategy is consequently of little use in operating against such a

people. There is not on earth a nation more ambitious of military

renown, nor that holds in higher estimation the conduct of a valiant

warrior. No Indian could ever occupy a place in the councils of his

tribe until he had met the enemy on the field of battle. He who
reckons the most scalps is most highly considered among his people.”^

The radical change that occurred in the plains' Indians through

the introduction of the horse, even before there was direct contact

with Europeans, is one of the most remarkable phenomena in history.

It converted primitive parties of foot-hunters, isolated, timid, and

circumscribed in their movements, into organized bands of daring

warriors who extended their forays over thousands of miles. Not
only difi it ease their economic condition as long as the herds of

buffalo lasted, but, by enlarging their contacts with each other

and with neighbouring peoples, it cau.sed a wide diffusion of social

and religious ideas and a notable development in political life. It

thus affords a striking example of the effect which the introduction of

1 De Smet: Op. eit., vol. iii, p. 827.
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a single new element of culture can produce upon a primitive people,

an effect comparable, on a small scale, with the tremendous evolu-

tion of Japan after she threw open her doors to European commerce.

It suggests, further, that in the early history of mankind some of the

greatest and most rapid advances may often have resulted from

solitary discoveries even less outstanding than the smelting of metal,

the domestication of animals and cereals, or the invention ot the

wheel.

The Kootenay and some of the Salish Indians of southern British

Columbia, who often crossed the Rocky mountains to hunt buffalo

on the prairies, closely resembled the plains’ tribes in their political

organization, but lacked the semi-military societies. ^ The broken

character of their country, too, and their dependence on fish for much

of their food supply, kept the bands more separate, and, even after

the introduction of horses (which the Kootenay obtained earlier than

the Blackfoot ), prevented their coalescence into the compact tribal

units that were so characteristic of the })lains’ Indians from the begin-

ning of the nineteenth centurv. So they were unable to offer serious

resistance to European penetration, as did the Blackfoot across the

mountains.

1 C/. the proprrhire before fioin" to vrar, which resembled that cf the plains' tribes before they
were revolutionized by liorses and firearms. Tliomrison: 0|). eit., ]i, 462 f.
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CHAPTER X

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ORGANIZATION

IROQUOIAXS AND PACIFIC COAST TPIHES

111 the last chapter we considered only the most migratory tribes

of Canada, those that wandered continually from place to place in

search of a hazardous food supply. We saw that the primitive

economic conditions under which they lived reflected themselves in

a primitive social organization, and that the amelioration of these

conditions among the plains’ tribes through the introduction of the

horse aiul firearms, combined with an increase of inter-tribal contacts,

brought about a notable development in social and political life. We
are jirejiared, therefore, to expect rather more comjilex types of

society, and more intricate political organizations, among the less

migratory tribes in southeastern Ontario and along the Pacific coast,

who dwelt in semi-permanent villages and possessed food resources

that were fairly stable and assured.

The history and organization of the Iroquoian tribes are obscure

until the closing years of the sixteenth century, when they were

grouped into three confederacies, the Huron arounrl lake Simcoe, the

Neutral around lake Erie,^ and the League of the Iroquois south of

the St. Lawrence. The two first were crushed by the third in the

seventeenth century, and our information about them is very incom-

plete. However, all three confederacies appear to have been formed

on the same pattern, so that it is necessary to describe only the

League of the Iroquois.

This league contained several tribes- which were comjdetely

independent in domestic matters, but delegated their authority in

external affairs to a council that represented them all. Every tribe

was divifled into four or more clans bearing animal names such as

bear and turtle; and each clan was an exogamous unit, so that its

1 Tlic Erie tribe adjacent to the Neutrals remained outside of these eonfederneies, hut shared the
fate of the Neutrals and Hurons. The small Tobacco tribe, which in 1640 had nine villages in Grey
and Simcoe counties, also stood aloof, allhongh it perished w'itli the Hurons.

2 Five in earlier days, the Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, and Seneca. .Viout 1722 the
Tuscarora moved north from Carolina and entered the league, converting it into the ‘‘Six Nations.’
The Huron confederacy contained four tribes: the. number in the Neutral is not known.
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members, men and women alike, had to marry outside it. Some
writers believe that in earlier days each clan had its own village, and

that the clans of one tribe were quite distinct from those of another,

even when they bore the same names; a man of the Turtle clan in

the Onondaga tribe, for example, could then marry a Turtle woman
of the Mohawk tribe. In historic times, however, each clan was

distributed through several villages, and clans bearing the same name,

whatever the tribe, formed a single unit. There was also a grouping

of all the clans of a tribe into two divisions known as phratries, which

functioned mainly on ceremonial occasions.^ Thus at feasts members

of the two phratries occupied opposite ends of the ceremonial “Long

House”; and when an Indian died the people of the phratry opposite

to his own conducted the funeral. Politically, however, the division

into phratries possessed little significance, the most important unit

being the clan.

The clans themselves were subdivided. The Iroquoians had

adopted a matrilinear organization that recognized descent through

the female line alone. A boy belonged not to his father’s clan, but

to his mother’s; it was from her that he inherited his name and family

traditions. Every man had divided interests; for if parental affection

attached him to his own children, who were members of his wife’s

clan, the clan to which he himself belonged attached him to his

sisters’ children who alone could be his heirs. The women were,

therefore, the real guardians of all the names and traditions of a

clan. Moreover, it was the women who controlled the long, bark

cabins that sheltered up to twenty individual families. Every cabin

recognized some elderly female as its ruler, or two females if it con-

tained families derived from two lines of descent. Thus the clans

were divided into what have been called maternal families, each ol

which comprised a “ head woman or matron, her immediate male

and female descendants, the male and female descendants of her

female descendants, and so on.”^ An average maternal family num-
bered from fifty to two hundred persons, grouped in turn into

individual families of husbands, wives, and children, similar to those

of our own society.

1 Wlietlipr there were phratries in the tribes of the Huron confederacy is doubtful.
2 Goldenweiser, A. A.: “Early Civilization.” p. Ti, New York, 1922. My account of the Lcapjo

of the Iroquois is largely based on Chapter III in this book and on the paper by the same author
in the Sum. Kept. 1912, Geol. Surv., Canada, pp. 464-475.
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It will, perhaps, clarify this description of

if we present its framework diagrammatically.^

League of the Iroquois

Iroquoian organization

1

(Trite) ^lohawk Oneida ( )nondaga Cayuga Seneca

(Phratry) I

I

II

1

(Clan) '^i’urtle Bear Wolf Ball Deer Hawk Great Snipe

I

Tjittle Snipe

(Maternal Family) A B C

(fndiridual Family) a b c d e

The council that administered the affairs of the league was

composed of nearly fifty chiefs or sachems, all of equal rank, and
all selected from the maternal families. They assembled at irregular

intervals, whenever necessity arose, to arbitrate on intertribal

problems, to receive embassies, ami to decide on peace or war with

outside tribes. Being federal officials, they possessed no legal

authority in matters that concerned only a single tribe or clan,^

but in practice they wielded considerable power. The method of

selecting a sachem was peculiar. His title was hereditary in some
maternal family, so that the choice of a representative was limited.

The matron of that family selected a candidate after consultation

with other women of her family and clan; her selection was ratified,

first by the sachems of the same phratry, then by the sachems of

the opposite phratry, and finally by the entire council of the league,

which called a great intertribal festival to install him in office. The
same matron had power to depose him again if he failed to uphold
the dignity of his position; after two warnings, she called upon
him in company with a “ warrior chief”, ^ and formally divested him
of office.

The authority possessed by the matrons of the maternal families

would seem to constitute them the ultimate ‘^powers behind the

1 The table is, of course, much abbrevialetl. It subdivides only the Seneca tribe, and even in that
tribe does not mark all the maternal families, but only those of one clan.

2 There are differences of opinion on tliis point, however. See Morgan, L. 11.: League of the
Ho-de-no-sau-nee or Iroquois, Book i, p. 90 (New York, 1904).

3 The status of these “ warrior chiefs ” Ls discussed later.

86959—10
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throne” in the political life of the Iroquois. It has even induced

some writers to call their system of government a true matriarchate,

i.e. a state that was ruled by women. There is no doubt that a few

elderly women did exercise considerable power and gain high social

73465

The wanipinn cirele with its fifty jiendfiiit strings, one for each sacliein, that was
entrusted to the IMoitawk nation at the foundation ttf the Confederacy of tlie Five
Nations. Tlje X-ray photograidi of some of tiie heads reveal.s liow they were
drilled from hotli eiuls. ( Thoto hif Xiitioiial Miisciiiii of (Ui iiitthi .)
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standing; but tlie majority seem to have possessed little influence,

and the female sex as a whole was considered definitely inferior to

the male. Such, indeed, was the opinion of every Indian tribe in

the Dominion.^ If women among the Irocjuois enjoyed more privileges

and possessed greater freedom than the women of other tribes, this

was due, not so much to their matrilinear organization and the

influence of the juaternal families, as to the important place that

agriculture held in their economic life, and the distribution of labour

whereby the men confined their activities to hunting, fishing, trade,

and war, leaving the entire cultivation of the fields and the acquisition

of the greater part of the food supjfly to the women. The League of

the Iroquois seems really to have been a male oligarchy in which

each member of the governing council of fifty had to submit to more
or less supervision by the women of his maternal family, principally

to the supervision of one woman, its head.

Quite apart from this supervision by the women, however, the

council suffered from another and more serious limitation. Its

members obtained their position by birthright, not by military

prowess or ability in other ways; and while they might declare peace

or war in the name of the whole league, they could not control

ambitious individuals who sought profit, revenge, or renown through

sudden attacks on neighbouring peojfles. Many of the so-called wars

of the Iroquois seem to have been irresponsible affairs, organized and

conducted without the consent and often without the knowledge of

the council ; for since the sachems were civil chieftains, not necessarily

leaders in warfare or gifted with military talents, it was easy for

a warrior who had gained a reputation for skill or valour to muster

a band of hunters and start out on tlie warpath without notice.

Iroquoian boys were trained to warfare almost from infancy, and

the division of labour that left agriculture in the hands of the women
gave the men ample leisure for raids and forays. There arose in

consequence a group of warrior chiefs who attained considerable

influence and sometimes rivalled the sachems themselves. It was
these warrior chiefs iiuleed. not the sachems, who won most fame
and honour during the Revolutionary War.

Even if the council had not been subject to these limitations,

it was clearly impossible for so large a governing unit, that met for

1 r/. p. 52.

86959—101
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a few days only three or four times a year, to weld the various tribes

and clans into a co-ordinated body politic. Only too often the tribes

acted independently, so that one could be at peace with Algonkian

neighbours who were being vigorously harassed by the others. As

long as the league had only feeble Indian tribes to contend against

it flourished and extended its boundaries, replacing losses in warfare

by the wholesale adoption of captives; but when it encountered

European forces accustomed to militaiy discipline and unified under

a single command, the looseness of its organization brought about

disjointed action and hastened its disruption and downfall.

Law and order within the Iroquoian confederacies lay wholly

within the jurisdiction of the tribes, resting in the final analysis with

the individual villages. The penalty for treason or witchcraft was

death, after summary trial and conviction before a council of the

villagers; but compounding was permissible and usual in the case

of all other offences. “ They have only one method of justice for

injuries, which is that the whole village must make amends by

presents.” i “For a Huron killed by a Huron, they are generally

content with thirty presents; for a woman, forty are demanded,

because, they say, women cannot so easily defend themselves. . . for

a stranger, still more are exacted; because they say that otherwise

murders would be too frequent, trade would be prevented, and wars

would too easily arise between different nations.”- The actual

levy of presents took the form of voluntary contributions, but so

great was the spirit of emulation among the Indians that it was

seldom difficult to raise the necessary quantity of wampum and skins.

Minor offences were punishable in the same way as murder, but for

refractory individuals who continually disturbed the tranquillity of

the community there loomed in the background outlawry, which

deprived them of all legal protection and permitted any one to kill

them at sight. On the whole, public opinion and the knowledge that

the entire village would be held responsible for wrong-doing seem to

have proved adequate safeguards, and the domestic life of the

Iroquoians was probably no less peaceful than our own. Theft was

comparatively rare, for land was the property of the community,

surplus food was commonly shared with needier neighbours, the

1 “Jesuit Relations,” vol. xv, p. 157 (1638-9).
2 Ibid., vol. xxxiii, p. 243 (1648-9).
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long bark dwelling belonged to the maternal family, and personal

property like the tools and weapons of the men, the household goods

and utensils of the women, were so easily replaced that they possessed

little value. Practically the only objects open to theft were the

strings of wampum beads that served both as ornaments and cur-

rency; but such was the community spirit of the Iroquoians, so little

did they esteem individual wealth, that a multitude of beads brought

neither honour nor profit except so far as it gave the owner an oppor-

tunity to display his liberality by lavish contributions to the public

coffers. 1

The Iroquoians were a very democratic people. Their chiefs

differed in no way from the rank and file, but depended solely on

skill and valour in battle, dignity of bearing, and eloquence to main-

tain their prestige and influence. Captives, when not sacrificed, were

adopted into the families, given Iroquoian wives, and regarded as

citizens of full standing. There were no strata in society. Any man
might become a warrior chief; he might become even a civil chief

or sachem provided only that he belonged to one of the fifty maternal

families in which that position was hereditary.

The various confederations of the Iroquoians, especially the

League of the Iroquois, illustrate one method by which a group of

primitive tribes may develop into nationhood and empire. The
League had succeeded in breaking dowm the exclusiveness of each

tribe by substituting the blood-price for the blood-feud, amalgamat-

ing clans with similar names, establishing a federal council and a

federal treasury, and combining local autonomy with a certain

measure of federal control. Doubtless, as time went on, it would

have harmonized the conflicting positions of the civil and warrior

chiefs, freed its leaders from the despotic interference of the heads

of the maternal families, and by the subjugation of the neighbour-

ing Algonkians, extended its sway from the Great Lakes to the

Atlantic. The expansion of the European colonists checked its pro-

gress; but even though it never reached full blossom it will always

remain a memorial to the political genius of the Iroquoian peoples.

Very different was the organization of the Indians on the Pacific

coast of Canada, even although they too lived a comparatively

i C/. IbifL, vo!. xxxiii, p. 239. Weld, Isaac: ‘‘Travels Tlirougli the States of North America,'*
p. 402, London, 1799.
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settled life, and gTOuped themselves into clans and sometimes

phratries. These British Columbia Indians, so far from l)ein”' a

democratic people, I’ecognized three distinct j2,rades of society, nobles,

commoners, and slaves, of whom the commoners made up the bulk

of the populationd Slaves were, generally, prisoners of war or their

children, and, allhoug;li well treated in most cases, possessed no ri(>;hts

of any kind. They could marry in their own class only, and could be

put to death at the whim of their masters. Theoretically, too, com-

moners could inai'ry only with commoners, and nobles with nobles;

Interior of a Coast Salisii lodfie at Esqiiiiiuilt. H.C. ( Rcprndtteetl, through the enurt-
esg of the Royal Ontario .Ifii.seutn of Arvhaoiogy, from a jtaiiiting hy Paul Kane.)

but the boundary line between these two f>rades was somewhat,

indefinite and intermarriage not unknown. Probably many of the

commoners had the same origin as the nobles, but, being descended

from younger sons and daughters outside the main line of inherit-

ance, they had fallen lower and lower in the social scale until they

lost all the recognized hallmarks of nobility.

Just as among the Iroquoians, the ultimate social unit in this

area was the individual family, the ultimate political unit the

village community. In the earliest days, according to Indian theory,

1 MacLeod states that in the first half of the nineteenth centnry slaves composed about one-seventh
of the population. MacI.eod, W. C. : “Some Social .Aspects of Aboriginal .American Slavery"; Journal
de la Societe des AinericanLstes ile Paris, vol. xix, p. 123 (.P^u'is, 1927).
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all the inhabitants of sueh a connnunity (except, of course, the

slaves) could trace their origin to a single family, but through wars

and migrations other people came to settle in the same place, so

that in course of time every village contained representatives of

several genealogical families. Each genealogical family, that is to

say, each group of families that claimed descent from a common
ancestor, occupied with its retainers, commoners and slaves, one of

the large plank houses so typical of this coast; sometimes, also,

a second large house and a number of smaller dwellings when the

original home became overcrowded. Every village of any size con-

tained several such genealogical families, or “houses”^ as we may
conveniently call them; and, conversely, a single “house” often had

representatives in several villages.

The union of two or more “houses” produced the clan, originally,

it would seem, a geographical unit synonymous with village, but

later, like the houses, distributed over several villages. Its distribu-

tion probably arose in various ways; by an increase of population

that forced some of the individual families to seek new fishing-

grounds; by wars and civil disturbances; and, most often perhaps,

by intermarriage between the different villages. The community
feeling that had sprung up while the clan was still a strictly

geographical unit persisted after its dispersion, finding expression,

for example, in the use of a common designation for all its members,

and, in many districts, the emi)loyment of a special heraldic crest.-

North of Vancouver island, among the Haida Indians of the Queen
Charlotte islainls, the Tsimshian of the Skeena and Nass rivers, the

western Carrier adjacent to the Tsimshian, the Tlinkit along the

Alaskan panhandle, and the Tahltan on the Stikine river behind

them, the clans were grouped into still larger units or phratries, but

this further systematization did not find favour among the Nootka,

Kwakiutl, and Coast Salish peoples to the southward.

Among the three southern peoples just mentioned, marriage

depended solely on the degree of kinship; neither the clan nor the

village community entered into its regulation, although a small

village might be practically exogarnous because all its inhabitants

belonged to the same kin. Property (using that term to include not

1 In the same sense as the exi:»res.siona “House of York," “House of Lancaster.”
2 Just as the Highland clans, the Macrlonalds, tlie Argyles, etc., preserve their surnames and tartans

in every part of the world, and retain a feeling of kinship with clansmen still living in the ancient glens.
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only material things, but intangible possessions like the exclusive

right to a certain song or dance) followed either the male or the

female line among the Nootka, passing from a man to his own
children, or to his sister’s children, at willd Among the Kwakiutl

it passed from a man to his son-in-law, and from the son-in-law to

his son, a curious inversion of the ordinary rules of inheritance that

is not yet clearly understood.- Xorth of Vancouver island the

phratries (and consequently the clans) were exogamous, inheritance

and descent rigidly followed the female line, and the whole structure

of society was more systematized and sharply defined.'^

It might appear at first sight that among these northern Indians

of the Pacific coast we have merely a repetition of the exogamous

clans and phratries, with matrilinear descent, which we remarked

a little earlier among the Iroquoians. But there were several striking

differences. Among the Iroquoians the clan was the exogamic unit,

and the more important politically; the phratry had mainly a

ceremonial significance, and is more likely to have arisen from the

clans by a process of federation than the clans from the phratries

by division. In northern British Columbia, on the other hand, the

phratry was the exogamic and important unit, the clans probably

subdivisions, originally local in origin, that later acquired a ceremonial

character. So in the general disintegration of native life that has

resulted from the European occupation of Canada, the clans have

outlived the phratries among the Iroquoians, whereas in British

Columbia the ]>hratries are showing themselves more tenacious of

existence than the clans. This contrast between the two regions

will remind us that two institutions superficially alike may on closer

observation prove very different, and that even institutions that

apjiear identical may conceivably have different histories, and owe

their origins to entirely dissimilar causes.

1 Generally some of the property followetl one line, some the otl>cr.

2 Sonic writers have ascribed it to the influence of matrilinear peoples in the north; but this is

doubtful.

3 The Carriers of Fort Fraser, who, like otlier Carrier groups, imperfectly adopted the organizations

of the coast tribes, .seem to have reckoned clan and pliratry tlirough the female line, but rank through
the male; whatever the rank of his mother, a man was not a nobleman unless his father was noble.
At Stony Creek, near by, both parents had to be noble.

* The Troquoian pliratries were nameless; the British Columbia phratries all liad names derived
(for the most part) from birds and animals, and these pliratric crests played a conspicuous role in
tlie daily life.

5 Thus there is not the slighte.st .shred of evidence (hat the various pliratric and clan systems of
the American Indians, whatever may be their relation to eaeh other, are connected in any way with
the pliratric and clan systems of the aborigines of Australia.
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We have now followed our British Columbia Indians through

an ascending series of groupings, from the individual family to the

genealogical family or “house”, then successively to the village com-

munity, the clan, and finally, among the northern tribes, the phratry.

73456

A Ilaida woman, with noso-iiii^j; and lahret. (Photo hy R. Mdijiiard.)

Let US examine these phratries more closely among their three

principal adherents, the Tlinkit, the Haida, and the Tsimshian.

The two former recognized only two phratries, the Tsimshian four.
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Phratries

Tlinkit: Raven; Wolf (in some villages called Engle)^

Haida: Raven; Eagle

Tsimshian : Raven; Wolf; Eagle; Gispuivudwada (a word of

unknown meaning)

-

There can be no doubt that tiiese divisions did not arise

indeiKuidently. Whether the Tlinkit established the system first,

and passed it on to their southern neighbours, as some writers believe,

or whether its roots lie grounded in a time preceding the present

arrangement of the po]^ulation, does not matter for our present

jmrpose- What is im]:)ortaut is that the Tiulians themselves recognized

its common origin, and that although the three ]ieoples sjioke different

languages’"^ and had different political interests, the phratric divisions

overrode these boundaries. A Haida man of the Raven phratry,

for example, could marry a Tlinkit or Tsimshian woman of the Wolf
jDhratry, but not a Raven woman, even though he captured her in

warfare. ]\Iore than this, if a Haida Raven found himself by some
accident in a Tlinkit village unknown to him. he naturally turned

for hospitality and protection to its learling Raven inhabitant, and

very rarely f{)unfl his apjilication refused.^

Tlie clan and the phratry were social and ceremonial units, not

political; they cut across geographical and even linguistic divisions.

The smallest jiolitical unit was the village community. The largest was

the same village community, or perhaps rather an indefinite number
of neighbouring villages whose inhabitants possessed the same culture,

spoke the same language, frequently intermarried, participated in

joint festivals, aiul relied on each other for mutual ju’otection. While

every village had a definite leader, the head man or woman of its

dominant clan (two leaders if there were two clans of equal strength),

there was no leader for the amorjihous group, which had no other

bond than the ties of common interest. If enemies attacked a village

its neighbours generally rallied to its support, and a village that

1 A lliird division, called Soiiyn, in sonic of the soutliern Tlinkit villages, stood in certain ways
outside the two main groups; its members could intermarry with eithei-.

2 The main emblem or crest of this last phratry varied. Some villages recopnisied the killer-whale,
others the grizzly lieqr, still others the plant called iireweed. Harlieau. C. M.: ‘‘ Orowth and Federation
in Tsimshian Phratries”; Proc. Nineteenth Inter. Cong. Americanist.s, ji. 405 (Washington, 1917).

3 Haida and Tlinkit, though perhaps genetically connected, differ from each other far more than
French and I'higli.sh.

4 There Ls some evidence that even in warfare enemies belonging to the .same phratry often tried
to avoid each other.
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planned a raifling expedition invited neighbours to participate; but

co-operation was always voluntary, unless the leader of the warring

village had temporarily made himself so powerful that he could

imjiose his will on others. There was no subordination of villages

to a tribal organization, no tribes at all, strictly speaking, along this

entire coast, although the convenience of the term has led to its fre-

quent application to groups of neighbouring villages whose inhabi-

tants spoke the same dialect. The broader divisions by language

(Kwakiuth Tsimshian, etc.) bore little relation to political organiza-

tion, the only definite unit being the village.

Let us then examine the village more in detail. Its inhabitants

were grouped into “ houses ”, each belonging to a certain clan
;
and

the “ houses ” contained people of three grades—nobles, commoners,

and slaves. The nobles, of course, were the aristocracy, theoretically

able to deduce their ancestry from the mythical founder of the

“ house ”, They, too, were graderl according to rank, and their exact

position in the scale made visible by the seats they occupied at feasts

(“ potlatches ”), and the order in which they received invitations and

presents. Kach position carried not only a title, but many other

privileges such as the ownership of a certain fish-weir or strip of

hunting territory, the right to sing a certain song, execute a certain

dance, carve or paint a particular design on the pillars and walls of

the dwelling, or erect a s])ecial form of totem-pole. In every “ house ”

there seem to have been more titles than people qualified by birth

to fill them; ana since no one could assume a title without giving a

feast and making a lavish distribution of gifts, a man who wished

to take out a new or higher “ patent of nobility ” could often choose

between several. But the dignity of a title depended largely on the

magnificence of the feasts given by its previous incumbents, so that

by accumulating wealth and enlisting the support of relatives, a com-

parative parvenu could sometimes revive an ancient title that had
temporarily lapsed, and raise himself above his fellow nobles. This

happened most frequently after white colonization began, and the

natives were able to acquire money and trade goods by working in

canneries and other places; but even in pre-European times it was
always a source of unrest, like the struggles for j:ilace and power in

more civilized countries. Normally, the successor to a nobleman’s
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“A feast given at Nootka by Chief Macnina (Maqninna) to oelebrate_ his daughter’s

coniiiig-of-age.” ( Rrprofiucpd, throu(/h the courtrftij of the PnbUe Archives of

Canada, from atlas para rt riage de Jas rpdetas sutil y 2fca'icana al reconocimiento

del cstrecho de d nan dc Fnca en 1792. pnhlicado en 1S02.)
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rank and position was his son or nephew, depending on the precise

methofl of reckoning descent;^ and the man who held the highest title

in a “ house ” received universal recognition as its chief.

Not only were the noblemen graded, but also their “ houses

The chief of the principal “ house ” in a clan was the local chief of

that clan; if his clan predominated in a village, he was the head chief

of the village, and if his village was more powerful than its neigh-

bours, he was the most important man in the district. Obviously

there was ample scope for rivalry whenever two “ houses ”, two clans,

or two villages were approximately eciual in strength. While a chief

could perhaps count on the loyalty of the nobles, commoners, and

slaves attached to his own “ house ”, he relied solely on his personal

prestige to gain the support of the remaining chiefs.

We can now see more clearly the vast psychological chasm that

sei:)arated the Iroquoian from the Pacific Coast system of organiza-

tion. Each built its society upon the village community, the clan,

and the phratry. But the Iroquoians, with a keen sense of democracy,

permitted no social grading in their communities, no inequalities of

rank, no inheritance of superior status. With an equally keen politi-

cal sense, they subordinated their villages^ clans, and phratries to the

compact tribal units, and then federated the tribes into nations.

They had the spirit of empire builders, although their empire, like

the glow of sunrise in an Arctic winter, faded away before it reached

full brightness. The West Coast Indians, on the other hand, evinced

no political ability, and concerned themselves but little with the

theory and practice of government. They lived in an atmosphere of

the past, and turned mainly to social activities, to ceremonies and

festivals suffused with the mystic light of religion and tradition, to

pomp and display where nobles jostled each other for place and posi-

tion, to art and song and masked dances that displayed the glories of

their “ houses ” and names. Wealth opened the gates to rank and

honour, and men laboured for years to obtain food and skins, dishes,

and canoes, for grand festiv-als that would enable them to advance

a few steps higher than their rivals. The culture was not a virile one,

like the Iroquoian, but a rich hot-house plant, nurtured by isolation

1 Among the mntrilinear Iroqnoians a man wont to live at hia wife’s home, for the dwellings and
all the furniture belonged to the women. In British OiUunbia the men owned the dwellings and the
wife went to her husband’s home and village. Later, if the tribe was matriiitiear, her sons generally
returned to their mother’.s village to take over tlie siieeession from their uncles.
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ill a peculiar environment, and incapable of withstanding a chill

breeze from the outside world. Like Greece in the days of its decad-

ence, it dazzled the more primitive tribes on its borders, and extended

its influence farthest after decline had set in at the heart. ^ Despite

its strange brilliance in ceremonialism and art, it had apparently
reached full blossom at the coming of the white man, and was lacking

in further potentialities for healthy and vigorous growth.-

1 The phratric Avilh the rudiments of gradation aei’ording to rank, reached the Rocky
moimlains within the last half century and began to establish itself among the Sekani at the head-
waters of Peace river, anil among the miscellaneous bands, largely Kaska, that now oecupy the head-
waters of the Liarfl and Pelly. It had penetrated to the Kntehin Indians on Peel and Poreiipine
rivers before the nineteenth century. We can hardly doubt (indeed, for the .Sekani, there is definite
proof) that the.se Athapaskan Indians hud previously favoured the patern.al line of deseent, like their
kinsmen to-day in the Miiokenzie valley. But with the pliratic .system they adopted also the
matrilinear organization of the coast tribes, a change which runs directiy counter to the theory, more
strongly adyoeated in Europe than in .America, that in the development of human society a matrilinear
stage invariably precedeil llio patrilinear.

2 Such, at least, is the judgment of the writer. Not all students, perliaps, Avill concur in it.
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CHAPTER XI

SOCIAL LIFE

Among primitive, as among civilized, peoples, the form in which

society is oi'ganized profoundly affects every man, woman, and child

in the community at every period of their lives. Yet the ordinary

individual gives little attention to it, but accepts the society in which

the accident of birth has placed him and directs his thoughts to

more visiijle matters, to the daily task and the daily food supply,

the joys and trials of human companionship, and the little events in

the everyday life that seem to count most for human happiness and

unhappiness. Alan may be a social being, as Aristotle says, but

when he reaches maturity he is also intensely conservative, and the

institutions and forms of government that have moulded his life

from childhood to manhood seldom excite his unqualified condemna-

tion in after years. He has learned to adjust himself to them, like

the fledgling sparrow that beats its way against the winds, aiul hence-

forward his desire is not to remodel them, not to create new social

forms that will require his still further adjustment, but to enjoy all

tlie good things tliat life in the now familiar society can offer him
before old age and death come knocking at his floor. The span from

the cradle to the grave seems long to the youth, but at thirty years

the end of the web is already coming within view.

Infancy the world over has the same needs and the same limita-

tions. They make the babe completely dependent on its mother

during the first few months of its entry into life. The Indian jnother

had no trained medical advisers to aid her in its upbringing, no

stores whei'e she could purchase warm clothing to protect it from

the cold, no wheeled carriage in which she could convey it from one

place to another. She suckled it for two years and even longer until

it could masticate the meat and fish that predominated in tlie native

dietA clothed it, when clothes were necessary, in the furs that its

father brought home from his hunting; and when the Indians moved
camp, carried it on her back in a neat home-made cradle of skin,

1 Troqiioian moflicrs rould sliortei’i tlic period a little through the-ir possession of maize, squash,
and beans.
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wood, or birch bark.^ Little sisters and girl cousins played with it

on the grass in the sunshine and guarded it inside the tent or cabin

from the half-starved dogs that prowled around outside. When sick-

ness came, old women brought forth their bags of different simples,

and medicine-men invoked their supernatural powers to retrieve

60010

Tsimshian baby in its wooden cradle.
(Photo hy D. JenneHn.)

and replace the infant’s stolen soul, or to withdraw from its tiny

body the magic bone or stone presumably implanted there by some

evil sorcerer. Mother-lore handed down from generation to genera-

tion taught the Indians many wise practices, but conditions of life

were so hard, ignorance of certain elementary rules in child-welfare

so general, that the infant mortality was terrific.

1 The Coast Salish, Nootka, and Kwakiutl Indians of Rrilish Columbia attached to tlieir cradles
a pad, usually of cedar bark, that by slow pressure flattened the baby's forehead. They considered
this defonnation a mark of beauty. The Eskimo, and some of the Northern Indians, did not use a
cradle, tint .strappcfl the baby against the back imdenieath the fur clothing.
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111 the southern parts of Canada children of both sexes up to the

aj>e of five or ten years usually went naked in mild weather. Their

clothin«: was for protection only, not for modesty, allhougli their

mothers, like mothers everywhere, often sought to make it decora-

tived They had more freedom than white children at this period,

27129

Interior Salisli Avoinan with l)aby in cradle.
(Photo hif James Teit.)

playing in the open air the whole day, although every house and
every tent kept an open door. There was no wall-paper they could

damage, no books they might deface, no furniture and very few

ornaments that they could mar or destroy. Most of the prohibitions

1 Mrn could ahvay.s appear nakerl witliout offence, and in porne tribes even women. The
presence or absence of clothing among primitive pcojilcs had little relation to morals.

86959—11
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imposed on them, such as the widely-spread taboo against throwing

fish bones to the dogs, applied equally to the adults of the commun-

ity, so that they were exempt from the innumerable petty checks

and restrictions that too often cramp the development of European

children. They were exempt, too, from the discipline of corporal

punishment that seems inseparable from civilized life, for an Indian

parent, however provoked, rarely dreamed of inflicting more than a

hasty pusli or blow. Yet their freedom did not mean licence. Ihe

smallness of their communities made every individual’s life an open

book to his neighbours and comiielled every adult to ta,ke an active

interest in each child, whether Ids own or another’s. So, from their

earliest years the children felt tlie full pressure of public oinnion.

Their elders always stood near to arbitrate their disputes and to

apportion praise or blame, and no ])rivate chastisement in the home

could have ])roduced more effect than the outspoken repi'oot of the

entire community.
v'

Freedom went hand in hand, too, witli a primitive system of

education, even although regular schools were lacking. The western

baiuls of Carrier Indians who had absorbed much of the culture of

the coastal tribes in British C’olumbia recognized two curricula: one

secular, the other ethical and I’eligious. The secular course was our

manual training—instruction given at no set hours in the various

tasks that the children would have to perform in later yeai’s. More

peculiar was the etldcal and religious course. On quiet winter even-

ings, when the ]ieople had gathered inside their big, plank houses,

dimly lighted by one or two small fires, an old man seated in a corner

would narrate some tradition or folk-tale of the distant past, and

point the moi-al of the story with reference to the conduct of the

children during the preceding hours. The education of children in

other parts of Canada followed along the same general lines, but

was not always organized into so definite a system.

At the age of about ten a boy’s training became more rigorous.

He then shot small game such as rabbits and squirrels, accompanied

the hunters on their expeditions to become inured to the hardships of

the chase, and performed many small duties around the camp. To

harden the lads physically and mentally the Iroquois taught them to

1 Cf. ITuntcr, Jolin D, : “Memoirs of a Cajitivily mnoiifi flu: Indians of Xorlli America,’’ p. 12

(London, 1823

1
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endure torture.^ The Pacific Coast tribes made them bathe in cold

water daily, winter and summer alike, and whipped them with cedar

boughs when they emerged. Among the Sarcee on the plains, the

elderly man who supervised tlieir training kept a bathing hole open

for them all winter or made them roll naked in the snow; and when

27(197

'J'eiit, of and riislios, foe tlie socliision of an Interior
Salisli adoleseeiit K>il. (I^hoto hi/ James Teii.)

the tribe moved camp lie sometimes held them back for two or three

hours and forced them to race tlie whole distance to the new settle-

ment.- The Indians and Eskimo in northern Canada brought up their

children less rigorously, but in that region the unaviudable hardships

of life were so numerous tliat deliberate increase of them might have

proved intolerable. Girls naturally escaped most of this physical

training but received thorough instruction in all domestic duties.

1 “Jesnit Relations,” vol, xxxviii, p. 259.
2 The best runners bceanie scouts in later j'cars.

S6959—llj



Only a few minor ceremonies directly disturbed the current of

the child’s life during this early period, as when the parents of a

Haida boy gave a special feast at the jhercing of his ears and nose.

The real crisis came with adolescence, which signified to the Indians,

as to most primitive peojdes, far more than the mere transition from

childhood to maturity. They regarded it as a season fraught with

mystery and danger, a time when the sui)ernatural powers that con-

trolled the jdienomena of nature drew unusually near the individual

and often marked out his destiny. In many parts of Canada both

boys and girls spent part of the period in seclusion fasting and dream-

ing to establish communion with the unseen world; and those days

and nights of solitude, of sleeping in lonely and often dangerous places

awaiting a visitation from some unknown ]X)wer, exerted a ]:»owerful

influence on their undeveloped minds, especially on those who were

innately imaginative. The intensified training that accompanied or

followed it increased the effect. Except among the Eskimo the two

sexes now kept aloof from each otlier, the girls often remaining in

partial seclusion until marriage. The boys joined the ranks of the

men, entering their semi-military organizations on the plains, or being

initiated into the secret religious societies on the Pacific coast.

The days of their childhood had ended, but, subdued by their recent

experiences and a little awed, perhaps, by the responsibilities of their

new status, they kept unobtrusively in tlie background for a year or

two until familiarity with their position brought back confidence and

self-reliance.

While adolescence seemed to the Indians a very critical period

in the individual’s life, marriage occupied a rather secondary place.

The natives had strong family affections and scorned the celibate

state so common at higher levels of civilization. Wedlock, however,

brought little romance in its train, for the parents who in most cases

arranged the matches gave more consideration to rank and influence,

or to skill and courage in hunting, than to the inclinations of the

young people themselves. Youths generally married about the age

of eighteen or nineteen years, girls two or three years earlier. Often

they were betrothed while still children, sometimes even before they

were born; but these early betrothals were seldom binding.^ The

1 Except on tlic Pacific coast, \vhen the betrothal was ratifieil by an exchange of gifts. It could
then be annulled only by a counterpayinent that was likely to provoke, ill-will.
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youth of the plains, aided by his relatives, purchased his bride out-

right with horses, furs, and other gifts, but in eastern and northern

Canada he generally served her parents for a year (or until the birth

of the first child), presenting them with all the products of his hunt-

31K)6y

Intei-ior Salisli gill Avoariiig tlie fir'l>oughs and goat’fi

wool lilniikf't that signify her adolescence. (I*hoio hy
Jiimes Tv it.)

ing during that period.^ The Indians on the Pacific coast, with their

passionate fondness for ceremonies and trade, converted marriage

into a kind of commercial transaction. The husband bought his wife

1 .A.S Jacob se^^c(l I.aban for I, call and afterwards for Racliel.
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and some of her jorenj^atives^ in a series of feasts, and the wife’s

kinsmen re])aid the bride-price in corresponding manner during the

years that followed, adding interest for every child that issued frcun

the marriage. Theoretically, the woman could dissolve the partner-

ship after her redemption, but in practice the husband renewed the

contract by a further distribution of presents to her kinsfolk.

Although few, if any, tribes entirely discountenanced polygamy,

it was nowhere very common except in the Yukon basin and on the

plains, where the leading men generally had two and three wives

—

sisters, as a rule, because they were more likely to live together in

harmony. Marriage gave these prairie Indians such absolute con-

trol over their wives that divorce was rare, although the relatives of

a woman who constantly suffered harsh treatment from her husband

sometimes took her away for a period. For economic reasons divorce

was practically unknown also in British Columbia, at least among

the nobles, for we have little information concerning the domestic

life of the commoners who made u]> tlie majority of the pojnilation.

Elsewhere it was of frequent occurrence befoi-e the birth of children,

in some of the more migratory tribes so frecpient that the first few

months of inarriage seem to have l)cen regarded as a period of trial

union rather than of permanent jiartnershi]). The Athapaskans

(and sometimes the Eskimo) even wrestled for each other’s wives

when these were young and good-looking, so that a strong man might

arrogate to himself half a dozen young girls while a weakling secured

only some cast-off woman or no wife at all.-

Marriage, as in all countries, brought increased responsibilities

to the young couple. They divided their labours rather strictly, the

more arduous and dangerous occiqiations naturally falling to the man,

wlio devoted most of his time to lumting and fishing while his wife

tended the home, lie provided the meat and fish that formed the

staple diet of the natives, while she collected the berries, nuts, and

shell-fish that supplemented it at certain seasons. Among the

Iroquoian tribes, which were in a transitional stage between migra-

tory hunters and agriculturalists, the men cleared the foi'ests for the

maize croi>s, and the women planted, cultivated, anrl liarvested

them. The husband everywhere manufactured most of the house-

1 o.K. , tlie to perfonn certain dances or paint certain figures on the front of his liouse.

e/. Hearne: 0|>. cit., p. 141 ff ; Thonii>scni; Op. I'it., )). 163.
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hold tools and carried on all the carpentry, a very important industry

on the Pacific coast where the Indians made not only wooden houses

and wooden canoes, but wooden dishes and ladles that supplied the

place of crockery, and wooden chests for cooking and for storing

everything from fish oil to dance-paraphernalia. The wife brought in

the game from the hunting field and the firewood from the forest or

beach. She gathered the berries and the shell-fish, dressed and cooked

the meat, tanned the skins and made them into clothing, wove the

71403

Coast Salish woman weaving; a blanket from the wool of the wild Mountain goat,
(Photo hy llarla)! I. Smith.)

blankets of mountain-goats’ wool, the baskets of spruce root, the bags

of cedar bark or basswood, and the mats of cedar bark or rushes;

and in eastern Canada she fashioned the clay pots and birch-bark

vessels that served as cooking utensils. Everything that needed sew-

ing fell to her share, from the skin tipi to the birch-bark covering of

the canoe. The plains’ Indian never dreamed of helping his wife to

set up the big skin tipi, any more than the ordinary native dreamed
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of cooking his own meals except in the hunting field. ^ Similarly,

few women accompanied their husbands to the chase except as on-

lookers or to participate in a drive. Each sex had its own duties

which it performed without question. Close companionship

developed a mutual affection between husband and wife that

increased with the birth of children, of whom all Indians were

extremely fond; and the inferior status of women seems to have been

no obstacle to happy family life. The natives were probably just

as industrious as Europeans, although their mode of life was different

and periods of intense activity alternated more frequently with

days of comparative idleness.

These days of idleness gave op]K)rtunity for many distractions

and amusements. Some games were restricted to men, some to

women, and in a few both sexes participated. Prominent among the

amusements of men were athletic contests such as wrestling, running

(horse-racing on the plains in more recent times), archery, hoop and
stick, and a peculiar form of spear-tlirowing called snow-snake,

practised in winter on the snow. Lacrosse, now so popular in

America, had its home in the eastern section of the continent from

Hudson bay to the gulf of Alexico, and the Micmac and Malecite

Indians of the Maritime Provinces played an indigenous form of

football. The Eskimo also enjoyed football, played in a slightly

different way, and by women as strenuously as by men. Otlier ball

games such as shinny were mainly women’s pastimes, though played

occasionally by men or by men and women together in certain tribes.

For indoor amusement there were quieter pastimes like juggling, cat’s

cradle, and the ring-aiul-pin game.

More popular than any of these distractions were games of chance

or guessing that appealed to the gambling instincts of the natives.

Mackenzie thus describes the dice game that was prevalent all over

eastern Canada; “The instruments of it consist of a platter or dish

made of wood or bark and six round or s(iuare but flat pieces of metal,

wood, or stone, whose sides or surfaces are of different colours. These

are put into the dish, and after being for some time shaken together

are thrown into the air and received again in the dish with consider-

able dexterity, when by the number that are turned up of the same

mark or colour the game is regulated. If theie shoidrl be equal

1 The Kutchin of tlie upper Yukon river wore an exception; they allotted the cooking to the men.
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numbers the throw is not reckoned; if two or four, the platter changes

hands.” ^ Guessing contests played with straws or sticks were more

widely spread even than dice, being especially popular on the Pacific

coast. Mackenzie saw one form of it among the Carriers: “We all

sat down on a very j^leasant green spot, and were no sooner seated

than our guide and one of the party prepared to engage in play.

They had each a bundle of about fifty small sticks neatly polished,

of the size of a quill, and 5 inches long; a certain number of these

sticks had red lines around them, and as many of these as one of the

])layers might find convenient were curiously rolled up in dry grass,

and according to the judgment of his antagonist respecting their

number and marks he lost or won. Our friend was apparently the

loser, as lie jiarted with his bow and arrows anrl several articles which

I had given him.”-

Inordinate gambling connected with one game or another was
almost universal in Canada, and the traditions of the Indians contain

many stories of men wlio lost all their possessions. It was a fertile

source of (luarrels and bloodshed, particularly when the opponents in

the games belonged to different tribes or bands. Some tribes played

much more recklessly than others. In British Columbia the natives

occasionally gambled away not only their clothing and other property,

but even their wives and children. The Piegan Indians, on the other

hand, “ have some things which are never gambled, as all that belongs

to their wives and children and in this the tent is frequently included;

and always the kettle, as it cooks the meat of the children, and the axe

as it cuts the wood to warm them. The dogs and horses of the women
are also exempt.”^

Devoted as they were to gambling, the Indians were even more
passionately fond of dancing, which from its world-wide popularity

would appear to be a natural response, conditioned by physiological

rhythms, to certain emotional impulses. In Canada, as among primi-

tive peoples elsewhere, dancing was generally the handmaid of

religion, so much so indeed that Thompson asserted that all Indian

dances had a religious tendency."* There was nevertheless much

1 Mackenzie: Op. cit., p. 142,
- Ibid., p. 311.

^'Ihoinpson: Op, cit,, p. 361. ]'’or cninbling at llie stick and dice canios, and for Indian frames
generally, C'/. the voluminoas rnonogrttpli by Cniin, Stuart; “Games of tlie North American Iiuliaiis’’

;

24th .^nn. Rept. Rur. Am. Ethn,, 1902-3 (Washington, 1907).
iThomp.son; Op. cit., p. 92. Cf. also Hewitt, ,T, X. B.: “Hantllmok of American Indians,” art.

“Dance.”
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dancing* for inere pleasure, to celebrate success in hunting or in war,

to welcome relatives and friends, or simply to while away a few^ leisure

hours. The typical instruments were drums and rattles, the latter

confined almost exclusively to religious ceremonies;^ but their func-

tion was emotional only, the movements of the dancers rarely syn-

chronizing with the drum beats or with the stress syllables of the

songs. Men and women danced apart, usually singly, but often simul-

taneously, the men more violently than the women, whose movements
seldom exceeded slight hops or a shuffling of the feet with gentle

waving of the arms and swaying of knees and shoulders. On special

occasions the usual gymnastic dances gave place to mimetic perform-

ances carried out with considerable skill Forty Algonkins of lake

Nipissing thus celef)rated the attendance of some surrounding tribes

at a “ feast of the dead “ The dance consisted of three parts. The
first rejiresented various encounters of enemies in single combat—one

pursuing his foe, hatchet in hand to give liim the deathblow, while

at the same time he seems to receive it himself, by losing his advan-

tage; he regains it, and after a great many feints, all performed in

time witli the music, lie finally overcomes his antagonist, and returns

victorious. . . Every region had its own types of dances,

gymnastic and mimetic. Morgan lists no less than thirty-two for

the Onondaga tribe alone. For in sorrow and gladness alike the

Indian naturally turned to this diversion that he might express his

emotions in song and rhythmic movements and enjoy the sympathy
of his fellowmen.

Social amenities naturally reached their highest peak when a

whole tribe assembled at some fishing or hunting ground, or the

inhabitants of a village, scattered during parts of the year, had
gathered at their homes. Every tent and every house then kept

an open door that invited visitors to enter at any hour. AVomeii

gossiped at the cooking-places, men gathered in little groups to dis-

cuss the day’s events. Most tribes held religious festivals at these

seasons. The Ojibwa usually celebrated their Midewhvin or
“ medicine lodge ” in the summer at the ripening of fruits and
berries, and friends and relatives gathered from all the surrounding

1 The Pacific Coast tribes liofi whistles with two or three notes, the Iroquoians and some eastern
Algonkians a Ihite or flageolet; hnt tliey did not use tliese instruments for dance music.

“‘‘Jesuit Retut ions,” vol, xxiii, p. 213 (1642-43). Cf. “ Men/des' Journal of X'uucouver’s \'oyage”

;

edited by C. l'\ Newcoinbe, ArclH\es of British Columbia, Mem. No. v, pp. 118-9 (Victoria, 1923).
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districts to witness the initiation of candidates into the society of

medicine-men. ^ The Irociuois had at least six major festivals

throughout the year, beginning with the “ maple festival ” in the

spring wlien the sap of the maple trees commenced to run, and

ending with the great new year’s festival (held not at our new year,

but about February), when in addition to prayers and orations there

were masked dances by the “ false face society ”, and gambling with

dice or peachstones.- The outstanding festival on the plains was the

“ sun-dance ”, celebrated about midsummer at irregular intervals of

two or three years. The actual celebration, which was at ten fled by

every member of the tribe, lasted three or four days only, but its

preparation and the ceremonies and games for which it gave occasion

extended the period to almost a fortnight.'^ P)ven the ]irimitive north-

ern tribes like the Eskimo had their gatherings, although of brief

duration owing to the uncertain food supply.

Naturally, it was on the Pacific coast, where the climate was

mildest and food plentiful, that these half-social, half-religious enter-

tainments most engi’ossed the attention of the aborigines. The
Kwakiutl and Bella Coola Indians devoted almost the entire winter

to feasts, masked dances, and ritual performances t>romoted by power-

ful secret societies that dominated the communities during this period

and largely supersedefl the ordinary jiolitical arrangement into clans

aiifl houses. The northern tribes followed their example, but kept

the societies more under control and extended the various festivals

into other seasons of the year.

The daily life of the aborigines with its mingled work and play

allowed ample scope for ambition. Except on the Pacific coast it

was possible for any man to gain the leadership in his tribe through

courage, sagacity, and eloquence. In the Iroquoian Confederacy only

those who belonged to certain genealogical families might obtain

election as sachems, but there were no restrictions on warrior chief-

tainships, and it was the warrior chieftains like Brant who exercised

most influence during the Revolutionary wars. Even on the Pacific

coast, if we may trust the folk-lore, men of lowly birth occasionally

forced their way into the ranks of the nobles and won pre-eminence

1 For a description of tlic niidc, See lioffniati. W. J. :
'' The Midewiwin or Graiul Medicine Society”;

Seycntli Ann. Kept., Bur. Etlin,, 188ri-8P, pp. H3-3'J€ (Washington, 1891).
2 For details, See Morgan, L. H. : 0)i, cit,, jip, 175 ff.

2 For desrrii>tions of the ” siin-daitci* ” in tlie different trilio.s, See AnI hropological Paper.s, .Ain. Miis.

Xat. Hist., \'ol. xvi {New York. 1921).
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for themselves and their families. Many gained influence and wealth

through medicine-power;^ sometimes, indeed, the shaman had more

authority than the chief. On the plains, men accumulated property

for years in order to purchase a medicine-bundle, just as they hoarded

skins and food on the Pacific coast to outdo their rivals in a potlatch.

Women as well as men had their avenues of advancement. Many
enjoyed high rank on the Pacific coast through the accident of

descent; among the Iro(|uoians a few became matrons of maternal

families. The great “ sun-dance festival ” of the plains’ Indians

brought together all the members of a tribe, from far and near; yet

the Blackfoot and the Sarcec could not hold a sun-dance except in

fulfilment of a woman’s vo\v, and the woman whose purity and

self-sacrifice permitted its celebration enjoyed fame and honour

throughout her days. Both sexes alike could qualify as shamans,

although in this sphere women rarely obtained the same prestige as

men. Indian society was, therefore, far from stagnant. If tlie fields

for ambition were narrow this was no more than inevitable among
peoples of lowly culture whose horizons were limited to their own

immediate vicinity.

The principal check on ambition, a salutary check in the main,

was the socialistic character of Indian life. Rank and wealth gave

no title to arrogance. Except at ceremonies chiefs dressed in the

same way and ate the same food as the common people under them.

Even the nobles on the Pacific coast lived little better than the

slaves whom they could put to death for a mere whim. 'Sot one of

them would have darerl to emulate many a petty chieftain in Africa

and force his people to crawl before his feet or to starve while he

had food in abundance. The fruits of the earth, the game on the

land, and the fish in the water Avere for all men’s use, and while

every individual was entitled to the products of his labour no one

might claim an unfair share to the detriment of his fellowmen. So

we read of the Hurons: “No hospitals are needed among them,

because there are neither mendicants nor paupei’s as long as there

are any rich people among them. Their kindness, humanity, and

courtesy not only make them liberal with what they have, but

cause them to possess hardly anything except in common, A whole

village must be without corn before any individual can be obliged

1 C7- Cie rise of Tehaka anioiig ibe Assiniltoiiie. De Snu't ; 0!>. cit,, vol, iii, pp, 1108 et seq.
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to endure privation. They divide the produce of their fisheries

equally with all who come . . The most ambitious native

never dreamed of creating a tyranny or of subverting the established

political constitution for his own advantage. So Indian tribes never

knew those internal revolts that distracted the city states of ancient

Greece and rendered our Saxon forefathers an easy prey to Danish

and Norman invaders.

Neither did they suffer from those virulent diseases, smallpox

and measles, that decimated their ranks in historical times. Some
ailments they had before Europeans came, ailments due to malnu-

trition and other causes. For these they had specific remedies, prin-

cipally herbal, a few of which are incorporated in our own materia

medica. Skeletons from prehistoric graves seem to indicate a very

healthy population, although the weaklings who died in infancy are

probably very imperfectly represented in these remains. Hardships

caused premature ageing in most tribes, and the aged and infirm were

not always the objects of loving care. Among the Iroquoians and

Pacific Coast tribes, where the conditions of life were easiest, they

passed their closing years in comparative comfort, but among the

more migratory peoples of eastern and northern Canada any who
through illness or old age could no longer keep up with the march

were abandoned on the trail or deliberately killed: “ It is the custom

of this tribe (Montagnais) to kill their fathers and mothers when
they are so old that they can walk no longer, thinking that they are

doing them a good service; for otherwise they would be compelled

to die of hunger, as they have become unable to follow the others

when they change their location.

It is not easy to explain either historically or psychologically

the great variety of methods employed by the Indians in disposing

of their dead. The Iroquoians deposited them on platforms raised

several feet above the ground, but collected them all at intervals of

about twelve years, stripped them of their flesh, and piled the bones

in a common pit. Other tribes in eastern Canada and on the plains

sometimes practised platform (or tree) burial followed by inhuma-

tion, but most of them kept the two methods separate, adopting one

1 “Jesuit Relations," vol. xliii, pp. 271-273.
2 “ Jesuit Relation.s,” vol. iv, p. 199. Cf. vol. v, p, 103 et pas.sim. Hoarne ; Op. cit,, p. 218 f.

Stefansson, V.: “The Stefaiissnii-Anderson Aretie Expedition"; Anthropological Papers of the Am.
Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. xiv, p. 283 (New York, 1919).
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or the other aecorcling to individual cireumstances. Tree or plat-

form burial prevailed also in the timbered areas of northern Canada
and in British (.'olumbia, so that its range practically coincided with

that ot the forests. Almost equally widespread, however, was cairn-

burial, common not only in the treeless Ai'ctic and sub-Arctic tf)gether

with certain sections of the plains, but in both British Columbia and
Newfoundland. If we include with cairn-burial, deposition under

73457

lUackfoot (Blood) Liirial sea (Told,

piles of logs and brush, its range actually covered the entire country
outside perhaps the eastern woodlands. In eastern, central, and
northern (\anada the more migratory tribes frequently dispensed
with every form of burial, simply abandoning the corpse inside the

tent or wigwam and moving away to another camping-ground. The
Chipewyan and Eskimo indeed often left it on the ground without
protection of any kind, bestowing hardly more care on the bodies of

their relatives than the west coast nobles accorded their slaves. Cave-
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burial and its equivalent, burial under overhanging cliffs, were prac-

tised in Newfoundland and in British Columbia. In the latter

region the dry air of certain caves brought about natural mummifi-

cation, which the Tsimshian sometimes effected artificially for per-

sons of rank.^ Cremation occurred among the Assiniboine, and their

Cree neighbours around Nelson river,-' and was the usual custom

west of the Kockies from the Yukon to the northern end of Van-

couver island, where it gave place to inhumation or burial in cairns

or trees. The interior Salish, who lived in the arid portion of the

Traser valley, adopted a novel method of interment. They laid their

dead at the bases of steep slopes and covered them effectively with

rock-slides.

Familiar with the sight of death from their earliest years, the

Indians viewed its approach with stoical equanimity. It was not

tliat they expected rare joys in a life to come, a Valhalla of feasting

and revelry or a Paradise where beautiful houris administered to

every want. Some tribes located the land of spirits in the sky, others

in a world beneath this earth, still others somewhere in the west along

the path of the setting s*un. Wherever it lay, the soul that reached

it enjoyed happiness indeed, but only a shaclowy happiness com-

pared with the joys of earth. And since the journey to it was long

and dangerous, so that many perisherl along the path, the Indians

placed food and other objects in the graves of their loved ones to

help tliem on their way, and some of the Ojibwa kindled a fire on

every fresh tomb four nights in succession to illumine the “ solitary

and obscure passage to the country of souls. Many tribes held

that them were two separate spirit-lands, one for shamans and great

warriors, the other for common people; or one for those who had

lived uprightly according to tribal law, the other for sorcerers and

the evil-minded. The doctrine of reincarnation found general

acceptance, but in too vague a form to produce much influence. For

although the beliefs concerning the afterlife, which were almost as

numerous as the tribes, sufficed to rob death of its terrors, few of them
held out such promise of happiness, or carried such faith, as to offer

much cheer to the dying or comfort to those who were left behind.

1 Perhaps, also, the !Miemae of Nova Sc(h,ia. I.e Ciercq ‘ Op, cit,, p, 302.

- C/. Tlie Kelsey Papers, p. 12. Docuirients relating fo the Early History of Ilaclsoii Bay; edited

by J. B, Tyrrell, Toronto, Tlie Chaiiiiilain Soeiefy, 1031, p. 231.

3 De Sraet; Op. cit., vol, ui, p. 1047. The Ojibwa on the north shore of lake Huron placed tobacco
in the liand of the corpse to pay for its pjassage across the river of death.
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“ He has oone to the saiul-hills,” the Blackfoot would say of some-

one recently deceased, and the thought brought little solace to them.^

Yet there were a few happy exceptions, as in the pathetic incident

recorded by Thompson: “With regard to the immortality of the

soul; and the nature of the other world, the best evidence of their

belief I learned from a [Chipewyan] woman; her husband had
traxled with me two winters. They had a fine boy of six years of

age, their only child; he became ill and died; and according to their

custom she had to mourn for him twelve motms, crying in a low voice
‘ ^he azza. She azza ’ (my little son) never ceasing while awake, and
often bursting into teai's. Al)out tliree months after, I saw her again,

(making) (he same cry, the same sorrowful woman, her husband
was kind to her; about six months after this 1 saw her again, she no
longer cried, Y^he azza,' and was no longer a sorrowing woman; I

emiuired of lier the cause of the change. She replied, when my little

son went to the other world, there was none to receive him. even his

(irandfather is yet alive; he was friendless, lie wandered alone in

the pitching track of the tents (here she shed tears), there was none
to take care of him, no one to give him a bit of meat. Afore than
two moons ago, his father died, I sorrowerl for him, and still satlly

regret him, but he is gone to my son. his fatlier will take great care
of him. tie will no longer wander alone, his father will be always
with him. and when I die I shall go to them.”-

1 Ibi<l., Op. I’.it., vol, ii, p. ,526. McClmtoc-k, \V. : "The Old North Trtiil,” p. 148 f, London, 1910.
2 Thoinpsitui ; Op. cit., p, 164 f.
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CHAPTER XII

RELIGION

Europeans, realizing; the brevity of man’s earthly career, regard it

as a training-school for another life to come, and seek in religion a

guide to the thought and conduct that offer apparently the best

jireparation for the hereafter. Christianity teaches them to weigh

all earthly gains and losses, all seeming good and ill, in the balance

of eternity, and to forego many things that appear desirable here

and now for a greater good beyond the grave. The Indians pinned

little hope to the uncertain hereafter. They sought from religion

help and guidance in this present life alone, and with full conscious-

ness of the limitations in theii' own knowledge and power, they sum-

moned to their aid the mysterious forces surrounding them in order

to obtain during their mortal span all the blessings that their hearts

desired. Long life and health, success in hunting and in war, medicine

power, prosperity, fame, happiness, and the gift of happy children—
these were the things for which the Indians prayed, these the blessings

that they demanded from their religion. They realized, neverthe-

less, that this life also is uncertain, that no religion could release them
from all its trials and perils, and, like mortals everywhere, they sub-

mitted in blind resignation to the misfortunes that inevitably cross

man’s path.

Of the many phenomena that affected their w’elfare the majority

lay beyond both their understanding and their control. The sun that

rose daily in the east, gladdening all the earth with its rays, set again

in the west without their volition. Its movements, so vital for human
existence, stood apart from all human activities. The seasons came
and went, and land and water changed to their rhythm, bringing now
abundance, now want, to tlie various tribes of men. The wind blew

as it listed, often imperilling their canoes, and the clouds that

gathered on the mountains without apparent cause hurled bolts of

lightning upon their tents. The animal, the bird, anrl the fish, each

had a power and an intelligence resembling and yet unlike those of

the hunter who sought them for his daily food. If superior cunning

enabled him to circumvent the swift-footed deer, he in turn was cir-

.S6<J59— 12
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cumvented by the still more cunning wolverine. Year after year,

again, the salmon came to the Indian’s rivers from some unknown

ocean home, as though they appeared for his special benefit alone.

Tiiere were seasons when game abounded, and his camp was filled

with meat; and other seasons when animals were so scarce that they

seemed to avoid his neighbourhood deliberately. Then there were

diseases that came suddenly and unseen, striking down as with

invisible arrows the strong and the weak alike. Finally, many of

the barriers that separated man from nature vanished in dreams and

visions, when the sleeper seemed to travel in far distant places and

to have contacts with the world of animals that were impossible in

normal waking hours.

All these things the Indian perceived and pondered. The earth

to him was a flat expanse of land and water that ended somewhere

beyond the horizon. The sky was similar to this earth, although man
could see only its under side. Some tribes, observing perhaps the

clouds that pass beneath each other anrl hide the faces of tlie sun and

moon, believed there were several worlds above this one, and corres-

pondingly several undei iieath. No Indian could conceive of the earth

as an immense ball rotating on its axis and revolving around the sun,

governed by the same mysterious forces that direct the course of an

arrow from its bow. Astronomy, meteorology, physics, these and

other sciences were as yet unborn, and the Indian inter]>reted the

phenomena of nature in spiritual terms, ])rojecting his own mentality

into the ])rocesses he saw at work around him. Spiritual forces akin

to those in his own being caused the sun to rise and set, the storms to

gather in the sky, the cataract to leap among the rocks, and the trees

to bud in the springtime. A mentality similar in kind to his animated

the birtl, the animal, and the fish. The same reason, the same

emotions that actuated all his movements, actuated also all that

moved on earth, in water, and in sky. Reason and emotions were

present, it is true, in varying degrees, and accompanied by different

powers, some greater and some less. But ultimately (although few

if any Indians consciously reached this generalization) all life was
one in kind, and all things, potentially at least, possessed life.^

Life was inseparable from force or power, and power could

express itself in many ways and uinler many disguises. There was

1 Thus Uic Ojibwa of lake Huron predieate a "soul” and a "shadow” even in rocks aiui stones.
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power ill water, in the tree that spread out its leafy branches, in the

rock that man trampled beneath his feet. Even if the power lay

dormant, yet every now and then it manifested itself in unmistakable

g;uise. The placid water arose in tempestuous waves, and the rock

split with a noise like thunder tiefore it tumbled down the mountain-

side. Birds had the jiower of flight, and of beholding from their aerial

vantage-point things that were hidden from human eyes. The fish

explored the secret waters. Of the animals some were strong, some

weak, some ferocious, and some timid, some slow of foot, and some

speedy
;
but each species had its own peculiar powers, and each in its

wanderings acquired a special knowledge. Maids powers were great,

but none knew better than he their limitations. Air and water were

closed domains to him. He could run, but many an animal could

outstrip him. He could fashion tools and wea])ons, but he could not

ensure the accuracy of his marksmanship nor the safety of his canoe.

He could plan a course of life, but forces unforeseen might change the

issue. In a battling-ground of manifold forces or powers he stood

alone, striving with the limited powers at his command to win a

happy livelihood for himself and his kindred.

The Indian, however, had neither the inclination nor the training

for metaphysical speculations. Although this theory of the universe

supported the whole fabric of his religious life, it is doubtful whether

he ever formulated it clearly in his mind, or expressefl it in words,

any more than the ordinary European comprehends or expresses all

the philosophical ideas implied in Christian rites and ceremonies.

For the Indian, like maidvind elsewhere, concerned himself less with

the nature of things around him than with their effect on human wel-

fare; and recognizing that some things exerted a greater influence

than others, he tended to magnify the former at the expense of the

latter. It was not the quietly running stream that arrested his

attention, but the foaming cataract; not the gentle zephyr, but the

thunder; not the insignificant porcupine, but the mighty buffalo.

For power, though universal jierhaps, was graded, and whatever had

little power could safely be neglected. Thus he peopled his world

with numerous “ powers ”, some great, mysterious, and awe-inspiring,

some small and of little or no account. Furthermore, following man’s

tendency everywhere, he gave them such anthropomorphic traits as

speech and knowledge, even asci'ibed to them human or partly human
86950— 12 ?;
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forms. So the “ power ” of the cataract became its “ spirit ”, the

“ power ” of the buffalo a kind of supernatural man-buffalo.

Here a confusion of thought arose which seems to pervade all

Indian religion. The “ power ” of the cataract was only an attrib-

ute, but the “ spirit ” was a distinct entity, immanent in the

cataract, of course, yet conceivably capable of a separate existence.

It carried the same name as the cataract, and the name heightened

its individuality, giving it the status of a definite supernatural being.

Similarly the “ power ”
of the buffalo became a supernatural king-

buffalo that lived in a mysterious buffalo-land, and yet was immanent

in every single buffalo; and tlie power or vitality of the corn, a

corn goddess who was present in every blade and ear. Some spirits

were vague and nameless, others as definite as the deities of ancient

Greece and Rome. But ultimately they were no more than personifi-

cations of the mysterious forces which the Indians saw working in

nature around them, and which they were unable to account for

except as they accounted for themselves.

Just as these mysterious forces varied in their powers, so the

spirits varied also. Above a multitude of r/enii locoriim, obscure and

usually nameless, rose higher beings like tlie plains’ thunder-god who
perpetually warred against the water-s]>irit, the Eskimo sea-goddess

Sedna who presided over the supply of seals, and the sun or sky-god,

recognized under different names by many rlifferent tribes, who looked

down upon all that happened here on eartli. Every tribe had several

such deities, generally more or less co-ordinate; only the Bella Coola

Indians of British Columbia arranged tliem into a regular hierarchy

culminating in a great sky-god, the All-Father Alkuntam. The sky-

god always occupied the highest position, but many tribes regarded

him as too remote, too detached from human affairs, to require much
attention or worship. So the Ilaida Inrlians, while acknowledging

the supremacy and occasionally offering a few prayers to the “ Power

of the Shining Heavens ”, reserved nearly all their sacrifices for the

ocean s])irits, especially the Killer Whales; and the Alontagnais, who
believed Atachocam created the world, “ spoke of him as one speaks

of a thing so far flistant that nothing sure can be known about it.”^

Yet in two regions at least the sky-gorl reigned supreme. The Huron

and other Iroquoian tribes offered vo\\'s and sacrifices not only “ to

1 "Jesuit Relations,” vol. vi, p. 157 ; cf. iv, p. 2(13.
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the Earth, to Rivers, to Lakes, to dangerous Rocks, but above all,

to the Sky . . . They have recourse to the sky in almost all

their necessities, and respect the great bodies in it above all creatures,

and remark in it in j^articular, something divine.”^ Similarly, Father

de Smet writes of the plains’ tribes: “All these Indians believe in

the existence of a Great Spirit, the Creator of all things . . . They
think this great medicine pervades all air, earth and sky; that it is

omnipresent, omnipotent, but subject to be changed and enlisted on

their side in any undertaking if the proper ceremonies and sacrifices

are made. It is the author of both good anrl evil according to its

pleasure, or in accordance with their attention to their mode of

worship . . . Power is its attribute, and its residence is sup-

posed by some to be in the siim”-

Although the great body of th.e Indians lingered in a polytheistic

stage, yet in several parts of Canada, particularly on the plains, the

more speculative had arrived at a true monotheism. Their All-

Father was not the omniscient and benevolent Being of the Christian

religion who created and governs this universe to fulfil some unknown
puipose. Neither was it an intellectual principle, like the

or voiN of Greek philoso]diers. Rather it was tlie personification of

the mysterious powers or forces operating in man’s environment,

forces that were conceived as emanations from some higher force.

The Algonkians called both this higher force and its individual mani-

festations inanito, the Iroquoians orenda, and some Siouan tribes

umlcanda. Comparative religion, however, already recognizes the

conce]:)tion under the term viann, the name that was ajiplied to it

by the natives of Melanesia and Polynesia, who likewise made it the

foundation of their religion.

The supernatural spirits of the Indians, like the mysterious forces

wliich they personified, might be either helpful or harmful, but they

were not ethical forces in any sense. Indian thinkers hardly attacked

the problem of evil in the world. Tlie tribes on the plains considered

that their All-Father was tlie ultimate source of both good and evil,

and attempted by rituals and prayer to gain only the blessings. The
western Carriers of British Columbia now make Sa a sky-god of

righteousness who punishes violations of the moral code, but this is

1 Ibid., vol. X, p. 159.

2 Do Snift: Op. cit., vol. iii, p. 1064 f; c/. p. 939,
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perhaps the result of ('hristian teaching. The Iroquoians alone^

vaguely perceived the great deptli of the problem. They predicaterl

a dualism in nature, like the ancient Persians, and in various elaborate

myths described how two rival spirits, one good and one evil, fought

for the mastery of the universe, and how the good spirit finally over-

came his adversary without being able to undo all his mischievous

creations. After all, the main problem for every tribe of Indians, as

it is for all mankind, was not the explanation of evil, but its avoid-

ance. Since many of the forces or supernatural beings in nature were

hostile or at least productive of evil, it behooved the native either

to render these powers innocuous, or to ward off their influences by

other means.

2914,5

Effigies of two iiu‘11 in a canoe, made of twigs liy a Nootka. Indian and secluded in

the forest to give success in sealing. (I’holo In/ (1. .1. Co.rj

The easiest method of rendering them innocuous was by pro-

pitiation. The Indian, therefore, offered them gifts, as he did to

his fellow-countrymen. “ I have remarked two kinds of sacrifices,”

says a Jesuit missionary among the Hurons. “ Some are to render

them (the supernatural powers) propitious and favourable; others

1 The Ojihwa aial some of llie Cree recognized a Onod Spirit (Kitchi Manido) ami a Had Spirit
(Mddji Mnuido), I)u1 the.c seem to liave jiaid little regal'd to the latter iirior to the teaehiiigs of the
Jesuit missionaries.
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to appease them, when they have received in their opinion some

disf^race from them, or believe they have incurred their anger or

indignation. Here are the ceremonies they employ in these sacri-

fices. They throw some Tobacco into the fire; and if it is, for

example, to the Sky that they address themselves, they say, Aron-

liiate onne aonstaniwas taitenr, ‘ O Sky, liere is what I offer thee

in sacrifice; have pity on me, assist me.’ If it is to implore health,

taenguiaens, ‘ Heal me.’ A Cree told Thompson that during the

great smallpox epidemic of 1781-82 “ what little we could spare we
offered to the Bad Spirit to let us alone and go to our enemies. To
the Good Spirit we offered feathers, branches of trees, and sweet

smelling grass.”- Minor powers received the same attention. In

every part of the Dominion the Indians made offerings at waterfalls

and rapids, at passes in the mountains, at trees or rocks that stood

solitary, at every place that seemed in any way dangerous or uncanny.

The offering might be only a whiff of tobacco, or a stick added to

a pile that had already accumulated; but always its purpose was

the same, to propitiate the supernatural force or being that lurked

in the vicinity. Special regard w-as paid to the spirits that controlled

the food sup])ly. The Indians of the Pacific coast held a solemn

ritual at the arrival of the salmon-run to projiitiate the spirit of the

salmon, the Eskimo deposited gifts beside every bear carcass, and

the Montagnais wdien moose were scarce threw^ grease on the fire say-

ing. “ Make us find something to eat.’'*^ During the great Sun-Dance

festival on the plains many Indians tortured themselves to win the

favour of the Sun or Sky-god, and the Iroquoians and neighbouring

Algonkians sacrificerl wdiite dogs as thank-offerings and to w'ard off

impending evil. It is notew'orthy, how’ever, that the human sacri-

fices so common in the higher civilization of the Aztecs of Mexico

were rare in Canada, and confined to the two regions wdiere the social

organization was most advanced, the Irocpioian area and the Pacific

coast.

Even more important than gifts or sacrifices were the taboos

observed by the natives that they might give no offence to the super-

natural powers. The number of taboos w^as almost limitless, and

they affected every phase of social life. There w^ere prohibitions that

1 “.lesiiit vol. x, p-
2 Thompson: Op. cit., p. 337; cf. p. 324.
^ “Jesuit Ri'Iations,’’ vol, vi, p. 173. Other tribes, o.g, tiie Carrier, followed tlie same practice as

the Montagnais.
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applied only at certain seasons, as in snininer, or at certain epochs

in life, as at puberty or on the death of relatives. Thus among some
British Columbia tribes no mourner might approach a river where
the salmon were running. Other prohibitions were incumbent at

all times and on every individual in the tribe. Often their exact

significance was lost in antiquity, and their only sanction a vague
feeling that violation was anti-social and would bring ill-luck to the

individual or the community. Yet there were many taboos, par-

ticularly those relating to animals and fish, for which the sanction

was clear ami the purpose definite. The eastern Indians prohibited

the throwing of beaver bones to the dogs lest the beaver spirit should

resent the indignity shown to its incarnated forms and withdraw
them altogether from the hunters’ reach. For a similar reason no
refuse might be cast into the salmon rivers of the Pacific coast, and,

in certain parts of the Arctic, no caribou meat could be cooked on
the sea ice when tlie Eskimo were hunting the seals. Violation of

all such taboos was sin, and sin brought punislnnent, from which
the British Columl)ia and plains’ Indians saw no way of escape

unless the supernatural powers mercifully yielded to entreaty and
consented to overlook the transgression. But in eastern and north-

ern Canada many natives believed that public confession would blot

out the ofi’ence,^ and the Iroquoians sometimes made a white dog
their scapegoat, casting their sins upon this victim after strangling

it in sacrifice to the unseen powers.

It was not sufficient merely to avoid giving offence to the sujier-

natural i^owers. The Indians needed their active aid. Sometimes
they could obtain this by prayer alone, and in trouble or in danger
the natives from one end of Canada to tlie other had recoui’se to

prayer, calling on tlie supernatural powers for aid and protection.-

An old plains’ Indian would often ascend a hill at daybreak and
beseech the sun-father to bless the people in the tents below. In

time a few prayers became stereotyperl into formula and so degen-

erated into incantations; but usually the supernatural world appeared
too close and too real for mere formal incantations to provirle the

necessary emotional satisfaction

1 C/. Boas, F. :
“ Tha Eskimo of Baflin Land and Hudson Bay”; Antli. Papers, Am. Mu.s. Nat

Hist., vol. XV, p. ]20 (lOai): Keilli in Masson: Op. cit., ii, p. 127.

2 Cf. ‘‘Jesuit Relations,” vol. vi, p. 205.



All tribes firmly believed that prayer combined with fasting and

ceremonial purity exercised a powerful influence on the unseen woi’ld,

particularly if the sup])liant was at the age of adolescence. Almost

inevitably he would be granted a vision that would bestow on him

supernormal powers, or give him one or more supernatural protectors.

The tyj^e of vision varied tribally according to traditional patterns.

On the plains an Indian would hear a voice, or behold a strange being,

human or animal, that would promise its help in the crises of life.

Among the Carriers and other tribes of British Columbia the spirit

of a dreamer might journey to some distant cavern in the mountains,

where it woulfl hear the beating of a drum and the noise of singing.

Whatever variations the visions might tlisplay, their purpose was the

same everywhei’e; they provided a means whereby man could divert

to his own use some of the mysterious forces around him, and prevail

against the difficulties of his environment. So, throughout nearly the

wliole of Canada, boys, and sometimes girls, passed days and even

months in partial solitude, striving under the direction of parents and

relatives to obtain a guardian spirit. Such experiences always aroused

feelings of the deepest awe, and few Indians dared to reveal their

visions afterwards from fear of offending the sjiiritual world and for-

feiting its blessings. Very typical, however, is the following descrip-

tion given by an early missionaiy among the Hurons.

A certain man who urged us to baptize him, had, when but

fifteen or sixteen years of age, retired into the desert to prepare him-

self by fasting for the ajiparition of some demon. After having fasted

sixteen days without eating anything, and drinking water only, he

suddenly heard this utterance, that came from the sky: ‘Take care

of this man aiul let him end his fast.’ At the same time, he saw an

aged man of rare beauty who came down from the sky, approached

him, and, looking kindly at him, said: ‘ Have courage, I will take care

of thy life. It is a fortunate thing for tliee, to have taken me for thy

master. None of the demons, who haunt these countries, shall have

any power to harm thee. One day thou wilt see thy hair as white

as mine. Thou wilt have four children; the first two and the last will

be males, and the third will be a girl; after that, thy wife will hold

the relation of a sister to thee.’ As he concluded these words, he held

out to him a piece of human flesh, quite raw. The youth in horror

turned away his head. ‘ Eat this,’ said the old man, presenting him
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with a piece of bear’s fat. When he had eaten this the demon with-

drew, ascending toward the sky, whence he had come. After that, he

often appeared to him and promised to assist him. Nearly all that

he predicted then has happened.”^

As visible symbols of tliese increments of supernatural power, or

of the protection of guardian spirits, the Indians wore tokens or

amulets attached to their clothing, or suspended by cords around the

neck. These were objects they had seen in their visions, or that their

guardian spirits had prescribed for them: and although in many tribes

they were merely the shrivelled skins of birds or animals,- they

possessed the same value and received the same reverence as the

crucifixes which many Indians have substituted for them to-day.

An Algonkin Indian lovingly preserved a hair, which he worshipped

as a little divinity. “ It is a hair,” he said, “ that I have pulled from

the moustache of the Manitou. That hair has saved my life a thous-

and times, when I have been in danger of losing it. I would have

been drowned a hundred times had it not been for this hair. It is this

which has enabled me to kill moose, has preserved me from sickness

and has made me live so long. I have cured the sick with this hair:

there is nothing that I cannot do with it. To ask me for it is to ask

for my life .... He therefore took his tobacco pouch, from

which he drew a smaller one, and from the latter a third, neatly

embroidered in their fashion with rows of porcupine quills, which he

placed in my hands. I opened it. and found it filled with down, in

which the hair was wrapped.”

Unlike the negroes of Africa, the Indians seldom worshipped or

made fetishes of these amulets, because they were not the actual

repositories of power but only symbols, and, therefore, useless without

the special visions and contacts with the supernatural workl that gave

them validity. So an Indian whose guardian spirit seemed to fail

him in a crisis often threw away its symbol, and the victorious warrior

who stripped an enemy of his charms derived no benefit from them.

Still less did the Indians worship the other amulets with which they

bedecked their persons, amulets not connected with the doctrine of a

guardian spirit, but founded on sympathetic or associative magic.

Thus Eskimo women living near the magnetic pole sewed the skins

1 “Jesuit Relations,” vnl. xxiii, p. 155.
^ C'/. Gatlin, G.: Op. cit,, j). 36 ff.

3 “Je.siiit Relations, ” vol. xxv, pp. 123-125.
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of terns to their garments that they might endow their unborn sons

with the skill of the tern in fishing, and some Indians on the plains

carried curious natural stones^ shaped like miniature buffaloes to

give them good luck and success in hunting. Their attitude here was

not different from that of the European who carried a lucky coin in

his pocket, or who stuck pins into an image of wax in order to create

shooting pains in his enemy.

Sarcee inedieine-]iipe bmidle resting oii a horse travois outside tlie owner’s tipi; tlie

lioad-dress associated with tlie bundle is covered beneatli the blanket. (Photo hy
I). -J enncHH.)

In the opinion of most Indians guardian spirits could neither

be inherited nor transferred; they protected only the individuals who
had acquired them by prayer and fasting, and each generation had

to repeat the quest anew. But the dwellers on the plains modified the

doctrine. Without abolishing the usual quest they held that a man
might purchase a vision and with it the blessing originally imparted

by the supernatural world. In practice this led to the ritual buying

and selling of visions and their symbols when they seemed to possess

peculiar efficacy, and ultimately some of the plains’ tribes came to

1 Frequently fossils.
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own several “ medicine-bundles ” that were sanctified by antiquity,

accorded the hijj;hest social value, and impressively transferred from

one individual to another, generation after generation.

In a sphere like religion, which was largely dominated by

emotion, the Indians naturally displayed great individual differences.

Those who were intensely emotional, or endowed with keen imagina-

tions, easily persuarled themselves that they could commune witli the

supernatural world and draw upon its resources at wdll. Visions came

to them in the day as well as by night. Sometimes they fell into

trances, or induced a condition of hysteria which both they and their

fellow-countrymen interpreted as possession by a spiritual force.

Their apparent intimacy with the unseen powers marked them off

from the rank and file of the natives, who sought their mediation

in times of trouble. So they became the medicine men or shamans

of their communities, prophets and seers and healers of diseases, or

else sorcerers and witch-mongers whenever they used their talents

for antisocial purposes. Sometimes the medicine-men and the

sorcerers formed two separate classes, the former working openly for

the welfare of their tribesmen, the latter secretly, and under penalty

of sudden death if their machinations became known. Often the

same man (or woman) stood ready to fulfil either role for a suitable

reward, although caution generally prevented him from directing his

sorcery against the members of his own band or village. Youthful

aspirants commonl}'- apprenticed themselves to older practitioners, and

frequently developed a professional technique after the fashion of

doctors in civilized communities. Some even tried to heighten their

prestige by conscious jugglery, performing several sensational tricks

that are well known from other countries, such as sword-swallowing

and walking over red-hot embers.

Here and tliere in Vanada the medicine-men banded themselves

into guilds or fraternities, the most notable, perhaps, being the

niideioiivin or medicine-lodge of the Ojibwa. The higher grade

members in this lodge exercised great influence in the various bands,

and the summer initiation ceremonies attracted spectators from far

and near. Organized priesthoods, especially among primitive peoples,

tend to develop esoteric doctrines different from those of the laity,

and there is some evidence that the religious beliefs of the

ordinary Ojibwa were cruder and more animistic than those officially
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Tliiikit iiiedicint-iiiaii and Ids i iicantatinns. ( Reiiroiliiced from on old illiiHtrarion

source Jinkiioirn.)
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expounded by their medicine-lodge. But any chasm that existed was

comparatively small, for the aborigines of Canada, even their

medicine-men, seem to have been incapable of the flights of philo-

sophical fancy that were so characteristic of the priesthoods in

Polynesia.

The secret societies of the Pacific coast w-ere primarily religious

organizations, fraternities of initiates who, like the worshippers of

Dionysos and Orpheus, had placed themselves under the patronage

of certain supernatural powers. They retained this simple character

when they spread to the natives in the interior of British Columbia,

never attaining (at least among the Carriers) the tremendous social

and political influence wdiich they exerted on the coast. During the

winter festivals of the Kwakiutl and other southern tribes the mem-
bers impersonated their patrons and deliberately deceived tlie unin-

itiated, who firmly believed the grotescpie masked figures parading

in their midst to be supernatural beings from above. But these

western secret societies often restricted their membership to the

upper classes; and they used their power for social purposes only,

not for the moral or spiritual uplift of the people. So, although

they stimulated the arts of sculpture and painting, they did not

progress, like the mysteries of the Mediterranean wmrld, beyond the

crude beliefs of the laity, or attain to any higher plane in either ethics

or religion.

In the weakly organized tribes of eastern and northern Canada
the medicine-men always played a very important role, their influence

depending solely on their individual personalities. A man of strong

character could become both the spiritual and the political leader

of his band, its buhvark against foes of the visible and of the invisible

realm alike. But in the south and west, where the communities were

more firmly knit together, the medicine-men as a class held a

definitely subordinate place. The official heads of the tribal religions

were not necessarily medicine-men at all, but leaders in the civil life.

The Iroquois appointed special sacerdotal officers, “ Keepers of the

Faith ”, to supervise all matters pertaining to religion and to offici-

ate at festivals. On the plains any Indian of wealth and standing

could acquire one of the coveted medicine-bundles, and the chief,

not the medicine-men, regulated the time and place of the sun-dance.

Among the Kwakiutl, Bella Coola, and other tribes of the Pacific
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coast the heads of the various “ houses ” and clans maintained a

careful conti'ol over the secret societies and invariably occupied the

most important seats at all public ceremonies. There is no indica-

tion that any ('anadian tribe, except perhaps the Ojibwa, would ever

have evolved a powerful priesthood exercising supreme authority in

the religious sphere, comparable with the ]:>riestlioods that have arisen

at many different levels of civilization, and in many different parts

of the world, including the North American continent itself.

Dance nf Ilaida (?) Indians at Ks<|niinalt. li.C. < Rcproti uvt'd , ihrnuyh ilic rourfcxif

of the Ifoi/ftI (hiidiio Mitxviitii of A retiiroloifi/, front o ixiititiiiff htf Pout Kane.)

The crude beliefs of the aborigines could not witlistand the

impact of European civilization without considerable reinter])reta-

tion. The early missionaries and settlers derided or condemned Iheir

dreams and visions as foolish illusions, or as traffic with the hosts of

Satan. Amulets and cliarms that might seem to liave guarded against

sickness in earlier days failed absolutely to mitigate the terrible

ravages of the newly introduced plagues, smallpox and measles. The
medicine-men who summoned their supernatural helpers, beat their

drums, and shook their rattles, themselves fell victims to the diseases
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that carried off their kinsmen. European trappers and traders dis-

regarded with impunity regulations and taboos that had been
scrupulously observed for untold centuries, and branrled as idle

superstition things that had been held most sacred from the remotest

antiquity. It was useless to pretend (as the more conservative

natives still do in certain places) that the Indian and the white man

m

A Kwakiiitl house with leyeiulary figures ])aiiite(l ou its front. (Photo htj (7. ,U. Dnirson.)

wei’e radically different, that the religion that was good for the one

might not be good for the other, anrl that each race ought to follow

in the footsteps of its forefathers. Both the economic aiul the social

conditions had changed. It was the white man, not the supernatural

beings of the old-time Indian’s world, who no\v controlled many of

the necessary and desirable things of life, firearms and ammuni-
tion, steel knives and hatchets, glass bearls, woollen cloth, and all

the gew-gaws of civilization. The Indian who followed in his fore-

father’s footsteps, who clung to the old religion and observed all the

old ceremonies and taboos, seriously handicapped himself in the

competition with his fellow-tribesman who imitated the dress and
customs of the new rulers of the land and from conviction or self-
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interest eini)raeefi Christianity. The old relio'ion had to change under

the chang:ed conditions if it was to survive at all. In most places,

of course, it has not survived, even although it has so determined

the interpretation of the newer faith that some of its elements still

hold their ground wherever the Indians preserve a semblance of their

former life. Yet here and there before it yielded it did make a reso-

lute attempt to set its house in order and to adjust itself to the altered

environment.

The princi]ial adjustment was in the direction of pure mono-

theism. Every tribe liad possessed a sky-god who ranked among
the higher supernatural beings, even if he did not always occupy the

foremost place. In reaction to Christian teaching the Indians

exalted him into a “ Clreat Spirit ” of i-ighteousness, the master of

the universe and the direct author of all that happens here below.

It is true that the Hurons and the plains’ tribes had almost reached

this conception in pre-European daysd but they had failed to

emphasize the moral nature of their sky-god and had allowed the

doctrine to remain entangled in a mass of polytheistic beliefs and

a still cruder nature-worship. The clash with Christianity purified

their notions, and the impulse toward monotheism extended to other

tribes.- Yet the “ Great Spirit ” still remained a peculiarly Indian

god who favoured his redskin children, althougli he had allowed them
to pass under the rule of the white man; and many natives dreamed
of a day when he would banish the usurpers to their homes across

the sea, and restore the country to its rightful possessors.^

Out of these dreams and garbled versions of Christian teaching

arose some curious religious revivals instigated by Indians who
claimed to have received direct revelations from the sky. Best

known of these is the “ New Religion ” propagated by a Seneca

sachem named Handsome Lake in the closing years of the eighteenth

century. His followei’s, numerous even to-day among the Iroquois,

assert that three spiritual beings sent by the Great Spirit restored

him to life as he lay insensible on his couch, showerl him the tor-

ments that the evil-minded endure in the future life, and sent him

1 It is not impossil)le that the imiierfcet irionotheism of tliose Iiirliaiis itself a very early re.aetion
to vague Christian ideas carried from tribe to tribe across the continent Isefnre any white explorers
readied the far interior.

2 For a recent example among the Eskimo, Sec Rasnni.s.scn, Knud: " .\cro.ss Arctic .\merica,”
ch. xxviii (New York, 14)27),

3 The Indian.s of northern British Columbia, jiart iciilarly the Tsiinsliian, still talk occasionally of
“ driving the white man back to Boston,” i.e., to the United States.

861)59—13
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forth to preach the gospel of tein])eraiice and moralityd Similar

but cruder revivals spread northward during the nineteenth century

from the state of Oregon through the Salish and Carrier tribes to the

Sekani, at the headwaters of the Peace river; and symptoms of the

same phenomenon appeared in the Mackenzie basin. But the move-

ment in these regions was of short duration, and after this dying

protest from their old religion the natives immediately transferred

their allegiance to the Christian church.

1 For ile.lnils See ]Morp;!in, T.. H.: Op. cit., pp. 217-248. Parker, A. C.

:

Lake’'; New York State Mus., Bull. 163 (Albany, 1U12).

" The Code of Handsome
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(’HAPTER XIII

FOLK-LORE AND TRADITIONS

\'ery few men in civilized or uncivilized communities have the

gift of genuine creation. They can modify and improve on what is

known already, but they cannot evolve an entirely new style of

architecture, or a type of literature uidike any that has gone before.

Similarly, when a people borrows folk-tales from surrounding iDeoples

—and tales, or at least incidents in tliem, are transmitted more easily

])erhaps than anything else—it cannot assimilate them if they differ

radically from its own folk-tales, but modifies them to conform to

ideas and patterns that are already familiar and imposes on them

the individuality inherent in its own legends and traxlitions. A few

tales, of course, often remain imperfectly assimilated and preserve

tlieir alien flavour. Nevertheless, taken in tlie aggregate, the folk-

lore of each people has its own peculiar character, and mirrors, often

with great clearness, the lives and thoughts of its exponents.

The absence of writing among the Indians gave their’ folk-lore

(using that word in its broadest significance) a higher and more

important role than it jiossesses in civilized countries. It supplied the

place of text-books in the education of the children, teaching them

tlie traditional history, morality, and religion of their tribes both

directly and through the ceremonies that in many cases dramatized

tlie tales. In British Columbia men used the folk-tales as public

records, citing them to ]>rove their claims to various rights and privi-

leges, such as that of painting certain emblems on their houses. On
the plains men validated their sacred medicine bundles by the legends

attached to them, and in the east they established the claims of their

bands to certain hunting and fishing territories by the recital of

ancient traditions. There were many tales so closely interwoven

witli the social and religious life of the British Columbia and plains’

Indians that they were considered personal i>ro]>erty, and although

known to other individuals might be recited only by their owners or

at certain definite times and places. It was as tliough the stories

attached to the name of Aeneas might be told only by the kings of

Rome and tlieir descendants, or the legend of Isis and Serapis only

86!)59— 13J
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by the high priests of the temples when they officiated at the unveil-

ing of the statues of the great mother.

It is not possible to distinguish in Indian folk-lore between

myths in which supernatural beings play a leading role, historical or

62152

liella Coda Indian dramatizing tlio sopornatiiral lieing Eciio.

(Photo hy llarldii /. Sinith.)

quasi-hist orical traditions, and simple folk-tales where the oidy. or at

least the ]irinci])al. characters are liuman beings. We might attempt,

with more success, to discriminate these elements in Homer, for when

the tales concerning the fall of Troy and the waiulerings of Odysseus
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obtained their present form, the world of Olympus and heroes of

semi-divine birth had receded into a distant past, and the ordinary

mortal pursued his course through life without thought of visible

interference from the unseen supernatural powers. But the world of

the supernatural has always seemed very close to the Indians from

the most ancient times down to to-day. It figures even in personal

narratives of the nineteenth century, vitiating many accounts of their

early contacts with Europeans tliat in all other respects appear his-

torical.

Abandoning, then, the usual classification into myths, traditions,

and folk-tales proper, we may profitably adopt a division that the

Indians themselves employed. Every tribe, except those in the

extreme north of Canada, separated its tales into two cycles, those

that referred to the world of to-day with its familiar mountains, lakes,

and rivers, and those that related to a supposedly earlier epoch before

the earth and its inhabitants had assumed their present form.^ In

that mythical “ golden age,” the Indians believed, man could freely

communicate with the animals, which had the same thoughts, the

same emotions as human beings and could even lay aside their animal

dress at wall. But mighty tricksters or heroes transformed the world,

and a chasm began to separate man and the animals, which could no

longer discard their animal forms except in their homes, far removed

from human view,- or on special occasions when they visited the

fasting Indian to confer on him their blessing.'^

The folk-lore of the first cycle, then, inevitably abounds in nature

tales, especially tales in which animals are the principal actors. There

are anecdotes about beaver and mice, about a contest between owl

and squirrel (resembling our “Fox and Cro\v”), and endless other

stories of a similar character. No one has yet explained satisfactorily

why such tales should have appealed to nearly every people both in

the new^ world and the old.^ Not that they are exactly alike in all

1 Tliere aro, of course, many border-line tales which might fall into either category.

- Many, perhaps most, Indians believed that each species liad its individual home, where the
animals could assume liunian form and live like huniaji beings.

3 Radin’s interprclation of the Tntlian’s guardian-spirit would make his visitor not the individual
animal, but the prototype of tlie species. “ Anthropology in North America,” by Franz Roas, Roland
H. Di.von, Pliny E. (loddard, A. CJoldeinvei.ser, A. Ilrfllicka, William H. Holmes, Robert H. Lowie,
Paul Radio, .John R. Swantnn, and Clark Wissler, jjp. 283-291 tNew York, 1915). This seems to

represent the view of some philo.sophical medicine-man rather than of the lay Indian.

t Boas suggests as one reason tliat the individual anbiial in the.se tales is confused with the species,

whicli is permanent and known to every generatjon, whereas human actors must be distinguished by
individual names which in lime lose their significance (ibid., p. 343).
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regions. The negroes of west Africa portray the animal actors in

considerable detail, ascribing to them all the characteristics and

emotions proper to man himself. The Indians of Canada, on the

other hand, generally make of each animal a type, as in the fables

of .Esop. The coyote is a treacherous creature, the wolverine both

treacherous and gluttonous, the deer timid, the raven greedy, the

buffalo brave and honourable but rather stupid. Many of their tales,

however, lack even this amount of characterization, and a bird or

animal has no other identity than that afforded by its name and

outward description.

More interesting than these nature tales are the [etiological and

genealogical myths and the trickster and hero stories that are also

attached to the first cycle. The Iroquoians and Eastern Algonkians

have given us long cosmogonic myths in which the various episodes

follow each other in more or less logical sequence. Another system-

atic account comes from Bella Coola. on the Pacific coast, where the

Indians had a fantastic but unusually well-ordered conception of the

universe and its origin, built around the belief in the sky-god Alkun-

tam. Elsewhere these tales are short and utterly disjointed, even

when the same characters figure as the principal actors. Nearly every

tribe has in fact numerous tales that flatly contradict one another,

for there was no organized priesthood to collate all the versions,

reducing them to harmony, and individual families handed down their

own traditions regardless of whether they conflicted or not with the

traditions of their neighbours.

Althougli the Indians had innumerable [tdiological myths explain-

ing, for example, how daylight began, why winter and summer alter-

nate, why the raven is black and the sea-gull white, and why the

chipmunk has stripes along its l)ack, yet there were no true creation

stories, no myths attributing to the will of a creator the genesis of

stars and planets, earth and water, day and night, the seasons,

animals, and plants.^ The great Maiiitous or high deities of the

Indians were not “ fathers of gods and men,” like Zeus and Brahma,

and they could not be invoked as the ultimate causes of all things.

Apparently the Indians felt no necessity for an ultimate cause, but

assumed that the i)henomena of nature had always existed some-

1 Boas : Oi>. cii., p. 325 f. Boas tliere states that the only Iiidiatis in America north of Mexico who
possessed true creation mytlis were some tribes in nortlieni California.
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where, and in their etiological myths merely described how they had

been brought into their present relationship with man.

The principal character in many of these myths is a powerful

“ trickster ” known to the different tribes under various names. The

Algonkians of eastern Canada call him Glooscap, Nanibush, or

Wisakedjak; the plains’ Indians name him “the Old Man”; the

Salish Indians of British Columbia identify him with the coyote; and

the Pacific Coast tribes with the raven. Whatever his name, animal

or otherwise, he is always what the Carriers call him, “ the trickster ”,

who delights in playing pranks on every one and everything. He
invites the ducks to a new kind of feast so that he may twist their

necks while they are dancing, and he frightens away his daughters

with a rumour of enemies that he may surreptitiously eat all their

food. The tales of his adventures and misadventures (for as often

as not he over-reaches himself) would fill an entire book. They

provided the folk-lore with a comic element that never failed to

amuse the Indians, pld and young alike.

Another group of tales widely spread over the Dominion relates

how the “ trickster ”, or else a separate culture hero, roams over

the earth rearranging phenomena and destroying all the devouring

monsters that prey u])on mankind. There was no place for altruism

in the character of the “ trickster ” himself, so that whenever he

appears as the hero of these tales he perforins his services uninten-

tionally, merely to gratify his personal wdiims. But whenever there

is a separate character, as among the Carriers, we have a hero

analogous to Perseus or 8t. Andrew, a genuine crusader who fights

and sometimes dies for the cause of humanity. Many tales in this

group afford interesting glimpses of tribal life during pre-European

days, and a few reveal touches of true romanticism. Thus in one

Carrier story the hero begins life as a despised orphan, marries the

daughter of a powerful chief through the help of his supernatural

guardian, wins fame ami honour by his skill and courage and becomes

the champion of the countryside. After destroying various monsters

that ravage the villages he receives a mortal wound in the death

agonies of a supernatural lynx. His countrymen then carry home
his body for honourable burial, but his widow, overwhelmed with

grief because a faulty stitch in his moccasin had caused his death,

commits suicide.
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In the tales of the second cycle, those that refer to the world of

to-day, human actors definitely j!;ain the forej^roiind and animals

drop back to a secondary place. Tlie Indians believed—and in many
regions still believe—that a stump could momentarily change to a

man, that the caribou could push back the hoofl from its face and

gaze out of a human countenance, that the snake or the owl could

73462

“Legend of the burning buffalo grass,” a ceremony held by the Blackfoot at the first

full moon in June. (Photo hij Cauodiau Xatioital Railways.)

address the sleeping Indian in his own tongue. These things, how-

ever, happened rarely and not to all individuals, whereas there

were many other tales of equal interest that they could narrate

around their fires; adventures of the chase and of war, experiences

of travellers among distant tribes, rivalries of chiefs and of medicine-

men, medicine paraphernalia and their histories, and the ever-chang-

ing incidents of village and camp life. Each tribe, of course, set its

own stamp on these anecdotes, making them conform to certain pat-

terns and reflect its own social life. The Eskimo had few tales of

animals transforming themselves into men, but many stories of en-

counters with strange half-human beings, of shamans and their con-
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flicts, of blood-feuds and quarrels over women, of orphans who grew

up to avenge the murders of their parents, of famines, and long

journeys by land and sea in search of food. The Indians on the

coast of British Columbia told of the rivalry of chiefs, of potlatches

and the struggles for wealth and position, and of journeys up and

down the coast for trade and warfare.^ From the plains there are

anecdotes of the march and of the buffalo hunt, accounts of the

search for medicine-power and of the origins of amulets and medicine-

bundles, and endless stories of raids for scalps and horses. Tales of

war and of medicine-power were popular, also, among the Iroquoians

and eastern Algonkians, but these tribes have absorbed so many
European tales during the last three centuries that it is not easy to

disentangle their original folk-lore, except the myths that belong to

tlie first cycle.

It is noticeable that in every area, but particularly on the plains,

many tales are frankly modelled on exactly the same plot. A story

that describes the origin of a certain medicine-bundle will be repeated

with the change of a few names for several other bundles, as though

this particular plot has carried a special appeal. Another stylistic

feature, common in European folk-lore also,- is the repetition of the

same incident over and over again for the purpose of holding the

listener in susj^ense and retaining his interest. Thus in a Tsimshian

tale a woman cries out for aid, and the animals come one after

another to offer their services. Each asks the same question and

receives the same answer, until the words become a refrain that

lingers in the mind and serves as a text for the entire story. Many
plains’ and west coast tales specialize in repeating the incident four

times. Four brothers in succession will start out on a journey and

only the youngest be successful, or a man will undergo four tests and
succeed only at the last. In this respect the folk-lore parallels some
of the religious rituals, which were commonly repeated four times;

and it reminds us of the use of the number seven in the ancient

rituals and folk-lore of western Asia.

1 Boas has successfully reconsinicted niany phases in the social life of the T.simshian solely from
their mythology (Boas, F. : “Tsimshian Mythology,” p. 393 et seq, 31st Ann. Kept., Bur, Am. Ethn,,
1909-1910 (Washington, 1916)). Such a prttcedure however, requires extraordinary caution. The Sekani
Indian.s at the headwaters of Peace river, for example, absorfjefl many myths from the Carriers and
Tsimshian which pre-suppose potlatches ancl distinctions of rank, although neither ever became estab-
lished among the Sekani.

2 Cf. the story of the “ Three Billy-Goats that go to the Mountain.”
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The most noteworthy feature about Indian folk-lore, however,

is its purely anecdotal character. The emotions it portrays are few

and simple—fear and anger, pity and love, jealousy and hatred

—

and even these are implied rather than expressed. Nowhere is there

any attempt to analyse the characters, to depict their motives, or to

introduce any jisychological reflections. The stories relate nothing

but events, and either end as soon as an incident is complete or pass

on immediately to the next episode without comment. The moral

tales familiar to us from other parts of the woidd found little favour

in Indian literature, which seldom condemns wrongdoing or repre-

sents the coward and villain as more unfortunate than the brave

and upright. It is true that one or two tribes in British Columbia,

notably the Tahltan and the Carrier, had a kind of moral tale, and

that they even emphasized the moral by a short sentence at the

conclusion. Such are the stories of abused orphans who receive the

aid of supernatural powers in avenging their wrongs, stories that

end with expressions like “ do not mock the poor.” But even among
these tribes the moral sentence often seems little more than a stylistic

feature, a convenient literary device for bringing a tale to its con-

clusion. It is seldom the true mlson d’etre of the story or an integral

part of it, for other tribes that relate exactly the same tales omit the

appended moral.

Although they were not moral in form, a large proportion of

the tales undoubtedly had a considerable ethical influence, especially

when narrated at night in the fitful firelight by some old man or

woman who could add the comments suggested by a long experience

of life. Public recitals of war-exploits, too, such as occurred among
the Iroquoians before they set out on the war-path, stimulated the

youths to military valour. The great “ sun-dance festival ” of the

Blackfoot, at which the whole tribe extolled the purity of the sun-

dance woman and her predecessor, the warriors recited their earlier

deeds, and the elder men related the tribal traditions, had something

of the character of a prolonged spiritual revival;^ while in British

Columbia the personal ownership of many tales, and their elaborate

dramatization at public festivals under the mantle of religion, gave

them the inherent value and force that we associate only with the

stories of the Old Testament.

1 The sun-dance, of course, liad other aspects besides the religious and moral. It provided an
opportunity for social reunions and for much gaiety and festivity.
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The historical value of Indian traditions is comparatively slight,

their value, that is to say, to the ethnologist who seeks to reconstruct

the origins, migrations, and developments of the various tribes. For

this there are several reasons. In the first place the traditions are

not fixed even in a single tribe, but the versions given by one family

contradict those of another so frequently as to cast doubt iqion the

credibility of them all. We should not expect complete agreement,

of course. That was lacking even in Polynesia, where the traditions

of the natives were the special concern of a priesthoofl that strove

to hand them on unchanged from one generation to another.^ But
in Indian tribal traditions there is scarcely a semblance of agreement

concerning movements and events in pre-European times. Even on

the Pacific coast, where tlic nobles were so deeply engrossed in matters

of rank ami inheritance that they kept count of ])otlatches and debts

for three or four generations, traditions of events that happened more

than a century and a half ago show little congruity, so that we cannot

rely upon them unless they are supported by considerations of

another character. It would almost seem that the Indians lacked

interest in plain, historical facts, or at least found them difficult to

understand without invoking such a wealth of supernatural causes

and interferences that to-flay we cannot separate the fanciful from

the real. Many other pecjplcs would have preserved fairly reliable

records of a great constitutional change such as the formation of the

League of the Iroquois, which commenced only about the time of

Columbus and was not perfected until a century later. Yet, although

we know the names of its j>rincipal founders, Dekanawida and Hia-

watha, we have very little authentic information concerning their

lives, which have become swallowed up in impossible legends.

Another reason for the unreliability of Indian traditions is the

manner in which they were re-interpreted as they s])rcad from tribe

to tribe. There are stories that are known almost from one end of

the Dominion to the other, as well as to many tribes in the United

States. Waterman cites a good example.- It is a tale about a girl

and a dog, which is quoted l>y certain Eskimo tribes to explain the

origin of sea mammals, by others to explain the origin and diffusion

I pcicv Siiiilh collected in New Zealand and Raroton'ra long genealogies that traced hack the
history of certain faniilies for nine or ten centuries. The earlier portions of the two lists, which
coverts! the period preceding the separation of the Maoris of New Zealand from the Rarotongans,
virtually coincide, so accurately had each island group preserved its traditions.

- Waterinan, T. T. :
“ The Explanatory Ehaueiit in the Folk-Tales of the North .American Indians”;

Jour, of American Folk-Lore, voL xxvii, j>p. 24, 28 et seq. (1914).
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of the different races of mankind. The Tlinkit Indians repeat the

same story to account for the Milky Way, and the Blackfoot Indians

to explain the orij>’in of their “ dog society,” an organization of com-

paratively recent growth. There are tribes that make it exjblanatory

of nothing, but narrate it as a mere anecdote. The story is highly

fantastic, and obviously nothing but an ancient folk-tale variously

re-inter]:»reted by the different tribes to suit their needs. Even if it

were not a tissue of impossibilities, we should certainly err if we
regarded it as the true explanation of the Blackfoot “ dog society.”’

Similarly we often find two tribes with the same migration tradition,

although it can hardly be true of both. New myths and new tradi-

tions arose so easily, indeed,^ that even when a tradition seems purely

local and contains no improbable episodes we dare not accept its-

authenticity uidcss we can adduce other evidence to its support.

Practically the only value the folk-tales possess for reconstruct-

ing the earlier history of the Imlians comes from an analytical study

of their diffusion. If two tribes now widely separated both relate

the same complex story, we know that they have been in contact

with each other at some period in their history, or else that one or

both of them has derived it from an intermediate tribe. Tales like

the girl and dog story, mentioned above, are so ancient that we can

hardly hope to discover their original sources or to trace the historical

contacts suggested by their present diffusion. There are certain

themes, such as stories about giants and dwarfs, that may even

belong to the infancy of the human race, and have reached America
with the first immigrants. Others, again, are so simple and natural

that they could spring up in any country, and their distribution has

no historical significance. Thus both our Indians and the aborigines

of Australia have a tradition concerning a great flood, which we can-

not reasonably connect with the biblical account or with each other.

Still, when we find among the Chukchee and Koryak tribes of north-

eastern Asia, and again on the Pacific coast of Canada, a whole series

of similar anecdotes in which the raven plays a leading part, and when
we are confident that these anecdotes were current in both regions

before the arrival of Europeans, we can safely assume that the two
groups of natives, altliough now separated by huiiflreds of miles, were

1 The Hojh Indians of Arizona have a mjlh to explain llu? origin of horses, altliontth horses reaclied
America, only with llic Spaniards. WateTinan : Op. cit., p, 33.
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at one time in direct or indirect contact or sprang perhaps from the

same stock.

In spite of the example just quoted, the comparative study of

folk-tales has hitherto yielded little result. This is partly due no

doubt to the disruption of the tribes by European colonization and

the fur trade, which brought the Iroquois across the Rocky mountains

and the Cree to the delta of the Mackenzie river. The extensive dis-

semination of folk-tales produced by these historic movements now
conceals their true diffusion in pre-European times. It is safer to rely

on culture elements less easily transmitted, such as resemblances in

social organization or material possessions, and to use the folk-lore as

subordinate evidence.

As commonly recorded by ethnologists, Indian folk-lore seems

dull and dreary to the average European. It is derived in most cases

through a native not thoroughly conversant with English and unable

with his limited vocabulary to translate or explain the full implica-

tions of the words or episodes. An ethnologist rarely speaks any

Indian language fluently, and the more literary he makes his texts

the more likely he is to misinterpret the originals. Yet the fault lies

less with the ethnologist than with the stories themselves. Our
psychological background does not permit us to adopt the attitude

of the Indian and to look for supernatural interferences in the most

pedestrian events. It offends our reason and destroys our interest

to find this obtruding on every page, especially when it takes a form

not familiar in European mythology. Moreover, most of us have
outgrown the stage of enjoying mere anecdotes and prefer literature

of a less superficial character. Doubtless certain animal tales are

suitable for children, and some of the traditions provide excellent

material for a writer of romances who can select what he pleases and
build up the remainder according to liis fancy. But the vast bulk of

the folk-lore carries no popular appeal and is of interest to the pro-

fessional ethnologist alone.

Nevertheless, a few tales, a very few, stand out like flowers from

a tangle of bushes and deserve the brush of a great artist. Such is

the Tsimsliian story given below, which in spite of its exoticism and
impossibilities ap])eals to our hearts on account of its warm human-
ity: '

1 Unpublished MS. belonging to the author.
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Bella Coola Indian wearing the “Thunder" mask. (Photo hy Harlan I. Smith.)
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“ The son of a chief married a girl of his own village. They

lived happily together for many months, and the woman was about

to bear a child. One morning she awoke very ill; by evening she

was worse, and at midnight she died, the child being still unborn.

The peoj^le mourned over her body for two days, and Iniried her on

the morning of the third day.

The husband, stricken with grief, slept each night on his wife’s

grave. The people carried presents of food to him, but he declined

to eat. At last his mother went and begged him to eat; and he

entered her house and ate whatever she offered him. But at night

he returned to his wife’s grave and slept there.

Tlie weather grew colder, and snow began to cover the ground.

At first he cleared it away from the grave and slept on the bare

ground; but when the snow grew deeper and the cold inore rigorous

he slept in his hut.

Spring came, and he went to visit his wife’s grave again. As he

drew near it he saw a little boy gathering fireweed;^ very quietly it

entered the grave with a bunch of flowers, then came out again and

began to pick more. The man concealed himself and watclied. Some-

times the boy gathered flowers and took them inside the grave, some-

times he gathered other things. And all the time the man watched

from his hiding place.

Now, as he pondered over this, he determined to try and catch

the child. He returned to his liouse, speaking to no one, took down
his tools, and made four tiny bows, which he covered with red paint.

Next he cut some branches of the saskatoon tree and made four tiny

arrows, wJiich he feathered with great care. The villagers were glad

to see him working again, although they did not know what he was

doing, for they grieved that he should weep each day at his wife’s

grave.

Three days after he had first seen the boy the man returned

to the grave, carrying his bows and arrows in a bag upon his back.

Again he saw tlie boy, who was now a little bigger. When he entered

the grave the man ran forward and planted a bow and arrow in the

ground near by. He planted the second bow and arrow a little

farther down the trail toward the village, and the third and fourth

a little farther still. Then he hid and waited.

1 Like tlie Iv'aves on the trees, the eliild is born in tlie spring.
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Soon the boy came out of the grave again. He laughed softly

when he saw the first bow and arrow, and ran to examine them. At

first he seemed afraid to touch them with liis hands; but presently

he pulled out the arrow and looked at it. It was very beautiful, and

a low laugh escaped him as he strung it on the bow and began to

play with it. Looking around, he saw the second bow and arrow,

and ran to get them likewise. Now he noticed the third, and, drop-

ping the first two sets, which were rather heavy for him, he ran to

gather them also. Both the third and fourth he gathered up and

carried inside the grave, then returned a few moments later for the

first and second. The man waited for some time longer, but wNen
the boy did not reappear, he returned home pondering.

Now he made six more bows and arrows and set them out in

the same way as before; and the boy came out of the grave and

gathered them. Many more he made and also told his parents what

he had seen. Twelve of the most noted medicine-men gathered in

his father’s house while he went out and planted them about six

feet apart in a long line that led from the grave to the village. Then

he rejoined the people in the house and they waited.

Tlie boy was growing bigger now. He came out of the grave,

gathered the bows and arrows three at a time, and returned for more.

All day he worked, carrying his burdens into the grave; and nearer

and neai’er he approached the village, while the medicine-men

watched him in silence through the part-open door. The last bow
and arrow had been planted in the ground just behind the house.

Thither the boy came, timidly, to draw it out; but just as he turned

to go back the chief medicine-man ran swiftly and silently behind

him, in a kind of trance, and caught him in his hands. The boy

gave one frightenerl cry and shrivelled almost to nothing. The other

medicine-men inside the house shook their rattles and sang their

songs. They approached the child, one by one, and breathed on him,

trying to restore him to life. Then they carried him inside the house,

and sang over him for three days and three nights. On the fourth

day the boy became truly alive. He was the man’s own son, who
had been buried in the grave with his mother but had been granted

the semblance of life because of the father’s constant weeping.

The boy was now alive, but he was not happy. He would not

eat, but cried night and day. The villagers, unable to rest, called in
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a wise woman from another village and promised to pay her bounti-

fully if she would cure the child. She came and listened to his

weeping and to his constant cry ‘ IJihl he Dihl he’; and she

laughed as she heard the words. ^ I thought it was something big

and great that the child wanted,’ she said. ^ What he wants is only

a little thing. He craves for tlie full free life of man, not the half

life he enjoyed in the grave. He wants his cousin to accompany him
half-way up yonder mountain where the giant spruce trees grow, and

the people to set fire to the spruce trees so that the hot gum may
fall on the bodies of them both as they stand underneath. Then
the people must wash him and his cousin beneath a waterfall.’

As the old woman instructed they did. The hot gum that fell

on the children’s bodies they washed off beneath a tumbling water-

fall. Thus the boy gained the full free life for which he craved, and

cried no more.^ The people named him “ The Dead Woman’s Son ”.

And the heart of his father was glad as he watched him hunting

and playing with his cousin, both growing up to manhood together.”

1 All life is one. The gum that .supplies life to the tree revived also the boy.

86959—14
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CHAPTER XIV

ORATORY AND DRAMA, MUSIC AND ART

Among the tribes of the plains and eastern woodlands the recit-

ing of folk-tales at family gatherings and the recounting of war deeds

or tribal legends at public festivals provided the Indians with a

“ school of rhetoric ” for the development of those oratorical talents

that in democratic communities seejii indisjiensable for public leader-

ship. Eloquence ranked second only to skill and courage in hunting

and in war. So essential was it to every leader for the maintenance

of his prestige and power that it pi’ovoked the exclamation from an

early Jesuit missionary, “ There is no place in the world where Rhe-

toric is more powerful than in Canada . . It controls all these

tribes, as the Captain is elected for liis eloquence alone, and obeyed

in proportion to his use of it, for they have no other law than his

word.’’’ In eastern Canada and on the ]>lains the ti'ibes were so

loosely organized, and so frequently involved in war or engaged in

communal hunts, that concerted action was impossible without una-

nimity in the tribal councils, and unanimity was impossible without

the employment of every art of persuasion and rhetoric. The
Pacific (’oast natives with their sharp divisions into nobles, com-

moners, and slaves naturally laid greatest emphasis on lineage, but

they also helrl eloquence in high esteem, and their public orators who
functioned on ceremonial occasions were men of rank in the com-

munities. Among the primitive northern tribes alone eloquence

counted for little, because there the struggle for existence was so con-

stant and the political organization so tenuous that prestige and

authority came only from outstanding personality combined with

physical prowess, success in hunting, or accreditefl influence over the

spiritual world.

The Indians spoke slowly and deliberately, as a rule, but not

haltingly, being rarely embarrassed for words in which to clothe

their thoughts. They could develo]) an argument logically, and

employed repetition, rhetorical questions, and sarcasm with telling

effect. Wit and humour were conspicuously absent from their

1 " Jesuit Relations," vol, p. 195.
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speeches, for, unlike the Eskimo, they seldom relished jokes, either

practical or verbal, and anything savouring of humour would have

appeared highly undignified in a public orationd Their sentences

were short and straightforward, frc(|uently adorned with similes and

metaphors. ^Metaphors, indeed, liad an unusual fascination for the

eastern Indians, particularly the Iroquoians,“ who frequently cast

entire orations in this figure, so that wlien translated literally they

sound florid and artificial to European ears. “ Onontio,” said the

cliief of an Iroquois embassy to the French governor at Quebec,

“thou hast dispersed the clouds; the air is serene, the sky shows

clearly; the sun is bright. 1 see no more trouble; peace has made
everything calm; my heart is at rest; I go away very happy. Like

most orations, however, Indian uttei'ances derived their force largely

from the manner of their flelivery and lost much of their effect when

reduced to jn’int. The invariable flignity of the orator, the easy flow

of his words, and the magnificence of his gesttires, preserver! his

speeches from the taint of bombast and justly earned him a very

high reputaiion for eloquence.

Festivals, like council meetings, gave frequent opportunities for

oratory, but even more for dancing. Some of the mimetic dances

were primitive dramas—when a war party, for example, mimicked

its attack on an enemy camp, or an Eskimo hunter his capture of a

seal. Real drama with impersonation of characters and a slight

attempt at stage setting occurrerl only on the Pacific coast, and

among the interior tribes of British Columbia, who adopted part of

the culture of the coast people. Some dramas were for entertain-

ment purposes and for enliancing the j:)restige of ]')articular individu-

als, as when a man impersonated the mythological being or animal

that birthright made his distinguishing crest. Thus, only a few years

ago a Carrier Indian, supported by relatives and friends, gave a

sjiecial feast that would enable him to impersonate a caribou, a privi-

lege he inherited from his uncle much as a feudal nobleman in

Europe might have inherited the right to wear a certain robe. As

the guests gathered near the feast-house two rifle shots resounded in

1 There was niucli je.sling, often very coarse, in the drainatic festivals of the west coast natives,
I)ut not in forma] speeclies.

- " Metaphor lis largely in use ainoiif; lln'se yieoples; unless you .areustom yourseJf to it, you will
iimlei-stand nothiiiK in their councils, where they speak almost entirely iit metnphoi-s.” “ .Jesuit IJela-
ttons,” ^ol. X. p. 219.

3 “ Jesuit Relations,” vol. xxvii, p. 303.

86959—141
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the vicinity and a fictitious caribou, bounding from the woods, headed

toward the rear entrance, followed by two hunters wearing the full

accoutrements of the chase. W hen the people flocked inside the

building, the mock caribou leaped from behind a curtain into their

midst and as quickly leaped from sight again. Dancing and feasting

followed this sinq^le drama, which was enacted in broad daylight and

served only to enhance the actor’s prestige.

58522

Actoi's in tlie “Camiil)al" (lance. Holla Coola, f Photo tnj Harlan
I. Smith.)

More solemn, and often more elaborate, were the religious

dramas performed at night by secret societies and visible only by

the flickering firelight that left the recesses of the feast-houses in

deep gloom. Men dressed as wolves howled eerily, masked figures

representing supernatural beings stalked about the hall, and mon-
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strous birds and animals, carved of wood and operated by hidden

ropes, descended mysteriously from the roof or rose through con-

cealed doors from beneath the floor. The uninitiated audiences

gazed awestruck on these ceremonies, not knowing how the marvels

were produced and fully convinced that the supernatural world had

taken visible form in their midst.

One of the most remarkable of these performances was the

“ mystery ” play in which the Bella Coola Indians and their

neighbours at Kimsquit depicted the regeneration of nature in the

spring. Actors of small stature, wearing different masks, represented

the various shrubs and trees of the district; two “ old women ” played

the part of midwives; the “south wind,” arrayed as a handsome

young man, was the doctor who repelled attacks from a life-destroy-

ing “north wind”; and Alother Nature herself was a large wooden

figure seated in the middle of the room just behind the fire. She

gave birth first to the willow, a lively sprite who danced around the

fire before disaj^pearing behind a curtain. The gooseberry followed

him, then the nettle, grass, the black cottonwood, the aspen, and all

the other plants, to the number of two or three hundred, in the order

of their sprouting.d No doubt both the acting and the stage settings

were crude and even coarse, yet it was true drama that strove to

represent a really beautiful idea.

The Indians spent weeks and months in rehearsing for these

performances and in practising the songs that accompanied them.

Virtuosos were engaged to compose the songs, and special craftsmen

to manufacture the necessary paraphernalia, which was secretly

destroyed at the conclusion of the ceremonies. Drama stimulated

the arts of carving and painting by placing a premium on ingenuity,

since individuals and villages often rivalled one another in the mag-
nificence of their displays. Yet much of the elaborate stage-setting

in vogue during the nineteenth century was probably due to the

introduction of iron tools and the use of appliances like hinges and
pulleys that vmre unknown in pre-European days. Very few early

explorers saw the secret dances, and the exoteric performances of

at least one tribe, the sophisticated Nootka. were changing even in

Vancouver’s day, as Menzies’ Journal bears witness: “During this

time a number of the Natives were equipping themselves in the

1 Mclhvraith, T. F. : Op. cit.
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adjacent houses, and now assembled at the Chief’s door in a group

of the most grotesque figures that can possibly be imagined, dressed,

armed, and masked in imitation of various characters of different

Countries, some represented Europeans armed with Muskets and

Bayonets, others were dressed as Chinese and others as Sandwich

Islanders armed with Club and Spears; the rest were equi])ped either

as Warriors or Hunters of their own nation. After a party of them
armed with long spears entered and were drawn up at the further

end of the House, the Actors came in one at a time and traversed

the Area before us, with the most antic gestures. If a Warrior he

showed tlie different evolutions of attacking an enemy, sometimes

crouching down, sometimes retreating, at other times advancing with

firm steps and eyes steadily fixed on tlie Commanders who were

seated in the middle of our group, and to whom all their feigned

aims and motions were directed, sometimes with much pointed arch-

ness as to occasion some alarm of their intentions being real. The
Hunters equipped with various marks and implements, shewd all the

wiles and stratagems usual in taking or chasing different Animals

as Deer, Bears, etc. While those armed with Muskets represented

Sentinels or went through various motions of the manual exercise.

And those representing the Santlwich Islanders traversed tlie Area

in the different attitudes of wielding their Clubs or darting their

Spears, and as each finished his part he retreated back and took his

station among the masked group at the further end of the house.” ^

In the secret society dramas of the Pacific coast and the religious

ceremonies of many other tribes any mistake in the performance of

a ritual song was regarded so seriously that it frequently invalidated

the entire ceremony and occasionally leil to the death of the unfor-

tunate culprit.- For just as the old Greek bard attributed his

minstrelsy to Apollo, and the mediaeval churchman derived his hymns
from some divine inspiration, so the Indians ascribed many of their

songs to dreams and visions in which they were brought into close

communion with the supernatural powers and received the songs as

blessings. Singing furnished both their poetry and their music, for

they recognized no rhythm in language apart from song, and there

1 Monties: Op. cit., pp 118-119.

2 To avoid such a catastrophe some British Columhin tribes appointed men with unusually retentive

memories to lead the .singing and give the cue for the itroper changes, since there were often as many
as fifteen or twenty songs in a single ceremony.
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were no true musical instruments except the primitive flageolet of

eastern Canada.

They had many varieties of songs—dance songs, game songs,

ritual songs, songs of war, of love, and of medicine—not every variety,

aoais

A Coronation Oiilf Eskimo with his dritra. (Photo hy
(1. Ifuhert WillchisJ

of course, invariably present in every tribe. Most of them contained

only a few significant words, many none at all, but merely vocables,

for the words were generally of minor importance except in mocking

songs like the nith songs of the Hudson Bay and Greenland Eskimo.
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There were several reasons for this. In ritual songs handed down

from one generation to another expressions became archaic and finally

meaningless. Then there was a frequent transmission of songs from

group to group and from tribe to tribe even when the latter spoke

unrelated languages, and in such transfers both the words and the

music underwent modification; so some of the ritual songs of the

western Carrier contained what were undoubtedly Tsimshian words,

although so greatly transformed that they were no longer intelligible.

Often again the original compositions bore only catchwords whose

explanations soon became lost. But perhaps the principal reason

was that the emotions found their outlet not in the words^ but in

the music, the metre, the more or less variable rhythm, and the

motor activities that accompanied the singing, just as we ourselves

give little heed to the words of a dance song provided the music

is pleasing and both rhythm and metre appropriate.

There was no part-singing in the music of the aborigines; men
merely sang the melodies an octave lower because of the lower range

of their voices. The songs were much more irregular than ours, for

not only did the music modify the words (e.g., by changing their

accents), but the words affected the melodies far more than we
permit in our sophisticated art where the music is so often divorced

from any text and developed for its own sake entirely. Tliere were

rhythmic patterns corresponding sometimes to our verses and refrains,

but they were seldoin uniform throughout a composition. The
measures were generally in two, three, or four-part time, but some-

times also in five and even seven part; five-part time was fairly

common on the Pacific coast.- Yet the natives seldom adhered to

any strict measures, but altered the time continually, sometimes from

exigencies of breath, sometimes to suit the words and their domin-

ating accents. It is quite common, in fact, to find long, rhythmic

units without any recognizable measures at all.

The octave naturally provided the basis for the musical scale,

though most Indian songs ranged less than that interval and a play

of melodies on octaves (apart from the differences in men’s and

women’s voices) was rare. Its divisions, however, did not coincide

exactly with the tones and semitones familiar to Europeans. The

1 No doubt tlie words of new sfings aroused some emotion, especially in their composers.
2 Boas, F.: “Primitive Art,” p. 340, Oslo, 1927.
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natives constantly used intervals of less than a semitone, although

it is not certain that they were a fixed part of the melodic systems^

There were both major and minor tonality, the major predominating

as it does in most parts of the world, and the minor often expressing

melancholy and doubt; but the full tone systems of our keys were

lacking. Eskimo songs occasionally modulate from major to minor,

an exceedingly rare feature in primitive music and hardly known in

Indian songs. On the other hand, many Indian songs have a tendency

to begin on a high note and gradually descend, ending on the lowest^

T^ftnto.
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whereas the songs of the Arctic Coast Eskimo have generally an

upward curve and return at the close to about the level of the

beginning.- Eindoubtedly the different tribes of the Dominion had

their own musical styles which scholars will probably decipher through

a closer study of their songs.

Native songs have considerable value in the history of the

development of music, but they seldom give genuine pleasure to

Europeans who are acquainted only with the somewhat rigid and

circumscribed musical styles of our modern civilization. The melo-

1 Densinore, F.: Chjppi’wa Music—ii, Jiiill. 53, Bur. Am. Ettin., p. 14 (Washington, 1913).

2 Roberts, H. H., and Jcnness, D. : “Eskimo Songs,” pp. 4(14-5; Report of the Canadian Arctic
Expedition, 1913-1918, vol. xiv (Ottawa, 1925).
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dies are nearly always exceedingly brief, and the constant rejietition

of only a few syllables on the same or approximately the same

melodic theme becomes very monotonous. The irregular time is

confusing, and the unfamiliar intervals often raise a suspicion that

the singer is flattening or sharpening his notes unintentionally. We
should remember, however, that it is hardly fair to compare our

collections of Indian songs with European songs, for not only did all

Indians sing, but nearly all, whether musically gifted or not, com-

posed songs, and our collections have been gathered at hai)hazard

without regard to their musical value, and often from very indifferent

singers. There are certainly some very beautiful melodies, especially

in Eskimo songs, if one has only time and jiatience to separate the

gold from the dross.

The impact of civilization had little effect on Indian music, but

it exerted so profound an influence on aboriginal art that to-day we
can hardly unravel the old art forms from those that have grown up

during the last two or three centuries. This is ])articularly the case

in eastern Canada, where the natives have been subjected to intensive

acculturation since the seventeenth century, have intermarried largely

with Europeans, and in many districts have lost practically all their

Indian characteristics. In the prehistoric graves and village-sites of

this eastern area we find realistic figures of animals, birds, and human
beings carved on stone pipe-bowls, or modelled on pipe-bowls of clay,

but artistically the work is rather crude, certaiidy much inferior to

the stone sculpture and clay modelling of central America or of many
parts of the Old World. Sculpture in wood was hardly more advanced,

if we may judge from the remark of Charlevoix. ‘‘Their (Huron)

cabins .... were adorned with figures in relievo, but of very

coarse workmanship,”^ and from the grotescpie wooden masks still

used by the Iroquoian False-Face societies. It is true that the

grotesqueness of these masks is intentional and tliat they display a

certain anatomical exactness; nevertheless, the carving seems coarse

and unrestrained, as though sculptui'e was held in little esteem. The
backs of modern Iroquoian cradle-boards are sometimes ornamented

with elaborate floral carvings and bird figures, but these are the work

1 Charlevoix, P. E. X, rle; “ Journal of a VoyaRO to North America”
; iraiishiteii from the French,

toI. 2, p. 128 (London, 1761). Lescarhot speaks more favouraMy of the carving in the Maritime
Provinces: "Our Souriqnois and Arnioiichiquois have the art both of paiiding and carviiiR. and make
beasts, birds, and jnen in .stone and also in wood, as prettily as good workmen in these parts.” Les-
carbot: Op. cit., p. 98.
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Typicril (k'si”:ns in the art nf the Caiiadiaii abori^rinc.s. Fi'oin top to holtoiii: paintiiijx on a
Xaskaijii robe: eiiKraviti!^ f>ii an Alaskan Eskimo snniY-box; beadwoik on a 8ioux "pn ter";
por<-n]iiiie-<in i !l \\<nk on a Slave jiiin-ease: painting’ on a llaida bow. ((’dpU’il iiud

iirnnujrtl hi/ Dhui/Iiik JiCrrhimni.)
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of Euroiiean craftsmen or of Indians thoroughly trained in the tradi-

tional arts of Frencli Canadad

The old painting of the eastern Indians is as little known as their

sculpture, although some early writers refer to it casually. “ They
often curry both sides of elk skin, like our buff skin, then vai'iegate

it very prettily with paint put on in a lace-like pattern.’’- Another

author speaks of “ a mixture of different colours which they use for

daubing the face, or for representing upon their garments certain

figures of wild beasts, birds, and other animals such as are supplied

by their imaginations.”'^ CJeometric designs were apparently no less

common than realistic, and both were often deeply tinged with

religious symbolism. The Indians of the Maritime Provinces, per-

haps also of eastern Quebec and Labrador, seem to have jireferred

curved lines in their paintings, like tlieir Algonkian neighbours to the

south, whereas the Ojibwa and Cree employefl the angular patterns

so characteristic of the tribes on the plains. All these Indians have

now practically abandoned the ancient styles, employing European
designs in what little painting still survives.

On the plains there was no sculpture worthy of mention, and

the realistic paintings on rol)es aiul tents were pictorial recoixls rather

than expressions of an artistic impulse. Geometric figures on rawhide

bags (parfieches) showed considerable skill in line-drawing and often

jn’oduced pleasing effects, but their unceasing repetition of straight

lines, zigzags, triangles, anti rectangles hatl the taint of monotony.

The only Indians, indeed, who excelled in either sculi^ture or painting

were the natives on the Pacific coast, where both these arts attained

an unexpected brilliance.

The newly awakened interest in the handicrafts of primitive

peoples has directed considerable attention to this coast, partly

because of the high quality of the carving and painting, still more,

perhaps, because of its bizarreness and originality. While it is quite

common to find a high conv^entionalization of realistic art in different

parts of the world, these conventionalizations have nowhere taken

exactly the same form, or developed the same peculiar style, as

among the Indians of British Columbia. It was a style that origin-

1 .Some of these cradle-l'oanls were mriniifaetin'ed for the Indians at St. Rejris. Beaueliamp, W. m.:
*' .\bontrinal Use of Wood in New York”; Bull. 89, N.Y. St. Mus., p, 168 (.Albany, 1905).

2 “ Jesuit Relations,’’ vol. iii, p. 75.

3 Le Clereq Op. cit., p. 95.
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ated long before any Europeans touched these shores, for we can>

discern it on the stone mortars and whale-bone^ clubs that have been

recovered from prehistoric shell-heaps. The modern artists of the

Pacific coast have but carried on the ancient tradition and applied

it a little more widely. They look upon their figures with the eyes of

an anatomist, dissect them as it were, and rearrange the parts to suit

the shape of the object that they are decorating. In tlie simplest

representations they appear to be w'orking with the skins of birds and

animals. Thus a frog carved on the walls of a circular dish will reveal

one lateral profile on one side and one on the other, as though the

sculptor had draped the skin over and around the vessel, cut out the

centre and treated the dish as the batrachiaifs body. Similarly, a.

human figure carved on the rounded front of a house-]>ost or totem-

pole creates the illusion that the artist has divided his model down
the back, spread it, and attached it to the pole in two halves. The
same jn'oeess of “ dissection ” or halving is applied to })lane surfaces

also, as in the paintings on the flat boards of houses and the paintings-

and carvings on wooden boxes. Evidently the artistic tradition

requires that certain significant parts of each figure shall be repre-

sented whether they would normally be visible or not. It is exactly

the same reasoning as that of the European child who endows a.

human profile with two eyes or two ears, although only one of each

should be shown in this perspective.

The Indian artist, however, goes much farther than the child.

Limitations of space in the field that he is decorating, and a strong

desire for symmetry and balance, will make him distort the different

elements in a figure, disjoint, and rearrange them without regard to

their proper anatomical positions. lie may jfface the tail of an

animal above its head, the wings of a bird beside its legs. Then he

conventionalizes many elements—represents joints, for example, by

circles, eyes by circles, rounded rectangles and other more compli-

cated designs; and he utilizes these conventionalized, half-geometric

patterns as purely decorative features wherever he wishes to avoid

blank spaces. Furthermore, his psychological attitude towarrls the

animal world, his belief that animals are fundamentally like men,

though clothed in different forms, leads him frequently to depict

them as human beings, but with the addition of fixed symbols to

1 I.e., bone of whhle. not baleen.
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•rliffcrentiate one animal from another. Ears placed in line with the

eyes denote a human beinj*;, ears situated above the head an animal.

A lon^*; tongue protruding from the mouth connotes a grizzly bear,

•even though the rest of the figure is human, and by the same con-

v'ention two large incisor teeth and a squamous tail denote a beaver.

62244

A painted wall-board that w.is used as a sliding partition in a Tsinisliian initiation

ceremony. Tlie de.sign is snppo.sed to represent a woodpecker. (Photo hy
Xdtional Museum of Canada.)

This extraordinary style of art varies slightly from tribe to tribe

along the coast so that we can usually distinguish without difficulty

the productions of the southern peoples, the Coast Salish and the

Kwakiutl, from those of the Haida and Tsimshian in the north.

^

The differences, however, are of a somewhat minor character and

need not detain us here. In every district the art was both highly

conventionalized and highly symbolic, the figures rejiresenting defi-

nite characters drawn from the local traditions and myths.

We may admire the artists’ control of their technique,

the excellence of many of their carvings, and the splen-

didly decorative effect of some of the paintings. The huge

totem-poles and house-posts will impress us by their savage dignity;

silver bracelets and slate dishes delight us by the delicacy of their

engravings. But the grotesqueness of the figures, unredeemed, as in

the art of the New Zealand Maoris, by exquisite scrollwork or other

softening features, .soon wearies us; and the conventionalization is

1 C7. Boas, F.: “Primitive Art,” p, 287 et acq. (Oslo, 1927).
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too involved, the symbolism too obscure and too far removed from

our trends of thought for us to assimilate this exotic style of art,

which, however attractive in certain respects, fails to blend with our

traditional styles. We can understand and appreciate better, per-

haps, the fine portrait masks that are also found along the British

Columbia coast, especially in the southern part where the artists

more frequently abandoned the usual conventionalized style and

strove after absolute realism.

The small ivory carvings of the I]skimo deserve a few words

of commendation, particularly the animal figurines and sculpt urings

in high relief. The earlier engravings were practically limited to

geometrical patterns, but since the introduction of iron the Eskimo
have developed a vivid ])icture-writing remarkable for its delicacy

and the life of the individual figures. The finest carvings and engrav-

ings in ivory come from Alaska, where the art is now thoi'oughly

commercialized, but the natives of Baffin island and Labrador also

i:)roduce some excellent figurines.

The peculiar paintings and carvings of the Pacific Coast natives

had their counterpart in the “ Chilcat ” blankets, which the Tsim-

shian Indians of the Skeena and Nass rivers, and their Tlinkit

neighbours in southeastern Alaska, wove from goat’s wool and

shreddexl cedar bark on a primitive, shuttleless loom. The ground or

field of this blanket was divided into three panels, of which the

middle and largest usually contained a representation of an animal

figure, so conventionalized that it resembled discrete blocks of geo-

metrical designs with one or more human-like faces standing out in

bold relief. The side panels, which were pi'actically identical with

each other, contained similar geometric patterns arranged without

(lefinite relation other than a regard to symmetry. The gracefully

curved lines, the symmetry of the block patterns and the soft colours,

black, pale blue, pale yellow, and white, combined to make these

blankets very decorative. The oldest specimens, however, have only

very simple geometric designs like those on the blankets made by

the Coast Salish Indians farther south, so that probably the more
ornamental forms that copy the style of painting did not originate

until comparatively recent times, after the early fur trade had

brought unexpected wealth to the Tsimshian and stimulatefl a rich
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growth of ceremonial life with coincident developments in sculpture

and weaving.!

Basketry was another art, widely spread throughout the

Dominion, which yet attained its highest development in British

Columbia, not along the northern part of the coast, however, but

in the southern part among the Nootka Indians, the Salish, and the

Chilcotin. All these tribes employed a variety of techniques, the

Nootka, who often used onlv the finest materials no thicker than

36458

Coiled baskets of the "J'liouipson lUver Indians, (Photo hy Nfiiional Museum of
Canada.)

ordinary string, preferring as a rule the bird-cage ” weave, whereas

the Salish and Chilcotin Indians specialized in coiled basketry. Both

groups made different types of baskets, some round and some rec-

tangular, and they wove into them figures of birds and animals as

well as more conventional geometric designs. The handsome coiled

baskets of the Thompson River Indians with imbricated patterns in

black, pale yellow, and red have found a ready market in European

1 This would c.^plaiii wliy tho men had to draw llie pattornsi for tlie women to copy in their weav-
intr. If the style had t)t*eii old the women w'oulil have repnired lai assiistanee.
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stores, especially since the natives liave adapted their shapes to Euro-

pean requirements and equipped them with lids and handles. No
baskets were made on the plains, and those of the northern and

eastern tribes were much inferior to the western baskets, although

the Labrador Eskimo now produce some graceful forms through

instruction they have received at the Moravian missions. The
Ojibwa, however, wove soft bags of elm bark that rivalled in work-

manship and beauty the splendid bags made by several tribes in

British Columbia, or the bags, manufactured by the Nez Perce

Indians in the United States, that circulated among the Blackfoot.

An art very similar to basketry, but confined to the Canadian

aborigines and to adjacent tribes in the Uniterl States and Alaska, was

embroidery ” with porcupine quills, goose quills, or moose hair.^

Here the Indians obtained their finest results by using a small bow

as a loom and locking the quills within a simple checker weave. The

strands of the warj) hardly showed in the finished article, and the

weft was totally invisible, being concealed by slight corrugations in

the quills where it cut across them.- The natives coloured the

quills with their usual vegetable dyes, and although these colours

were limited in number they were softer than the aniline dyes that

have now replaced them in everything except some basketry. The
designs were exclusively geometrical and of necessity angular forms

such as crosses and diamonds, but their rhythmical repetitioii and the

harmony of the soft colours gave a very ]:)leasing effect. Unfortun-

ately, the art has now disappeared entirely except in one or two

remote districts in the basin of the Mackenzie.'^ Silk work

replaced it for a time in certain regions, and Indian women, some

of whom were trained in Quebec convents, decorated coats, gloves,

and moccasins with floral designs skilfully embroidered in silk on the

soft moose skin. This art in turn is vanishing, leaving only the

beadwork that still persists among most Indian tribes aiifl even

among the Eskimo of the Arctic. The beadwork patterns are mainly

floral, owing probably to the strong influence of early French-Cana-

1 Many of tfie “ moosn-liair ” specimens are really of horse-hair, sold for this purpose to the
Indians hy the Hudson’s Bay Company.

2 C/. On liard, W, C. :
“ Tlie Technique of Porcupine-quill Decoration Among the Xorth .American

Indians”; Cont., Mus. of the American Indian, Hcye Foundation, vol. iv, No. 1 (New York, 1916),

3 Some of tlie eastern .Algonkians, e.g. the Ojibwa, decorate birch-bark baskets with porcupine
•quills, which, however, are not woven, but merely laid side Viy side with the ends pu.slied tlirough holes
in the bark.
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diaii art;^ but the plains’ Indians 2:enerally retain their old geometric

designs. Some of these plains’ costumes are very striking, particu-

larly the moccasins and vests on which parti-coloured triangles,

squares, and zigzags, all arranged with perfect symmetry, stand out

in brilliant relief on a solid field of blue or white. Almost equally

gorgeous are the Eskimo coats from Hudson bay that reproduce the

earlier insertions and fringes of caribou fur in beadwork. One cannot

but feel, however, that the newer style in this Eskimo region is less

appropriate and attractive than the old, for the hard brilliance of the

beads seems scarcely to harmonize with the subdued colours and silken

texture of the fur.

The potter’s art did not flourish in Canada, apparently because

its inhabitants were marginal peoples who acquired the technique

from elsewhere and scarcely realized its potentialities as a medium
of artistic expression. Tribes to the southward understood the use

of slips, and both central America and Peru produced exquisitely

designed vessels richly coloured with geometric and naturalistic fig-

ures. Canadian pottery was never ]:)ainted, and with the exception

of the pipes already mentioned, comprised only the wide-mouthed jar

forms that are requisite for cooking vessels. Some of these were not

ungraceful, especially certain Iroquoian types with well-made, cornice-

like rims; but the majority were coarse in texture, poorly shaped,

and without any decoration except crudely drawn chevrons, parallel

lines, and cross-hatchings. If pottery-making had ever taken root

among the skilled artists of British Columbia, it might have blossomed

into beautiful shapes and colours like the wares of the troj^ical and
sub-tropical peoples of America; but the seeds that sprouted in

eastern Canada, on the southern prairies, and along the shores of

the Arctic, found the soil too barren to nurture their growth and
bring them to full maturity.

IFor a contrary view See Davidson, D. S. : “Decorative Art of the Tetes de Boule of Quebec’’;
Indian Notes and Monographs, vol. x, No. 9, pp. 149 ct seq. (New York, 1928).

86959—15
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CHAPTER \A’

ARCH/EOLOGICAL REMAINS'

Although tlie many diverse languages and customs of the abor-

igines suggest that the country was occupied for countless centuries

before its discovery by Europeans, the remains of its j)rehistoric

inhabitants are seldom conspicuous, and in many districts hardly dis-

coverable even with careful research. There are no architectural

1‘uins similar to the cliff dwellings in the southwest of the United

States, the stone temples, walls, and highways of Central America

and Peru, or the brick and stone monuments of tlie Old World. Stone

entered into the construction of dwellings only on the Arctic and

sub-Arctic coast-lines, where alone we fiiul habitations, still partly

intact, that lead us back to the centuries preceding Columbus. The
bark wigwams of the eastern Indians were impermanent structures

frequently dismantled and removed to anothei’ site, and the skin

tents of the plains’ and Mackenzie River tribes left no marks except

circles of stones or faint depressions in tlie soil. West of the Rocky
mountains, and in southeastern Ontario, the Indians occupied the

same village sites for several years in succession; but even in those

regions few traces of their dwellings remain, because the wood of

which they were built rapidly disintegrated with the moisture aiul

changing temperature.

Yet if Canada is not wealthy in prehistoric remains it is by no

means barren. Plven though the ancient dwellings have disappeared

with hardly a trace, though most of the implements and utensils used

by the earlier Indians have fallen into dust, many objects have been

preserved that help us to reconstruct their history. Wood, horn, and

skin may often have disintegrated, hut bone, antler, stone, pottery,

ivory, and shell remain, and although the story they tell is partial and

one-sided, we can often fill in the gaps from our knowledge of the

historic Indians. The kitchen-middens on both the Atlantic and the

Pacific coasts contain not only the empty shells of the molluscs on

which the aborigines feasted, but objects of stone, bone, and native

1 I havo recoivi'd miu'li assistanr-’ in this chapter from my colleagues. Mr. Harlan I. Smith and
Mr. W. J. WintcmbiTg, .‘Xrcha'ologist and Assistant Arrli.-eologist, respectively, of the National Museum
of Canada.
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coj)per tliat were either discarded or lost when they moved awa}".

The old village sites in southeastern Ontario and along the St. Law-
rence contain, in addition, amazing (luantities of broken pottery, and

pottery (which, though fragile, is almost indestructible) a]jpears

near the International Boundary in all three Ih'airie Provinces. The
dry soil along the Fraser river in the interior of British Columbia
has preserved fragments of cord-woven basketry that generally

crumbled to pieces in more humid regions. Thus the southern parts

of Canada jiossess many valuable relics of the distant past; and

though the northern interior is almost barren, the Arctic and sub-

Arctic coast-lines, where the floors of the old dwellings remain per-

petually frozen beneath the surface soil, rival, in the abundance of

their treasures, the richest sites anywhere in America.

Craves, though generally less fertile than village or camping

sites, have in many jdaces yielded valuable remains. INIiich of our

knowledge of the Beothuk Indians of Newfoundland comes from the

implements they deposited in caves and rock shelters beside their

dead. Burial customs, as we have seen, varied greatly in different

parts of Canada. Wherever cremation was common, as on the

Pacific coast, or the dead were laid on scaffolds or on the surface of

the ground, comparatively little has survived. But stone cairns and

shell-hea]>s often contain both human and other remains, and in

southeastern Ontario the plough of the farmer lias exposed many pits

or ossuaries where the Iroquoians had deposited the bones of their

flead with the tools and utensils that they had used in life.

The Indians have left other records of their ancient occupation

in addition to dwelling-places and graves. In British Columbia, and

more rarely on the prairies, there are ])etrogiyphs or boulders

sculptured with strange designs about whicli the present natives

know nothing. Commoner still are pictographs or rock paintings,

many also prehistoric, altliough some on the upper Fraser river, and

perhaps elsewhere, were made as late as the nineteenth century.

Then there are ti’aces of old quarries where the Indians mined their

soapstone, chert, and other minei'als, old trails over which they

wandered, stone cairns, food-caches, ami fish-weirs that wer^e con-

structed before the white man came. Finally, explorers travelling

in the Arctic archipelago far beyond the historic range of any Eskimo
tribe now extant have found stone dwellings and tent-rings, graves,

86959—15 .*.
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and caches on Melville, Bathurst, and other islands, even on the

extreme north of Kllesmere island within 8 degrees of the nortii jiole.

Archaeological investigations, however, face at the outset a very

serious difficulty; for the aborigines, familiar with no writing except

picture-writing, have left behind no literature that might help to fix

52001

Pelio{fIj'pli near the Bella Coola river. foTir iiiiles from tlio village of Bella Coola.

(1‘hoio htj JfarUtn I. ShaB/fJ

tlie dates of these various remains. We may know from the ignor-

ance of the present day natives concerning their origin, and from the

absence of any iron tools, that they antedate the arrival of Euro-

peans two or more centuries ago; but this hardly begins the inquiry.

In other parts of the world we can sometimes determine the approxi-
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mate period of a ruin throuj2;h the presence of objects imported from

a country whose history is already known, as when we fiml in Cretan

house-sites ornaments that were ]:)eculiar to well-established dynas-

ties of Egypt. But Canada, like the rest of tlie American continent,

seems to haye been entirely cut off from the ciyili/ation centi’es of

the Old World until the end of the fifteenth century,^ and any

foreign objects its soil contains are either intrusions from the 1 nited

States, where their origin and date are hardly less obscure, or else

of recent introfluction, like the Chinese coins that are occasionally

unearthed near A'ancouyer and other places, and the bronze figurine

from northern India that was dug up at Kincolith, on Xass river,

some twenty-fiye years ago.- Tlie only possible starting point, then,

for the elucidation of the earlier liistory of our aboiigines is the

appeai’ance of Eui'opeans on the scene, of Jacques Cartier on the east

coast in 1534, and of Russian, Spanish, and English miyigators and

fur-traders on the west coast in the eighteenth century. For Euro-

peans brought iron tools and weapons that instantly replaced most

of the stone implements preyiously in use, and arclneological sites

from this and subsequent ])eriods inyariably reflect the change.

In the absence of historically fixed dates for pre-European times

the Canadian arclueologist must fall back on the slciuler eyidence

afforded by changes in the geological or biological conditions. Thus
in some parts of Canada, notably in the Arctic, the coast-line has risen

thirty or forty feet since certain dwelling-sites were deserted, and

seyeral inches of soil haye accumulated oyer their ruins. Such con-

ditions indicate the la]:>se of many centuries, but unfortunately we
cannot determine the rates at whicli the coast-line rose or the soil

accumulated, and, therefore, cannot measure the interyal in years.

To find one ruin resting dii’ectly on top of anotlier (as in so many
Mediterranean sites) is extremely rare; but proyided that soil, yege-

tation, and other conditions are similar, we may logically assume
that a site buried eighteen inches beneath the ground is older than

one buried only twelve inches, and by this criterion we can occasion-

ally determine the sequence of remains within a restricted area.

1 The tran.'fitory visits of the Xoiseitieii to the «'ast coast of Canada alioiil tlie year ItlOO A.D, appear
to have left no impression on tlie aborigines.

-Boas. I-’.; “A Bronze Figurine from British Cohimliia”; Bull., Am. Mns. Xat. H’ist.. vol. xiv.

pp. 51-52 (1001).
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Certain archaeologists have attempted to calculate the antiquity

of the shell-heaps on the coast of California by estimating the prob-

able population of the sites and the number of empty shells an

Indian would throw out each day; but such a method seems imprac-

ticable, in Canada at least, where we can neither estimate the prob-

able population nor the proportion of shell-fish in the native diet.

\^ e can, however, obtain the minimum ages of a few heaps by examin-

ing the forests that have covered them since their formath)n. ‘‘In ]8h7

there stood on one heap that was eight feet high the stump of a

Douglas fir that showed over four hundred annual rings. This heaj)

must liave been abandoned before 14t)7; before an earlier date still,

in fact, because there was a second stumj) on it larger and presum-

ably older, although its rings could not be counted because the centre

was hollow. A Douglas fir cut down on another and higher shell-

heap many years ago showed four hundred and twenty annual rings,

so that this heap was abandoned before 1500. We know neither how

many years had elapsed between the abandonment of these shell-heai)s

and the growth of the trees, nor the rate at which the shell-heaps

themselves had accumulated; but if the upper layers are at least 400

years old, the lower ones must be considerably more ancient. There

seems no reason to believe that the two shell-heaps just described

are the oldest along this coast. Others may be centuries older, ])re-

ceding perhaps the Christian era. W e may derive from tree-growths

minimum dates for a few, but unless we can obtain some geological

indications, there seems little hope of discovering the true age of any

heaps excej^t the most modern.”^

Let us now examine each region in turn and see what light

archaeology lias been able to throw on its inhabitants during the long,

dark period tliat precetled the coming of Kuropeans. We will begin

our survey with eastern Canada. In Nova Scotia, New Brunswick

and Bi’ince Edward Island, prehistoric shell-heaps, camping sites, and

graves reflect almost the same culture as that of the Algonkian tribes,

Micmac and Alalecite. who occupied this region in the seventeenth

century. The coastal shell-heaps, however, rarely if ever contain

gouges or grooved axes of stone, both of which are fairly common in

the interior; and since these objects do not occur in post-European

iSmilli, IFiuliiii I.: “ Kilchon-niiddeiis of tlu> Pafific Const of Caiiadti” ; Xtitional Muaoiiin of

Canafin, Hull. .56, ji. 46 (OHawa, 1929).
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&ites it seems possible that tliey indicate the habitation of the prov-

ince by some earlier tribe than the Micmac and lAIalecite who linger

there to-day. The abundance of i)ottery in the jirehistoric shell-heaps

su])ports this hypothesis, for none of the early writers appears to

mention its presence, except Lescarbot, who says, without stating his

authority, tliat it had fornieity been used by the Micmac, but dis-

continued before his time.^ We should remember, on the other hand.

.j6S6I

.Siifll-iieap ov kitcli('ii-mi<l(l('n near tlie mouth of the Fraser river, JhCh, showing the
stumps of the trees tliat grew above it after its formation. iMueli of tlie heap
has been removed. (I^hoio hij IhitUin I. Siniih.)

tliat there are no detailed accounts of the iMicmac or Alalccite Indians

before tlie seventeenth century, when they had already been in con-

tact with Europeans for a hundred years, so that Lescarbot may be

quite correct in believing that pottery had disappeared in the interval,

even though it lingered for a much longer period among the Iro-

(luoians. We may conjecture, too, that the natives had little use for

gouges and grooved axes at the seashore, and, therefore, left them
inland at the winter hunting-grounds; although in that case we might

reasonably expect to find one or two stray specimens in the shell-

1 Lf.-iCiii'bot : 0]i. cit., \'ol. iii, p. I!15.
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heaps. But then the rarity of stone or pottery pipes, both inland and

on the coast, a^ain arouses our suspicion that there may have been

an earlier population, for it suggests that smoking was a new trait

but lately introduced into the Maritime Provinces from the Iro-

quoians to the west. Such pipes as liave been found closely resemble

Iroquoian types,’ indicating that either the Iroquoians or the Mari-

time Algol! kians, perhaps both, were newcomers into southeastern

Canada. There the problem rests to-day, and we must leave it

unsolved pending further excavations.

None of the Maritime remains hitherto excavated bears any indi-

cations of great antiquity,- nor can we prove with certainty that

Algonkian or any other tribes had occupied this region more than a

century or two before the coming of Iuiro]>eans. A grave at Red
Bank, in Northumberland county, New Ih'unswick, contained burnt

human bones and a number of stone implements deeply stained with

red ochre like the remains of the mysteiious “ Red Paint ” people in

the neighbouring state of Maine,’’ although the implements them-

selves in no way resembled “ Red Paint ” types. On the other hand,

knobbed gouges, plummets, adze blades, and long slate spear-points

of typical “ Red Paint ” forms have been unearthed in various parts

of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, but neither associated with de-

posits of red ochre nor in circumstances that would indicate great

antiquity. It seems safer, therefore, to regard these specimens not

as the work of a distinct people, but as local variants from the more

usual Algonkian forms. Altogether, archieological investigations in

the Maritime Provinces have been singularly disappointing. They
have elucidated some obscure features in the culture of the inhabitants

that were not recorded by the early missionaries and explorers, but

they have failed to prove conclusively that there was any occupation

of this area before the eleventh or twelfth century A-D."’

Arehreology has been a little more successful in the lowlands of

the St. Lawrence River valley, where we find two kinds of prehistoric

village remains. In the one, besides the usual stone axes, bone awls,

and other implements, there are fragments of clay pots that had

1 Tlie spofinl pipe rh'vUopffl by ilio Alicninrs appears lo he iiost-Eiiroiiean.

2 The shell-lieaps are mucli smaller am! shallower 1haii those on the eoast of Maine.
3 For (hi'se “ Ri"! Paint” people. .See Moorehead, W. K. ;

” Aielneology of Maine”; Andover,
Massachusetts, 1922. Moorehead claims for them great nntifinily,

“tit is hai'illy ereilihle, ne\ ei-t heless, that it was enlireh' uninhabited before and for several cen-
turies after the beginniing of the Chri-slian era.
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j'ountled bases, overhanjiing or cornice-like rims, and, occasionally,

handles; curved pipes made of stone or earthenware and frequently

carved or modelled into human, bird, or animal forms; and now and

ajuain an oi-nament made of shell. Many of the arrow-hcafls are of

})one or antler; those of chipped stone are sometimes eciuipped with

l:)arbs or stems, but more often, perhaps, present the outline of a

simple isosceles triangle.' The pottery, too, has been modelled into

shajie, not built up by the alternative method of coiling.- Sites with

tliese remains per.sist into European times, when shell beads become

inore numerous and iron knives and axes appear. We recognize them

as the village sites of an agricultural people, because the refuse

fleposits always contain chai'red corn and beans; and we can be cer-

tain, too, that tliey mark the locations of Ircxiuoian settlements, for

some of them are actually mentioned by the early Jesuit missionaries,

although the majority were abandoned before their time.

The second group of sites yields very different remains, which

we can likewise identify as typical of the Algonkian tribes in north-

eastern America. Arrow-heads of bone are here very scarce, and

those made of stone are more frequently barbed or stemmed than

triangular. The pots, of inferior texture, are manufactured by the

coiling ])rocess as often as by jnodelling, and are witliout collars, over-

hanging cornices, or liandles. Pipes and shell ornaments seem rare,

but in their place are occasional objects of cop]:)er and many stone

implements not present in Iroquoian remains, such as gouges, grooved

axes, ]iestles shaped like bells or cylinders, and polished ornaments

that, according to their form, are classified into gorgets, banner-stones,

and amulets.'^ All these Algonkian sites are prehistoric, revealing no

traces of European contact, and since many of them lie in what was

Iroquoian territory in the sixteenth century we know that they must

precede the Iroquoian occupation of the St. Lawrence lowlands, even

although as yet we have found no actual super-imposition of remains.

There are no storage pits for grain on these Algonkian sites, nor any

indication that their inhabitants were acquainted with the cultivation

1 In Kcw York Iho triancnlar funiis prwioiiiiiuito almost to the t-xclnsion of (lie oilier types. Parker,
A. C. : “Origin of the Irotiuois’’ ; Am. Anih., n.s.. vol. xviii, p. 484 (1916). On the other hand
stone drills are r.are or lacking in Iroquoian sites south of the border, but not ’.incommon in Ontario.
They arc very plentiful in .Algonkian sites.

2 For a description of Huron pot-making Sec Sagard, T. G.: “ liistoire du Canada,” vol. 1. p. 260

(Pari.s, 1866).
2 The few two-holed gorgets discovered f»n Iroquoian sites were probably derived from the .Algon-

kian.s.
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of maize. Both agriculture and smoking, therefore, seem to have

come into southeastern Canada through the Troquoians.

At what period, then, did the Iro(iuoians reacli the St. Lawrence

valley? Parallel discoveries south of the International Bounflary,

and a close study of the culture, traditions, and dialects of their

various tril)es, tend to fix the date at around 1300 A.D. Parkei*

would bring them from the Ohio valley to Detroit or tlie Niagara

river, where he believes they split into two branches, one. the

ancestors of the Hurons, Mohawks, and Onondagas, moving along

the northern shores of lakes Erie and Ontario; the second, which

later separated out into the Seneca, Erie, and other tribes, traversing

the southern shores.’ Other authorities prefer to suspend judgiiKUit

on the movements and cultural groupings of the various tribes ])end-

ing the results of further investigations.- Meanwhile, Wintemberg

has dispelled one illusion by finding an Iro(|uoian camping site as far

east as Kegashka, beyond the Natashkwan river; for his discovery

proves that the prehistoric Iroquoians conti'olled not only the valley

of the St. Lawrence but a considerable portion of the gulf, and that

the party met by Cartier off the Gaspe coast was not, as is commonly
supposed, a mere scouting expedition cruising in unknown waters.

The Algonkians who preceded the Troquoians, like those of the

Maritime Provinces, were pottery-makers, although their kindred

north of the St. J^awrence watersherl used vessels of birch bark for

cooking their foorl. Parker has discovered at Lamoka, in the state

of New York, a stratified refuse hea]> left by two distinct peoples,

the lower deposits by a long-headed tribe that knew no pottery, the

upper by a round-headed tribe with ]>ottery.‘^ He estimates the

antiquity of the heap at from two thousand to four thousand years,

which is very much greater than a reasonable estimate for any site

yet discovered in eastei'n Canaria. We have not found, indeed, any

site in the lowlands of the St. Lawrence where pottery is absent,

except a small and rather insignificant cam]>ing place at Red ^lill,

near Three Rivers. Yet we are confident that pottery was not an

independent invention of the Algonkians, but came to them from

more civilizerl tribes to the south. Possibly it was introducerl from

1 Parkrr. A. C. : Oj'. fit,, ]i. 4S3.
~ Cf. SkiniK'r, A.; " Xotes on Iroquois AiTlueolosrx” ; Indian Xote.s and Monographs, Mus. of the

American Indian, Ileye Foundation, pp. 21 ff (New York, 1921).
3 Parker, A. C. : American Aiuliropol'jgisi , ii.s., vol. 30, ])p. 515-6 (1928).
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the mound-building tribes in the Ohio valley, for there are graves and

mounds in Ontario that contain gorgets of shell and stone, copper

axes, awls, and beads similar to specimens that have been unearthed

in Ohio, Indiana, and other parts of the United States. Only a few

of these remains have been excavated by trained investigators, so that

wliile we are certain that tliey belong to the prehistoric period, we
cannot actually prove that tliey precerle the Troquoian occupation of

the province.^ Several of the graves, we may note in passing, con-

tained considerable fiuantities of red hematite, like the grave at Red
liaiik in New Brunswick. But refl was a favourite colour with the

Indians in many parts of North America, so that we should not

attach too great significance to this feature.

The Pi-airie Provinces and the Mackenzie basin have jiroved

barren fields for the archaeologist, apparently because their inhabitants

liave always been migratory peoples who never stayed long enough

in one place to leave extensive remains. In the southern ]iarts of

the Prairie Provinces are burial mounrls similar to those of Dakota

and other states to the southwarfl. They contain, besides a few

human bones, fragments of crude pottery, shell beads, and other

stray objects already recorded by early explorers of the ]dains, so

that they add very little to our knowledge. Stone cairns and circles

of stones that held down the edges of tents are numerous from the

International Boundary to the Arctic ocean, but many of them are

quite recent, often no older than the present century. Occasionally

we find tent-stones so covered with lichens or buried in the turf that

we feel sure they date from pre-European times, but digging reveals

nothing except perhajrs a few flakes of chert or quartzite. The plough

of the farmer often turns up a grooved stone hammer or a tubular

stone jhpe which we recognize as characteristic of the plains' region,

and here and there one stumbles on long rows of boulders that,

mosaic-like, trace out some geometrical design or a human or animal

figure. But nowhere have archa'ologists found evidence of other

inhabitants than those of the present day, or traces of even their

occupation earlier than a century or two before the arrival of the

white man.

Tlie village sites, graves, and camping i)laccs in the valleys of the

Thompson and Eraser ihvers, and the innumerable shell-heaps or

1 Wiiitenihern. W. J,: "ArtifiK'ts fiMnn Aiicif'iil Onn’os and Miiiinds in Ontario”; Trans. Roy.
Soc., Canada, Third srivii's, :;xii, snc. 11, pji. 17-j-2('2 (Otlawa, 11)28).
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kitchen-middens that fringe the coast-line of British Columbia, have

been investigated sporadically for half a century. The shell-heaps

vary in length from a few yards to one or two miles, and in depth

from a few inches to nine feet. The smaller ones are often entirely

modern, and a few of the larger ones have grown within the last hun-

dred years, for the Indians of this region still consume large quan-

tities of clams and cockles; but the giant heaps now buried in dense

forest certainly date from many hundreds of years ago, in some cases

perhaps even thousands.

One would naturally suppose that in such a region archa'ologists

could find a seciuence of remains that would permit a reconstruction

of the cultural history back to and beyond the beginning of the

Christian era. Yet the researches of fifty years have added very

little to our knowledge. No doubt difficulties of excavation have

militated against any great success. No archieologist has ever pos-

sessed funds enough to remove a heavy stand of timber, and then

excavate carefully, layer by layer, a solid mass of refuse and earth

measuring perhaps three hundred yards long, seventy feet wide, and

five feet deep, to take only a moderately large shell-heap. They
have run trenches in different places and in various directions;

occasionally they have tried to follow the operations of workmen who
were razing part of a shell-heap to make a new railway track^ or a

site for a lumber-mill; but hit-or-miss operations of this character

can never ijroduce the same results as systematic and complete

excavations. We must remember, too, that in the moist, warm
climate of the British Columbia coast everything made of wood, horn,

skin, or vegetable fibre, the materials most commonly used by the

historic natives, decays completely within a century, that the Indians

of this region were ignorant of pottery, and that the only specimens

we may expect to find in the shell-heaps are stray objects of bone

or antler, shell, or stone. Two men may dig for a week without

uncovering more than a dozen specimens that are worth carrying

awav.

A few words, then, will sum up all that we have learned from the

prehistoric shell-heaps of the British Columbia coast and from the

stone cairns that seem to be more or less contemporary with them.

1 At Ebiinie, for example, now called Maipole, within the city limits of Vanconver.
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Two types of Indians oecii]ned the coast-line in those early days, the

one with very narrow faces and heads, the other with very broad.

The former type has either disappeared, or else it has now so merged

with the ijrevailing broad-headed type that it escapes detection.

The builders of the shell-heaps practised trephining, a custom now

unknown, but their graves, unlike those of the historic Indians, sel-

dom contain anything cxce]it Immaii bones. Their rectangular

The two types of Iiulians, one broad-heiided, the other iiai rowdieaded, found in liritish

Columbia shell-heaps. T'Jie latter type seems absent from the present Indian popu-
lation of the coast.

houses were similar in ground plan at least to the large plank dwell-

ings that survived until the latter half of the nineteenth century;

their tools, weapons, and household equipment, so far as we have

recovered them, closely parallel those in use during historic times;

and their carvings in stone aiul bone (for all carvings in wood and

horn have disappeared) seem to belong to the same general school of

art as the totem-poles, masks, ladles of goat’s horn, and other carved

objects so prominent among the present-day tribes of the Pacific

coast. Altogether there appears to have been no radical change in

the material culture of this region, no great disturbances of popula-

tion, for many centuries.
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If we examine the region a little more closely, however, we notice

a few differences between the shell-heap remains in the northern

part of the province and those in the south. The heaps on the Queen

Chai’lotte islands contain grooved adzes and hammer heads that have

not been found on southern Vancouver island or on the mainland

opposite. Conversely, the shell-heaps around the mouth of the

Fraser river yield several objects that are not known from farther

north, such as tubtdar pipes, clubs made from the bones of whales,

plain celts with the hafts in which they were mounted, and stone

figures of seated human beings holding bowls in their laps. Ihidoubt-

edly tliese differences have a certain significance. If we correlate

them with the present-day differences in language, and with the slight

variations in material culture and social organization that are appar-

ent along the shores of British Columbia, we seem to discei’ii in the

far-distant jaist a movement of Salislian-speaking jieoples from the

interior to the coast, some down the Fraser valley to its mouth, others

into the basin of the Bella Coola and the fiord into which the river

empties. It is true that inland, in the valleys of the Fi-aser aiul

Thompson I'ivers, the preliistoric culture revealed by ancient house-

sites and graves fliffers markedly from any coastal culture with which

we are familiar, and merges imperceptibly into the historic culture

of the Intei’ioi* Salish tribes that still inhabit those valleys. But one

can readily believe that a jirimitive people moving from an arid

plateau of limited economic resources down to a moist littoral, heavily

forested and aboumling in fish, game, and fruits, might abandon its

earlier mode of life within a few" years and adopt the culture of the

new’ tribes wuth which it came in contact.

The Eskimo of the Arctic coast and their kinsmen along the

shores of tlie Labrador ])eninsula now claim our attention. Historic-

ally they w^ere the first aborigines in the New’ World to come into

contact wfith Europeans, for w'e cannot doubt that they w'ere the

Hkraelings encountered about 1003 A.l). by the adventurous Norse-

men w’ho sailed across from Greenland to the coast of North America.

Although ])ractically no archaeological work was undertaken in their

territory until the tw’entieth century, it lias already yielded some

rather unexpected results. The climate of the Arctic has exerted

an important influence on the character, number, and condition of

the ancient remains, for the absence of trees made the Eskimo more
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aepeiident than Indian tribes on stone, bone, antler, and ivory, which

the permanently frozen soil has maintained in perfect preservation.

Moreover, there was a period in Eskimo history when from Coronatioji

fjiulf to Labrador many of the natives dwelt in houses built of stones

anfl l)ones (*f whales roofed over with turf, and the ruins of these

(iwellinj2;s still stand out prominently in the barren landscape. The

arclux'ologist faces special problems in the shortness of the summer

season and the difficulty of transi>orting his supplies. He has trouble

in excavating-, too. because even in midsummer tiie tiiround is invari-

ably frozen below the first few incites. On the other hand, he has the

immense advantage of finding on every side innumerable old village-

sites that will undoubtedly rei)ay investigation.

Wdthout entering into minute details, then, we may summarize

briefly the earlier history of our Oanadian Eskimo so far as we have

deciphered it from their remains.^ They seem to have been divided

many centuries ago into two, possibly three, distinct grou])S, all closely

alike in some ways, in others very difi'erent. The interior region that

stretches between Hudson bay and those two vast expanses of water,

Great Bear and Great Slavx' lakes, harl:)oured a number of tribes that

.seldom or never visited the sea, but subsisted entirely on fish and

laml animals, principally the caribou and the musk-oxen. Depend-

ence on migratory animals caused ceaseless movements within a fixed

radius, so that these Eskimo possessed no permanent habitations, but

built temporary huts of snow during the winter montlis and moved
into tents of skin at the aiipi'oach of sirring. Tlieir primitive culture

—for they were the most primitive of all Eskimo tribes—and their

migratory life without fixed liabitatioiis dirl not permit the accumu-

lation of any definite I'emains. We know of the existence of the group

by inference only, from the handful of its descendants still occu])ying

this region and from the tri!)es that, breaking away in ju’ehistoric

times, moved out to the Arctic coast and the shores of Hudson bay.

The second group of Eskimo occupied the littoral from the delta

of the Mackenzie to Hudson strait and probably Laltrador; offshoots

even spread over the now uninhabited islands of the Arctic archi-

pelago and entered Greeidand. During the winter months they dwelt

in permanent houses built of stones and turf; and like their kindred

1 The rliief aulliority is ^Matliia.ssen, T. :
“ .Xrcliaxilug.v of tlie Ceiitnil Eskiiiio.s” ; Report of tlie

Fiftli Thule e.\pe<lilion, 1921-24. \dl. Lv (OiiteiiliaKeii, 1927), Cf. altio Jeimes.s, U, ;
“ Origin of the

C>>pper E.skinioii and Their Clipper Culture”; Ceng. Rev,, vol. xiii, pp. 540-55 {Xcw York, 1923); and
“ New Eskiijio Culture from Hudson Rav''; Id., vol. xv, pj). 428-437 (New York, 1925).
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in north Alaska down to the twentieth century, they depended for

their livelihood mainly on the great sea mammals, seals and, wherever

they existed, whales and walruses. Many of their tools, weajioiis, and

household objects differed from those used in the Arctic to-day, ami

their stone houses are now unoccupied and falling into ruins. Yet

their civilization (named Thule from the site in North (Ireenland

where it was first discovered) must have lasted many centuries, for

in Hudson l)ay the land has risen twelve or thirteen metres since they

erected their earliest hoirses, and four or five metres since they built

their latest a few generations before their discovery by Europeans.

They were then swamped, apparently, by an invasion from the

inland group of tribes, who spread over the whole coast-line as far

as Coronation gulf. What set the inland tribes in motion, and the

date when they first pushed outward, we do not know, but it seems

not improbable that these disturbances in the Hudson Bay area and

in Baffin island extended as far as Greenland, and caused that south-

ward movement of Eskimo along the west coast of the island in the

fourteenth century, which brought about the destruction of the more
northei’ii colonies established by the Icelanders. In the isolation of

Southampton island a modified form of the old Thule culture per-

sisted right down to B)02, when all the inhabitants, except four chil-

dren who had been adopted by a mainland tribe, perished through

an infectious disease contracted from a whaling vessel.

The third ancient division of the Canadian Eskimo is more
doubtful. Various old ruins that stretch all the way from the north-

west coast of Newfoundland to Ellesmere island, but which centre,

apparently, around Hudson strait, have disclosed harpoon heads and
other objects so unlike those normally associated with Thule remains

that they surely denote either a very peculiar phase of that culture,

or else a culture that is entirely distinct. ^ It resembles in a few

points the culture of the extinct Beothuk Indians of Newfoundland,

suggesting that the latter formerly inhabited the southern part of

Labrador peninsula in such close proximity to the Eskimo that the

t’wo peoples borrowed certain traits from each other. These, how-

ever, are hypotheses that cannot be proved without further excava-

tions in Labrador and the eastern Arctic.

lit is known, tentatively, as the Dorset ctilture, from eape Dorset, ir the southwest corner of
Baffin island where it was first fliscoveied. .Tenness, D.; “A New hNkimo Ciillure in Hudson Bav"

;

Gcoft. Rev., vol. xv, No. 3, PP- 42.S-437 (July, 1925).
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Although archaeological discoveries have opened up for us a

vista into the history of the Eskimo during the past thousand, or it

may be two thousand, years, they are very far from disclosing the

origin of this peculiar people or deciphering the beginnings of its

strange civilization. The culture revealed by the oldest remains yet

(3i)17U

Snap,stone clift' at Flnnr-de-LvH. iSJ owfonndlancl. ’where Kskiiiin (?) quarried out their
pots in pre-European times. ( l^hoto hi/ I). Jennesn.)

examined is so well integrated, so perfectly adapted to the peculiar

conditions of an Arctic coast-line, that it could hardly have evolved

within a few years, but was rather the slow growth of many centuries.

We have discovered no trace of such a growth within Canada itself,

and several indications point to the dev’-elopment of a still earlier

culture on both sides of Bering strait.^ Even this earlier culture,

however, is far from primitive, so that ultimately we may have to

seek along the Arctic sho^res of Siberia for the birthplace of Eskimo

1 D, " AreluTnltigit'ul 1 live's! igutiim is in Hcriiif; Stiiiir’; Xutjonnl Museum of Canada,
Hull. ,51). jip, 77 1 (Otiavva, 192S). C'ullius, II. H. ;

" I’l’eh i.storie Arl of Ihe .Vlaskaii K.skiiiio’’; Stnitli.
Misc. Coll., Pub. 3023 (Wasliington, 1929).

S69.79— 16
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civilization, and for the origin of this remarkable people. Never-

theless some writers believe that the barren land west of Hudson

bay, where a primitive Eskimo group still lingers, was the original

home of the entire people, and that somewhere along the Arctic

shores of Canada we may yet find traces of that transitional stage

when it first arlapted itself to life on the seacoast.^

1 Steensby, H. P. : “An AnthropoE:eographir:il Study of the Origin of the Eskimo Culture" ; Med-
delelser orn Gr0nlaiKl, vol. .53, pp. 39-228 fK0beiiliavn. 1917).
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CHAPTER XVT

WHO ARE THE INDIANS?

The archaeological remains we have just considered carry us

back only a short distance into the history of the occupation of

Canada. They tell us neither who the Indians are, where they came
from, nor how long they have been in possession of the country.

The solutions of these problems cannot, in fact, be found in Canada
alone, nor even in North America, because they are inseparably

bound up with the history of man throughout the whole of the

western hemisphere. In the ebb and flow of tribal movements dur-

ing the long centuries before Columbus, few if any of our aborigines

occupied exactly the same territories as they occupy to-day, and

some of them, like the Iroquoians, undoubtedly reached Canada
from the south.

Our present problem leads us into a realm of pure theories,

which, however well founded on established facts and on the infer-

ences that flow logically from them, are liable, nevertheless, to com-

plete or partial overthrow from some fresh discovery in eitlier the

Old World or the New. There are really three problems that we
should unravel. First, are the Indians autochthonous, and, if not,

where did they come from? Second, how long have they occupied

this hemisphere? And, third, if they were not autochthonous, what

route or routes did they take in travelling hither?

Let us consider the first problem. If the Indians were autoch-

thonous, we should expect to find in this hemisphere traces of earlier

types, both in the human and in the simian world, from which they

have developed or branched off. But nowhere have we discovered

a more primitive type of man than the Indians who inhabit it to-day.

no remains that would correspond to Piltdown or Neanderthal man
in Europe, Rhodesian man in South Africa, Sinanthropus in China,

or the ape-man of Java, Pithecanthropus erectus. America, again,

has known none of the higher anthropoid apes,’ our nearest of kin

1 One must view with suspicion, until it is vciifietl beyontl doubt, tlie peculiar ape reported to
exist in (he Rio de Oro region o: Venezuela l>y Montandon, George: “ Decouvertc d’uu singe d'appar-
anci? antliropoide en Amerirpie du and”; Journal de la Societe dcs AniericanL-itcs de Paris, nouvelle
serie, tome xxi, pp. 183 ff (Paris, 1929).

86959—16.1
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in the animal world, deriv^ed, perhaps, from the same remote ancestors

in the early Tertiary. On the other hanrl, many mammals, such as

the Elephas primigenius, the reel deer and the reindeer, mi^;rated

A Cliukcliee woman and her children, northea.st Siheria, Except for

their clotlie.s tliey are hardly distin^inshahle fioin Canadian Indians.

(Photo hy Captain J. Beriiar(t .)

from the Old World to America in Pleistocene times, and it is reason-

able to sipipose that man could have followed in their footsteps.

Other facts also sugpiest an origin for our Indians outside America.

Pleistocene man has left numberless indications of liis ]tresence in
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nearly every part of the Old World, from England to China and from

Siberia to South Africa, but in the New World few if any. We may
reasonably infer, therefore, that if America was inhabited at all

during the Ice Age, its population was exceedingly scanty. Again,

no one can doubt that at least the majority of our Indian tribes so

closely resemble the peoples of northeastern Asia that they must

derive their ancestry from the same source, and the physiography of

the two continents favours a migration eastward into x\merica, corre-

sponding to the movement of so many Pleistocene mammals, rather

than a migration westward out of America into AsiaA We may feel

certain, then, that our aborigines are not autochthonous, but sprang

from an older race or races that originated somewhere in the eastern

hemisphere.

Having now answered our first question we may pass on to the

second; how long have the Indians occupied America? We stated

in the last paragraph that we liave found few, if any, indications of

their occupation during the Ice xVge. Scientists have indeed set up
many claims for their presence during this period. They have reported

the remains of Ideistocene man in the Argentine pampas. At Vero,

Florida, workmen unearthed human skeletons that seemed to lie

beside the bones of Elephas columbi, an animal that may have become
extinct before or about the close of the Ice Age. In Colorado, Okla-

homa, New Jersey, and elsewhere stone arrowheads and other imple-

ments have been found in association with extinct animals in strata

that appear to have been laid down during the Glacial period.- The
number of such “ discoveries ” jn-obably reaches more than half a

hundred. Many, however, have been definitely disproved by later

researches, and others rendered doubtful. If a few have never been

refuted, their very fewness, compared with Old World discoveries,

makes us hesitate to accept their authenticity, knowing that it is

often very difficult to detect disturbances in the soil, that some of

1 Turkestan and Siberia, broadly siioaking, are iininense grasRlan<ls unbroken by high mountains
hut with low ranges running east anrt west that might canalize to some extent, but hardly check!
a drift of animals and their primitive hunter.s towards the Chukclii pcmnsnia. North America', on the
other hand, has the formidable Rocky mountains that almost cut off the north Pacific coast and
.\la.dia from the rest of tlie continent. A noitlnvard drift from the centre of the United States
through gra.sslaml, sub-Arctic forests, rnonidaiiis, and tundra would rerinirc many radical and suc-
cessive changes in fhe mode of life to meet conditions that grew more diflicnlt at every advance. This
assumes, of course, that conditions at Ihc end of the Ice Age were not very dissimilar to those of
to-day.

2 C/. Hrdlicka, A.; “Early Man in iSniith America"; Bur. Am. Etlin., Bull, 52* (Washington 1912)
“Skeletal Remains Suggesting or .Attributed to Early Man in North America”; Bur. Am. Ethn.’, Bull.
33 (Washington, 1907); aiul the excellent riiscussion in Boule, M.: “ T.es Hommes Fossiles,'' np. 395-434
(Paris, 1921).
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the now-extinct Pleistocene mammals may have survived into com-

paratively modern times, and that errors may creep in from other

sources. In the light of our ])resent knowledge it is safest to con-

clude that the western hemisphere was uniuhabitefl during the CJlacial

period, although we must be willing to revise this opinion sliould new

discoveries jiroduce overwhelming evidence to the contrary.

Nevertlieless, the Indians are by no means recent immigrants

into America. Early civilizations grow rather slowly, as we know

from the histories of Egypt and Alesojiotamia. and a long preliminary

peidod of agricultural development and experimentation in the dress-

ing of stone, a gradual progress through hundreds of years, must have

been necessary to produce the Mayan civilization that flourished in

Central America at the beginning of the Christian era. Then the

amazing number of languages^ and tlie diversity of customs and

j)hysical types throughout the two continents are further evidence

of long occupation, as long perhaps as twenty thousaiul years, or

roughly from the final retreat of the ice-sheets to the present day.

Even this length of time might seem too short, considering the slow-

ness of such changes in other parts of the globe, were it not probable

that many of these rlifferences developed in the Old World and cliar-

acterized some of the tribes before they reached America. For we
can hardly believe that they all entered in one body and at no time

received any furtlier accessions from the outside; but rather that

they came in many scattered bands separated by wide intervals of

time, althougli they followed the same established route or routes.

If the first l)ands arrived just at the close of the Pleistocene, they

may have left those implements in the gravels at Trenton, New
Jersey, whose position Wissler and Spier seem inclined to attribute

to heavy floods produced by the melting ice-sheet.- Apart from this

one instance, however, there seem to be no solid grounds for assign-

ing quite as great an antiquity to any known aboriginal remains.

Doubtless many of them date back several millenia, although we have

no means of arriving at their true age because nowhere is there any

1 We tlo not know bow mnny different linmiistir families there aie in Xortii and Siniiii America
rombined. Powell, in ISfll, estimated fifty-eight in tlie region nortii of Mexico alone {Powell, J. W.

:

“Indian Linguistic Fnmihes’’; 7th Ann, Kept. Hur. .\m. Etlin., ipp. 1-142 (Washington, 1891)), init
later investigations have brought that nundier down to about tliirty, with tlie probability of still

lurther reduction in the future.

^ Spier, Leslie: “The Trenton Argillite Culture”; Anth. Papers, Am. Mils. Xat. Hist., vol. xxii
pp. 167-226 (New York, 1924). Wissler, Clark: “The Pre.sent Statu.s of the Antiriuity of Man in
North .America”; Scientific Monthly, March, 1916, pp. 234-238.
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chronology for the period preceding the First Mayan Finpire, which

opens its time count in H.C\ The case is different in northern

Europe, for there clay varvcs have given us a tlefinite time scale into

which we can fit certain i)hysiographic, climatic, botanical, and cul-

tural changes; in America geologists have not yet succeeded in tieing

together the various varve counts into a consecutive series. Some

scientists have tried to obtain a time count by other methods. Thus

Sim toniple at Cliitzen It/.a, sliowinj;: tlic liijrli developmont of avchitortuie ainonfi the

Maya Tiidiaiis of Central America. (l*hntn hi/ cniiytenij of r<nhoihj Miifteiini,

Tfanard U ii h'crHity.)

Allison counted the number of light and dark bands on a stalagmite

overlying charcoal and an engraved mastodon bone in a limestone

cavern near Pineville, Missouri, and calculated that the cavern had

been inhabited from about 16,080 B.C. to 11.730 B.C.^ His assump-

tion, however, that these light and dark bands represent annual

layers is generally discredited, and his deductions meet with no sup-

1 Allison, Vernon C. ; “The .\nliqiiitv of the Deposits in Jacob’s Cavern’’; Anth. Papers, Am, Mus.
Xat. vol. xix, pp. 297-335 (New York, 1926).
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port. Not until we succeed in establishing; an absolutely reliable time

scale for the period between the Ice Ag:e and the beginnings of written

history, will our estimates of the antiquity of many pre-European

sites, and of the length of time the Indians have occupied America,

be any more than guesses.

Leaving our second problem only partly answered let us take

up the third, wliat route or routes did man use in coming to America.

During a part or parts of Pleistocene time northeastern Asia seems

to have been joined to Alaska, providing an easy passage for the

migration of the bison, reindeer, and other animals into America. If

man did actually inhabit this continent during that periorl, he must
surely have taken the same route, because it offered him tlie only land

connexion then in existence, and witli the taimitive tools at his com-
mand he could hardly have built an ocean-going vessel. The bridge

was severed some time during the latter part of the Pleistocene,

leaving the present narrow strait that mutes the Arctic ocean with

the Bering sea. But whether it persisted until most of the ice-sheet

retreated, and so was available for the passage of early man from
northeastern Asia into America, remains as yet uncertain.

Of the other land connexions between America and the Old
World none endui-ed later, apparently, than tlie Aliocene.^ Man
was still unborn when Antarctica broke away from South America,
so that it is idle to speculate on human migrations between the two
hemispheres along that route. North 7\merica, Greenland, Iceland,

and Europe may liave been joined together in the early Teritary, but
we may be sure that no dim tradition of their union inspired Plato’s

fanciful story of Atlantis, that mythical continent buried beneath
the ocean, which I^ewis Spence has recently resurrected to explain

the rise of the Mayan civilization.- The submerged archipelagos, or

perhaps continents, in the Pacific, postulated by Macmillan Brown in

order to link the scattered South Sea islands with one another, and
with Asia and South America, find little or no support among com-
petent geologists.’^ Such theories of submerged continents over which
man could wander back and forth throughout the globe naturally

1 Matthew, W. D. : “Hypothetical Outlines of the Continents in Tertiary Times"; Bull. Am
Mus. Nat. HLst., vol. 22. pp. 353-383 (New York, l't06). Seott, W. B. :

“ The Origin of the Mammal-
ian Fauaas of North and Soutli America”; Dollo-Festschrift der Palacobiologica, pp. 254-262 (Wien
und Leipzig, 1928).

2 Spence, Lewis; "The Problem of Atlantis,” London, 1924.

3 Brown, J. Macmillan; “Peoples and Problems of the Pacific,” vol. i, ch. xx (London 1927)
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fire the imaji;iiiation of the layniaii, but they all lack solid geological

foundation, and arc really not needed to explain the many problems

created by human migrations.^

It is clear, then, that apart from the possible land-bridge at

Bering strait, man can have reached America only by water across

the Pacific or the Atlantic ocean. Have we any reason to suppose

that there was a migration across the Atlantic before the voyages

of the Scandinavian Vikings about the year 1000 A.I>. and their

successors from southern Europe in the fifteenth century? Professor

Wiener claims that the negroes of West Africa made numerous

voyages to America in the centuries before Columbus, introducing

not only tobacco, maize, and other plants, but the foundations of

the Mayan calendar and religion.- Certainly the Atlantic is much
narrower between West Africa and Brazil than at any other place,

and both the equatorial currents and the wdnds favour a passage

there from the Old World to the New. Nevertheless, the pre-

Columbian aborigines showed not the slightest trace of negro or

European admixture, and no well-informed ethnologist will accept the

African origin of maize or tobacco, still less of the Mayan calendar.

It seems quite certain, indeed, that America was entirely unin-

fluenced by either Europe or Africa until the fifteenth century, for

even the three-year sojourn of the Vikings somewhere on the nortli-

east coast produced no permanent effect on the Indian tribes inhabit-

ing that area. Only in one region did pre-Columbian Europeans

leave some slight trace—in southwestern Greenland, the home of an

Icelandic colony from 990 A.D. until the sixteenth century. There

Mathiassen has unearthed a few Icelandic relics in the old Eskimo
settlement of Inugsuk,-^ and certain authorities derive two or three

words in the local Eskimo dialect from old Norse. Yet this very

exception is peculiarly instructive, because it shows that unless the

conditions are favourable to receptivity, the influence of one culture

on another, even after generations of contact, may be almost negli-

gible. The Icelanders were more advanced in many ways than their

neighbours, yet they produced little effect on the material culture of

the Eskimo, or on their social and religious life.

1 I am iiHk'ljlfd to Mr. W. A. .lolmston, of tlio Oi'olorriciil Suivoy, Ottawa, for a.ssistance m these
geolopieal matters.

2 Wiener, Leo: “ .Afriea and tlie Disccivery of Arneru'a” ; 3 voLs. (Pliiladelphia, 1919).
3 Mathiasseti, 'I’.: Iniigsuk, A Meditietal E.skiiiio Settlement in Upernivnk District, West Green-

land'’; Meddelelscr orn Grpniand, vol. Ixxvii (Copenhagen, 1930).
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If man failed to conquer the Atlantic before the tenth century

or, if he conquered it. failed to survive after he reached the New
World, we could hardly expect him to have crossed in pre-European

times the broader and equally stormy Pacific. Yet there are strong

arguments to support the theory that he journeyed from southern

Asia and the Malay archipelago through the islands of the south

Pacific and settled on the coast of either North or South America,

introducing into this hemisphere certain customs and implements

that were previously unknown. Sullivan states that a skull flis-

covered at Punin, in Ecuador, is of definitely Australoid tyjie and

akin to Melanesian skulls;^ and several European anthropologists

claim that some skulls unearthed at Lagoa Santa, in Brazil, and

others discovered later in southern California, differ radicallv from

ordinary Indian skulls, but closely resemble the skulls of the natives

in the New Hebrides, New Caledonia, and other parrs of the

Melanesian archipelago.” Rivet, again, finds so many parallels in

grammatical structure and vocabulary between the Malayo-Poly-

nesian group of languages, particularly its Melanesian dialects, and

the Hokan group in California, that he postulates their derivation

from the same linguistic stock. Then thei'c are several customs that

are common to the South Sea islands and America, such as the

chewing of betel-nut and lime in Melanesia, and of the coca-leaf

and lime in South America; the cutting off of a finger in sign of

mourning; trc])anation ; masked dances; feather head-dresses and

cloaks; the use of shell-money, shell-trumpets, pan-pipes, and musical

bows. The early navigators of the north Pacific coast compared the

forts, carved house-po.sts, whale-bone clubs, and cedar-bark beaters

of British Columbia with the forts, house-posts, and clubs of far-off

New Zealand and the tapa-cloth beaters of central Polynesia. Mauss,

again, finds all the essential features of the British Columbia feast

or potlatch reproduced in Melanesia^ Turning to the field of myth-

ology, we have among the Luiseno and perhaps Gabrielino Indians

of southern California elaborate cosmogonies without parallel else-

1 Sullivan, L. 11., atui Ilfllman, Milo: “ Tlie Punin Calvarium”: .\ntli. Papers, Am. Mu.s, Xat. HLst.,

vol. xxiii, pt. VII (New York, 1925).

2(7/. Verneau, K.; Ciaiuvs (I’liulieiis de la Coloiiiliie, I,‘Element Papoiia en Amerirpie, L’Antliro-

pologie, vol. xxxiv, pp. 3.53-386 (Paris, 1924).

3 Rivet, P.: "lavs Malavo-Polvne.siens en .^merique” ;
.hmrnal cle la Societe des .Ymericanistes de

Paris, vol. xvii, pp. 141-278 (Paris, 1926).

•1 Mauss, M. :
“ 1. 'extension du iiotlateli cn Melane.sie” ; L’Ant liropologie, vol. xxx, pp. 396-7 (Paris,

1920).
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where in America, but so strongly reminiscent of Polynesian myths

that Kroeber declares “ either an Oceanic influence or an extraordin-

ary coincidence has occurred.”^ If we go further, and, following the

guidance of some enthusiasts, allow our imaginations to run amok,

we may see the trunks of Indian elephants carved on Mayan monu-

ments, and derive the calendrical system of the Mayas and the begin-

nings of agriculture in America through Malaysia and southeastern

Asia from a hypothetical source in ancient Egypt. But we need

hardly resort to such far-fetched flights of fancy to sustain the theory

of a trans-Pacific migration when so many more obvious parallels

lie ready to our hand.

Such a migration, nevertheless, is far from proved. There is no

evidence that the Polynesians reached the open Pacific before the

middle of the first millenium A.D., and archaeologists have found no

traces of earlier inhabitants in the South Sea islands. The Poly-

nesians doubtless drove or carried some Melanesians into the eastern

Pacific, but that these Alelanesians could have introduced into

America, between the fifth and the fifteenth centuries, all the wide-

spread innovations attributed to them (for most of the parallels are

with Melanesia rather than with Polynesia) seems highly improbable.

We can hardly believe that the isolated Beaver Indians, for example,

who had little or no contact with tribes south or west of Peace river,

severed a finger in imitation of immigrants who landed less than a

thousand years before somewhere on the coast of California or farther

south, and then lost their identity amid a host of alien tribes. It is

far more probable that the custom arose independently in America,

where it has a very wide distribution, or else that the ancestors of our

Indian tribes brought it from the Old World ages before the Poly-

nesians began their wanderings over the Pacific ocean. Some of the

other oft-cited parallels, such as the use of shell-money, of the blow-

gun, and of feather head-dresses and cloaks, may be cases of conver-

gent evolution, since they are not so complex that the human mind
could not have evolved them independently in several different places.

Certain correspondences, too, may be more apparent than real. Thus,

the chief resemblance between the house-posts and totem-poles of

British Columbia and the house-posts of the New Zealand Maoris lies

1 Kroeber, A. L. : “Native Cultures of the Sou t Invest ; University of California Publications in
Am. Archeology and Ethnology, vol, 23, No. 19, p. 397 (Berkeley, California, 1928).
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ill their common superimposing of figures one on top of another; the

elaborate scroll-work so characteristic of all Maori carving is quite

foreign to our west-coast natives. We can liardly conceive of a direct

migration from Polynesia to British (’olumbia, and if the house-posts

m the latter region were inspired from abroad, why do they not

appear farther south along the coast of North America?^ It would
be easier to accept the theory of a migration across the Pacific if all

the culture parallels between the Indians and the iNIalayo-Polynesians

were concentrated in one part of America, whether British Columbia,

California, or Peru, But when writers attribute to these immigrants

customs as widely diffused as masked ritual dances, which were

practised from South America to Ontario and British Columbia, and
terrace-cultivation, employed from Peru to Arizona—when they

ascribe to the same source the tree-dwellings of tropical South Am-
erica, the blow-gun known from Brazil to Ontario, and the bark-

beaters used from Brazil to British Columbia, we begin to wonder why
immigrants numerous enough to affect so i)rofoundly the cultures of

the tribes in two contineJits should yet have disappeared so com-
jhetely witliin a thousand years that their very existence is open to

serious question.

We must frankly admit, however, that certain analogies between
the two regions are too striking to dismiss without grave considera-

tion, and too numerous, in the aggregate, to seem the result of pure
chance. If we agree that the “ Lagoa. Santa ” i>eople were racially

akin to the Melanesians,- we must either subscribe to a migration
across the southern Pacific, or regard the Melanesians and the “Lagoa
Santa ” peojde as descendants of a race that divided in Asia and sent

one branch to the southeast, through the Malay archipelago, and
the other into America, by the same route, presumably, as the fore-

fathers of our other Indians. The wide distribution of “ Lagoa
Santa” remains, and the apparent age of some of them,'’^ seem to

favour the latter hypothesis. Again, if the Hokan group of languages
really belongs to the Malayo-Polynesian stock, we must acquiesce in

its introduction by way of the southern Pacific; but the arguments
in support of this relationship have not yet been subjected to a rigor-

1 The early i^iiaiiish exiiiorers nieation what (.iccui to In* the totem-poles in Chile. L.'ieliain H F
‘‘The Totemi.sm of the .Ancient .Andean Peophjs” ; Jour. Royal AnOironological Institute* voi o 72
(London, 1927).

, oi. p.

2 For a contrary oi)inion Sec Urdlicka. A.: “The Urigin and .Antiquity of the .American Indian”-
-Ann. Kept., Board of Regents of the Smith. Inst., 1923, |>. 493 (Wa.shingtoii. I92.>).

3 e.g. the Punin calvarium. Sf'e Sullivan and Hellnuiii ; Op. cit.
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ous examination. After all. wliatever conclusion we may reach will

not seriously affect the problem of the orip;in of our aborigines, or the

route by which they entered America; for the vast majority of the

Indians are certainly not of Melanesian extraction, but of Mongoloid,

and indubitably occupied America thousands of years before the

Christian era.

The north Pacific, up to 51 degrees north latitude, was a more

formidable barrier to migration than the south, because there were

no chains of islands to serve as slciiping stones from one hemisphere

to the other. Within tlie last two centuries some fishing junks carried

by the Japanese current have occasionally drifted across to this side,

and a few of their occupants, always men only, have survived the

exposure and privation.^ But these occurrences have been rare, and

there is no proof that survivors would have escaped massacre in pre-

historic times. The cultures of tlie British Columbian and Alaskan

natives reveal no traces of Japanese or Chinese influences, although

they liave many links with the native cultures of northeast Siberia.

We can, therefore, safely reject the possibility of a direct migration

by sea from eastern Asia to America, for which it woidd Im difficult

to discover any suiiporting evidence.

There remain, then, only two routes, one by sea from Kams-
chatka to the Aleutian islands and thence to the mainland of America,

the other across Bering strait. Both have numerous advocates, the

former in Europe ratlier than in America, whose scholars appreciate

more fully, perhajis, the dangers of navigation in the stormy and fog-

ridden Bering sea. Xo one can assert that it is impossible for small,

open l)oats to make the three hundred mile traverse from tlie Koman-
dorski islands off Kamschatka to Attu, the westernmost island of the

Aleutian chain, but the feasibility of a migralion, or series of migra-

tions, along this route seems exceedingly doubtful. Jochelson’s failure

to find any early Indian remains in the Aleutian shell-heaps and

village-sites, any culture different from that of tlie present islanders

before their contact with the Russians,- is another strong argument

against this route; for no one doubts that the islanders themselves

reached their present home from the mainland of America, not from

Kamschatka.

1 C/. Brooks, C W. : "Report, of Japancsn Vo.s.srls Wrecked in the North Pacific Ocean, from the
Earliest Records to the Present Time’’; Proc., Cal. Acad. Sci., vol. vi, 1875, pp. 50-66 (San FrancLsco,

1876).
- .lochclson, W. : Arclia'oloaical Tnvestisations in the Aleutian Islands’’; The Carnegie Institute of

Washington, Pub. No. 367 (Washington, 1925).
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We come now to our final route—across lierin^2
;
strait. Con-

cerning its feasibility there is happily no doubt, since it is followed

even to-day by the natives of both continents. The writer saw two

open skin boats (uunaks) cross over to America in the summer of

1926, one manned by Eskimo from East cape, the nearest point of

Siberia to Alaska, the other by Chukchees fi’om a village some fifty

miles to the northwest.^ A hundred years ago there was a well-

on Iht'ir way to Alaska. (l‘hoto hi/ />.

defined trading route that commenced at Anatlyr, the Russian mart
near Bering sea, crossed Bering strait to Kotzebue sound, then con-

tinued overland to the mouth of the Colville river and eastward to

the delta of the Mackenzie. Identical remains in ancient house
ruins on both sides of the strait attest to a similar movement back-

wards and forwards several centuries before any Europeans had pene-

trated to northeastern Siberia, and what was possible for primitive

man seven or eight centuries ago was surely possible thousands of

years earlier, seeing that the coast-line has changed but little since

Pleistocene times. Indeed, we have evidence that at least one migra-

tion did occur several thousand years ago. either by this route, or,

less probably, by way of Kamschatka and tlie Aleutian islands; for

1 The ilistance aero.s.s tlie strait is only fifty miles, aial the limd nn both sides is hinh enouiih
for each continent to be visible from tlie otiier on a clear day. Natives crossing today generally spend
a night at one or otlier of the two island.s, Big and Little Oiornede, that are .situated exactly in tlie

middle of the strait.
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the mythology of the Koryak and other tribes in northeastern Asia

so closely resembles that of onr Pacific coast Indians (Tlinkit, Haida,

etc.) that the two groups of aborigines must once have been close

neiglibours.^ It does not affect the main issue, the peopling of

America by way of Bering strait, whether our Pacific Coast Indian

tribes developed part of their cidture in Asia and subsequently

crossed over into America, or whether the group of tribes now living

in northeastern Asia se])aratcd off on this continent and returned

from America to Siberia. In either case their separation provides

the same evidence that man was migrating across this strait thou-

sands of years ago. and renders still more probable our theory that

most, if not all, the migrations into America followed the same route.

In the absence of any more jffausible hy])()thesis, then, let us

imagine the ancestors of our Indians drifting in small l>ands, genera-

tion aftei’ generation, into the northeast corner of Siberia, whence the

distant view of new hunting grounds lured them across Bering strait.

Ascending the valley of the Yukon river they crossed the divide to

the upper waters of the Mackenzie, and so passed down through

Alberta and Saskatchewan into the United States. Perhaps some of

the earliest immigrants worked through the Rocky mountains into

British Columbia; for the glaciers were in full retreat fifteen thou-

sand years ago, and the Pacific coast with its abundance of fish and

game would have seemed an earthly paradise to hunting tribes that

had wandered down from the far north. As the movement from

Asia continued and the pojnilation on this continent increased, cer-

tain tribes were pushed farther aiul farther south until the vanguard

finally entered South America and proceeded to spread over that

continent from Colombia to Patagonia. Families of close kindred

became divided in the course of centuries, bands that had once been

neighbours moved to widely separate homes, and new environments,

new contacts, developed differences of speech and customs in peoples

who had formerly spoken and livefl alike. Thus was evolved the

extraordinary multiplicity of tribes and languages, although part of

this multiplicity doubtless existed in the migrating bands before

they reached America. What caused the original drift from Asia,

and the exact date of its commencement, we may never discover.

1 C7- Joflielsfin, W. :

"
'I’lie Koryak’’; Mctii., Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 10; .jesup North Pacific

Exi'fflition, vol, vi, pp. 351 pt steq. ( I.i'uicti. 190S). Boas, F. :
“ MiEfutious of Asiatic Races and Cul-

tures to Xortli .America”; .Scientific Alontlily, Feb., 1929, pp, 112-117.
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Probably, in the begiiiiiiiig, it was only one ])hase in the general

expansion of mankind that followed the retreat of the ice-sheets.

Hrdlicka conjectured, partly on anatomical grounds, that the

Algonkians. the Siouans, the Iroqiioians, and some other tribes

(including the “ Lagoa Santa ” people of South America) were among
the first to enter America.' There would seem to be more hope of

discovering who were the latest. Geogra])hical considerations appear

to limit the choice to two peoples, the Athapaskans, whose territory

resembles a mighty wedge rlriven into the heart of Nortli America,

and the Eskimo, who once fringed the whole Arctic and sub-Arctic

coast-line from the gulf of Alaska to the north shore of the gulf of

St. Lawrence, including both sides of the bridge-head at Bering sti-ait.

If these peoples were actually the latest immigi'ants we would expect

them to retain more ti*aces of their Asiatic affiliations than Indian

tribes farther south. Both do, in fact, share numerous customs and

beliefs with Asiatic tribes, but this may be plausibly ascribed to the

diffusion of culture traits across Bering strait. Moreover, the Algon-

kians and the Indians on the Pacific coast also share some of these

customs and beliefs; they too, for example, projiitiate slain bears,

like many Athapaskan, Eskimo, and Siberian tribes. Of greater

significance would be the linguistic kinships between the Athapaskan

and the Sinitic (Tibeto-Chinese-Siamese) languages of eastern Asia,

and between Eskimo and Uralian, should any of these relationships

be verified by future research. For we liave been unable to discover

any connexion whatever between other Indian languages, and any

languages in the Old World, except possibly between Hokan and

Alalayo- Polynesian.

The origin and affiliations of the Eskimo have given rise to

considerable controv'ersy. Some scholars, following Boas and

Steensby, consider them but an offshoot of the Indians. According to

this theory their original home was the iidand country arouml Great

Bear and Great Slave lakes, whence for some reason they moved out

to the coast, developed a peculiar littoral culture, aiul .spread east

and west over the shores of the Arctic and sub-Arctic.- Bogoras, on

the other hand, places their earlier home on the Siberian side of

Bering strait, and believes that they did not enter America until

1 HriHicka, A.; “ TIiP Oritrin niul Antiquity of tlic Arncrican Indian”; Ann. Rojit., Roard of Rc’p:('nts

of the Smith. Inst., 1923, p. 493 f Wasliington, 1925).
“ Cf. .Steensby: Ot>. cit., pi,. 41-228.
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about a thousand years agod Arclueology ai:>]iears rather to support

the latter theory, but with the date of entry into America pushed

back another two or three thousand years. It is worth noticing that

Professor Ruggles Gates, when testing the blood-groupings of the

Alackenzie Delta Piskimo, obtained in 50 i)er cent of his cases a

reaction for agglutinogen B, the agglutinogen that is more dominant

in eastern Asia than in Europe. Such a percentage among Eskimo

seems too high to attribute to any white admixture, even though the

number of cases examined was small.- Since pure-blood Indians

appear to possess neither this agglutinogen, nor agglutinogen A,’^ its

presence in nearly pure-blood Eskimo, if substantiateci, would suggest

a separate origin for the two peoples, and lend additional strength

to Bogoras’ theory that the Eskimo have migrated from Asia into

America witliin com])aratively recent times.

Scientists are divided, also, concerning the possible kinship of the

Eskimo with some of the upper palseolithic peoples of Europe. Sollas

claims as typically Plskimo a skull that was found at Chanceladc. in

the Dordogne district of central France, and Sullivan secs an equally

great resemblance to the Eskimo type in a skull found at Obercassel,

near Bonn in Gei'inany. Keith and others deny any similarity.’*

Theoretically, it would seem not impossible that the generalized

Eskimo type established itself somewhere in the Old World towards

the close of the Glacial period, and that some of its representatives

]:)enetrated to western Ihirope. But this will not solve the problem

of the relationship of the Plskimo to our Indians or to the peoples

of northern Asia. Nor does it throw any light on their history and
wanderings from the closing centuries of the Ice Age to the end of

the first millenium A.D.

Of the questions with which we commenced this chapter only

one can we claim to have answered with reasonable certainty. The
Indians arc not indigenous to America, but have migrated hither

from the Old World, probably b}^ way of Bering strait. How long

1 HiiiToras, W. ; “Early Migrations of llic Eskimo between Asia and America”: Comple-Rendn,
Congres International des Amcricimistes, 21.st session, 2nd ]5t., at Go(el)org, 1S)24, pp. 216-235 (Goteborg
Musenm, l!i25).

- Personal coiimmnication from Professor Riiggles Gates.
3 Snyder, L. H.: “Human Rlood Groujis: Tlieir Inheritance and Racial Siginficance”

; Jour. Physi-
cal .\nthropolog>', vol. ix. No. 2, pp. 233-264 (Gencv.a, Now York, 1926).

1 SoHa.s, W. J.; “The Chanceladc Skull”; .Tour., Royal .Anthropological Inst., vol, Ivii, pp.
89-122 (London, 1927). Sullivan, ],. R.: “Relationships ot the Upjht Pah-colithic Races of Europe”;
Nat. Hist.., vol. xxiv, No. 6, pp. 682-696 (New York, 192-1).
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they have been here no one can say. The continent seems to have

been uninhabited during the Glacial period, but the first immigrants

may have arrived as far back as fifteen or twenty thousand years ago.

The latest immigrants were perhaps the Eskimo, who may have

entered America not many centuries before the Christian era. At the

end of the first millenium A.D. a few small parties of Malayo-Poly-

nesians may possibly have landed somewhere on the Pacific coast

between California and Peru, but it seems highly improbable that

they could have influenced in any way the aboriginal tribes of the

Dominion.
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CHAPTER XVII

INTERACTION OF INDIANS AND WHITES

Over and over again in the course of the world’s history great

changes and occasionally advances in civilization have resulted from

the clashes of peoples who previously had inarched along separate

roads. Such an advance occurred in Japan during the nineteenth

century after she threw open her doors to European commerce, and

a similar change is taking place in China to-day. In these countries

the clash has perhaps benefited materially and mentally both the

white race and the yellow, for no one can question their equality

in mental endowment, or their ability to assimilate whatever most

appeals to them in each other’s cidture. Very different, however, has

been the result of the impact of civilization on many primitive

peoples throughout the globe, peoples wlio, though perhaps not

inferior mentally, had lagged so far behind in material progress that

they seemed unable to make any far-reaching contributions to Euro-

pean social or economic life. Tlie civilized world is intolerant of

these peoples, whom it has neither the time nor the patience to

protect and train for three or four generations until they can bridge

the gap between the old conditions and the new. So the world is

strewn with their wreckage, in Australia, in Alelanesia, and in parts

of Africa and the two Americas. Yet here and there some alleviating

factor has intervened for their protection. Geographical isolation, an

extreme climate, some sj^jecial trait of character or culture, or immun-
ity from certain diseases has guarded them from too sudden an

onslaught, permitted their gradual adjustment to the altered environ-

ment, and enabled them to participate in the march with the rest

of mankind either as independent units for a time, or assimilated in

blood, language, and culture with the invaders. The Canadian

aborigines have experienced both these effects. Some tribes have

been wrecked beyond the possibility of salvage; others, after the

first disasters, have courageously stopped the leaks and are begin-

ning the voyage afresh
;
and many are still struggling, with the

breakers looming not far ahead.

Whatever their fate has been, whether thej^ have weathered the

storms or foundered, they have not failed to leave a permanent
86959—ITS
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impression on the immigrants who invaded and occui^ied their terri-

tories. The early French-Canadian settlers came from a land inter-

sected with splendid highways which the mild climate rendered ser-

viceable for wheeled vehicles at every season of the year; and quiet

rivers linked together by a network of canals permitted the safe and

easy transport of freight in cumbersome barges. The new land of

which they took possession had no roads at all, and the rivers were

so swift, and so full of cataracts and rapids necessitating portages,

that barges were totally impracticable and even a light row-boat a

very unsatisfactory craft. In winter the rivers and lakes were frozen

over, and the land buried under a mantle of soft snow that impeded

the movements of men and animals alike. For his own preservation

the settler had to adopt the methods of travel and transportation

evolved long before by the Indian, to use in winter the snow-shoe

and the toboggan, in summer the birch-bark canoe. With these he

borrowed also the moccasin so convenient for travelling in deep snow,

fur mittens, fur caps (or capotes), and sometimes the moose-skin

legging. In Greenland about the same period, Danish colonists were

accustoming themselves to the Eskimo dog-sled, which later became

the orthodox means of transport along the shores of the Canadian

Arctic.

The Indians contributed also to the food sup]>ly of the early settlers.

Wheat, especially the older varieties, did not thrive in the ^Maritime

Provinces or on the lower St. Lawrence, but the farmer soon found

a satisfactory substitute in the Indian’s maize. To this he added

other aboriginal farm products, the bean, the pumpkin, and the

squash. He borrowed, also, tobacco, which, though not a food, spread

with amazing rapidity into every corner of the globe, and to-day is

grown for commercial purposes in several districts of eastern Canada.

For tobacco was indigenous to America, and unknown to the world

before the discoveries of Columbus and his successors. The Spaniards

in Mexico, the English in the United States, and the French in

Canada, all learned its use almost simultaneously from the Indians.

These may seem no small contributions from primitive savages,^

but they tell only half the story. The Indians taught the settlers

woodcraft anti the habits of the strange game with which the forests

1 Tlio coiitrilnitlons from llm Piitire Aiiiei'ifiin hcniisphern wore, of couise, far more extensive,
C/. Kordenskiold , E,: “The American Indian as an Inventor”; Jour., Roval .\nthronoloEieal Inst,
vol. lix, pp. 273-307 (London, 1!)2!)).
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abounded. They manned tlie canoes of explorers and fur traders,

served them as jiiiides and hunters through the wilderness, and

showed them the trails and the canoe routes. Many of our highways

in Ontario follow the routes of ancient trails, ami our railroads cross

the mountains over passes first used and pointed out by the Indians.

They and their half-breed descendants have always been the mainstay

of the fur trade, which, expanding rapidly into the remotest corners

of the Dominion, led to the discovery of fertile lands and mineral

wealth, with subsequent colonization and development. We may
safely say that large tracts of the Dominion would either be little

known to-day, or entirely unknown, if the country had not been

inhabited at the time of its discovery.

Many tribes acquiesced quietly in the invasion of tlieir territories,

others, particularly the Iroquois and the natives of the plains, offered

strong opposition. Whether they resisted or submitted, all alike paid

the same heavy price for their contact with civilization, some even

before they had actually encountered Europeans. The first plague

that afflicted them was smallpox, which decimated them periodically

from the early seventeenth century until the second half of the nine-

teenth. Nearly all the early writers describe its ravages. “ None of

us,'’ says Thompson in 1781, “ had the least idea of the desolation this

dreadful disease had done, until we went up the bank to the camp
and looked into the tents, in many of which they were all dead, and

the stench was horrid; those tliat remained had pitched their tents

about 200 yards from them and were too weak to move away entirely,

which they soon intended to do; they were in such a state of despair

and despondence that they could hardly converse with us, a few of

them had gained strength to hunt which kept them alive. From what
we could learn three-fifths had died of the disease. They informed us

that as far as they kncnv all the Indians were in the same dreadful

state as themselves.”^

A medical historian states that “ the path of smalli^ox, from the

time it was introduced among the Montagnais in eastern Canada,

until it reached the most westerly tribes both in Canada and the

United States, may be followed only too easily. It left behind it a

broad and a well-blazed trail. Appearing in 1635 among the IMontag-

nais, who dwelt near Tadoussac on the lower St. Lawrence, it spread

1 Thompson: Op. cit., ]i, 32l f.
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with great rapidity north and south, east and west, invading in turn

the numerous tribes which occupied territory extending from the

Atlantic in the east to the Great Lakes in the west, and from James

bay in the north to the Atlantic seaboard in the south. By the year

1700 smallpox had sju'ead over half the continent, leaving a trail

of death and devastation. As we have seen, smallpox was present

among the Indians of the Canadian west in 1738. Then, the Sioux.

IMonsoni.^ Crees, Piegans, and Assiniboines were infected, so that

46655

"Tlie old liriiveyai'ds are small, Imt the new ones lar^e and overilowing.” A Huida
graveyard in Ihl!). ]Marhle .slabs seniptnred by wliite men have rei)iaeed the old
memorial colimni.s of wood. (Photo hij Ifarlnn I. Smith.)

one hundred years after the introduction of smallpox into Canada
all the tribes that roamed the Canadian plains from the eastern to

the western limits of the country were infected. The disease kept

jiace with, and at times outstripped, the progress of the white man.
As to the number of deaths one can oidy hazard a guess. Suffice

it to say that it played no mean part in the reduction to a mere
handful of the once numerous tribes that roamed the plains.

1 A subdivision of the Cree.
- Heact*rt\', .J, J.: “ Four Of'iiltirit's of Aledical History' iii C’antidu,” \'ol. 1, ]>, 56 f (Toronto, 1928),
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Smallpox was the deadliest, but by no means the only, plague

that afflicted the aborigines. Typhus carried off one-third of the

Micmac in Acadia in 1740, and in the winter of l!)02-.3 destroyed

the entire Eskimo population of Southampton island in Hudson bay.

About 1830 the British Columbia Indians suffered heavy losses from

influenza, a malady that spared none of the tribes during the great

ej^idemic of 1918.^ I^ulmonary afflictions, especially tuberculosis,

attacked the natives at an early date and ever since have caused a

high mortality. Between 1891 and 1901, a malady that ofiicial records

designated as “ consumption ’’ carried off 65 Indians of the Sarcee

tribe alone, reducing its already diminished population from 240 to

203. These diseases, if known at all in America before its discovery

l)y Euro])eans, were certaiidy very rare, and they exacted a heavier

toll because the natives had never develoj^ted the slightest immunity.

Of shorter duration than diseases, because Europeans finally

awoke to its menace, but, while it lasted, almost equally destructive

of aboriginal society, was alcohol. The Indians, unlike many other

)n-imitive peoples, had no alcoholic beverage in prehistoric times, and

from the earliest days of settlement they abandoned every restraint

in theii’ frenzy for the white man’s firewater. ‘‘ They do not call it

drinking unless they become drunk, and do not think they have been

drinking unless they fight and are hurt. However, when they set

about drinking, their wives remove from their wigwams the guns,

axes, the mounted swords (spears), the bows, the arrows, and (every

weapon) even their knives, which the Indians carry hung from the

neck. . . . Immediately after taking everything with which they

can injure themselves, the women carry it into the woods, afar off,

where they go to hide with all their children. After that they have

a fine time, beating, injuring, and killing one another. Their wives

do not return until the next day, when they are sober. At that time

the fighting can be done only with the poles of their wigwams, which

they pull to pieces to allow this use.”-

These excesses that Denys witnessed in the Maritime Provinces

during the seventeenth century, every trader and explorer observed

throughout the length and breadth of Canada down to the middle

of the nineteenth. Whisky and brandy destroyed the self-respect of

1 About tlirpr Inindred Iiubaiis in llio Mackenzie valley, almost 10 per cent of the population, died

of inlliienza in 192S,

-Den>'s: Op. cit., p. 444.
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the Indians, weakened every family and tribal tie, and made them,

willing or unwilling, the slaves of the trading-posts where liquor was

dispensed to them by the keg. Even the fur traders recognized its

evils and gladly supported the government when it finally prohibited

all sale to the Indians under penalty of a heavy fine.

Disease and alcohol demoralized and destroyed the Indians just

when they needed all their energy and courage to cope with the new
conditions that suddenly came into existence around them. The old

order changed completely with the coming of Europeans. Stone tools

and weapons gave ]>lace to tools and weapons of iron; cooking ves-

sels of clay, skin, bark, and wood to metal pots; the fire-stick to the

flint and steel, and bows and arrows to firearms. Once a tribe had

made these changes it could not revert to its former condition because

it had lost most of its earlier skill in chipping knives and arrowheads

of flint, in gi-inding out stone axes, and fashioning serviceable bows.

Any withdrawal of the trading-posts upon which the Indians were

now dependent would have caused endless hardships and widesi)read

starvation. Firearms in particular could not fail to cause a complete

revolution in a country so rich in game as Canada, for even the old

muzzle-loading gun greatly simplified the food-quest. “ With an

arrow they killed only one Wild Goose; but with the shot of a gun

they kill five or six of them. With the arrow it was necessary to

approach an animal closely; with the gun they kill the animal from

a distance with a bullet or two.”^

This was only one result of the introduction of firearms, and

perhaps not the greatest. The gun was superior for warfare also,

and the tribes that first acquired the new weapon immediately

employed it against their less fortunate neighbours. So tlie seven-

teenth, eighteenth, and, on the plains, the first half of the nine-

teenth, century were periods of constant strife and unrest. In east-

ern Canada the Algonkians and Hurons, assisted by the French,

assaulted their old enemies the Iroquois until the latter obtained fire-

arms from the Dutch, vigorously assumed the offensive, and more

than evened up the score. Micmac Indians crossing from Xova
Scotia to Newfoundland completed the annihilation of the unfortun-

ate Beothuk, and the Cree raided south and west over the Prairies,

down the Mackenzie to its delta, and up the Peace river into the

1 Denys : Op. cit., ji.
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Kocky mountains. In the north the Chipewyans, obtaining guns at

Churchill, oppressed the more distant Athapaskan tribes and kept

them from visiting the trading post until smallpox decimated all the

bands and the traders opened new posts on the Mackenzie.

Furs, always more furs, the traders demanded in return for the

steel tools, the guns, ammunition, liquor, and other perquisites of

civilization that they held out as bait to the various tribes. Pre-

viously the Indians had paid little regard to the smaller fur-bearing

animals, which held an insignificant place in their food supply. To
meet this new and unceasing demand they trapped intensively, and

when they had depleted their own hunting-grounds expanded into

]iew areas, often invading the territories of their neighbours. The
Cree drove the Eskimo out of James bay, and the Slave and Beaver

from the distiicts around Athabaska lake and Slave river. The
Ojibwa spread westward into the lied River country and the state

of North Dakota; the Iroquois pushed out to the rich beaver area

near lake Winnipcgosis, then a little later into the foothills of the

Rockies and beyond them to the headwaters of the Fraser. Thomp-
son gives a vivid picture of what happened west and northwest of

lake Winnipegosis.

“ The Nepissings, the Algonquins and Iroquois Indians having

exhausted their own countries, now spread themselves over these

countries, and as they destroyed the Beaver, moved forwards to the

northward and westward: the natives the Nahathaways (Cree), did

not in the least molest them; the Chippaways and other tribes made
use of traps of steel; and of the castorum. For several years all

these Indians were rich, the women and children, as well as the

men were covered with silver broaclies, ear-rings, wampum, beads,

and other trinkets. Their mantles were of fine scarlet cloth, and all

was finery and dress. The canoes of the fur-traders were loaded with

packs of beaver, the abundance of the article lowered the Eondon

prices. Every intelligent man saw the poverty that would follow

the destruction of the beaver, but there were no chiefs to control it;

all was perfect liberty and eciuality. Four years afterwards (1797)

almost the whole of these extensive countries were denuded of beaver,

the natives became poor, and with difficulty procured the first neces-

sities of life, and in this state they remain, and probably forever. A
worn out field may be manured, and again made fertile; but the
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heaver, once destroyed cannot be replaced; they were the fA'old coin

of the country, with which the necessaries of life were purchased.”^

On the plains the advent of the fur trade and the introduction

of horses produced a similar result. Firearms and horses converted

the buffalo hunt into a royal sport that attracted tribes from far

and near. “Last year,” wrote De Smet in 1848, “ 110,000 buffalo

robes with skins of elk, gazelle, deer, bighorn, otter, beaver, etc.,

and 25,000 salted tongues, w'ere received in the warehouses of St.

Louis.”- The tribes that jostled together on this amazing hunting-

ground combined the buffalo chase with ceaseless wars, anri raided

each other for firearms, horses, and scalps until the whole area from

the Rockies to the Great Lakes became a perpetual battlefield. The

Blackfoot confederacy ( Blackfoot proper, Blood, Piegan, and Sarcee),

with its back to the Rockies, contested the field with the Assiniboine

and Cree to the east and north, pushing its raids even to the gates

of Fort Garry. The same confederacy fought with the Shoshone and

other tribes of the United States, and repelled in its rear attacks

from the Kootenay and Salish Indians who crossed the mountains

to shaie the buffalo hunt. War and confusion reigned everywhere

while the buffalo diminished apace. About 1879 the herds at last

failed to appear, and the Indians, dying of starvation, had to accept

unreservedly the conditions laid down by the white man.

Contact with Europeans thus revolutionized the economic con-

ditions in every part of the Dominion, although the changes did not

always take place as siuldenly and completely as on the prairies.* In

British Columbia the canneries that sprang up at the mouths of the

Columbia, Fraser, and Skeena rivers depleted the salmon on which

the Indians had depended for their daily food. The musk-ox disap-

peared from the barren lands, and both there and in the Labrador

peninsula the herds of caribou dwindled in numbers or changed their

migration routes. Throughout the whole country, indeed, there was

a serious diminution in the food resources of the tribes that depended

on fishing and hunting, all the tribes, that is, except the Irociuois

and some of their Algonkian neighbours who cultivated maize. No
longer was each tribe a self-contained and self-supporting unit, but

from the Arctic to the prairies and from the Atlantic to the Pacific

all alike found themselves inextricably enmeshed in the economic

1 Ttinnii>son : Op. rif., p, 29.5 f.

2 De Smet: 0|t. cit., vol. ii, p. 63.5.
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system forced upon them from without. One by one they ceded

their territories to the invaders, and wherever European colonization

was proceeding, submitted to confinement on narrow reserves. The

needs of the colonists then became their needs also, and in place

of their former self-sufficiency, they were reduced to purchasing most

of the necessities of life at European trading stores.

60670

A typical fur-trading- jiost. -with its Indian cabins and clinrcli. Macleod Lake, B.C.,

in the territory of the tSekani. (Photo hi/ D. Jennesti.)

Parallel to this revolution in the economic conditions was a

complete breaking down of the old social order, of the systems of

law, government, and religion on which their societies rested. Trap-

ping, which compelled the dispersal of the individual families during

three-fourths of the year, weakened the strong community spirit

engendered by common settlements and co-operative action in war-

fare, fishing, and hunting. The fur traders, with one or two notable

exceptions, thought only of multiplying skins, and regarded with

more or less veiled contempt the institutions and customs of the

natives who furnished their annual turnover. They ap])raised the

Indian not by his character or tribal standing, but by the number
of skins he could bring in each spring, and they bestowed their favour

only where it seemed most likely to enhance their profits. “ Post ”

natives disregarded or undermined the prestige of the chiefs and

elders, who could not enforce their authority without incurring the
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displeasure of the traders or runnin^r foul of the white man’s law-

courts. Often, indeed, the traders appointed new chiefs whom they

bolstered up with presents and with all the authority at their

command. In British Columbia the abolition of slavery destroyed

one of the main pillars in the social and political life, and the new
standard of wealth enabled commoners and even ex-slaves to hold

lavish potlatches aiul to usurp titles and jn'ivileges that trarlitionally

could belong- only to nobles. Every one then became a chief, as an

old nobleman mourned; there were no longer commoners or slaves.

The old order received its final death-blow when potlatches also fell

under the ban of the law, and the Indians were forbidden to perform

the religious ceremonies or hold the social functions that tradition

linked inseparably with feasting and the giving of numerous gifts.

On the plains the military organization of the Indians became useless

when there were no more buffaloes to hunt, and the strong arm of

the white man forbade raids on neighbouring tribes. The chiefs

became chiefs only in name, for the real authority had passed for-

ever from their hands; and the Europeans who usurped their lands

recognized no distinctions of rank, but brushed to one side every

Indian alike with feelings of mingled pity and contempt.

Ancestor-worship in China, and Zoroastrianism in Persia and

India, have held together their adherents even in the face of extreme

social and economic upheavals. But the nature-w'orship of the

Indians was too vague, too eclectic to withstand the assault of a

highly organized proselytizing religion like Christianity, or to serve

as a rallying ground for the bands and tribes that struggled with-

out guidance to adjust their lives afresh. Taboos and superstitions

of various kinds hatl formed its buttresses, and when the taboos

were disregarded with impunity by the white man, and the super-

stitions aroused only incredulity and ridicule, the entire edifice

toppled down in ruins. The epidemic of smallpox hastened its

downfall, for in those days of trial and suffering that would have

tested the strength of any religion tlie Indians called on their dei-

ties, their guardian spirits, and their medicine-men in vain. In

certain places they tried to build uj) their religion anew on foun-

dations borrowed from Christianity, but except among the Iroquois,

with whom the doctrines of Handsome Lake still count a few

adherents, the building could not last. Wlien the missionaries of
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a dominant race can invoke the aid of economic interests, they

meet with little resistance from ill-organized religions. Although

most of the tribes still cling to some of their old superstitions and

beliefs, all of them very quickly transferred their allegiance to one

or other of the Christian churches.

Economically and socially, then, the Indians were cut adrift

from their old moorings at the very time when their ranks were

being decimated by previously unknown diseases. Such results

from contact with Europeans were perhaps inevitable, although

human foresight exercised without regard to selfish interests could

have eased the transition to the new conditions and prevented

much hardship and suffering. The picture, of course, had its

brighter side. Europeans put an end to war, the blood-feud, infan-

ticide, and the abandonment of the aged and sick. They equipped

the Indians with better tools and weapons, taught them to build

more comfortable homes, and introduced agriculture and stock

raising to replace the vanished game. But when survival or extinc-

tion depends on the measure of a people’s adaptability, even an

amelioration in the conditions of life may bring disaster; for

success and failure in adaptation depend only partly on the external

conditions, partly, also, on psychological factors that are not easily

recognized or controlled.

Actually, most tribes have survived, though in some the

decline has been rapid and extinction seems not far remote. At the

risk of repeating what was stated in earlier chapters and what may
appear in Part II of this book, we may briefly outline their his-

tories and present status.

The most fortunate Indians, perhaps, were the tribes of the

Maritime Provinces and of the St. Lawrence valley who bore the

brunt of the first invasion. The settlers were then coming in small

numbers to a country still entirely unknown, and they depended

on the goodwill of the natives for the security of their families and
homes. Life was very simple in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. Few people could read or write, and steam engines,

telegraphs, and newspapers had not yet stirred men’s thoughts.

Many of the differences between the pioneer and the Indian were
superficial only, and the chasm that separated the two peoples could

be bridged without great difficulty. Moreover, in those early days
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there was a shortage of women in the new colony, and Indian girls

trained in the convents made excellent wives for isolated farmers and

fur traders. Intermarriage was, thei’efore, very freciuent in French

Canada, the more frequent because the French, like the Spanish and

south Kuropeans generally, have never developed the extreme preju-

dice against racial admixture that characterizes the north Europeans.

Fhese conditions endured with little change for over a hundred and

fifty years, allowing racial blending and acculturation to increase

with each succeeding generation until most of the descendants of

these eastern Indians became entirely absorbed into the white race,

or so completely lost their original characteristics that they were no

longer distinguishable. If considerable numbers still cling to the

reserves that were allotted to them long ago, it is not because they

are in most cases incapable of holding their own under modern con-

ditions, but because as wards of the government they enjoy certain

economic advantages which they would lose by accepting citizenshi]:).

File tribes north of the St. Lawrence, and the (Jjibwa bands

north of the Great Lakes, have readjusted their lives less perfectly.

Their territories were heavily forested, permitting of agriculture only

in certain localities, and then only after extensive clearing. The fur

trade kept them moderately prosperous in earlier days, but the game
has greatly diminished since white trappers have encroached on their

domains, prospectors, mining and lumber companies have invaderl

tlie region, aiul finally the railways have driven thin lines of settle-

ments through some of the best hunting-grounds. So trajiping brings

in ever dwindling returns, while the needs of the Indians have in-

creased rather than decreased. The enterprising white man despises

them for their improgressiveness, and mining and lumber camps

undermine both their morale ami their morals. Miscegenation occurs

slowly, but only with the lowest class of whites who bring about no

improvement. So civilization, as it flows past tlieir doors, seems to

be enti-apping them in a backwash that leaves only one issue, the

absorption of a few families into the aggressive white race and the

decline and extinction of the remainder.

The plains’ tribes did not incur the full ])ressure of the European

invasion until the second half of the nineteenth century, when small

farming communities wore springing up along the old trading routes,

the antelope and buffalo were disappearing, and a railway threatened
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to bisect the territory. To clear the prairies for closer settlement the

government then set aside certain tracts for occupation by the Indians

alone, and undertook the difficult task of transforming them from

purely hunting peoples into agriculturalists on the wheat lands and

raisers of cattle and horses on the plateaux. For a period the Indians

stagnated, unable to stifle their longing for the old free days of buffalo

hunting and the excitement of the chase. Some of the bands then

res]X)uded vigorously, especially the Blackfoot, who to-day contribute

their full quota to the car-loads of grain that find their way to the

flour mills. Others never recovered from the transplanting. The

Sarcee, for example, after their removal to a rather infertile tract of

land on the outskirts of Calgary, submitted only half-heartedly to a

forcetl agriculture and stock raising that yielded little profit and few

thrills. Ill success in these occupations increased their apathy, and

proximity to a city that scorned them as tourist attractions only,

and to white fanners who deemed them unworthy of a white man^s

wage, still further lowered their morale. They lost all desire to

recuperate, all ambition to stand on their feet in the economic world.

So they are fast declining, and probably within another century this

tribe will be no more.

The inland tribes of British Columbia experienced much the

same difficulties in readjustment as the plains’ Indians, and faced

the situation with equally varying results. The Kootenay, who occu-

pied a splendid ranching country, energetically seized hold of the new
career that opened out to them, a career that fostered their love of

horses and involved no tremendous upheaval in the social sphere;

but many of the Salish and Carrier bands, condemned from a nomadic
hunting life to a quiet tilling of the soil, became spiritless and

started down the road to decline. The tribes of the coast, absorbed

in ceremonies and rituals that emphasized the ever-present rivalries

and class distinctions while feignedly commemorating the glories of

a visionary past, received only a very short warning before the Euro-

pean invasion broke on them in full force. They could not change

the entire economic and social framework of their lives before the

flood of settlement rolled over their villages and submerged the

inhabitants beyond all hope of rescue. Helplessly they were tossed

at the mercy of the tide, unable to gain a secure foothold. The sur-

vivors to-day, with few exceptions, feel that their race is run and

calmly, rather mournfully, await the end.
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The transformation of the Indian. A Chilcotiu cowboy
(Photo hij TTnrlon 1. Smith.)
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Xearin^ their end also, it would seem, are the Athapaskaii tribes

of the Mackenzie valley. Yet civilizavion did not come to them sud-

denly, nor flid it require from them revolutionary changes. Appar-

ently these Athapaskans were less virile than other tribes, lacked

stamina and self-confidence in the presence of unforeseen difficulties

and of situations for which there were no parallels. They had scat-

tered like sheep before the advance of the Crees in the eighteenth

century, and evaded in terror the Eskimo who occasionally ascended

the river a hundred or more miles from its mouth. Nevertheless they

could not endure bondage or the loss of their former freedom. The

trading-posts that destroyed their economic independence destroyed

also their weak moral and mental fibre, dissipating any resistance they

might have offered to the tuberculosis that now seems endemic and

the epidemics of influenza and other diseases that periodically sweep

through their ranks. Sturdier peoj^les would have thriven under the

new economic regime, which offered security and reasonable prosper-

ity in place of per]:>etual hardship and strife; but the Athapaskans

lacked vigour to react to the stimulus and are slowly fading away in

despair. ^

The Eskimo of the Arctic and sub-Arctic coasts differed from the

Indians not only in their mode of life, but in temperament. They

were a hardy, resourceful people, fond of laughter and cheerful even

in extreme adversities. Their resourcefulness permitted their rapid

and easy adaptation to the new conditions, and their exceptional

mechanical ability enabled them to grasp and use effectively even

modern inventions like the marine gas-engine. The diseases that

ravaged all the aborigines of Canada impaired their numbers but

neither lessened their courage nor lowered their vitality. Ever since

these natives came into close contact with Europeans they have

served the white man loyally, as hunters and drivers of dog-teams,

and more recently as seamen and engineers on small power-boats.

If medical attention and instruction in hygiene reduces the present

high death rate, and a wise regulation of the fur trade or the suc-

cessful establishment of reindeer introduces an era of continuous

prosperity, thereby preventing the recurrence of the famines that

were so destructive of the race in past ages, the Eskimo will undoubt-

edly rebuild their lives on a secure foundation and play an important

role in the development of Canada’s far north.

1 It may be that tlie ^^aiiie psyelmloi^iea] weakiies.i lias contributed to the decline of the Atliajiaskan-
speak’nir Sareee, who ibd not descend to the jiridrics until a few eeninrie.s afro.

86 !)59— 18
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It is not possible now to detennine what will be the final

influence of tlie aborigines on the generations of Canadian people still

to come. Doubtless all the tribes will disappear. Some will endure

only a few years longer, others, like the Eskimo, may last several

centuries. Some will merge steadily with the white race, otliers will

bequeath to future generations only an infinitesimal fraction of their

blood. Culturally they have already contributed everything that

was valuable for our own civilization beyond what knowledge we
may still glean from their histories concerning man’s ceaseless

struggle to control his environment.
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THE INDIANS OF CANADA
PART II

CHAPTER III

MIGRATORY TRIBES OF THE EASTERN WOODLANDS

In the first part of this work we outlined in l)old relief the main

features in tlie lives of our Indians and Eskimo, considered en tnasse,

and discussed what little we know concern inji; their origins and earlier

histories. In this second ]7art we will Ijriefly pass in review each

physiographic region, sketch the chief chai’acteristics of its principal

tribes and summarize their histories since their contact with Euro-

peans. We may logically open our account with the eastern wood-

lands, with the migratory tribes of Algonkian speech that did not

till the soil
;
and commence with a people a little outside the Domin-

ion (though they surely had emigrated from its shores), the extinct

Beothuk Indiaiis of Newfoundland.

BEOTHUK

“ man ” or “ Iiuman beingThe woi'd Beothuk meant probably

but early European visitors to Newfoundland considered it the tribal

name of tlie aborigines who were inhabiting the island. They gave

them also another name, “ Red Indians,” because they smeared their

bodies and clothing with red ochre, partly for religious reasons, appar-

ently, partly as a protection against insects.^ They may have been

lighter in colour than the Indians of the Maritime Provinces,- from

whom they differed in several ways. Thus, they had no dogs, and

did not make pottery, but cooked their food in vessels of birch bark.^

For sleeping places witliin their bark wigwams they dug trenches

which they lined with branches of fir or pine. Tlieir canoes, though

made of birch bark like those of other eastern tribes, were very

peculiar in shape, each gunwale presenting the outline of a pair of

1 Just as 1he Montamiais of the Caljrador peninsula smeared tliemselves wiCi seal-oil. Hind, H. Y.;
“ Exjilorations in tlie Interior of the Labrador Peninsula”; vol. i. p. 177 (London, 1863).

2 This assertion of some eighteenth eentury writer.s, however, .seems rather improbable.
3 There seems to be no evidenee that they u.sed so!i|*.s(oue cooking ves.sels like the Eskimo. Prob-

ably- it was the latmi-, not the beothuk, wim worked the soapstone quari-y at FU-ur-de- Lys, on the

northeast coast of Newfoundland (.See ilhistnition, p. 231).

S61)5'i IS.t
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crescent moons; and they speared seals with harpoons modelled on

an archaic Eskimo type. Many of their g;raves contain bone orna-

ments of curious shapes and etched with strange designs. We know
nothing concerning their political organization except that they were

divided into small bands of closely related families, each with its nom-
inal leader. Some meagre vocabularies of their language suggest

that they spoke two or three dialects of a common tongue, althougli

the entire tribe could hardly have numbered much more than five

hundred individuals when Cabot discovered Newfoundland in 141)7.

Appi'oxiniate diwiiibution of Use o.ustoni Algonkiaii in ln2n A.D.

The European fishermen who settled arouml the shores of the island

m the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries resented

their petty pilfering, and shot them down at every opportunity, the

French even placing a Ijounty on their heads; and the Micmac who
crossed over from Nova Scotia in the eighteentli century hunted

them relentlessly far into the interior. The Beothuk attempted to

retaliate, but, armed only with bows and arrows, they could not witli-

stand the combined attacks of white and Micmac, aiul the last known
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survivor died in captivity at St. Johns in 1829. One or two families

may have escaped from the island and found asylum among the

Montagnais of Labrador, for an old woman, discovered by Dr. Frank
Sjieck in 1910 among the Micmae of Nova Scotia, claimed to be the

half-breed daughter of a Leothuk refugee. But Nancy Shawanah-
dit, the captive wlio died in 1829, was the last Red Indian ” ever

seen by white men. and the year of her death marks tlie date of their

extinction.^

VI ICMAC

The Micmac (“Allies”), who united with the French and Eng-

722 is

A Mic'tiiac woman. ( l*lioto hy F'rank Speck.)

lish settlers to exterminate the unhappy Beothuk Indians of New-
foundland, occupied at the time of their discovery not only the whole

province of Nova Scotia, including Cape Breton island, but the north-

ern ]K)rtion of New Brunswick and the neighbouring ITince PFlward

island. They were a tyjhcal migratory people who lived in the woods

i Most, of what \v(‘ know aCnut Ihn Ri-ollnik will Iw foiinrl in Ilowloy, J. P. :
“ Tlio Heothncks

or Rod Indians, t.ho Ahorifiiiud [iihahdiiiits (jf Xewfoimdiand'’ ; Cainhridfio Univonsity Pross, 1915.
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during the winter months hunting moose, caribou, and porcuihne,

then moved down to the seashore in spring to gather shell-fish, to

fish at the mouths of the rivers, and to hunt the seals near the coast.

Like most Algonkian tribes they lived in conical wigwams covered

with bii'ch bark, and they made canoes and household utensils from

the same material; but they manufactured also large wooden troughs

for boiling their food, and even cooking pots from clay—unless

indeed the numerous fragments of j-xittery found in Nova Scotia

shell-heaps were the work of some earlier tribe. Their canoes

resembled the i>eculiar Beothuk type more than the usual Algonkian.

and their dialect was so different from those of the tribes around

them, and from the Algonkian dialects spoken about tlie Great

Lakes, that it suggests they may have been late intruders into the

Alaritimes, coming perhaps from the northwest.

The tribe was divided into several exogamous clans, each having

its own symbols which its members tattooed on their persons, painted

or worked in porcupine quills on their clothing, carved into orr aments

to wear on their chests, and painted on their canoes, snowshoes, and

other possessions. One clan used a cross as its symbol, to the great

astonishment of the early missionaries, who immediately reinterpreted

it for the promotion of Christianity. The chiefs of the various bands

had comparatively little authority; one of their main duties, appar-

ently, was to assign hunting territories to the different families. The

war leaders were often not the actual chiefs, but men who had

distinguished themselves in intertribal fighting; for in spite of their

rather isolated position the Micmac fought with Algonkian tribes

in the south, Iroquoian tribes in the west, and Eskimo and Mon-
tagnais on the north shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence. Their

weapons were stone tomahawks,^ bows and arrows, spears with two-

edged blades of moose-bone, and bone or stone knives for scalping

their foes- From mimic fights beforehand they augured the issue

of their war-parties, and they celebrated their victories with savage

feasts and dances at which they generally tortured to death their

male prisoners, but spared the women and children for absorption

into the tribe.

Micmac mothers strapped their babies to wooden cradles orna-

mented with painted designs, wampum and porcupine-quill embroid-

1 But See footnote, p. 298.
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eiy. Marriap;e was a solemn ceremony ]:)receded by a year or more

of betrothal, when the youth resided with the parents of his future

bride and gave them the products of his hunting. Equally solemn

were the funeral rites, when the Indians wrapped their dead in birch-

bark rolls, deposited them, seated as in life, within round, shallow

graves, and burnt, or buried with them, all their implements and

utensils to serve their needs in the after life. Elaborate ceremonies,

too, attended the installation of chiefs, at least in historical times.

It is, therefore, very surprising that the writers of the seventeenth

century, to whom we owe most of our information concerning the

Maritime Indians, ^ record no ceremony or ritual for the period of

adolescence, which Indian tribes elsewhere regarded as the greatest

crisis in a man’s or woman’s lifetime. Yet it is highly probable that

everj^ youth fasted to obtain a guardian spirit, since the medicine-

men who i>retended to cure diseases by incantations, by breathing

and blowing on their patients, and by various juggling tricks, made
the usual claim that it was through fasting and prayer they had

gained the favour of the supernatural world. No youth, in any

event, could participate in the councils of the tribe until he had

proved his manhood by killing either a moose or a bear.

These old customs of the Micmac have long since disa]:>peared

and are now practically forgotten; for the tribe quickly took up
agriculture, submitted to the teachings of the Jesuit missionaries, and

intermarried freely with the French colonists who settled in their

midst. Like their neighbours, the Malecite, they were faithful allies

of the French throughout the wars of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. It is doubtful whether any pure-blood representatives of

the tribe still exist, but tlieir mixed descendants, to the number of

nearly 4,000, which about equals the original population, occupy

several small reserves in the Maritime Provinces and in Quebec, and

a few families survive in Newfoundland. Of their old handicrafts

only basketry persists to any great extent, and even this has been

modified to meet the requirements of the market. In their mode of

living to-day the majority of the Micmac are hardly distinguishable

from poor whites.

1 Especially Denys, Lo Clercq, Lescarbot, and Biard in the “ Jesuit. Relations.” .See Bibliography,
Appendix B.
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MALECITE

The Malecite (the meaning; of the name is uncertain) so closely

resembled the Micmac in their customs that the early writers seldom

distinguished the two tribes clearly. Their dialect, however, was

quite different, and they raised considerable crops of maize, so that

they were rather less dependent on fishing and the chase than their

neighbours, who seem not to have practised agriculture before the

seventeenth century. Politically, the Malecite were completely inde-

pendent, and indeed on one occasion actively hostile to the Micmac.

The boundary between the two tribes was roughly the height of land

separating the waters that flow into the St. John river from those

that enter the gulf of St. Lawrence. The territory of the Malecite,

however, stretched beyond the drainage basin of St. John river to

the shore of the St. Lawrence opposite Tadoussac, and included also

part of the state of Maine. They joined with several Algonkian

tribes to the southward to form a loose confederacy generally known
as the Abenaki (“Eastern”) Confederacy, which supported the

French against the English colonists of New England and the league

of the Iroquois. Driven across the border into Canada, they sharetl

tlie same fate as the Alicmac, being confined to a few reserves in New
Brunswick and Quebec. To-day they number about 800, approxi-

mately the same as in pre-European times, but all the present popu-
lation bear a strong infusion of white blood.

MONTAGNAIS AND NASKAPI

These two tribes (Alontagnais, “Mountaineers”; Naskapi, “rude,

uncivilized people”) were the first to come into close contact with

Europeans, yet they have remained, in some districts, almost more
primitive than any other Indians in Canada. This is partly due, no
doubt, to the character of the country they inhabit, for it covers so

vast an area, and much of it is so rugged and inliospitable, that even
to-day it has not been fully explored. The territory of the Monta-
gnais comprised the huge square bounded on one side by the nortli

shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence between the St. Maurice river and
Seven Islands, on the other by the height of land that separates

the waters flowing into the St. Lawrence from those flowing into

James bay. The Naskapi occupied a still larger area; they roamed
the entire Labrador peninsula east of a line from Seven Islands to
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lake Nichikun, and a second from lake Nichikun to Ungava bay, with

the exception of the narrow belt of coast-line from Ungava bay to

the strait of Belle Isle, which w^as controlled by Eskimo.

Both the Montagnais and the Naskapi, like the Micmac, w’ere

nomadic peoples ignorant of agriculture and living exclusively by

hunting and fishing. Their dialects w^ere almost identical, and their

customs so closely alike that the twm tribes w^ere hardly distinguish-

able. Such differences as did exist arose in the main from differences

in their environments, for the Montagnais country w'as a wxll-wmoded

area abounding in moose, wdiereas much of the Naskapi territory was

54,584

Camp of a Xaskapi family. (l*liolo hi/ F. IV. Waiujh.)

open plateau covered wdth grasses and lichens, the natural feeding-

ground for herds of barren-ground caribou. The Montagnais, there-

fore, covered their conical wigwams wdth birch bark and hunted

principally the moose durijig the wdnter months, moving down the

rivers in the spring to spear salmon and eels, and to harpoon the seals

that wTre then plentiful along the shores of the St. Lawu'ence. The
Naskapi, on the other hand, covered their wdgw'ams wdth caribou

skin, and hunted the caribou from midsummer until early spring,

wdien some of them moved dowm to the coast, like the Montagnais,

while others remained inland to fish in various lakes and rivers, and

to hunt hares, porcupines, and other small game.
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The southern Alontagnais wore practically the same costume

—

robe, breech-cloth, leggings, and moccasins—as the tribes in the Mari-

time Provinces, like whom, also, they generally went bareheaded in

winter, wliile pnjtecting their arms witli detachable sleeves pinned in

front and behind. But the harsher climate in the interior of the

Labrador peninsula compelled the Naskapi, and some of the more

northern Montagnais, to adojit the tailoi'ed shirt of the coastal

Eskimo, and to fit it occasionally with a liood for winter nse. The

Xaskapi nearly always adorned these shirts with geometrical patterns,

which tliey printed in red (now in paints of various colours) by means

of curious stamps carvefl from bone or antler.

Neither the Montagnais nor the Naskapi possessed any true

tribal organization. Each was divided into a number of small bands

that were interrelated by marriage, but politically quite distinct and

in possession of separate hunting areas. Even these bands had no

organized government, for though certain individuals might be

designated chiefs, they wielded little or no authority. In the wars

waged by the Montagnais against the Micmac and Irocpiois it was

a general council of the warriors that decided the plan of campaign,

and in the actual fighting each man was practically a law unto him-

self, although the leaders generally arrayed their forces in definite

order before an attack. The weapons of the Montagnais were clubs,

spears, bows and arrows, and knives to cut off the heads or remove

the scalps of fallen foes. A few warriors may have adopted the shields

covered with moosehide, and the coats of mail fashioned from wooden
slats, which the Iroquois often used to protect their bodies against

arrows; for it w-as from the Iroquois that the Montagnais learned to

fortify their camps with barricades of trees. The Naskapi, wdio

fought only wdth the Eskimo, used tlie same w^eapons as the Montag-

nais (wdiich, indeed, served both tribes for hunting even more than

for war), but dispensed with the clul), the armour, and the shield.

They seem to have made no prisoners except perhaps women, wdiom

the hunters probably took for waves, wdiereas the Montagnais imbibed

all the ferocity of their Iroquois foes, and savagely inflicted on male
captives the most cruel tortures in their pow-er.

Alontagnais and Naskapi wmmen carried their babies in bags

(

“ moss-bags ”). not in the wooden cradles jDrefei'red by the Algonkian

peoples around them. Girls in the more northern tribe enjoyerl
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making and dressing dolls, an amusement rare among Indian children,

and probably stimulated by the neighbouring Eskimo. Adolescent

girls of both the Montagnais and Naskapi tribes passed a ]ieriod in

seclusion, and boys fasted to obtain the blessings of the unseen world.

Parents gave away their daughters in marriage without any cere-

mony, and without much consideration for their wishes; but a son-

in-law had to serve his wife’s parents for a year before he could take

back his wife to his family. The Alontagnais wrapped their dead

in birch bark, buried them in the ground, and held a memorial feast

;

but the Naskapi deposited them on scaffolds or susi)ended them from

trees, adopting burial in the ground only after their contact with

Europeans.^

The Naskapi and the Montagnais believed vaguely in a great

sky god to whom they occasionally offered smoke from their pipes.

Of more concern to them, however, were the numberless supernatural

beings whom they postulated in the world around them, and the

souls of the animals on which they depended for their food su]i))ly.

They strove to avoid giving offence to these animals by the observ-

ance of various taboos, and they trusted to the guardian spirits

acquired in dreams, and the fancied po^vers of their medicine-men, to

ward off attacks from malicious spirits and to sliield them from the

sorcery of their fellowmen. An early Jesuit missionary regarded

tliese two peoples as the most siq^erstitious of all Indians on account

of the abnormal credence they ]>laced in dreams and visions, although

in reality they were no more credulous than other tribes. Medicine-

men conjured up their familiars inside cylindrical lodges (just as tlie

witch of Endor conjured up Samuel for Saul), and inquired from

them the cause of some tribesman’s sickness, or the broken taboo

that was responsible for the scarcity of game. To prove the genuine-

ness of their calling they sometimes allowed themselves to be lashed

—hands, body, and feet—with stout caribou thongs, released them-

selves l)y jugglery, and cast out the thongs to the awe-struck specta-

tors, Lay Indians frequently divined their success or failure in the

chase by scrying, or by the marks on the scorched shoulder-blarle of

1 See Turner, L. :
" Etlinology of the Unp;ava District, Hudson Bay Territory”; Eleventh Ann.

Kept., Bureau of Ain. Ethn., p. 272 (Washington, 1804). .lames McKenzie, writing of the, Xaskapi who
frequentcfl the southern roast of the Labrador iieninsuia in 1808, .said that they buried their dead in

the ground, with the utensils and wearing apparel they might need in the after life (McKenzie, James:
“The King’s Posts”; in Masson, ii, p. 418). Tlio Montagnais often raised iheir dead on .seuffolds, bui
only in winter, apparently, and as u prelimiuarv to burial in the ground (” Jesuit Relations,” vol. v,

PP.' 129-131).
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an animal; and to give them good fortune in their hunting they

carried ceremonial pack-straps ornamented with representations of

their visions.

Contact with Europeans was disastrous to both tribes, although

the Montagnais welcomed Champlain with enthusiasm when his

musket gained them a signal victory over the Iroquois. For the

latter, armed by the Dutch of Pennsylvania, raided far into the

Montagnais territory, exterminating several bands and scattering

others. Later, the game supply diminished owing to intensive

slaughter with firearms; the moose disappeared entirely from certain

districts, and on the barren grounds the depleted herds of caribou

ceased to visit many of their ancient haunts. The struggle for exist-

ence then became harder and starvation more frequent. The fur

trade helped the Intlians until white men encroached on their best

trapping and hunting grounds; then it called for greater effort and

yiehled diminishing returns. Measles and other diseases decimated

their ranks, and many of the interior natives, urged by missionaries

to settle on the coast, fell victims to lung afflictions aggravated by

the damp sea air.^

So botli the INIontagnais and the Xaskaj^i declined rapidly. To-

day the two tribes combined number less than four thousand,

although the IMontagnais (with some Algonkin and Malecite allies)

once mustered 1,000 warriors at the mouth of the Saguenay river.

Mooney gives them a pre-European ])opulation of 5,500, which seems

a very conservative estimate.- iMost of the survivors are still hunt-

ers and trappers, more or less enchained to the trading-posts where

they dispose of their furs for lifles, ammunition, woollen clothing,

cloth tents, sewing-machines, gramaphones, and other products of our

modern civilization. The Naskapi in the centre and north of the

Labrador peninsula have been too isolated to mingle inuch with

Europeans, Imt the majority of the Montagnais carry an infusion of

white blood in their veins.

AUiONKIN

Adjoining the Montagnais in the east, and merging in the west

with the Ojibwa of the Great Lakes region, were a number of

scattered bands commonly classed together as Algonkin, from the

1 Cf. Jaint’s: “ Ttii* ro'^ls”; m Mussoii, op. c-it. li, i'. 426.

2Mooiie\': Op. cit., p. 34.
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nanie^ applied l)y (’hainplain and his contemporaries to the bands

below Ottawa, who made common cause with the Alontagnais against

the inroads of the Irocpiois. As in their geographical position, so

74,S76

Algoiikins in al>(>rigiiiiil dress. ( Reprodiicf’d from ^"Wovkx of

Sattiiiel (le ('ltdmithiiii. ('difeif hi/ H. /*. I’ifii/or,” vol. 3, />.

The VhampUi'ut Socieiij, Toronto, IIUUJ

1 The meaning of the name
Micmac word sigiiiiyins “ at the

is not riuitc coitain. One autliorily siiiigests ihs derivation

I'ltire of lisli fiiid eels (from the bow of ti canoe).
from a
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also in their ciistoins and beliefs, they held an intermediate place

between the peoples that flanked them on either side: they had the

wooden cratlle-board, the double-headed drum, and, in the western

baiuls at least, the annual festival to the dead and the totemic clan

system of the Ojibwa, but they lacked, like the Montag;nais, the rice

and maple-syrup industries and the secret medicine-society of the

western tribe. A few bands along the Ottawa, through their

proximity to the Hurons, learned to grow a little maize, and a few

squaslies and beans; but their methods were so primitive, and their

dread of Iroquois raids so constant, that agriculture added but little

to their food suppl}^ In the seventeenth century the froquois drove

them to the north and east away from the lower Ottawa and St.

Lawrence rivers, but when the power of the Iroquois declined they

gradually drifted back to their old tei’ritories. Few in numbers, and

scattered in small bands over a large, densely wooded area where

the best hunting and trapping districts lay in tlie hills away from

the main routes of travel and settlement, they exercised hardly any

influence and received very little attention throughout historical

times. Many of their women married white trappers, lumbermen,

and pioneer farmers, and their descendants have merged imper-

ceptibly into the civilized communities that now occupy their terri-

tory. The remainder, numbering a little over 2,000 (the majority,

perha]is, of mixed blood), are restricted to a few reserves in eastern

Ontario and western Quebec. There, some raise a little gai'den pro-

duce, and serve as licensed guides to the sportsmen who visit their

districts to fish aiul hunt. Others, notably the Tete-de-Boule band

on the up])er waters of the St. Maurice river, still support them-

selves in their old nomadic fashion by hunting and trapping, but pur-

chase with their furs, at the trading-posts, most of the necessities of

life except food.

It is difficult to estimate the numbers of the Algonkin in the

early sixteenth century when Cartier sailed up the St. Lawrence, for

before the French missionaries and fur traders had visited all their

bands, more than a century later, the tribe had suffered heavy losses

from introduced diseases, and some of its bands had been scattered

by the Iroquois. A reasonable estimate of the pre-European popula-

tion would place it between 3,000 and 4,000.
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OJIBWA

Xuinerically the Ojibwa or Chippewa (both are forms of the

same worth which signifies “ people whose moccasins have puckered

seams ”) were the strongest nation in Canada, totalling even to-day

around 2(),000d Hiey controlled all the northern shores of lakes

Huron and Superior from Georgian bay to the edge of the prairies,

and at the height of land north of lake Superior where the rivers

begin to flow towards Hudson bay they united with their near kins-

men, the Cree. So numerous were they, aiul so large a territory did

they cover, that we may sej^arate them into four distinct groups or

tribes, viz., the Ojibwa of the Lake Superior region,- the IMissisauga

(“people of the large river-mouth”) of IVTanitoulin island and of
'

the mainland around the Mississagi river, the Ottawa (“ Traders ”)

of the Georgian Bay region,'^ and the Potawatomi ('“people of the

place of fire ”) on the west side of lake Huron within the state of
/

Michigan, some of whom moved across into Ontario in the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries. Three of these four tribes, the Lake

Superior Ojibwa, the Ottawa, and the Potawatomi, formed a loose

confederacy that became known in the eighteenth century as the

Council of the Three Fires.

Each tribe, as among other Algonkians, was subdivided into

numerous bands that possessed tlieir own hunting territories and

were politically independent of one another, though closely connected

by intermarriage. The majority of the bands were small, number-

ing probably not more than 300 to 400 individuals; and each con-

tained an indefinite number of exogamous totemic clans in which the

children inherited the totems of their fathers.'* These clans had no

jwlitical functions and very little religious significance, but being dis-

tributed among all the bands they gave the nation a certain unity,

since fellow clansmen regarded one another as close kinsmen even

when they belonged to different tribes. The real political unit was

the band. Each had its own leader, who normally handed on his

1 It is possible tlmt they v.'cre excet'decl b\' tlie Crt'O.
2 Tliese nro often called SauHeaiis, from their meetiiiK place at the falls (Sault) of Saiilt St. Marie.
3 In the early seventeenth ci’ntviry, when they first beianie known to Europeans, the Ottawa seem to

have occupied part of Manitoulin island also.
^ .Skinner states that sonic of the Saulteaux clans north of lake Superior were matrilinear, i.e.

children inherited the totems of their mothers (Skinner, A.;
” Notes on the Ea.stern Cree and North-

ern Saulteaux’': Anth. Papers, Am, Mus, of Nat. Hist., vol. i.x, pt. i, p. 149 f (New York, 1911)). But
around lake Nipigon at least they were patrilinear (Cameron, D'. : “The Nipigon Country, 1804”; in

Masson, op. cit., ii, p. 246),
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rank to his son; but the power and preslifi'e attached to tlie position

varied with the individual. There was no chief for a whole tribe,

still less a leader who could unify the entire nation.

595

Ojiljwji in front of tlioii' Iriiolt-lriirk Icnljio. (I*hoio hy T. W'i’stoiij

The cliief of a band was jienerally, but not always, its war cap-

tain. If he jilanned a raid against the Sioux or the Iroquois, the

principal enemies of the Ojibwa, he first consulted his own followers,

then sent either his personal lieutenant or a selected envoy with a

pipe and tobacco to invite the ]>articipation of neighbouring; bands.

The envoy delivei'ed his message to tlie assembled hunters, lit the

pipe and handed it around the company. Those who were unwilling

to join the war party passed it on without smoking; for no man who
put it to his lips could refuse, without deep disgrace, to take part

in the enterpi'ise. The Ojibwa were braver warriors than most of the

eastern Algonkians, and preserved much stricter discipline on the

marcli. They iiserl the same types of arms as their enemies—the

bow and arrow, knobbed wooflen clul), knife, and a round shield

covered with moosehide; and while the fighting lastecl tliey spared
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neither man, woman, nor child. Whoever slew an enemy carried

liome the scalp for the victory dance, and thereafter enjoyed the

privilege of wearing an eagle feather in his hair. Unlike the Mon-
tagnais and the Micmac, however, the Ojibwa never tortured their

prisoners, and regarded the Iroquois with special loathing because

of their inhuman conduct toward enemies who fell into their hands.

All the Ojibwa tribes subsisted to a considerable extent on vege-

table foods. They gathered and stored away, in the late summer,

vast quantities of the wild rice that grew in tlie shallow water around

the edges of the lakes. In sj^ring they collected the syrup from the

majile trees, and in summer large stores of berries, which they pre-

served for the lean months of early winter. So, although they did

not practise agriculture (except some of the Ottawa bands adjacent

to the Ilurons), they were not so completely dependent on fish and
game as other Canadian tribes that did not cultivate maize. Never-

tlieless, they were as keen hunters, and as keen fishermen, as other

Inrlians. Every winter the families scattered into the woods to pursue

the moose; in spring and summer they killed beaver and smaller

game, and caught suckers, pickerel, and pike; and in autumn, at the

close of the rice harvest, they speared the larger fish—trout, whitefish,

and sturgeon—that spawned at that season close to shore. These

varied resources caused their lives to be no less migratory than those

of their kindred to the east, whom they closely resembled in their

extensive use of birch bark for canoes and wigwams.^ The more
southern Ojibwa, in early historical times at least, made clay pots,

but too few to supersede the birch-bark utensils which, after all, were

more satisfactory for a peoi)le constantly in motion.

Partly because the living conditions were a little easier, perhaps,-

and partly because they were in contact with more advanced tribes

in southeastern Ontario, in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minne.sota, the

(bjibwa enjoyed a richer social life than the other Algonkian tribes

of eastern Canada. The clans held annual feasts, and in the autumn
of each year the people celebrated an All Souls’ Day or Festival of the

Dead, wheji they burnt a little food for the shades*"^ of the departed

1 The Ojilnva wijrwani was dome sliai'ed, however, and often rovered with rushes instead of bark.
For a (rood description of one See Grant, l^eter: “The Saulteaux Indians”; in Masson, ii, p. 329.

2 Yet tlie Ojibwa, like the Crec, often suffered from famine during tlie winter, and had the same
dread of whutijios or supernatural cannifials.

2 They distinguished the shade or image of a man from his soul, believing that the former remained
near his grave, or liannted the habitations of his kindred, whereas the latter went to the land of souls
in the south.

S6M9— 19
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and feasted and danced until morning. A j:>leasino: ceremony accom-

panied the naming’ of eacli child; when the relatives and friends had

gathered for the feast, the grandfather (or another eldei'ly kinsman)

took the child in his arms and called on all the great powers in the

spiritual world to impart their blessing to its name. Neighbours

joined in a feast over every bear laid low by a hunter’s club, and they

partook of the first game a boy killed, even if it were no lai'ger than

a rabbit. There was much jollity, too, in the sugar-making camps

of early s])ring, and at the rice harvesting later in the summer, hood

was generally plentiful at those seasons, giving leisure tor dances and

other pastimes. The men played lacrosse or gambled with !)one dice,

while the women either watched them or jdayed a special ball game of

their own.

The most notable event of the year, liowever, was the holding

of the Midewiwin, or celebration of the Clraiid Medicine Society, a

secret religious organization, oiien to both sexes, that exercised great

influence among the Ojibwa, but existed nowhere else in Canada

except among some of the neighbouring C’ree. Ihe full oi'ganization

recognized foui’ grades of membei'shi]); ^ even the lowest reepured a

long period of preliminary instruction and the payment ot heavy

fees, and as the fees increased with each grade, only a few individuals

ever attainerl the liigliest. The members, mede, were the principal

doctors or medicine-men of the communities, and, like our own

doctors, generally derived much profit and prestige from tlie pi’actice

of their profession. In treating the sick tliey employed mainly herbal

remedies, some of them undoubtedly beneficial, such as the apidication

of balsam gum to wounds, the majority utterly useless. \ et they

effected many cures, most often, it would seem, from psycliological

causes, because the Ojibwa ascribed a soul and power to every tree and

stone, and believed that their medicine-men, through the favour of

the supernatural world, could attach this power to human l)eings.

But they also believed that many supernatural spirits were unfriendly,

and that by eidisting the aid of these hostile powers, or sometimes

by purely sympathetic magic, the medicine-men could harm and even

slay their fellowmen. So, a dread of witchcraft constantly infected

their minds, converting into the grossest superstition what might

have been a really beautiful religion.

1 Some Potawatomi members of fhe society, now living in Parry Sound, recognize on'y one grade,

and give an account of its ceremonies slightly different from the descriptions recorded from otlier

bands.
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In early historical times the Ojibwa recognized both a supreme

^00(1 spirit, a sky-^iod who ruled the universe through a host of sub-

ordinate spirits, and a supreme evil spirit, sometimes regarded as a

monstrous supernatural serjtent. Idiis dualism arose, probably,

through Christian teaching, although the belief in a great sky-god may
belong to aboriginal times. Men often prayed to the good spirit and

offered him smoke from their jiipes, or on sjiecial occasions a burnt

offering of white dogs. But, regarding him as too remote to concern

himself often with human affairs, they genei'ally trusted to the sub-

ordinate spirits, and made each adolescent boy fast and dream in

solitude to obtain one as his guarflian.i klvery hunter of note

carried a “ medicine-bag ” containing herbs, roots, feathers, wooflen

images, and other objects revealed to him in his visions or taught

him (for a price) by some medicine-man; usually, too, a drum to

accompany his medicine-songs. In addition to the viede, or members
of the Cirand Mcflicine Society, there was an imoi’ganized class of

seers or conjurors who delivercfl their oracles from within cylindrical

shi’ines exactly after the manner of the Montagnais.

The Ojibwa buried their dead in the gi’ound and deposited with

them food and tobacco for the four days' journey to the land of souls,

whose j'uler, according to the esoteiic doctrines of the vtedc, was Xani-

bush, the great trickster and culture hero of the tribe- and the secret

patron of the Orand Medicine Lodge. There, the souls dwelt in hap-

piness, hunting and feasting and dancing as on earth. Hence rela-

tives, while throwing away their own lu’opei'ty to display their grief,

dressed a dead man in his best ajiparel and deposited in the grave

all his tools and eciuipment so that he might use their souls in his

new abode.'" If a chief harl won great renown in war his kinsmen

sometimes placed his body on a high scaffold, and suspended beside

it the scalps he had taken, and other tokens of his valour. Thus
they ensured that the prestige and honour he had gained during his

earthly career would attend him without fail in the hereafter.

Despite their numbers and the large extent of territory they

occupied, the Ojibwa did not play a very prominent part in the

1 Many parents made ilieir daiitthters, alsn, seek fiuardiaii spirits during tlieir periods of seclusion.
A man wlio wished his soji 1o become a great mcdicine-nian ofttai injidc liim sleep on a scaffold or
in a “nest” in a tree.

- Sec Part, I, ji. 189.

^ Cf. Chami-)lain (Champlain Society edition), vol. i, p. 120, for the .same practice among Llie Alon--
tagnais. It was indeed almost, universal in Canada.

86959- 191
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history of the Dominion. They fought with the Sioux southwest

of lake Superior, participated in the wars against the Iroquois, and

supported the French in their struggle against the English. The
Ottawa were close friends of the Hurons, from whom they learned

to cultivate maize; and their jiroximity to the Ottawa river gave

them control of the main route to the lower St. Lawrence and the

trading-posts of the early colonists, for the upper St. Lawrence was

blocked by the hostile Iroquois. After destroying the Hurons, there-

fore, the Iroquois turned their arms against the Ottawa and drove

them from Georgian bay. Some fled west towards lake Superior;

others took refuge with their Potawatomi kinsmen in the Lhiited

States. Llalf a century later many of these refugees returned to

Manitoulin island and the north shore of lake Huron, where their

descendants still survive.

36741

Ojibwa Indian woinon in a birch-bark canoe. (Photo by F. IT. Wauyh.)

About the beginning of the eighteenth century, when the

strength of the Iroquois commenced to wane and a portion of the

Ottawa were moving back into Canada, the main body of the Ojibwa

suddenly entered on a career of expansion provoked by the diminution

of the beaver within their domains. Many Missisaiiga moved into

the old territory of the Llurons between lakes Huron and Erie,
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pushing out the Irotiuois who had taken possession of the land;

some of the Lake Superior Ojibwa occupied ]:)arts of Manitoba,

Wisconsin, and Minnesota; and some spread eastward along the

north shore of lake Huron into Georgian bay.

In these regions they have remained throughout the settlement

of the country, becoming more and more closely confined to the

numerous reserves that the government has set aside for their use.

In southeastern Ontario they earn a rather meagre livelihood by

farming; farther north, around the Great Lakes, they still hunt the

moose and trap the fur-bearing animals, although game is decreasing,

and white farmers and lumbermen have invaded many of their old

hunting-grounds. Some find employment as guides and canoe-men,

others eke out the diminishing supply of fish and meat with a little

garden produce. New lumber and mining camps, new settlements

and towns are sj^ringing up around them, and the old migratory life

of hunting is fast becoming impossible. Nothing will then remain

for them except the rather tedious occupations of the white man,

in which the Indians are handicapped by lack of experience and

training. Whether they can patiently endure continuous and

monotonous toil, so unlike the strenuous but intermittent exertions

of the chase, is uncertain; and modern industry has little sympathy
for the unsteady labourer, especially if he differ in appearance and

speech from the ordinary workman. So the future of the Ojibwa

is not alluring. Doubtless a few will break altogether with their old

traditions, merge their interests with the white maids, and prosper.

The majority will be less fortunate. Some will join the ranks of

our casual labourers; others will struggle against penury on miserable

farms; and many families will succumb altogether, helplessly cast

adrift in a strange and complex world that they are unable to

comprehend.

CREE

The Cree (Cree; contraction of Kristineaux. the French form

of a name, of unknown meaning, that a portion of the tribe applied

to itself) were closely related and almost equal in number to the

Ojibwa, whom they flanked on the north and west. Like the Ojibwa,

too, they occupied an immense area of country. On the north they

were bounded by the coast-line from Eastmain river nearly do

Churchill; on the east by lakes Mistassini and Nichikun. Their
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western limits are uneertain, but in the early sixteenth century they

appear to have wandered over ])art of the country west of lake

Winnipeg, perhaps between the Red river and the Saskatchewan. As

soon as they obtained firearms from Hudson bay, however, they

expanded westward and northward, so that b}'' the middle of the

eighteenth century they controlled northern ^Manitoba and Saskat-

chewan as far as Churchill ri\'er, all northern Alberta, the valley

of Slave river, and the southeastern part of Great Slave lake. Some
of them had even raided up the Peace river into the Rocky

mountains, and others down the ^Mackenzie to its delta almost

within view of the Arctic sea, preceding in both directions the

explorations of Sir Alexander Mackenzie. The acquisition of firearms

by surrounding tribes, and a terrible epidemic of smallpox that

devastated them in 1784, checked their further expansion. Tlie

Cree then became demoralized through spirituous liquors, underwent

constant attack from the Rlackfoot confederacy, and were decimated

by a sccoiul epidemic of smallpox about 1838. From these disasters

they never recovered, but remained scattered in whatever districts

they found themselves, earning a meagre livelihood by hunting and

trapping. Like some of the Athapaskan peoples, they took on the

colour of the tribes with whom they had most contact, so that

to-day we can divifle them into two large groups:

(1) Plains’ Cree, living on the prairies. These we shall consider

in a later chapter.

(2) Woodland Cree, usually called Swampy Cree or IMuskegon.

They include not oidy the bands around the southern part

of Huflson bay, but those living on Peace. Athabaska, and

Slave rivers and on Athabaska and Great Slave lakes.

Like the Xaslvapi—but to an even greater extent—the Cree

embellished themselves with tattoo marks, a ]:)ractice not common
among Algoid\ian tribes. Their women had a widespread reputation

for beauty; in fact, so experienced a traveller as Mackenzie con-

sidered that they were better proportioned, and possessed more

regular features, than any other Indians within the boundaries of

Canada. In the more southern parts of their area the Woodland

Cree dwelt in birch-bark wigwams, either dome-shaped like the

Ojibwa wigwam, or conical like the dwellings elsewhere in the east;
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fartlier north, where the birch trees wei'e small and stunted,

they substituted coverin.as of pine bark or the hide of tlie caribou.'

The bands living around James bay often used soapstone pots for

cooking tlieir food instead of the usual birch-bark vessels, a practice

they leai’iied probably from the Eskimo. For scraping their skins,

too, they employed a curved knife that resembled the everyday

knife of Eskimo women, although bands west of IMoose Factory

used a chisel-shaped tool after the manner of the jdains’ tribes.

Since the winter was rather more severe in the territory of the

\\h)odland Cree than farther south, many of them eschewed the

tanned hides of tlie Ojibwa and Algonkians, and wore in their stead

coats and blankets made of woven liare skin, or of soft, warm caribou

fur, similar to the coats of the Naskapi and some of the Montagnais.

Other features differentiating them fi'om their southern neighbours

were the absence of mats, and of baskets made from roots or split

twigs, together with the relative unimportance of fishing, which

the CVee scorned in early days as unworthy of a hunter, and resorted

to only from necessity.

Tire game in most repute were the woodland caribou, moose,

beavei-, and bear, but owing to the relative scarcity of these animals

many bands subsisted in winter i)rincipally on hares, which they

caught in snares made from the bark of the willow. Hares, like

several other northern mammals, undergo periodic increase and

decrease: they disappf'ar almost completely every ninth winter

and remain scarce for a year or two afterwards. During these seasons

shortage of food caused many natives to die of starvation and some-

times led to cannibalism, which ins])ired no less horror among the

Indians than among us. It must have occurred fairly frequently,

however, for the early fur traders and explorers mention several

instances- and it occupies a prominent place in the legends of the

ti’ibe, which abound in stories of imndigos—human beings trans-

formed into supernatural man-eating giants through the eating of

human flesh. In spring and autumn the Cree secured many ducks

and geese, and in the winter many grouse and i)tarmigan; but

naturally these minor foods could only supplement, not replace, the

meat of the larger mammals.

1 Fru- a doscription of tlie tent of flic nortlu'rn Cn-e See Heanie: Op. cit., p. 74 f.

~Cj. " Twfiily Years of York Faetoiy, 1691-1714, Jereinie’s .\crouiit of Hudson Strait and Bay”:
translated by Douglas, R., and Wallace, J. X., jn 40 (Ottawa, 1926).



CHAPTER XIX

AGRICULTURAL TRIBES OF THE EASTERN WOODLANDS

When Jacques Cartier sailed up the St. Lawrence river in 1585

ho found Iroquoians cultivating the land and controlling the country

around the present site of Montreal; but when Champlain followed

him sixty-eight years later this region was occupied by Algonkins,

and the only part of Canada controlled by Iroquoians was the penin-

sula of southern Ontario south and west of lake Simeoe.^ In the

early seventeenth century, “the Hurons (or Wyandots), allied in

origin and language to the Iroquois, numbered about 16,000 souls,

and f Iwelt in several large villages in a narrow district on the high

ground between lake Simcoe and Georgian bay of lake Huron. Their

dwellings were bark cabins, clustered within stoutly palisaded walls,

and near each fortified town were fields of corn, beans, pumpkins, and

tobacco. Agricultural in habit, keen traders, and in the main sedent-

ary, these semi-naked savages made short hunting and fishing excur-

sions, and laid up stores for the winter. They were better fighters

than the Algonkins- around them, yet were obliged gradually to

withdraw northward and westward from Iroquois persecution, and

during the period of the Jesuit missions wore almost annihilated by

the latter. To the southwest, across a wide stretch of unpopulated

forest, were the allies and kindred of the Hurons, the Tionontates,

called also Petuns, or Tobacco Nation, a term having its origin in

their custom of cultivating large fields of tobacco, which commodity

they used in a widespread barter with other tribes. To the southeast

of the Petuns, west of lake Ontario and on both sides of the gorge

of Niagara, were the peaceful Atiwandaronks, who, being friends

alike of Iroquois, Algonkins, and Hurons, were known as the Neutral

Nation. To the eastward of the Neutrals, strongly entrencherl in

the interlocking basins of the Genesee and the Mohawk, lay the dread

confederacy of the Iroquois, who in time were to spread like a

pestilence over the lands of all their neighbours.'’"

1 Hewitt (J. .\. B., nrticle " llumns,'’ llunclbook of American Indians Xorth of Mexico) asserts

that tlie xocidnilary collected by Cartier on Montreal island indicates that the inhabitants were
Hurons, wlio must subsequently have retreated to the westward. Yet tlie pottery and other objects

dug u|i at Montreal resemble most closely remains from Mohawk and Onondaga sites in New York
and \’ermont, and the Iradition.s of these two tribes bring them from the St. Lawrence. The
ainiiations of Cartier’.s Hochelagans are, therefore, still unsettled.

- i.e. Algonkiaiis, inrluiling both tlie Algonkin proper and tin; Ojibwa.
3 “ Jesuit Ilf'lations," vol. 1, p. 22.
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HURONS

Tlie confederacy of the Plurons (Old French Huron-, a bristly,

unkempt knave) consisted of four separate tribes, the Bear, the Cord,

the Rock, and the Deer, together with a few^ smaller communities^

74H77

Hiiroiis ill aboi'i^iiial dress. (Nrproiinfe^I from ^‘Worka

of ffamnel de Chnmploht, edited In/ 11. P. Pifff/ar,”

roL 3, p. 133, The Cfnim plain i^ocieti/, Toronto,

1 These smaller communities were mostly Tronnoiaii, but one at least was .-Xlgonkian, showing how
slight was the barrier imposed by their different languages.
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that united with them at different periods for protection against the

League of the Ii’oquois. The real name of the confederacy was

Wendat (“Islanders” or “Dwellers on a Peninsula”), whence the term

Wyandot subsequently applied to the mixed remnants of both the

Hurons and the Tobacco people; and the strongest tribe was the

Bear, which contained about half the population. When Champlain

visited the country in 1(315 the Hurons occupied eighteen villages,

all situated within a few miles of one another; but the number varied

at different dates, for no settlement lasted longer than from twelve

Apptoximate distribution of the Iroquoian tribes in 1525 A.D. Based partly on map
in Beauchamp, W. M.: “A History of the New York Iroquois”; N.Y. State Museum,
Bull. 78. The boundaries between the Huron, Tobacco, and Neutral nations, and
what tribe or tribes controlled the north shore of the St. Lawrence river, are not
known.

to twenty years on account of the depletion of the fuel supply and

the exhaustion of the unfertilized soil. Only eight of the eighteen

villages were fortified with palisades and ramparts; to these the

inhabitants of the remainder fled for refuge in times of danger, if

indeed they did not scatter to the woods like sheep. Owing to the

size of the dwellings, each of which housed from eight to twenty-four

families, with an average of five or six persons to a family, a village

seldom contained more than twenty or thirty dwellings, irregularly

arranged at short intervals from each other to avoid complete destruc-
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tion by fire; for the carelessness of tlie Indians and the inflam-

mable nature of their bark huts made fires of very frequent occur-

rence. Naturally there was no privacy when all the actions of a

family were open to the view of other families within the hut. Yet

the homes of the Hurons were quiet and peaceful^ and dissensions

74878

Hiirons and Frencli attacking a palisaded Onondaga village. (Rcitroduced from.
"Workfi of flamucl de Champlain, edited hy II. P. Biyyar,’' vol. 3, p. 135, 'The

Champfain Hociefy, Toronto, 1!}2IK)

within a village infrequent, though common enough between the

different tribes that made up the confederacy.

The cornfields lay close to the villages, and all around were dense

woods that sheltered large numbers of deer and bears. Well-defined

paths radiated toward neighbouring villages, but there were no

bridges spanning the numerous rivers and streams. These could be

crossed occasionally on fallen tree trunks, but most often only by
swimming or wading.
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For their food supply tlie Ilurons depended principally on maize,

with beans and pumpkins as subsidiary crops. Fish was fairly

plentiful, but meat rather scarce, although in the autumn of the year

tire hunters drove the white-tailed deer into pens and killed con-

siderable numbers. Under normal conditions every family was self-

sustaining: it owned (in usufruct) a plot in the cornfields, obtained

its own fish, and was allotted a share of the venison secured in the

comnrunal hunt. The planting, weeding, and harvesting of the crops

devolved on the women, but the men assisted them occasionally,

agriculture being no disgrace to an able-bodied Huron hunter as it

was to an Iroquois. As soon as the planting ended, however, the

men scattered in all directions to trade with neighbouring peoples,

or to raid the camps of the Iroquois south of the St. Lawrence, so

that only a minimum force of warriors remained in the settlements

to protect them against attack. June to September, in fact, were

favourite months for tlie Irocpiois themselves to raid the Hurons,

partly because travel was easiest at that season, and partly because

the country was then so largely denuded of its men. Both warriors

and traders returned about September, when the women were harvest-

ing and storing away the corn; and they devoted the rest of the year

to hunting and fishing. During November, several parties established

camps on the islands at the bottom of Georgian bay to capture with

seines the sturgeon, whitefish, and trout that spawned close to shore

during that month. Some made brief hunting and fishing excursions

between December and ^^larch, but the majority loitered around the

settlements; for tliose months were taken up with festivals and

council meetings, which kept the people in such constant motion

travelling from one village to another as to leave little time for other

pursuits.

On the whole, the men had more leisure than the women, for

while the former hunted and fished, traderl with neighbours and

raided the Iroquois, built houses and canoes and fasliioned their

various tools and weapons, the women performed all the household

work as well as the work in the fields. It was they who gathered

the winter’s supply of fuel,’ who made the clay cooking pots and

the bark vessels that served for dishes,- the wicker baskets for carry-

1 111 March and April, because in the laic spring and summer berry picking and the cornTtelds

engaged all their attention.

-The men sometimes carved wooden bowls from tree knots, and the\' constructed the.ir bark
canoes witliout the airl of tlu; 'vomen. Among tlie Algonkians the men maflo the frames of the
canoes, but the women sewed together the strips of bark.
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infi: in the ‘irain, the bark chests for storing it safely during the

winter, and the rush mats that closed the doorways of the cabins

and overlaid the dirt floor where the inmates slept. It was the

women, too, who gatliered all the berries, converted the raw hides

into clothing, and collected and twisted the fibre of the basswood

and nettle from which the men matle their fish nets. They had

occupations, indeed, that could keep them busy at every season, but,

like the men, they looked foi'ward with zest to the winter, when
they could paint their faces, bedeck themselves with ornaments, and

participate in the festivals aiul dances.

These festivals, which in all cases had a religious significance,

have been classified by an early missionary under four heads: singing

feasts, farewell feasts, feasts of thanksgiving, and feasts for deliver-

ance from sickness,^ the last lieing apparently the ])ublic ceremonies

that accompanied admission into one of the numerous medicine

societies. They were held in the village council-house, an excej^tion-

ally large cabin erected at the same time as the ordinary dwellings;

and they lasted from one to fifteen days, according to their import-

ance, the number of the guests, ami the supply of food. The sachems

and old men, who had cliarge of the ai'rangements, issued invitations

in the form of sticks to the sachems of neighbouring villages, who
then regulated the size of theii' delegations in accordance with the

numl)er of sticks they received. Singing and dancing signalized

every feast, but the so-called “siiiging’’ feasts, field for various

reasons, but especially as a preparation for the war-path, ranketl

first in public estimation, with the exception of the Feast of the

Dead, which was celebrated only once in every ten or twelve years.

On that occasion each family of Hurons solemnly resurrected the

liodies of relatives who had died since the precerling feast, removed

and burned the decayerl flesh for wrapped the body, if still intact,

in a new robe), ami transported the bones to a common sepulchre

for reinterment with the rest of the tribal dead. Since all the tribes

reinterred their dead at the same time, the entire country was

flrowned in tears for nearly a fortnight, although feasting, archery

contests, and liberal distributions of presents throughout the proceed-

ings mitigated the strain of the prolongefl mourning and even intro-

duced a measure of entertainment.-

1 “ Jesuit Relations.” vol. 10, p. 177 f. Cf. Saparrl, vol. ii. p. 286.
2 For details .See “Jesuit Relations,” \ol. 10. i>. 279 ff

; Saganl, chapter xvi.
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Dufin^i; the period from autiimii to sj^'ing-. and especially during
the various festivals, the Hurons spent much of their time in

gambling. The favourite outdoor game was lacrosse, in which the

villages often contended against each other, not without frequent

Hurons gambling M'ith cherry-stones. (Reproduced from Lafituu, ^ffrurs drs Sati-

vugcH A m6ri(/u(tins, vol. 2, p S’ll, I'oriit, 112.),)
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clisseiisioiis and quarrels. Indours they gambled with straws and

plum-stones, women against women anrl men against men. The
losers generally bore their discomfiture with equanimity even when
they ])arted with all their possessions; but when some hot-headed

individual assaulted and murdered his antagonist, as happened not

infrequently, his entire village was held resjionsible for the crime

and mulcted in a heavy indemnity.

It was during the winter festivals that the medicine-men

ap))eared most prominent, although they exerted great influence at

every season of the year. There were at least three orders among
them: conjurers who claimed to cause rain and sunshine; seers who
claimed to discover lost objects and to divine the future; and

practitioners who pretended to diagnose the causes of disease, to

rei)lace a sick man’s missing soul, and to extract from his body some

object mysteriously implanted there by the evil arts of some other

practitioner.^ Candidates prepared themselves for these professions

by a prolonged period of fasting. There were in addition several

medicine societies to which admission was gained through sickness

and dreams. Dreams, indeed, were the gods of the Hurons, to use

the expression of an early missionary. A man would abandon a

journey, turn back from the war-trail, or give up some other weighty

enterprise, if a dream that came to him in the night seemed to predict

misfortune; for he believed that liis soul, wandering abroad while

the body slept, had brought him a warning which he dared not

neglect. So rnedicine-men often ascribed sickness to a disharmony

between the soul and the body, an unfulfilled longing in the soul

causing disease in the physical frame. Whatever that longing might

be the clansmen did their utmost to satisfv it, and the meflicine-

man who diagnosed its supernatural source supervised the patient’s

admission into the appropriate medicine society. Many of the

strange dances and feasts described by the early missionaries seem

to liave been performances of these medicine societies, which were

as little understood by their European eye-witnesses as they are by
us to-day. Possibly they played the same role among the Hurons
as fasting and dreaming at puberty among the Algonkians, their

object being to place the youth of the nation under the protection

of supernatural guardians whose aid they could summon in later

vears.

1 Cf.
“
Jesuit Relations,” vol. 10, p. 193 f.

86959—20
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T^iilike the Al^onkians, the Ilurons deinanderl no period of servi-

tude from a youth who sought a gii'l in marriage. He wooed her with

presents, and, having gained her consent, obtained the consent of

her parents,^ who invited the relatives and friends of both parties

to the wedding feast. Every woman in the village presented the

bride with a load of firewood, for unless the wedding took i)lace in the

early sj)ring, she would have been hard presserl to gather fuel enough

to supply the needs of her new household throughout the autumn

and winter. Divorce was easy for l)oth sexes. Either might leave

the other on any pi-etext whatever, the husband carrying away his

tools and weapons, the wife her cooking pot and hoiisehokl utensils.

Chris generally followed the mother in such cases, while the boys

accompanied the father.

If marriage seemed an affair of little moment, that could be

passed over with a simple feast, death, on the contrary, called for

elaborate rites to smooth the course of the soul in its after life.

Unlike their near kinsmen, the Neutrals, who kept the corpse in the

cabin until it no longer retained any semblance of humanity, the

Hurons binled their dead almost immerliately, but buried with them

also food, weapons, ornaments, and other articles whose outward

forms had been valued in this life, and whose souls (since to the

Hurons eveiy object, not man alone, possessed a soul) would be

equally indispensable in the next. Fellow tribesmen suppliofl food

to the relatives and mourners, and during the interment (or deposi-

tion on a scaffold),- distributed presents to “wipe away tlieir tears.”

For ten days thereafter the husband (or the wife) lay prone in the

cabin eating sparingly of the meanest foorl; and for a year he re-

mained in mourning, unable to remariy till the close of tliat period.

Later, at the great Feast of the Dead already mentioned, the entire

nation renewed its mourning and buried a large portion of its wealth

in the public ossuaries, thereby enriching, as it believed, the souls

of its dead by supplying their needs in the unseen home.

With tlie Algoidvians to the north and east the Hurons main-

tained a firm friendship; in fact they often gathered berries along

the northeastern shores of Georgian bay in territory that strictly

belonged to the Ojibwa. At one period they fought with their

1 Perliaiis of lior mother only, who would consult oihrr women of lier elan.

2 Babies, and |ierson,s killed in war, frozen to death, or drowned, were buried in the sirimnd, the

babies alons some pathway in or'ler that they mit:ht be reincarnated in women pas.siiiK by. Alt

others were wraiM’t’d in baik and deposited on a platform. “ .le.suit Relations,” vol. 10, p. 163, 269 f.
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neighbours the Tobacco people, but ceinenteb a close alliance with

that nation before Champlain jienetrated into southeastern Ontario.^

The only enemies of the llurons at that time were the Iroquois south

of the St. Lawrence river, whose hands were lifted against every

IIui'(»ii least of the dead. ( ucvd fnmi Ltijilati, Attriira ilrs S<iuvngcs Aiiicri-

rol. II. .',.17. Pftri.H, 172',.)

neighbour that refused to enter their League. The warfare between

the two confederacies took the form of raids and counter-raids, in

which little mercy was shown to age or sex and many of the male

1“ Jesuit Relations,” vol. 2(1 i>. 43

86!»59— 2(U
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prisoners underwent barbarous tortures before death l)rought their

sutferinj>;s to an end. The offensive weapons on both sides were

clubs and bows and arrows; for tomahawks were not used, appar-

ently, prior to contact with Europeans.^ Many warriors used slat

armour and wicker shields, covered with rawhide to make them

impenetrable to bone- or stone-pointed arrows; but they quickly

abandoned this armour when it proved defenceless against the

bullets of muzzle-loading guns. Neither confederacy had a really

efheient military organization, although, unlike the Algonkians who
had to fish and hunt at every stage of a campaign, they could employ

their total man-power and escape many commissariat rlifficulties

through the possession of corn, which gave them a portable food

supply and could be cultivated and hai'vested by the women alone.

Both Hurons and Iroquois, however, made the raising of levies not

a national issue, but a matter for iiulividual “ captains,” who bought

the services of volunteers with presents, outlined the objective and

plan of attack, and, as far as they possessed the authority, disposed

of any prisoners that were taken. Under such conditions it was

im])ossible to cai ry out a co-ordinated campaign with separate bodies

of troops, or even to establish discipline in a single war-party, where

the individual w'arriors could drop out whenever they wished and

incur no other penalty than a loss of public esteem. If lack of proper

organization weakened their powers of attack, it lessened also their

powers of defence, so that an early missionary could exclaim of the

Hurons ( and the same was true of the Iroquois at that time) “ They
take no precautions against surpi'ise, they are not careful to prepare

arms or to enclose their villages with ]:»alisades; their usual recourse,

especially when the enemy is powerful, is flight.

The struggle between the two confederacies might have con-

tinued indefinitely if the Iroquois had not acquired from the Dutch a

far larger supply of firearms and ammunition than the Hurons could

1 Jacques Cartier gives a word for hatchet iu his Uodiehigan vocabulary, but does not state that

it was ever used in warfare. De Vries, speaking of the Moltawk a century later, say.s " The weapon.s

in war were bow.s and arrow.s, stone axes and clap hanun(‘r.s ” (I)c X'^ries, David Pietersz: Voyages from
Holland to America, A.D. 1632 to 1644, translated by Henry C. Murphy; Collections of the New York
Hist. ,Soc., ser. 2, vol. iii, pt. 1, p. 95 (1852)). De Vb'ie.s may well be mi.staken, however, for the
archaeological remains of the Iroquoians yield no stone tomaluiwk.s, unless indeed Ihe Indians some-
times used in war the stone adzes coimnonly employed for felling tree.s. Abbe Maillarrl, an eighteenth

century writer, describes the manufacture of stone tomahawks by the Micmac, but his description is

not convineiiig (Maillard, A. S. : “Account of the Custoin.s and \Iaiiiiers of tlie Miemaokis and Man-
cheets. Savage Nations Now Dependent on the Government of Cape Hreton,” p. 26 {London, 1758)). On
the other hand, the Huron warrior in the ohl illustration on ji. 289 certainly carries a tomahawk, appar-
ently of stone. The iron or sfeel-bladed tomahawks constantly mentioned in accounts of Indian uars
originated, nf course, with the whites.

- “ Jesuit Ilelations,'' v'ol. 10, p. 95.
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obtain from the French fur traders on the lower St. Lawrence. This

^ave the Iroquois a sif2;nal advanta^’e which they
j
2;rasped witliout

delay. In lt)4S, wlien the JIurons had been already weakened by

smallpo.x and other diseases introduced by Europeans, the League

of the Five Nations launched a determined attack on their settle-

ments and destroyed three or four villages. Then, instead of return-

ing to their homes as usual, they secretly passed the winter in

southeastern Ontario, and renewed their attacks in the following

spring before the snow had left the ground. Many of the Hurons

were killed or cari'ied away into cajitivity. The remainder fled in

all directions, to the Tobacco nation, the Neutrals, the Eries, and

even to the French settlements on the lower St. Lawrence. Against

each of these people in turn the victorious Iroquois turnetl their

arms. First they drove out the Tobacco nation, together with the

llurons who had found shelter among them. Then they destroyed

the Neutrals, although the latter, in violation of their neutrality,

were holding large niimbei'S of Iluion refugees as prisoners.^ Finally,

they attacked and destroyed the Erie nation. Througli these cam-

paigns the survivors of the llurons became scattered far and wide.

One portion took refuge with the Potawatonii tribe in the Ignited

States, and after many vicissitudes, including a temporary stay on

Manitoulin island, in lake Huron, settled in Oklahoma, where their

descendants in 1905 numbered 378 individuals. Those who fled to

the French near Quebec had the choice between further warfare and

voluntary absorption by the Iroquois. The majority chose the latter

alternative, and are now indistinguishable from other members of tlie

Mohawk and Onondaga tribes. A small number clung to their

alliance with the French, and ultimately obtained a reservation at

Lorette, a few miles outside the city of Quebec. There they still

live, their village returning a population of 399 in the census of 1924.

Few if any of these Lorette Indians, however, are of pure blood, and

many show not the slightest trace of their part-1 ndian lineage.

With hardly an exception, too, they have adapted themselves to

the civilization around them, and settled down to the same life of

peaceful industry and toil as their neighbours in French Canada.

1 Tlie reiuiianls of tiiis coiiff'deracyi mxl i< ft’"' ol tlie Hurons, \vi*r(‘ nbsorhed by (ho Sonoca tribo
of Iroquois.
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I'OBACCO NATION AND NEI'TRALS

The Tobacco people, or Tioiiontati (“There the mountain

stands”), and the Neutralsd were in all tlieir customs hardly dis-

ting;uishable from the Hurons whose disasters they shared. The
Tobacco nation was far less numerous than the Neutral, having; only

nine villag,es (in 1040) to the latter's twenty-eig;ht (in 162(3), They
had very little direct contact with Euroj)eans, for the Hurons, fearful

of losing; their trade as middlemen, would not allow any passage

through their territories to the (Ottawa river aiul the Frencli settle-

ments in (Quebec, and the uj^per St. Lawrence was blocked by the

Iroquois.- The Neutrals, l>ut not the Tobacco people, waged fierce

wars against some Algonkian tribes in Illinois, atul treated their

prisoners with unexamplefl cruelty, torturing even the women, wliom
other Iro(]uoian tribes nearly always spared and adojited into tlieir

families. Tlie Neutrals, too, had the strange custom, unknown else-

where in Canada, of killing every animal they encountered, whether
or not they needed it for food, lest it should carry a warning to other

animals of its kind and keep them out of I’each when food was needed.

IROQUOIS

The constitution of the League of the Iroquois (“Real adders”,

a name given to them by some neighbomlng Algonkians) has been

outlined in an earlier chapter; and the map on page 290 shows the

approximate locations and bouiularies, about 1600 A.L)., of the five

tribes or nations that made up the confederacy. In order from east

to west they were as follows:

(1) Mohawk: “Man-eaters.”

(2) Oneida: “A rock set uji and standing.”

(3) Onondaga: “On the hill or mountain.”

(4) (kiyuga: “Where locusts were taken out.”

(5) Seneca: A distorted variant of Oneida, the two names hav-

ing a common origin.

All these tribes closely resembled in their customs and beliefs

the Huron and other Iroquoian tribes that they destroyed in south-

1 The name tliat the Neutral.s applied to their ronfederaey is not known, althoncli wo know the
names of some of the constituent tribes. The Hurons called tiiem .\ttiw.nndaronk, “People who speak
a slightly different tonKue”; and ih.e Neutrals applied the .same name to the Hurons. “ .Jesuit Relations,”
vol. 21, p. 193. The Tobacco nation consisted apparently of one tribe only, subriivided into two
clans, the deer and the wolf,

2 According to Sagard (p. 807) the Xeulrals would Iiave found it difficult to use the St, T.awrence
route because they were not skilful in the use of canoes.
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eastern Ontario; but the survival of the Iroquois proper down to the

present day has enabled us to obtain some additional information

concerning- their aboriginal condition that the early exj^lorers and

missionaries failed to record from their Canadian kinsmen, although

it ])robably held good foi' them also. We know, for example, that the

Iroquois held annually six or eight festivals that were associated with

the cultivation of the soil and the ripening of wild fruits and berries.

Thei-e was a festival, lasting seven days, when the corn was planted;

another, of about the same rluration. when it was green; a third, that

ilodol of an Jrofiiioi.s "lonsf-lionst'” of bark, in llie Koelie.stoi' Mimieipal i^^ll.senm.

( I*hoto hy coio tesy of .1. C. I'<irLcr.)

lasted for four days, when it was harvested; and, in addition, minor

festivals at the ripening of strawberries, raspberries, and beans. But

the outstanding event in the Iroquois ceremonial year was the great

mid-winter festival that extended over sev^en or eight days, the morn-

ing of the fifth day being reserved for the sacrifice of a white dog and

the two or three final days for games. Certain elected officials had

charge of all these festivals; they levied contributions of food from

each household, fixed the dates for the ceremonies, and appointed

orators to open them with an appeal to the Great Spirit^ and a prayer

1 111 prehistoric times perhnps to .louskeha, the benevolent sun-god, or according to another inter-
pretation, the personification of the cpiickening forces in nature.
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of gratitude to the three sister goddesses, Corn, Bean, and Squash.

Songs and dances followefl the opening ceremonies and continued

throughout the duration of each festival, with intervals for feasting

and games. The Iroquois had also a Feast of the Dead, which must
have been closely analogous to the Huron feast of the same name.

None of the early writers, however, has actuall}^ described the Iroquois

rites, and we have definite proof of their existence among the

Mohawk, Onondaga, and Oneida alone.

^

Every individual in the tribe participated in the harvest festivals,

and presumably also in the Feast of the Dead; but only members
could take part in the elaborate ceremonies of the various medicine

societies. The best known of these, and the only one that persistefl,

with slight changes, down to modern times, was the False-Face

Society, whose members every spring and autumn covered their faces

with grotesque masks, raided tlie houses to drive away tlie demons
that caused disease, then adjourned to the “ long ” or council-house

of the village to hold their dances. More influential than the False-

Face Society, however, were the Medicine, the Dark Dance, and the

Death Feast, even though women controlled the last two societies

and comprised more than half the membership. Undoubtedly these

organizations had a very prominent place in the lives of the Iroquois

before and for some time after the coming of Europeans, although

the obscurity that still envelops them tends to mask their real

importance.

The Iroquois seem to have regulated marriage much more
strictly than the Ilurons, who permitted their youth to select their

own wives, subject to the approval of the girls’ mothers. Among the

Iroquois, on the contrary, it was the young man’s mother who chose

his brifle, and arranged the match with the girl’s mother without

reganl to the young couple’s inclinations or wishes. The two families

then exchanged food and presents, and the youth was informed that

henceforth he and the girl were man and wife, that thev must live

together in the hut of her family and provide for each other, he by
hunting and fishing and she in the cornfields. Fathers had no juris-

diction whatever in the match and were usually not consulted, but

1 “ Jesuit Relations,” vol, 53, p. 213 (1669-70). W. .J, Wuitomberg unearthed nearly a hundred
graves in a prehistoric village site at Roebuck, Ontario, left by an eastern group of Iroquois, probably
the Onondaga; yet he found no trace of scaffold burial or of o.ssuaries. Possibly these customs were
adopted later from the Hurons, or they may have been sporadic only among the Five Xations.
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the mothers might seek tlie advice of elderly people in their own
clans. In some cases a woman would marry her young son to a

widow twice his age, or her daughter to an elderly warrior. In these

73fl9D

flasks wftni by tnenibers of the False-Face Society.

circumstances divorce was naturally easy, yet not as frequent as one

might imagine, because it brought discredit on both parties, and
particularly on the man. The name given to a child at birth received
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public confinuatioii at the green corn and mid-winter festivals; but

at adolescence, or a little later, tlie child discai'ded this name at the

same two festivals and assumed another name which it generally

retained through life.

The largest tribe among the Iroquois was the Seneca, the most

aggressive the Alohawk. Being the two flank members, they often

encountered rlifferent enemies, and owing to the loose organization

of the confederacy were forced to act independently. So it was the

Seneca who were cliiefly responsible for the destruction of the Huron,

Tobacco, and Neuti-al nations, and the IMohawk who principally

harassed the Algonkins and Montagnais north of the St. Lawrence,

and the Abenaki and other Algonkian tribes in the Maritime

Provinces, New Hanqisliire. and Maine. The Oneida, Onondaga, and

Cayuga generally provided contingents for all major operations, but

complications freciuently arose through one tribe in the confederacy

concluding a peace, which the others ignorerl or refused to accept.

This lack of cohesion was a constant source of weakness to the league,

even though it sometimes caused almost as much embarrassment to

its enemies. Thus in the seventeenth century, when the French were

congratulating themselves on the establishment of a hard-won truce

with the Mohawks, and. breathing a new sense of security, were

moving freely up and down the 8t. Lawrence, they found themselves

unexpectedly assailed by parties of Onondaga or Seneca who recog-

nized no cessation of the warfare, but slaughtered or carrietl away
cajnive every unfortunate Frencliman they encountered.

The aid that Champlain rendered the Montagnais in IbOt) when
he defeated the Mohawk on lake Champlain began that bitter feud

between the Iroquois confederacy and the French that blocked the

latter’s expansion southward and made the Iroquois staunch allies

of the English down to the caj^ture of Quebec by Wolfe. For in

Champlain’s day the Iroquois were still unacquainted with firearms,

and, lacking any superiority in weapons, fought with their neighbours

on nearly equal terms. Tlie Mohawk, who occupied the most vul-

nerable position on the eastern fiank. suffered more heavily than the

other tribes in these conflicts, being almost annihilated by the Algon-

kians in the latter half of the sixteenth century, and again by the

Conestoga, an Iroquoian tribe on their southern border, at the begin-

ning of the seventeenth. The wholesale adoption of captives, and
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the aequisition of firearms ti'om the Dutch, who beji’an to settle in

Pennsylvania about 1015, turned the tide in favour of the Mohawk
and other members of the Jrociuois League, who gradually over-

whelmed their enemies one after another aiul extended their sway

over all the territory from Tennessee to the Ottawa river and from

the Kennebec river in Maine to the southern sliore of lake Michigan.

During the seventeenth century the French, through their mission-

aries. made numerous attempts to win the goodwill of the con-

federacy. and succeeded in inducing a large numbei' of the Indians,

mainly Onondaga and Mohawk, to move into French Canada, accept

Cdiristianity, and join their fortunes with the French and Algonkians.

The league then outlawed these ])roselytes, but some of their descen-

dants survive to-day at Caughnawaga, 8t. Regis, and Oka in the

])rovince of Quebec, while ot tiers, whose forefathers manned the

canoes of the fur-trading conqninies during the eighteenth and early

nineteentli centuries, occiijiy a small reserve not far from Edmonton

m Alberta.

It may have been the numerous ups and downs of fortune they

endured, ami the high ]n‘0]K)rtion of foreign elements in the tribe,

that made the Mohawk of the seventeenth century the most aggres-

sive nation in the confederacy and, at the same time, perhaps the

most savage.^ Its war iiarties raided Ontario and (^ueliec almost to

the shores of James bay, so that even to-day the mere mention of its

name causes a .shudder of fear and liatred in the hearts of many
Ojibwa, Cree. and Montagnais.- Although the rules of the con-

federacy strictly prohibited cannilailism. we find records of several

cases in which the Mohawk cruelly sacrificed a prisoner to their war-

god Aireskoi and divided uji the body to be devoured in the different

villages. We should arid perhaps, in common justice, that among
themselves the Mohawk were as hospitable and charitable as the

other Iroquois, or indeed as any tribe in Canada; and that they

never abandoned the aged and infirm, as was the custom among the

Algonkians. Moreover, tliese outbursts of superstitious savagery

occurred only when they were depressed by a great calamity; in the

later wars of the eighteenth century they and all other Iroquois con-

1 Although the Jesuit missionary Burgess considered that the Oneitla were tlie most cruel. “ Jesuit

Relations,” vol. 57, p. 193.

-The ne.arne.ss of the Mohawk to European .settlemenls magnified tlieir importance in tlie eyes
of the early writers. Probably there were few or no real Mohawks in many of the Iroquois war parties

that raided tiorth of the St, Lawrence.
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ducted themselves in fairly close accord with the rules that were

prevalent among European nations at that time. In any case extreme

torture of i>risoners was an exceptional event, by far the larger num-
ber being adopted into the various families and incorporated into one

or otlier of the tribes as members of full standing.

The League of the Iroriuois did not function as a unit during the

American revolutionary war, but permitted its tribes to act indejien-

dently according to the wishes of the members. The Oneida and a

l^ortion of the Tuscarora (an Irocpioian tribe that was driven out of

North Carolina and accepted into the confederacy about 1722, trans-

forming it lienceforth into the “ League of tlie Six Nations”) espoused

the cause of the Americans, while the remainder joined the British

side. Wlien peace was concluded, the majority of the pro-Bi’itish

Iroquois settled in Ontario on lands assigned to them by tlic Crown.
Others joined them in later years, so tliat to-day more than two-

thirds of the Indians officially classed as Irofiuois reside in Canada.

At no period in their history wore the Iroquois a numerous
people: Lloyd estimates that at the coming of Europeans tlieir

total population (excluding the Tuscarora) was only 16,000, dis-

tributed among the tribes as follows: Mohawk, 3,000; Oneida, 1,000;

Onondaga, 3,000; Cayuga, 2,000; and Heneca, 7,000.^ From 1642

until the close of the seventeenth century the league suffered tremen-

dous losses through wars, diseases, and defection to Frencli Canada,
losses that were only partly repaired by the continuous adoption of

captives. In 1668, indeed, Huron and Algonkian ex-captives made up
two-thirds of the Oneida tribe;- and about the same time the Seneca

became a medley of Neutral, Erie, and (foncstoga remnants with only

a small inlying stratum of the original Iroquois. In the eighteenth

century all five tribes absorbed an appreciable number of Euroi:»eans,

and ever since, the two races have slowly intermingled. Conse-

quently, tliough the number of “ Iroquois ” living on reserves in

Canada and the United States to-day approximates 16,000, very few
of them, if any, can lay claim to pure Indian descent, and in all

probability many have no real Iroquois blood at all in their veins.

No small percentage has broken away from the reserves and merged

1 Morgan, L. H.; League of the Iroquois, p. 227. Estimates of the population during Die seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries vary greatly, and we have no real means of checking their accuracy.

2 “ Jesuit Relations,” vol. 51, p. 123.
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successfully with the surrouiulin«’ population, a few even attaining

national fame. Those who still cling to the reserves are in the main
fairly prosperous, and within another century will undoubtedly dis-

appear as separate communities. Yet their old confederacy, through

its opposition to the French, largely affected the composition of the

]U'esent population through the whole of the North American con-

tinent, and for this reason alone, if for no other, has earned a promin-

ent place in every Canadian history, and in every history of the

United States.
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CHAPTER XX

PLAINS’ TRIBES

ASSINIBOINE

1 he plains’ tribe that lived nearest to the Iroquoians during
the early seventeenth century was the Assiniboine (‘hhe people that

cook with hot stones”), who had ])robably separated off from the

Dakota Sioux only a few generations before. They were then hunt-
ing in the country around the Lake of the Woods and lake Nipigon,

and, though depending mainly on the chase, gathered large quantities

of wild rice,^ which they cooked, like their neighbours the Ojibwa,
in clay pots and vessels of birch bark. I^y the eighteenth century,

however, most of them had moved away to the northwest,- and
divided into two branches, one of which lived on the edge of the

forest northwest of lake \Mnnipeg, in close contact with the Cree,

while the other centred about the valley of the Assiniboine river

a little to the southward.

The acquisition of horses and firearms about the middle of the

eighteenth century increased the range of their movements, and
shifted their centres a little farther west. With their Cree allies

they fought bittei’ly against the Hlackfoot confederacy for the control

of the Canadian praii ies; ami they waged war on the Sioux, Mandan,
ami other tribes of the 1 nited States, and the Kootenav and Salish

tribes across the Rocky mountains, rheir hunting grounds now
embraced all the prairies of C anaria, and the buffalo provided them
with tents and daily food. They slaughtered entire herds by driving

them into pounds, and roasted the meat on sjiits, or boiled it in hide
bags by means of hot stones;*^ for they had now abandoned the
clay pots anrl l)irch-bark vessels that had .served their needs wlien
their home lay farther to the eastward. But constant wars and

1 “ .lesiiit Rt'Iaf tons,” vol. .>4, p. 193.

2 Somp mnainod iti Cic Red River di.sirict unlil 1 he end of flip eeiilurv. McDonnell, John- “Some
Account of the Red River”; in Masson, oji. cit., ser. i, p. 278,

3 According to Lowie the women always loa.stcil the meat, and onlv tlie men, when travelline alone
.sometimes boiled it (Lowie. R. IL: '•The A.ssiniboine” ; Anth. Paiiers, Am. Mus. Nat. HLst.,
vol. iv, pf. 1, p. 12 (New \ ork, 1909)). Yet Denijj, in the early nineteenth cenlurv, found Vioiling
the commoner niethofl, and noticed no dislinclion ba.se<l on sex (Denip, Edwin Tho'mp.son :

“ Tndian
Tribes of the Upper Mi.s.sr.uri” ; edited with notes and biopraiihical sketch bv J. X. B. Hewitt, Forty-
sixth Ann. Rept., Bur. Am. Elhn., 1928-1929, p. 581 f (Washinpton, 1930j).
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foreio'ii diseases, particularly smallpox,^ thimied their ranks; and

when Kuropeans pushed foi'ward their settlements into the prairies,

and the herds of buffalo disappeared, the Assiniboine, unable to

continue their old free life, submitted to confinement on various

reserves. The southern })ranch found a retreat at Fort Belknap,

in Montana; the northern, commordy known to-flay as Stonies, settled

on several small reserves in Saskatchewan and Alberta, the larger

number going to Morley, between Calgary and Banff. Several

generations of separation have developed slight differences in dialect

and customs between the two branches, owing mainly to the closer

contact between the Stonies and the Cree; but they still remember

their common origin, and, though enrolled under different flags,

consider themselves a single people.

In historical times, then, the Assiniboine were a typical plains’

tribe living in large conical tents or tipis made of buffalo hide. They

moved their camps from place to t)lace even more frequently than

1
<1 Prairie all around is a \ast fieltl of death, covered witli uiiluiried corpses, and spread-

ing, for miles, pestilence anti infection. . . . The Assiniboines, 9, 0(H) in ninnlu'r, roaming over a hunting
territory to the north of tlie Missouri, a,s far as the trading posts of tlie Ihid.son’s Ray Company,
are, in the literal sense of the expression, nearly exterminated. They, i>.s well as tlie Crows anti the
Blackfeet, endeavoured to flee in all directions, but the disease (smallpojt) everywliere pursued them.”
Maximilian, Prince of Wied’s, Travels in Ihe Interior of Xorth America, 1832-1834, in Tlnvaites, R. G.;
"Early Western Travels”; vol, 22, p. 35 (Clwelantl, 1906).
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the Algoiikian tribes of the eastern woodlands, for though the more

northern bands, tlirough theii’ proximity to the forests, secured many
moose, beaver, bear, and porcupine, the existence of the tribe as a

whole depended on the migratory buffalo. Each family owned
several dogs, which, hitched to the poles of the travois, rlragged the

household possessions in summer and winter alike. ^ Rivers that the

Indians encountered in their wanderings they generally forded or

swam; but not infrequently they ferried themselves across in bull-

boats, which were tub-like vessels covered with buffalo or moose- hide

and ]iaddled from the front. Thus they followed the wanderings of

the buffalo herds, dispersing into small bands during the winter

months when the buffalo were more scattered and hunting difficult,^

and reuniting in spring for the great sun-dance festival and the

driving of the herds into pounds.

Foot-wanderers whose only transport animals are dogs must

necessarily be slow of movement aiul cir’cumscribed in their range.

Hence, the contacts of the Assiniboine with the hostile Blackfoot con-

federacy were comparatively slight in early times. The weapons of all

the plains’ tribes in Canada were practically identical. Besides the

ubiquitous bow and arrow, there were a long-handled spear for close

fighting, and three or four types of stone-headed clubs, as well as

a wooden knobkerrie. Some men wore “Jackets of IMoose leather

six fold, quilted and without sleeves” as a jn'otection against arrows ;*

and a notable warrier generally carried a shield of painted buffalo

hide, decorated on its outer surface with painted scenes or figures

derived from the vision in which he had received his supernatural

blessing. Whatever protection this blessing afforded him then

attached itself in part to the shield, which guarded its owner in

battle and rested beside him in his grave."’ Whether he carried a

1 Tlip wi'bbcd frame attaolied to the Assiniboine tra\'ois for iioldins; Cio bag,!>;af!f‘ was circular, the
niackfoot made lioth a circular and a reclanffiilar (ladder-like) frame; and Assiniboine women, when
erectiiiK their tipis, fastened thre<! poles tosiefhcr to form a base, whereas the Blackfoot women
fastened four. Numerous otlier difference.® of a similar character distingiiisherl one plains' tribe from
another, apart from differencc.s in social customs, reliKious rituals, and IniiRuage,

2 “ York Factory to llie Blackfoot Country”, p. 329. A few Assiniboine who travelled down to
the trariidK post at York Factory on Ilud.son bay learned to make, birch-bark canoes from the Cree,
but the majority of the tribe, and flie Blackfoot, were isnorant of their nse. “ An .Adventurer from
Hudson Bay; Journal of Matthew Cocking, from York Factory' to the Blackfoot Country', 1772-73”;
edited by' L. J. Burpee, Proc. an<l Trans., Roy, Soc., Canada, 3icl ser., vol. ii, sec. ii, i>p. 104, 114,

116 (Toronto, 1908).

2 On Bed river, according to John McDonnell (1793-1797). “they' generally winter together in large
camps, and make what tlie French call pares, an enclosure of wood in the form of a fence and circu-
lar, into which they drive wliole herds of Buffalo,” Masson: Op. cit., i, p. 297.

4 ‘‘ .All Ad\‘entiirer from Hudson Bay,” pii. 110-111.
f* Among tlie Assiniboine. Among the Blackfoot and .Sarcee the shield, the .special shirts, and the

war-bonnets were regarded as ” medicine-bundles,” and transferred at intervals, with the appropriate
rituals and songs, from one warrior to another.
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shield or not, however, every warrior had a war charm specially

made for him by some old medicine-man/ A few individuals had

special skin shirts and elaborate war-bonnets that were thoiip;ht to

aid their wearers in battle; but the ri^aht of wearino- them came only

from a vision, or by purchase from a man who himself had received

])ermission in a vision.

Two A.ssiiiiljoine Iridians rimniiio' a bull’aio, fiom a painting: by I’aiil Kano. (Photo hy
courtesy of the h'oyo! Ontorio Muxeiuii of A rehiroiogy.)

The introduction of horses and firearms j>ave the same stimulus

to warfare that it gave to buffalo hunting. The horse materially

widened the field of conflict, for enemies 200 or 300 miles away, who
])reviously could be reached on foot only after many days of hard

travelling, were now within measurable distance for a raid; anri fire-

arms were more accurate and deadly tlian arrows that could not pene-

trate a sluelfl.- The Assiniboine, like the other plains’ tribes, became

infected with the war fever, and divided their energies between the

exciting })uffalo hunt and raids and counter-raids against their

enemies. Flashes of suidight from a mirror, the precursor of the

1 Till' cliann mijrht l>e only thu hoail of a loon, Inil its cost was f:iirl\' standinilLztHl, Ix'in]^ .in later

years a horse.

2 C/. David Tliomp.son’s Narrati\'e, p. 411.

86959—21
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modern heliograph, and columns of smoke dampened at intervals with

a blanket, passed the warning from camp to camp whenever foes were

lurking in the neighbourhood. A warrior who dreamed of killing an

enemy regarded the dream as a prophecy, enlisted a band of volun-

teers, and (with the consent of the military society or soldiers’ coun-

cil) sallied out to capture scalps and horses. Paintings on the outsifle

of his tent ]iortrayed his exploits, and the eagle feathers in his war-

bonnet recorded the number of enemies he had slain. Women danced

around the scalps that his party brought back to camp, and older

warriors recited their own exploits to encourage the younger genera-

tion. In communities infected by such war passion, and devoid of an

hereditary class of chiefs and nobles, valour and success in l>attle

offered the surest road to honour and high rank.

No people, however, can devote itself exclusively to war and

hunting; there are many activities and events in the daily life of a

camp that call for public recognition and public ceremonies. The
Assiniboine gave names to their childre)! in a pleasing ceremony tliat

closely resembled the (3jibwa ceremony on such occasions; an old

man, or a prominent warrior, took the infant in his arms and con-

ferred on it a name ostensibly derived from a propitious dream, or

from a successful feat in battle; all the assembled relatives and frieinls

then embraced the child in turn and added their benefliction. In

the latter half of the nineteenth century parents distributed gifts

when their daughters reached maturity, and, at the marriage of their

children, arranged formal processions of their relatives to beai' jnesents

of food and clothing, and to lead strings of horses, between the tipis

of the groom’s parents and the bride’s.^ In earlier days there seems

to have been no marriage ceremony; the suitor made his offer through

the medium of an old man, and the girl moved over to his lodge at

night,- if her parents accepted the bride price.

Funeral rites were more elaborate tlian marriage rites, as in

nearly all Indian tribes. Occasionally the Assiniboine cremated their

dead,‘^ or deposited notable warriors on the surface of the ground

iLowie: Op. cit., p. 40.

SD'enig: Op. cit., p. all.

3 a. “ This morning his body was burned according to their way, they making a great feast
for him y* did now after y‘ y® fle.=h was binned his Bones were taken and buried with Loggs set up
round of aVjout ten feet Long." The Kelsey Papers, p. 12.
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beneath cairns of logs and stones;^ but usually they followed the

procedure described by De 8met

:

“ They bind the bodies with thongs of rawhide between the

branches of large trees, and, more frequently, place them on scaffolds,

to protect them from the wolves and other wild animals. They are

higher than a man can reach. The feet are always turned to the west.

There they are left to decay. AYhen the scaffolds or the trees to which

the dead are attached fall, throiigli old age, the relatives bury all the

otlier bones, and place the skulls in a circle in the plain, with the faces

tui'iied towai’d the centre. They ]3reserve these with care, and con-

sider them objects of religious veneration. You will generally find

there several bison skulls. In the centre stands the medicine pole,

about twenty feet high, to which Wah-kons are hung, to guard and

protect the sacred deposit. The Indians call the cemetery the village

of the dead. They visit it at certain seasons of the year, to converse

affectionately with their deceased relatives and friends, and always

leave scnne present.”^

The principal deities of the Assiniboine were the sun and the

thunder, which were regarded, at least in historic times, as direct

manifestations of the Great Spirit, the ruler of all things. Both

deities received public worship at the sun-dance and horse-dance

festivals held during the summer months, and on solemn occasions

individual Indians frequently made them offerings of tobacco smoke

and pi'ayed for long life, health, or success in some special venture.

But the Assiniboine, like the eastern Indians, placed less reliance

on these “ higher ” ])()wers than on tlie supernatural blessing sup-

posedly bestowed in a vision, generally in answer to fasting and
supplication. To the average Indian this vision brought oidy an

indefinite assurance or conviction of some supernatural power who
watched over his every action, and stoorl ready to help in times

of crisis; but to some it brought special powers or privileges, e.g.,

power to heal diseases with herbal remedies or else by supernatural

means, authority to establish a dancing society, or the privilege of

painting on the outside of the tent an ei>isode in the dream itself.

1 Maximilian, in Thwaitns, vol. 22, p. 393, Denip; say.=! “the gra’i'e is excavatcrl to the depth of about
5 foi't, and made large enough to contain the implements b^ore referred to, which are all buried with
the body, the grave filled up and large rocks rolled upon it. , . . Very brave and formerly renowned
warriors sometimes requested not to be inteired in any way, in which case thejf are placed insirle their
lodge propped up ... . and the whole is thus left on the plains.” Denig: Op. cit., p, 572 f.

“ De Smet ; vol. iii, p, 1141.

86959—21^
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So Assiniboine society recognized, besides a military society of noted

warriors, four classes of men more or loss distinguished from tlie rank

and file, viz., two orders of medicine-men, the owners of jiainted

tents, and the founders or leaders of various dancing societies.

The medicine-men, however, and the owners of painted tents,

enjoyed little prestige unless they distinguished themselves also in

warfare. It was the military society, comprising all the bravest and

most active men between the ages of twenty-five and thirty-five, that

controlled every large camp. Nominally the leader of the society

received his orders from the dominant chief, but since it was only

through the military society that the chief could enforce his wishes,

he dared not oi:)]iose its expressed opinion. The society ]ioliced tlie

camp and I'egulated the buffalo hunt,^ received delegations from

otlier tribes, and authorized raids for scalps and horses. On si)ecial

occasions its memliers dressed in full battle array, danced to the

accompaniment of drums and singing, and recounted their individual

exploits, with the avowed pur}>ose of impressing the laity with their

strength and of stimulating the popular zeal for warfare.

ddie number of dancing societies varied at different periods as old

ones ceased to ('xist and new ones arose to take their place. Their

purpose was mainly social, although fellow members aided one another

in daily life. In one alone was the religious aspect prominent, in the

‘‘ horse-dance,”- whose members annually set up an altar inside an

enlarged tipi and offered incense and tobacco smoke to the sun, tlie

thunder, and the earth. Nearly all dancing societies restricted their

membership to men, but even in 1820 women had a special order of

their own. Candidates paid an initiation fee of varying amounts,

and (in the second half of the nineteenth century at least) the socie-

ties held annual dances when the bands united in early summer for

the buffalo-hunt and the sun-dance.

Some recent events on the Stoney reserve at Morley illustrate

rather clearly how such dancing societies might arise. An Indian

named C'ough (’hild. or ('row C'hild, hafl a vision in which the Great

Spirit appeared to him and said “ You must sleep on a mountain four

successive nights. The thunder will clap over your head, and at

each clap you will daub white paint on your cheek. Afterwards you

1 For tlu’Pt’ (lutu's See part I. p. 128.

^Tliis society may not be older than the middle of the nineteenth century.
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will return to your {people, heal their diseases, and restore the old

religion of prayer and the offering of smoke from the medicine-pipe,

now so fallen into decay through Christian teaching that the Indians

have lost their earlier power.” Acting on these instructions, as he

claimed. Cough Child hired drummers and singers, daubed white

paint on his person and his clothes, painted a thunder-bird on his

blanket as a visible token of his mandate, and held a public dance.

With his breath alone he seemed to heal patients who were brought

to him from all around. His fame spread far and wide. Cree

Indians in the north sent messengers asking him to come and cure

them, Sarcee went from C.^algary to Iteseech his aid. An Indian from

distant TAah brought a child that Cough Cdiild might restore its

eyesight, but sadly returned home with his cliild still bliinl. Every

patient the prophet cured bought from him a feather to wear when-

ever it thundered, and, like the i)rophet, daubed his cheeks with

white paint that the thunder might ])ass him by. Many wore their

feathers at all times,’ thereby acknowledging the leadership of

Cough Child and their enlistment among his followers. They had

the feeling of membership in a regular society, although (so far as

we know) their leader had given it no name aiul did not organize

an annual dance. It remained an embryonic society until its dis-

appearance, because the conditions of life had changed and the old

organizations and beliefs were rapidly passing away.-

The greatest religious event in the Assiniboine year was the

sun-dance. They often speak of it in the course of the year, and

look forward to its immediate arrival with joy, respect, anfl venera-

tion.”*" The leader was a man who had inherited the privilege and

received the necessary instruction from his father. After a cere-

monial buffalo-hunt to provide the necessary food, the united tribe

moved to some previously chosen site and ei'ected a sacred pole

which had been cut down after the manner of an enemy and dragged

to the cam]) amid great rejoicing. To this pole, and to the rafters

of a gigantic lodge, the people lashed their offerings to the Great

Spirit or his manifestation, the sun-god, and the leader addressed

1 In 1921 a Snrrfe woman living on a n'scTvo noar Calgary liatl ona of Cough Child's feathars
attachf'd to livr nvfkiaae, and a visitor from tlic Assiniboine reserve at Morley wore anotlier in her hair,

‘-Cough Child’s vision of the Great Spirit, his rcwolt against Christianity, and at1em|iled ^restor-
ation of older beliefs and eusloms bear some analogy to the Messianistic phenomena that dheurred
among other tribe.s, notably the IrorpioLs anti the interior titbes of llntish Columbia, at the end of
the eighteenth and early |tart of the nineteenth centuries, Sec part 1, p. 183 f.

3 De Smet : vol. lit, p. 937.
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a prayer on behalf of the entire tribe. The ceremonies proper lasted

three days. On the first the people danced
;
on the second the medi-

cine-men displayed their conjuring tricks; and on the last the whole

camp banciueted, Jt'iving dog’s flesh a prominent place among the

meats.

When the Blackfoot and some other plains’ tribes celebrated the

sun-dance the most sensational incident, though actually an unessen-

tial one, was the voluntary torture endured by a few young warriors

to excite the compassion and favour of the Great Spirit. These

misguided devotees allowed their breasts or shoulders to be pierced

with sharp skewers and attached by stout thongs to the sacred pole

or to a heavy buffalo skull
;
and they strained at the pole, or dragged

the skull, until they either broke loose or friends and relatives took

pity on their sufferings and in some way or other secured their

release. 1 The Assiniboine, however, seem not to have associated self-

torture with the sun-dance, but only with }>reparations for war. Men
who aspired to lead a war party lay out in the rain or snow for three

or four nights fasting and praying to the Great Spirit for favourable

visions; and some of them gashed their arms and breasts with knives

the more to excite his pity.

We have no reliable estimate of the numbers of the Assiniboine

before the first quarter of the nineteenth century. At that period the

population seems to have fluctuated between 8,000 and 10,000, dis-

tributed among sixteen or seventeen bands. Four thousand or more

perished in the terrible smallpox epidemic of 1836, and the tribe

declined steadily thenceforward until it was confined to reserves.

To-day it numbers roughly 2,500, half of whom live in Alberta and

Saskatchewan, the remainder in the United States.

plains’ ckee

In i)re-European times the Plains’ Cree probably comprised only

those few small bands in northern Saskatchewan and Manitoba that

periodically moved out from their home on the edge of the forest to

hunt the buffalo herds on the prairies. There they jostled against

older plains’ tribes, and allied themselves with the Assiniboine against

1 A full description of the festival among any one of the plains' tribes \vould require a wliole

cliapter, whicli is more space tlian can be allotted in this book. For an eye-witness' account of a

Blackfoot sun-dance half a century ago the reader may consult McLean, J.: “The Blackfoot Sun-
Dance” ; Proc. Can. Inst., 3rd ser., vol. vi, 1887-18S8, pp, 231-237 (Toronto, 1881)).
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the Blackfoot and Sarcee. The iiitrodiietioii of horses and firearms

induced other bands of Cree to join them, and their numbers swelled

until they became a serious menace to all the tribes along what is

now tlie International Boundary. They spread ovei' northern Alberta

to the Peace river, raided through the country of the Blackfoot to

the Pocky mountains, and southward to tlie posts of the fur-traders

on the Missouri river. Smallpox decimated them in the eighteenth

century, as it did many other tribes in the United States and Canada,

and between 1835 and 1858 diseases and wars reduced their number
from about 4,000 to barely 1,000.^ When the disappearance of the

buffalo, about 1878, deprived the remnants of the tribe of their

means of livelihood tlie government distributed them among various

reserves in the three Prairie Provinces, combining them in one or

two places with Assiniboine.

The Plains’ Cree claim that they w'ere formerly divided into

twelve bands, each of which had its own chief. Possessing only a

weak culture of their own, they quickly assimilated many of the

customs of their neighbours, particularly of the Assiniboine, their

allies, and of the Ojibwa who mingled with tliem on the east. They
had one military society only, to which entrance w^as gained by some

valorous deed. From the Assiniboine they probably derived the

ceremony of the sun-dance;- perhaps also some of their dancing

societies, although most of the Cree societies were more definitely

religious than the Assiniboine, three at least aiming to increase

the success of the luinters. There were two ceremonies that they

probably borrowed from the Ojibwa, an annual smoke-offering and

prayer to the Great Spirit, and an annual feast to the dead. On
the whole, their customs were similar to those of the Assiniboine,

although every plains’ tribe, of course, differed in many ways from

every other.

BLACKFOOT

The strongest and most aggressive nation on the Canadian

prairies in the middle of the eighteenth century w'as the Blackfoot,

whose territory stretched from the Rocky mountains well into

Saskatchewan, and from the North Saskatchewan river almost to the

upper Missouri in the United States. On their southeastern flank

1 Hind. H, Y. r Xortli We.st Territory, Reports of Progress; together with a preliminary and
general report on the Assiniboine and Sa.skatchewan exploring expedition, p, 46 (Toronto, 1859).

“ The Cree sun-dance, strictly speaking, was a dance to the thunder, not to the sun -god.
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were the Gros Ventre, usually friends but sometimes enemies, who
retreated south before the end of the century and played no further

part in Canadian history; to the north and northeast were the

Assiniboine and Plains’ Cree, often friendly in the middle of the

eighteenth centuryP inveterate foes towards its close; northwest,

the little tribe of the Sarcee, who affiliated themselves wholeheart-

edly with the Blackfoot. although their Athapaskan tongue bore not

58569

Tipi of a Illood Indian niedicine-man. witli liis mt'dicine-biindle suspended outdoors.

(Photo hi/ (1. A iiilerfoii .)

the slightest resemblance to the Algonkian speech of their allies; on

the west were the Kootenay and Salish tribes of British Columbia,

who often crossed the passes of the Rockies to harass the Blackfoot

and share the spoils of the buffalo-hunt; and in the southwest, south,

and southeast were Shoshonean, vSiouan, and other tribes as hostile

as the Assiniboine and Cree. So the Blackfoot became the Ishmaels

of the prairies, their hands being raised against every neighbour

1 Cf. “York FiiRtory lo tlic Blackfoot Couiitrj',’’ pp. 340, 344, 350; “An Advenhirer from Hud-
son Bay,” p. no.
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except tile insiaiiiificant Sarcee. and occasionally the Gros Ventre, who
sou^iht the shelter of their confederacy.

There were three tribes in the Blackfoot nation, the Blackfoot

proper, the Blood, and the Picgan,^ the southernmost or Piegan being

numerically almost as strong as the other two combined. Each tribe

was an independent unit under its own chief, so that whenever they

came together they pitched tlieir tents in separate camp circles and

regulated their affairs iiy separate councils. A common language,

common customs, a tradition of common origin, and frequent inter-

marriage prevented open warfare between them, despite frequent

feuds; against their enemies they presented a united front. Yet

even in their own eyes the union was too imperfect to require a

common name, and the use of tlie term Blackfoot to cover all three

tribes was really an unwarrantable extension by the early whites.

In their outward life the Blackfoot tribes hardly differed from

the Assiniboine. Both were buffalo-hunting peoples living in skin

tents and roving the prairies in search of the buffalo herds.- Both

wore the typical costume and ornaments of the plains’ tribes,^ and

both used dogs and travois to transport their household possessions.

In both nations the social units were the families and the bands, and

cutting across the divisions into bands was a society, or societies,

whose members held annual dances, and performed police and other

duties whenever the bands came together in summer and pitched

their tents in the characteristic circle."^ Both nations, again, wor-

shipped the sun and the thunder, the manifestations of the Great

Spirit, and held the annual ceremony of the sun-dance. Ihiderlying

all these outward conformities, however, there were considerable

differences in the social and religious life.

The Blackfoot treated their women more harshly than the Assini-

boine, wliose code demaiulefl almost the same conduct from men and

1 The word Blackfoot (a Irannlatioii of llie Indians’ own name for themselves, Sikiiiknuwa) refers

to the moccasins, either because they weri! painted black, or besmirchcfl by prairie lire.s. Piegan comes
from a word meaning “j'oorly dressed robe,” bui, its real significance, as of the name Blood, is

unknown, the Indians giving several contradictory legends.

- In Cocking's .louiiuil we read ‘‘I found in an ohl lent -place bi‘lnnging to the Architliinue (Black-
foot) Natives, part of an earthen vessel, in wliieh they dress their victuals; it appeared to have
been in the form of an earthen pan.” (“An Adventurer from Hudson Bay,” p. lOU)

;
and again

“Tlieir Victuals are dressed in earthen pots, of their own manufacturing; iniich in the same form as

Newcastle pot.s, but witliout feet: their fire tackling a black stone used a.s Jliut, and a kind of ore

as a steel, using tuss balls as tinder, (i.c.) a kind of moss” (Do., p. 111). From these passages it

would appear that some at least of the Blackfoot, like the As.siniboinc of a slightly earlier period,
used cooking vessels of pottery, whicii they abandoned before the end of tlie ct'iitury in favour of hide
vessels, proliably because it was too dillicult to transport pottery on the liorse-travois.

There were minor differences in oriiamenlation ; tlie Assiniboine. for example, commonly worked
a large rosette on the front and on the back of the robe, the Blackfoot seldom.

1 The .\ssiniboine had only one military society, the Blackfoot several. See infra.
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women alike. Tlie l^lackfoot, on the conti’ary, seem to have encour-

aged their young men to j^ractise seduction, anrl then scorned the

women who yielded to their aflvances, and, if they were married,

mutilated and even killed them. The name given to a boy at birth

lasted only until his first war-party, when his comrades conferred

on him a new name, often in mockery. This name, too, he discarded

later in favour of one more befitting his manhood years; but even

his manhood name was not always ])ermanent. being subject to

change at will. While still very young every boy adopted another of

about his own age to be his inseparable comj^anion, and this Damon
and Pythias relationship lasterl all through their lives. Several other

plains’ tribes were familiar with the same custom, but seem to have

observed it less systematically.

Like the Assiniboine, the Blackfoot often deposited their dead

in trees, but they did not perform any subsequent ceremony over the

fallen bones. Men and women who had been prominent in their

communities, they laid out on hill-tops inside their tents, after

weighting tiown the edges of the skin with stones. Many of the

“tent-rings” still visible on the prairies are, therefore, burial-rings,

not the sites of ancient camps. ^ Women, and sometimes men, lacer-

ated themselves at funerals, and widowers commonly assuaged their

grief by going immediately on the war-path.

-

Each of tlie military societies of the Blackfoot, which were

known collectively as All-Comi'ades, had either one or two leaders

who sat in the tribal council when the bands united during the early

summer. As in the militarv societv of the Assiniboine, these leaders

arranged for the policing of the camp,’^ the organization of the buf-

falo hunts, and the guarding of the tribe on the march. There were

ten or twelve military societies in each tribe, some of which opened

their ranks to a limited number of women. Alembership was by

purchase oidy, but a man generally passed automatically from one

society to the next, at intervals of four years, by selling the regalia

1 In the nineli'onth rentury, and prohalily also in the eipliteenth, the "Rlackfoot sometimes wrapped
their dead in robes, fleposited them amone rocks, or on solitary cliffs, and covered them with
logs. Maximilian in Tluvaites, vol. 22, p. 121,

2 Wissler states that in more recent time.s a Blackfoot suffering from an incurable di.sease would
frequently run amok, though without mania, and attempt to kill as many people as he could, even his
own family, before taking his own life. He regards this as a variant, and in some re.spects, a sur-
vival, of taking to the war-path (Wissler, C. :

*'
'I'lie Social Life of the Blackfoot Indians”; Antli.

Parsers, Am. Mus. Nat, HLst., vol. vii, p. 32 (New York, 1912)). Cocking remarks that "The .^sinepoet
(.\s3iniboine) Native.s are oftentimes guilty of suicide, on very childish grounds”; "An Adventurer
from Hudson Bay,” i). 112.

3 “ They appear to be under proper discipline, and obedient to their T.eadcr, wlio orders a party
of Horsemen Evening and Morning to reeonitre” ; "York p’actory to the Blaekteet Country,” p. 339.'
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he possessed in the old society and purchasing the corresponding

regalia of the new. Thus the societies were roughly graded, young

men entering the lowest and proceeding at intervals to the higher

grades. But if the Blackfoot had carried out the system to its logical

conclusion the higher societies would have contained old men only,

the lowest only youths. Partly to prevent this, apparently, every

7487y

.A. niood Indian girl. (Pholo hif courieHij of Cdnadian yatioiiai

Paihrni/n.)

grade had to include at least four old men among its members; and

many individuals purchased membership in the higher societies with-

out relinquishing their affiliations with the lower. Since there were

no special qualifications for members, and no means of expelling

them, we may presume that ev^ery man in the tribe joined at least

one society for a time, and the majority jmssed through several.
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Of tlancing societies, both the purely social and those with

religious functions, the Blackfoot possessed even more than the

Assiniboine. An outstanding feature in all these societies, whether

dancing or military, was the formal acquisition by purchase of the

ceremonial objects and the songs that went along with membership.

The same formal transference of ceremonial objects pervaded the

entire religious life of the Blackfoot, giving it a character quite dis-

tinct from that of other plains' tribes.^ It affected even the signifi-

cance of the annual sun-dance; foi’ whatever may have been the

earlier history of this festival (and doubtless it was a com])osite of

many different rites), among the historical Blackfoot it was primarily

the fulfilment of a vow, made by a virtuous married woman at a

time of crisis, to purchase a sacred sun-dance bundle from some other

woman in the tribe. The formal erection of a central pole loaded

with offerings to the Great Spirit, the self-torture of warriors, and

the ceremonial cutting of buffalo tongues by women who had dedi-

cated themselves to this form of thanksgiving, these and other

episodes in the festival, such as the annual dances of the various

societies, all seemed to the Blackfoot subsidiary to that one indispen-

sable event, the transfer, with due ceremony, of a sacred medicine-

bundle.-

These sun-dance bundles, however, formed but one group in a

numerous sci’ies of medicine-bundles, the other most outstanding

groups being the beaver and pipe bundles. The pipe bundles were

associated with the worship of the thunfler, the beaver with tobacco

cultivation; for the planting of tobacco was a sacred ceremony among
the plains’ tribes, and its smoking on formal occasions just as neces-

sary a ritual as it was among the Irocpioians.'' A. medicinc-))undle

might be anything from a few feathers wrapped in skin or cloth to

a multitude of miscellaneous objects—skins of animals and birds,

roots, rocks, stone pipes, etc.—kept inside a large rawhide bag, in

which every article had a definite significance and called for a special

song whenever its owner exposed it to the light. Owners and their

wives incurred many obligations and taboos, but they enjoyed con-

siderable prestige in the tribe and believed that possession of a sacred

1 Except Ibe Sareee.
2 The buffalo-hiuit that genernlly preceded the Blackfoot and Sareee snn-dance lacked the cere-

monial characler of Iho currosponrlinfr himt amonn ilie Assiniboine, witli whom it was really a i>ail

of the festival-

3 a. Oar irl Thompson's Narrative, p. 365.
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bundle brought them jirosperity and good fortune. Hence there was

much rivalry for their ownersliip, and the man who expended most

of his property in jnirchasing one could always recuperate his loss by

selling it again. The formal transfer was a solejnn ceremony that

74SS2

Blackfoot crossing the P]ll)ow river, Alberta. (Photo hy vnurtvay of Catiadiiin

A'ff t ioiia t R(i it ivays.)

generally extended over many days and even weeks; for the new pui'-

chaser had to learn not only the significance of all the objects in

the bundle, but the full details of the visions to which they tradi-
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tionally owed their origin, and the songs, in a large bundle numbering

perha])s half a liundred, that established their validity.

Painted tents, special war-shirts, amulets, everything in fact that

originated from a vision, the Blackfoot regarded in the same light

as the medicine-bundles. Each was a symbol of some blessing

bestowed on its original owner by the powers of the supernatural

world, and that blessing could be retained for mankind by handing

down the symbol with the original vision-story and songs. The
symbol alone, the medicine-bundle or the painted tent, was worthless

without the vision-story and the songs, for only through a perfect

knowledge of these “ formulae ” could each successive owner I'esur-

rect, in his imagination, the spiritual experience of the first. It was

this necessity of obtaining, as far as possible, the same spiritual

experience that differentiated the Blackfoot cult of “ medicine-

bundles ” from the almost world-wide belief in an amulet, a religious

statue, or a grave relic conveying good or ill luck from one genera-

tion to another.

An epidemic of smallpox in the eigliteenth century, and epi-

demics of smallpox and measles about the middle of the nineteenth,

greatly diminished the numbers and strength of the Blackfoot along

with the other plains’ tribes. Mackenzie estimated that there were

from 2,250 to 2,500 warriors in the three tribes of the confetleracy

in 1801, which would give a population of about 9,000,^ Hind in

1858 estimated 300 tents in the Blackfoot tribe, 400 in the Piegan,

and 250 in the Blood; reckoning eight jiersons to a tent, this gives

a total population of 7,600.- Six hundred died of starvation just

after the disappearance of the buffalo twenty-five years later. The
remainder then settled on reserves in Montana and in Alberta. To-

day there are about 2,200 living in the former state, and slightly

more than this number in Alberta.

SARCEE

The Athapaskan dialect spoken by the Sarcee (“Not Good”)
Indians of Alberta seems most closely related to the dialect of the

Beaver Indians dwelling on the Peace river, and the traditions of the

1 Mackenzie: Op. eil., p. Ixx.

2 Hind: Op. cit.. p. 115. An estimate in 1835, just before the worst epidemics, gave the 'niackfoot
300 tents, the Piegan 500, the Blond 400, the Gros Ventre 250, and the Sarcee 100; Private Papers of
Sir .Tames Douglas, 1st ser., ser. C, No. 12, Bancroft Collection of Pacific Coast MSS., University of
California.
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two tribes assign them a common origin. Present-day Sarcee claim

that their territory ranged from the Peace to the Red Deer rivers,

and that they allied themselves more closely with the Blackfoot tribe

than with either the Blood or the Piegan. Mackenzie estimated that

they consisted only “of about thirty-five tents, or one hundred and

twenty men,’’ which w'ould give a population of about 280;^ but their

real number was two or three times this amount, judging from other

estimates made in the early years of the nineteenth century.- In

53312

A Siircee cliiof iiiwide bis tipi. ( /*hoto hy I). fleiineNn.)

any case they constituted a small and rather unimportant tribe, which

would almost certainly have disappeared from the prairies had it

not sought the protection of the Blackfoot. In organization, cus-

toms, and religious beliefs it was a weak reflection of its more power-

ful ally, only its language, and perhaps a slight inferiority in the

average stature, betraying its separate origin. For the Sarcee had

similar divisions into bands and military societies, similar marriage

1 Mackenzie: Op. cit., p. Ixx.
- " The iSussees arc about ninety tents and may number about 650 .souks ” (David Thompson's

Xarrative, p. 327). Franklin allows them 100 tents (Franklin, J.: “Journey to the Shores of the Polar
Sea,” vol. 1, p. 170 (J.ondon, 1824)). TJ;c same estimate appears in the private papers of Sir James
Douglas quoted in a preceding footnote.
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and funeral rites, purchased the Blackfoot medicine-bundles with

their rituals, and copied their institution of an annual sun-dance ini-

tiated by a woman’s vow to purchase a sun-dance medicine-bundle.

They shared, too, all the misfortunes of the Blackfoot, ami when the

latter were confined to reserves, received a small and rather infertile

tract of land a few miles south of Caljrary. There they have steadily

declined, partly through apathy, partly through the ravages of tuber-

culosis, which has cari’ied off a large proportion of the children dur-

ing the last half century. In B)24 their reserve returned a popula-

tion of only 11)0, a total that included a number of Cree and Black-

foot who had married into the tribe or joined their fortunes with it.

GROS VENTRE AND SIOUX

The (h’os \’entre or Big Belly’ Indians who roamed over the

southern part of Saskatchewan about 1750 were an offshoot of the

Arapaho, one of the many tribes that hunted the buffalo on the

prairies of the Fnited States. They were organized on much the

same lines as tlie Blackfoot, having graded military societies and

other institutions that differed only in secondary details from the cor-

responding institutions of their neighbours. After harassing some

of the fur-trading j^osts on the Saskatchewan towards the close of

the eighteenth century, they retreated to the south under pressure

from the Assiniboine and Cree,- and ceased to exert any further

influence on the development of the Canadian prairies.

On some small reserves in Alanitoba and Saskatchewan to-day

there live a few Dakota Sioux, survivors and descendants of tlie

bands that, under their leader, Sitting Bull, rebelled against the

United States government in 187(3, annihilated the force of General

Custer that was sent against them, and found asylum in Canada.

Previous to that date they crossed the International Boundary line

comparatively seldom, although they bitterly opposed the imnarls of

the Ojibwa, Assiniboine, and Blackfoot into the prairies farther

south. Strictly s])eaking, therefore, they are not a Canadian tribe,

and we may pass them by without further mention.

1 A niistak(‘n rontUTiag of Iheir tribal sign, which exprossed th*! name given to tliem l)y their

Arapaho kinsmen, llilnena, ‘‘Ueggars.” Tlieir langiiago was Alguiikian, not Siouan, as erroneously
<ho\vn on the fohteil map at the end of this volume.

2 David Thotnpsoti’s Narrative, p. 235.

3 Sioux is an abbriwiat ion of an Ojibwa word ineanir!g "rattle-snake’* or, metaphorically, “enemy.’’
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CHAPTER XXI

TRIBES OF THE PACIFIC COAST

From the i)lains we j^ass to the Pacific coast of Canada, neglect-

ing for a time the inland tribes of British Columbia because most of

them ])atterned their lives after their neighbours on the coast. The

material culture of the coastal tribes^ hinged on the shoals of salmon

that annually ascended the creeks and rivers, and on the abundant

stands of free-grained cedar trees; for the salmon provided them

with an assured supply of food throughout the year, and the cedar

furnished timber for dwellings, canoes, and household utensils, and

bark for clothing and mats. While there were local differences in the

shapes of the houses and canoes, and in the chai’acter and proportion

of other foods than salmon, these variations were on the whole less

noticeable than differences in social organization, in religious beliefs,

and in tribal ceremonies and rituals. The three northern tribes, the

Tlinkit of southeastern Alaska, the Haida of Queen Charlotte islands,

and the Tsimshian of the X^ass and Skeena rivers, possessed well-

integrated social systems based on exogamous phratries and clans that

recognized descent only in the female line; and they eschewed or

kept in strict subordination all other groupings that tended to over-

ride their systems. The Kwakiutl, Bella Coola, and Nootka tribes

farther south recognized no phratric divisions, hesitated between

matrilineal and patrilineal descent, between clan exogamy and clan

endogamy, and permitted a rank outcrop of secret religious societies

to dominate the clan groupings during the mid-winter months. Clans

and secret societies, together with the unique style of painting and

carving that accompanied them, tended to fade away among the

Coast Salish, and disappeared altogether on the shores of the state of

Washington, Considering this progression, it would seem logical to

begin our sketch of the Pacific Coast tribes with the most northern,

tlie Tlinkit, which, although strictly an Alaskan tribe hardly touching

the borders of Canada, greatly influenced the Tsimshian and Haida
Indians to the south and the Athapaskan peoples of Canada immedi-
ately behind it.

1 'I’Ik' word “ trilie ” is used loosely tlirouirliout this chapter as a synonym for the awkward
expression " linguistic grouj).’' It iinist not he understood to imply any jiotitical unit larger than a
village, or group of neighbouring villages. See Chapter x.
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TLINKIT

The Tlinkit (“People”) occupied all the coast-line of south-

eastern Alaska from mount St. Elias to the Portland canal, with the

exception of paid of Prince of Wales island which had been colonized

by the Haida Indians shortly liefore their discovery by Euroi^ean

voyaj>;ers. In this rugged fiord region communication was entirely

by sea, and the Indians made long voyages in their dug-out canoes

to trade sea-otter skins, native copper from the Copper river, and

Chilkat blankets manufactured from cedar bark and the wool of the

wild mountain goat, for slaves and shell ornaments that came up to

them from the south. About one-third of the population consisted

of slaves, some of them members of neighbouring tribes kidnapped

or taken ]>risoners by the Tlinkit themselves, the majority captive

Salish Indians (or their slave descendants) from the south of British

Columbia, who had passed in barter from one tribe to another. How-
ever exalted had been the rank of these slaves in their own land their

lot among the Tlinkit was generally wretched in the extreme. They

hunted and fished for their masters, manned (with some commoners)

the war^ and travelling canoes, and performed nearly all the drudgery

around the villages. The erection of a new house, the launching of a

new canoe, the funeral of a nobleman, or an insult offered to a chief

might at any time demand their lirutal sacrifice, for in the eyes of

their masters they were only a form of property that could be

destroyed like other property at a mere whim. The w'ealth of a

nobleman, in fact, was largely reckoned by the number of slaves he

could command, although it included also his hunting and fishing

grounds, his houses and canoes, and the trade goods he possessed,

especially the number of sea-otter skins.

The staple food of the Tlinkit, as of all the tribes along the north

Pacific coast, was fish, principally halibut, salmon, and oolakan
;
but

the flesh of seals, porpoises, and sea-otters, and abundant berries,

roots, and seaweed, gave their diet a considerable measure of variety.

The Indians normally laid by a sufficient store of foofl during the

summer months to last them throughout the winter, but if their

supplies became exhausted from any cause there were numberless

clam beds that could tide them over a season of scarcity. Their dwell-

1 An old woman of hiyh rank usually stcf-red ttio war canoe. Niblack, A. P. : “The Coast Indians
of iSoiittiPin .\laska anrl Xorthern Britilsli Coluiiibiii’’ ; Ann. Hcpi., U.S. Xa(. Mils,, 1888, t). 253
(Washington, 18W).
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Approximate distribution of Pacific Coast tribes in 1725 A.D.

86959—22 i
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made the Haida (“People”) almost wholly dependent on the sea

for their livelihood. Their villages lay on the coast near halibut banks,

and the forested hills behind them were little valued except so far as

thev orovided timber for houses and canoes. Of land animals the
X

251)

Skedaiis, a Haida Indian village on the Queen Charlotte Islands.

(Photo hy G. M, Daiisoii.)

Haida killed only a few black bears that came out to the coast to

feed on berries and on the dead salmon along the edges of the streams.

Yet they were mighty hunters on the sea, and captured more fur

seals and sea-otters than any other tribe along the Pacific coast.

Every nobleman kept a stock of the skins of these sea mammals to

distribute at potlatches and to trade with the Tsimshian, so that

when the fur traders of the late eighteenth century began to frequent

the northwest coast it was from the Haida that they gathered their

richest harvest.

The isolation of their home and their dependence on the sea

made the Haida great voyagers, and, as is commonly the case with
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maritime peoples, keen imitators of the tribes with which they came

into contact. In their dug-oat canoes they raided the mainland as

far as Sitka in the north, and to the lower end of Vancouver island

in the south. Naturally they encountered most Irefiuently the Tlin-

kit and the Tsimshian, and it was from these tribes that they bor-

rowed most extensively. They copied with indifterent success the

basketry of the Tlinkit, and derived from the same source most of

their shamanistic paraphernalia and songs. Their phratries bore the

same names as the Tlinkit phratries, Raven and Eagle. ^ and were

similarly divided into a number of clans, with subdivisions into family

groups or “ houses ” each governed by its own chiel. From the

Tsimshian, with whom they traded canoes and sea-otter skins for

Chilkat blankets and the oil of the oolakan or candle- fish, they

derived the majority of their dance songs, and the beginnings of a

secret society that the d\simshian had themselves taken over from

the Kwakiutl.

The shamans or medicine-men of the Haida and other west coast

Indian tribes, like medicine-men elsewhere in Canaria, claimed to

have received special powers from tlie supernatural world in answer

to pi'aycr and fasting; but the ])assion of the west coast people for

ritualism made them elal)orate the fasting process, and distinguish

tlieir medicine-men by certain jieculiarities in appearance or dress.

Diseases were treated in much the same way as elsewhere, e.g., by

massage, sucking over the afflicted part through a tube, application

of herbs, etc., all to the accompaniment of much drumming, shaking

of rattles, and the singing of medicine-songs. Peculiar to the medi-

cine-men of the Haida, Tlinkit, and Tsimshian was the use of a

special “ soul-catcher,” a bone tube, generally carved, for capturing

the wandering souls of the sick and restoring them to their bodies.

Since the souls of even healthy people often wandei', especially when

the body sleeps, every Haida war-party carried at least one medi-

cine-man to capture and destroy the souls of enemies, whose bodies

would then be slain in the approaching battle. Dread of the medi-

cine-man afflicted the Haida Indians even after his death, impelling

them to deposit his body in a special grave-house overlooking the

water which none but other medicine-men had the courage to visit.

The secret society of the west coast Indians probably originated

among the Kwakiutl. Its members were men and women who under-

Tsomc Tiinkit villases railed the second pliratry not Eagle, but Wolf,
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went prolonged and usually arduous initiation rites in order to gain

the favour and patronage of certain supernatural guardians. Those

who had the same supernatural guardian sometimes formed a fratern-

ity that acted as a separate unit within the society and held its own
public ceremonies and dances. Among the Kwakiutl there were a

number of these fraternities, and the society was so poweiful that

when it conducted its ceremonies during the winter months it sus-

pended the normal organization of the communities and practically

controlled the lives of the people. The chiefs of the Haida, how-

ever, would not tolerate such usurpation of their authority and

prestige. When they borrowed (or bought) the institution from the

Tsimshian they retained all rights to initiation in their own hands,

restricted membershiji to near kinsmen, permitted the dances only

at potlatches, and prevented any union of initiates into groups that

might usurp the control of the villages. Strictly speaking, therefore,

there was no secret society among the Haida, only an unorganized

body of initiates who vaguely imitated the dramatic ceremonies of

the secret society to the east and south in order to glorify their

“ houses ’’ and clans. ^ '

The dependence of the Haida on the sea reflected itself in their

religion. They believed, like other Indians, that supernatural beings

surrounded them on every side; and the more philosophic among
them postulated a being on high, a “ Power of the Shining Heavens,”

as the ultimate source of the power that resides in both the super-

natural world and the world of the senses. Yet it was to the “ Ocean-

Beings ” that they offei'ed most of their prayers aiul sacrifices, because

they considei’ed that these beings could embody themselves in fish

and sea mammals aiifl, in conseciucnce, affect the main food supply

of the people. So the Haida offered them grease, tobacco,- and the

feathers of the flicker, either by burning these objects in the fire

(which released their souls), or by throwing them into the water.

The ceremonial life of the Haida closely ]iaralleled that of the

Tlinkit; in both there was a succession of feasts and potlatches to

mark every event from childhood to the grave. The Haida, however,

were more addicted to tattooing than any of the other west coast

1 C/. Swaiitoii, .1, R. :

" The Ilaida”; Memoirs Am. Miis. Nut. Hist., vof. S; Je.sup Kxpetlition, vol.

5 (New York, 1909).

- The Haida grew a tobacco-like plant, not for smoking, btit to chew with lime obtained by burning
shells. They abandoned its ciiltLeation, however, a.s soon as they obtaiiicfl smoking tobacco from
Europeans.
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tribes, and as the process was very painful, they performed it in three

stages, each of which required the assumption of a new name and

the liolding of a potlatch. Cremation, common among the northern

ddinkit, was comiiaratively rare among the Haida, who sometimes

deposited their dead in caves, but more frequently laid them in

mortuary houses, three or four in a single structure, or else placed

the coffin on the top of a carved post or in a niche in its side. Occa-

sionally the body of a prominent chief lay in state within his house

for a whole year before removal to its final resting place.

Contact with Kuro]:>eans wrought a speedy change in the lives

of these islanders. Potatoes, introduced by the early voyagers, took

the place of the vanishetl sea-otter skins in purchasing oolakan oil

from the Tsimshian. Steel tools gave a tremendous impetus to sculp-

ture, for the Haida, though inferior to the Tlinkit in basket-making,

far surpassed them and all the other west coast tribes in painting and

wood-carving. Enormous totem-poles that only the highest chiefs

could afford in the days of stone adzes now stood before every house,

and Haida carvers found their services in demand up and down the

coast of the mainland. A few turned their talents to metal-work,

and from the large United States dollar wrought silver bracelets and

brooches beautifully engraved with the highly conventionalized bird

and animal designs so typical of west coast art. Potlatches became

more frequent when money could purchase the Hudson’s lUiy blankets

that re])laced skins as the cui’rency, and whole villages flocked to

\hctoria to gain quick wealth by lending their women to immoral

white men. But smallpox at the end of the eighteenth century, and

both smallpox and venereal diseases in the nineteenth, took their

toll of the population, which rapidly dwinrlled from perhaps 8,400

in 1800’ to less than 1,000 (including the Haida on Prince of Wales

island) a centurv later. To-flay there are but two inhabited villages

on the (^ueen Charlotte islands, Skidegate and Massett, and their

combined population numbers barely 650.

TSIMSHIAN

The third northern people along the Pacific coast, the Tsimshian

(“people inside of the Skeena river”), were divided into three

1 Kcwcombe, C, F. : “The Truliaiis’'; International Congress of Americanists, XVth sess.,
1!)06. p. 146 (Quebec, 1907). That Xewcoinhe’.s estimate is not excessive appears from the eensus made
between 1836 and 1841, which gave a total of 8.328. Dawson; “Report on the Queen Charlotte Islands,”
p. 173 13.
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groups, the Tsiinshian proper around the mouth of Skeeiia river, the

Gitksaii (“ Skeena River people ”) farther up the same stream, and

the Niska wlio inhabited the basin of Nass (Niska) river. Between

these three groups there were slight differences in social organization

and in customs, and rather more noticeable differences in speech,

C2815

A "J’sinisliian maiden wearing a C'liilkat blanket and carved
head-dress.

although they all spoke dialects of the Tsiinshian language. Owing
to their geographical positions, the Niska and the Gitksan devoted

more time to the hunting of land animals, particularly mountain
goats and bears, than the Tsiinshian proper, who for their part

directed their energies to halibut fishing, and the hunting of seals,
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sea-lions, and sea-otters among the islands off the coast. Neverthe-

less all three groups depended mainly on the incredible numbers of

salmon that migrated each year up the rivers, and all three gathered,

towards the end of winter, at the various oolakan fishing stations

along the Nass. One would have expected that the abundance of

fish and game, and the cpiantities of berries and edible roots that

could be gathered during the summer months, would have relieved

the people from all anxiety concerning their food supply; yet occa-

sionally they exhausted all their reserves in February, and suffered

great ]U'ivation until the oolakan appeared in the Nass river about

the beginning of April.

Although there wore only two exogamic phratries among the

Ilaida and Tlinkit,^ the Fsimshian had four, subdivided as usual

into clans and “houses.” The Tsimshian proper and the Gitksan,

i)ut not the Niska apparently, distinguished four strata in the popu-

lation instead of three, viz., slaves, commoners, nobles, and.

abo\'e the nobles, a class of ruling or “ royal ” families who
strictly jjrohibited marriage outside of their own order. The Haida

had the germs of this “royal ” class in their social system, inasmuch

as the heads of certain “houses” that ranked higher than others

in their clans tended to intermarry in order to keep their property

and rights within the same set of people.- But among the two sub-

tribes of the Tsimshian, owing perhaps to the greater authority of

the chiefs, such intermarriages became obligatory, so that noble and
“ royal ” families were as sharply separated as nobles and commoners.

In their customs and beliefs, however, the Tsimshian differed but

little from the Haida. Tliey held similar feasts and potlatch es for

eveiy inpiortant event, such as the erection of a new house-post or

the assumption of an ancestral name; and they had the same faith

in a supreme sky-god whom they occasionally approached in prayer,

but more often neglectefl in favour of lesser supernatural powers

believed to influence the food supply, or to have rendered assistance

to their forefathers in the past. Aledicine-men practised their art

in the same way. and acquired their status either by purification and

fasting, as among the Haifla. or else by sickness and subsequent

recovery, their recovery being regarded as proof that they had power

1 But See footnote p. 144.

2 Tlui.« a Haida chief, like tlie chads of the Tsimshian, cointnonly married Id.s cousin, i.e,, iiis

father’.s sister's daughter, who bclongerl, of course, to another i)hratr3'.
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to heal the same malady in others. The Tsimshian usually cremated
their dead, but sometimes they buried them, or in special cases, prac-

tised a form of mummification. They adoj)ted from the Kwakiutl not

only the notion of a secret society, but several of the actual fra-

ternities, among them the horrible “ Cannibal Society ” whose mem-
bers tore to pieces human corpses and devourefl portions of the flesh.

^
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A Kwakiutl woman. (I’holo hi/ (H. M. Dnirfioii.)

All the tribes bordering the north Pacific, and some of the

interior natives, greatly relished the oil of the oolakan, and through
their control of the Nass river the Tsimshian acquired almost a

monopoly of this article along the northern ])ortion of the coast. At
the same time the mountains of their home supplied them with goat’s

1 Often, jwihaps generally, they sub.stitiited the fiw-ih of an animal, although the laity was not
aware of the deception. An early missionai-y witnesscfl the rending of an actual corpse Vaviie H C •

“ Four years m British Columbia and Vancouver I.slaial,” p. 28-5 ff (Loudon, 1862).
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wool for blankets, and goat- and sheep-horn for the manufacture of

the highly prized carved spoons- Geographically, too, they held a stra-

tegic commercial position between the Tlinkit to the north, the source

of all the native copper, and the Kwakiutl to the south, who supplied

both slaves and dentalium shells, while right at their door dwelt

the otter-hunting klaida. It was only natural, therefore, that they

should become the great traders and middlemen of the region, import-

ing with one hand and exporting with the other. They even carried

their oolakan oil overland to exchange for furs with Gitksan and

Athapaskan-speaking Indians wdio did not visit the sea.^ All this

interchange of material things was accompanied by an equal inter-

change of customs, ceremonies, and folk-tales that converted the

entire coast, viewed from a larger standpoint, into a single cultural

unit.

The Tsimshian population at the end of the eighteenth century

is not known. Duncan, an early missionary, estimated their number
at 10,000 during the second quarter of the nineteenth century,- but

his figure seems much too high. Probably 0,000 would be nearer

the mark. A census in 1024 gave a total population of 3,448.

BELLA COOLA

Immediately south of the Tsimshian, beginning at Douglas

channel, were the Kwakiutl, the nearest of the southern tribes that

did not favour exogamous phratries or the recognition of descent

through the female line alone; and jutting into the Kwakiutl terri-

tory, almost dividing that people into two lialves, were the Bella

Coola,'"^ a people that formcidy occupied some two score villages on

the Dean and Bella Coola rivers, and on the fiords into which these

rivers flow. Each Bella Coola village containetl from two to twenty

or even thirty plank houses built in a row facing the water front;

and each house sheltered from two to ten families. Although all the

villages may not have been inhabited at the same time, 3mt the

population when Alexander ^Mackenzie visited the region in 1793

must surely have numbered at least two or three thousand, of whom
30 per cent perhaps were slaves. To-day, owing to diseases intro-

1 E.fr., from Hie Xass lo tlie Tillage of Kulclo on the ut>pei' Skeena rL’er, along what is still known
as the “ Grease ” trail.

2 Mavne; Op. cit., p. 249 f.

•'< Iv wakinti word of unknown nieaninsi.
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cluced by Europeans and the breaking down of the social life, the

total population scarcely equals three hundred, all confined to a

single village at the mouth of the Bella Coola.

The language spoken by this tribe aiul its position at the heads

of the fiords and along the rivers that empty into them indicate that

it broke off from the main body of the Salishan people to the south

and pushed its way across the mountains into its present location on

the coastd Yet the Bella Coola have no tradition of such a migra-

tion, and until recently knew little of any other peoples except the

Kwakiutl who bounded them on three sides and the Carrier and

Chilcotin Indians who hemmed them in behind. Like the Kwakiutl,

from whom they derived most of their customs and religious beliefs,

they divided the year into two cycles, a winter season given over to

potlatches and religious performances, and a summer when they

gathered their food supplies. Their principal food, of course, was

the salmon, but in April and May, before the commencement of the

salmon run, they gathered in purse-like nets almost as rich a harvest

of oolakan as the Tsimshian,- They killed, too, a few seals, bears,

and }:)orcupines, and a considerable number of wild goats, ducks, and

geese. Although meat was never plentiful, the abundance of berries

and edible roots compensated for its scarcity, and provided the natives

with a rich and varied diet even in the months of mid-winter.

The Bella Coola had no phratries, but a number of what have

been called “ genealogical families or what we have considered

clans. The members of each clan claimed flescent from a mythical

ancestor who in the beginning of time came down from the home
of tlie sky-god Alkuntam and settled at some spot in the valley

of the Bella Coola or Kimsquit river. The village he supposedly

established there, and the surrounding territory he used for hunting

and fishing, belonged to all the members of the clan through inherit-

ance from their fathers or mothers. But as w^omen w’ent to live in

their husbands’ villages the rights of their descendants tended to

lapse from disuse. Furthermore, since membership in a clan gave

not only property rights, but authority to use certain names, to hold

certain ceremonies, to w^ear certain masks at dances, to employ certain

1 T.o.ss prohalily, it readied its present home by sea.
2 Like the Tsimshian, they carried its oil over the mountains, along another " Grease Trail,” to

the Athapaskan Indians of the interior.
3 Using “ dan ” in its unspecialized sen.so, without reference to (he motliod of reckoning descent, to

avoid the more unfamiliar terms gens and sept.
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designs in the decoration of the house, and to enjoy other privileges

of a similar character, there was naturally a strong disinclination to

cheapen all these rights by opening too widely the door to member-

ship; and the obvious way to restrict their diffusion was to discourage

marriage outside the clan. Thus the same social features that gave

rise to a class of “ royal ” families among the matrilineal Tsimshian

who possessed rigidly exogamous phratries, created among the bi-

lateral Bella Coola a shift towards endogamy and the stressing of

descent through the male line rather than through the female.

In other ways, too, the Bella Coola differed from the Tsimshian.

Tsimshian chiefs had more individual authority, and were more

jealous of their positions. At feasts and potlatches they had definite

seats according to their rank; a man who usurped the place of a

superior, or of one who considered himself superior, immediately

stirred up a feud. Bella Coola chiefs were not so carefully graded;

they willingly moved aside at feasts to make room for fellow chiefs.

Rank depended on the number of potlatches a man had given, and

any one could give a potlatch who possessed the necessary wealth and

could claim descent from one of the mythical founders of the clans.

A man who gave four potlatches, and revived at each a new ancestral

title (after a period of seclusion in the back of his house), became

one of the society of chiefs who controlled all the activities in the

villages. Such a potlatch was highly spectacular. Its giver, with the

help of his kinsmen, dramatized the myth from which he derived his

new title, and in most cases arranged also for a fictitious visit from

the dead ancestor whose place he was resurrecting for himself in the

community.

Most potlatches took place in the autumn, after the people had

stored away their food and before the secret society began its winter

dances. Among the Bella Coola the secret society was theoretically

founded on the curious belief that every year, at the beginning of

winter, all the miscellaneous host of supernatural beings who haunt

this world returned to their real home in the sky^ and held a series

of dances or dramatic performances for the entertainment of the

sky-god. The initiated Bella Coola claimed to reproduce these per-

formances in their houses, under the direct patronage, the laity

believed, of the supernatural beings themselves, some of whom tem-

1 Thither go iilso, the Hdla Coola believeil, the stjols of the dead, wliile Iheir shadows depart to an
underworld.
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porarily descended to earth and stalked through the Indians’ dwell-

injj;s. An atmosphere of mystery pervaded the villaj2:es throughout

the whole season, and even the children moved about with solemn

faces, believing that the supernatural beings were constantly in their

midst. Only those were initiated who could prove an inherited right

to perform one of the special dances; but since the cost of initiation

was much less than for a potlatch, and most of the Bella Coola could

conjure up the right from their genealogical traditions, membership

was open to most adults, commoners and nobles alike. A perform-

ance usually lasted four nights, and one succeeded another with little

intermission (although in a different house) until the close of the

season. Several men, or women, might have the same supernatural

guardian (or, in other words, the prerogative for the same type of

performance, e.g. the right to perform the cannibal dance)
;
but the

only bond among them was their common membership in the general

society.

KWAKIUTL

The Kwakiutl (“ Beach on the other side of the river ”) occupied

the northern corner of Vancouver island from Johnstone strait to

cape Cook, and all the coast of the mainland from Douglas channel

to Bute inlet, except the small portion controlled by the Bella Coola.

Linguists distinguish three groups among them: the Haisla of

Douglas channel and Gardner canal, the Heiltsuk from Gardner canal

to Rivers inlet, and the Kwakiutl proper to the south of Rivers inlet.

It is possible that all the Kwakiutl were originally divided into a

number of exogamous clans or “ genealogical families ” that reckoned

descent either through the male line alone, or through both male and

female. Under the influence of the matrilinear Tsimshian, however,

the northern villages developed phratries in which property and rank

descended through the mother, while the southern villages, without

establishing phratries, modified the rules of inheritance so that

property and rank passed througli the women by subterfuge; they

pa.ssed, that is, from a man to his daughter’s husband, and from the

daughter’s husband to the grandchild. Families that had no

daughters arranged fictitious marriages to keep the system working.

Imitating the Tsimshian, again, the northern group sometimes cre-

mated their dead, a practice that did not find favour with the southern
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Kwakiutl, who generally deposited the dead in trees, in caves, or,

in the case of special chiefs, in canoes.

Yet the borrowing was not all one-sided, for it was the Kwakiutl,

apparently, who originated the secret society that spread over most

of the coast-line. Fundamentally, this society seems to have evolved

from the concept of the guardian spirit obtained by youths through
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Koskiino, a Kwakiutl village on Quatsino sound, IkC. (Fhoio hy 0. M. Dairfton.)

prayer and fasting. Throughout eastern and central Canada, as we
saw earlier, every boy, and sometimes girls as well, solicited the aid

and protection of one of the countless supernatural beings that the

Indians postulated in the worhl around them. None of them knew
which of these spirits would answer his prayer, and none of them
conceived that he might hand on his “ blessing ” to a successor; it was

a secret source of power that lai)sed with the individual’s death. The
Blackfoot and Sarcee slightly modified the doctrine inasmuch as they

believed that by resuscitating the conditions of the original “ bless-

ings,” and by the correct repetition of the sacred songs, they could

transfer certain medicine-bundles without losing the protection of

which they were the symbols.
86959—23
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The Kwakiutl, followed by other tribes on the Pacific coast,

changed the doctrine much more radically. Prom causes still obscure

they selected a certain number of supernatural beings as the heredi-

tary guardians of their clans, made the right of seeking their pro-

tection subject to the laws of descent in the same manner as names

and real property, converted the actual acquisition of the “ blessing
”

into a complicated ritual, and t)anded together into a powerful secret

organization the men and women who took part in it. Thus came

into being, apparently, the secret society of the Pacific coast, which

then underwent much further elaboration, slightly different in differ-

ent localities, through the incorporation of features that properly

belonged to potlatches and other ceremonies. Even among the

Kwakiutl it varied from district to district. In the southern villages

the members groui)ed themselves into fraternities according to the

supernatural being that had taken them under its protection, or,

viewed from another angle, according to the type of dance and

dramatic performance for which they had qualified
;
and all the

inhabitants of a village separated themselves into two groups, initi-

ated members or Seals, and uninitiated and superannuated individuals

called Sparrows. In the main, however, the Kwakiutl society had

almost the same organization, and performed much the same dramatic

dances as the Bella C^oola society just mentioned, which indeed had

been derived from it.

Practically identical with that of other tribes, also, was the pot-

latch system of tlie Kwakiutl, except that there was more rivalry

between the heads of clans, and, consequently, more extravagance

and wanton destruction of both food and property for no other pur-

pose than to enhance the prestige of the potlatch-giver. Another

outcome of this rivalry was the development of a more or less fixed

rate of interest on all “ gifts ”

;

for every recipient of a gift, unless of

definitely lower status, had to return it later in double quantity—i.e.

100 skins if he had received 50—or else acknowledge his inferiority

and either submit to the scornful taunts of his rival or blot out the

disgrace by defeating him in war. Yet the potlatch, even as it existed

among the Kw-akiutl, w^as not an entirely harmful institution. It

consolidated all the members of the clan, for only by the united

efforts and contributions of every individual could the chief maintain

his dignity and the clan its prestige; and it w'as a powerful spur to
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ambition, especialty in post-European times after the abolition of

slavery, because it provided a means whereby men of low standing,

through industry and foresight, couhl win their way to the highest

positions. In spite of all its abuses its ])rohiVjition by the government

probably contributed not a little to that decline in the morale of

the west coast tribes which, even more than the ravages of European
diseases, is gradually bringing about their extinction.

We have no reliable estimate of the Kwakiutl population during

the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In 1924 it was slightly

under 2,000. Considering the number of villages and even districts

now deserted, and the general decline of the Indians all along the

coast, we shall not be far wrong in estimating the population in 1750

at from 5,000 to 6,000.^

Interior of a Nootka liouse. (Reproducvfl from "Cook's Third Voyage,” London, 17S5,
ria/e J,2J

NOOTKA

The Nootka,- who inhabited the coast of Vancouver island from
cape Cook to port San Juan, had the distinction of being the only

whale hunters in British Columbia.'^ Like the Haida, whom they

resembled in their partial dependence on sea mammals, they were

1 Mooney estimatc.s 7,200 in IIjc year 1780. Mooney, J. : Op. cit., p. 28,
2 The meaning of the name is unknown.
3 Two or three Irihe.s in the .state of Was)nngt(Mi, inehuling n Viraneli of the Nootka tlie Makah,

also hunted whales.

86059-23 i
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trained from childhood in the management of dug-out canoes, and

did not hesitate to travel almost beyond sight of the stormy coast

in pursuit of their ocean game. Onl}^ the chief of a clan was allow'ed

to harpoon a whale, but any man might hunt the seals, sea-lions,

and sea-otters that frequented the coast in large numbers before the

days of the European fur trade. Fish, however, particularly salmon,

halibut, and herring, furnished the main food supply, as it did every-

where along the British Columbia coast; and roots and berries pro-

vided the usual variety in the diet. If Nootka men W'On a deserved

renowui for their daring and skill in liunting sea mammals, their

W’Omen earned equal praise for their basketry, which even to-day finds

a ready market among Europeans, although specimens made for the

tourist trade rarely maintain the quality of the earlier baskets that

w^ere woven for home use only.

The northern tribes of British Columbia exerted little influence

on the Nootka. Their clans wTre nominally exogamous, but inlierit-

ance could pass through both the mother and the father,^ and a

man wflio in ordinary life was a member of his father’s clan might even

marry within it by affiliating himself temporarily wuth his mother’s

clan and enlisting the help of her kinsmen. Potlatches featured

every important occasion in life, wfliatever the season of the year;

but the Nootka reserved their most elaborate potlatches, not for

marriages or accessions to chieftainship, but for the coming of age

of their daughters. Various non-hereditary clubs, almost exclusively

social, gave colour to these festivals with their dances anr! songs.

Ambitious men secluded themselves in the woods at certain periods,

and by mimicking the capture of seals and whales, by prayer and

fasting, sought to increase their success in hunting.- In addition to

individual medicine-men, wdio gained their status in the same way

and adopted much the same practices as the medicine-men of

other tribes, there w^as a medicine society and ritual for curing

complaints that resisted all other forms of treatment. The shamans

of the society dramatically cast their guardian spirits into the bodies

of their patients, “ cooked ” them with the supernatural force, and

initiated them as members. The highest families owned certain

1 The eldest son was enrolled in his mother’s clan, if that ranked higher than the father’s; later

cliildren might belong to either. Privileges, e.g. tlie right to certain dances, descended through both
parents.

2 See illustration, p, 172.
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caves ill which they laid their dead, but the majority of the Nootka

deposited them in trees, either enclosed in boxes or wrapped in cedar

bark.

The chief deities of the Nootka were the sky-^-od, the thunder,

and the supernatural wolves. Their superstitious awe of wolves

found expression in a wolf ritual, which had maii}^ features in common
with the secret society dances of the Kwakiutl and Bella Coola

Indians. It lasted, however, only about eight days, and though it

generally took place in winter, might be held at any season. During

its performance the Nootka often killed a slave, practised self-torture,

and ate dogs, just as the Kwakiutl did in their winter dances; but

the main incidents were the carrying off of novices by fictitious

wolves, their seclusion in the woods and subsequent recapture, the

exorcism of the wolf spirits from their bodies, and a succession of

imitativ'c dances.

The Nootka have experienced the same decline in numbers as

other west coast tribes. Their present population is slightly under

1,500, as compared with perhaps 6,000 at the end of the eighteenth

century.^

COAST SALISH

The Coast Salish (“people”) inhabited all the coast of the

mainland from Bute inlet to the mouth of Columbia river, and the

portion of Vancouvei' islanrl not occupied by the Kwakiutl and

Nootka—from Johnstone strait, that is, to port San Juan. They were

as skilful as the Nootka in making baskets, and from dog and goat

hair, mingled with cedar bark, they wove excellent blankets which

they decorated with simple geometric patterns quite different from

the complex designs (derived from the pecidiar style of painting)

that were woven into the “ Chilkat ” blankets of the Tsimshian and

Tlinkit. Clams and the meat of goats and deer were commoner foods

than elsewhere along the coast, but they could not replace fish as the

staple diet throughout the year. The houses, too, were unlike those

of other tribes, having no gables, but long roofs with a gentle pitch

that made admirable platforms at feasts and dances.^

The Coast Salish within Canada, excluding their kinsmen in the

United States, spoke half a dozen dialects not mutually intelligible,

1 .Vs late a.s I860 Sproat estimated that tliey euuld master 1,700 warriors. Sproat: Op, eit,, p. 18,
- See illu.stration, p, 93.
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but the differences in culture call for two divisions only, the village

groups north of the city of Vancouver, including those on Vancouver

island, and the inhabitants of the Fraser Kiver delta. Both these divi-

sions separated the population into the usual three classes, slaves.

2(1518

Coast Salisli <liii;'-outs at Victoria, ICC. fl'lioio hf/ R, Maijiiiinl.)

commoners, and nobles, and some villages even recognized a fourth

class of “ rt)yal ” families as among the Fsimshian. Both divisions,

too, had exogamous clans witli descent exclusively in the male line

and with the chieftainship passing from father to eldest son. But the

delta people separated their three classes much less rigidly than the

rest of the Coast Salish, and often passed over the son of a chief if

another relative seemed more woiihy of the jmsition. Furthermore,

they seldom carved the crests of their clans on their house-posts,

regarding ancestral crests as less important tlian the acquisition in

youth of a guardian spirit
;
and their secret society was only a pale

reflection of the Kwakiutl society, which the more northern Coast

Salish closely imitated. Carving anrl painting became less frequent,

less conventionalized, and less grotesque, the nearer one approached

the United States boundary. Although ceremonial life remained

fairly rich throughout the entire territory of the Coast Salish, there
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was a steady fading away of all those characteristic traits that dis-

tinguish the north Pacific Coast ])eoples from the other tribes of

Canada, and indeed from all other tribes in America.

We have no estimate of the numl)ers of the Coast Salish before

about the middle of the nineteenth century, when European diseases

and demoralization due to lif|uor had already produced a serious

decline. Mooney conjectured that they exceeded 15,000 when Cap-

tain James Cook explored the northwest coast in 1778.^ Unless this

71405

Grave iiionninent of tlie Coast Sali.s]i. (Photo tnj Uarhiti I. t^mith.)

figure is unduly high, which seems improbable, they have suffered as

greatly as the other tribes along the coast, for the population to-day

does not exceed 4,000.

1 Mooney: Oji. cit., p. 28 f.
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During the century and a half of their contact with Europeans

all these west coast tribes have undergone less intermixture, indeed,

but a far greater decline than the tribes of eastern Canada who have

been subjected to similar influences for four centuries. For the

Europeans who took possession of the Pacific coast were farther

advanced in civilization than the piimitive farmers and fur trappers

who had settled in the east. Machinery and rapid transportation

were ushering in a new age that the Indians could not comprehend

and in which they found no place. Their complex social organiza-

tion, so different from that of any European country, broke down

completely. The grades in their society had no significance for the

invading whites, and the potlatches that helped to give these grades

stability fell under the ban of the law. Slavery was abolished, and

the new individualism that gave even the ex-slave an equal oppor-

tunity with the noble destroyerl the balance and order in the

“houses” and clans. Heversion to the old conditions was impos-

sible, and whither the new would lead no one could foresee. The
Indians can still provide cheap labour in the fish canneries, but there

they compete with more industrious and efficient labourers from China

anri Japan. The reserves to which they are confined contain fertile

tracts of land, but Indians untrained to agriculture cannot rival either

Europeans or Chinese in the cultivation of the soil or the marketing

of their products. Socially they are outcasts, economically they are

inefficient and an encumbrance. Their old world has fallen in ruins,

ami, helpless in the face of a catastrophe they cannot understand,

they vainly seek refuge in its shattererl foundations. The end of this

century, it seems safe to predict, will see very few survivors.
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(UiAPTEH XXII

TRIBES OF THE CORDILLERA

INTERIOR SALISH

The largest nation in the interior of British Columbia was the

Interior Salish, who differed in customs, dialects, and even physical

appearance from the Salishan-sjieaking Indians of the coast. They
were divided into five tribes that were often hostile to one another.

(1) Lilloet (“ Wild Onion ”) Indians, of the Lillooet River valley.

(2) Thompson Indians, in the Fraser River valley from about

Yale to Lillooet, and on the Thompson river as far up as

Ashcroft.

(3) Okanagan’ Indians, of the Okanagan lake and river.

(4) Lake Indians, of the Arrow’ lakes and upper Columbia river.

(5) Shusw’ap’ Indians, controlling the Fraser River valley from

Lillooet to Alexandria, and all the country eastw^ard to the

summits of the Rocky mountains.

At the end of the eighteenth century there was a small Atha-

paskan-speaking tribe, wedged in among these five Salishan tribes,

wdiich occu])ied the valley of the Nicola river and part of the valley of

the Similkameen. Early in the nineteenth century the Thompson
River Indians absorbed it so completely that only a few legends, and

a small vocabulary of names, bear wutness to its former existence.

The Lilloet w’ere the w’esternmost of the five Interior Salish

tribes, and the chief intermediaries in the trade with the coast people;

they bartered the berries, hemp bark, skins, and goat w'ool of the

interior for shells, slaves, and, occasionally, dug-out canoes. Trading

relations subjected them to other influences, and the Lilloet adopted

the exogamous clan system of the Coast Salish (though wuthout the

division into castes), impersonated the hypothetical clan ancestors

in masked dances, and imitated some of the rites of the secret society.

Similarly the w-esternmost bands of the Shusw^ap, who lived in close

contact with the Chilcotin and Carrier, borrow’ed from those tribes

a division of the population into nobles, commoners, and slaves,^

1 The meaning.s of these words are unknown.
~ Slaves were few in number, lio'.vever, and probablj’ half tlie population ranked as nobles.
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subdividerl the unifies into exogainous clans, and. about the begin-

ning- of the nineteenth century, instituterl a number of dance asso-

ciations modelled on the secret society of the coast.

Approximate distribution of Oordilleran tribes in 1725 A.D.

Among the rest of the Interior Salish there were no clans, no

trace of a secret society, and no restriction on marriage except near-
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ness of kin. The fouiulations of society, like those of the hunting

tribes in eastern Canada, were the family and the band, the latter

a group of families more or less related by blood and marriage.

Every band had a chief whose son generally succeeded him, but the

20830

( liiffs of the Thompson Uiver Imlicins. (Photo hij ’fames Telt.)

real authority resided with an informal council of the elder men.

The warriors elected a special chief to lead them in their war excur-

sions, but his office terminated with the conclusion of the raid. Only

women and children were taken prisoners, as a rule, and they soon

mari'ied and became absorbed into the tribes of their captors. The
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hunting territory, and in fact all the land, belonged to the entire

band, although a few families laid claim to certain fishing places, and

to certain fences erected for deer hunting. The home and the furni-

ture belonged to the wife, and descended to her daughters; the canoe,

Winter undergroinul liouse of the Tlionipson River liuliaiis. (Photo hy courtesy of

the American Museum of Natural History.)

weapons, and tools of the husband passed to the sons. Every family

had a stock of hereditary names, and while fathers generally chose

names for their children from their own family lists, not infrequently

they selected them from the mothers’.

The dwellings themselves would have suggested a vast difference

between these interior tribes and the Salishan people at the mouth

of the Fraser. In place of the long, shed-like structures divided into

stalls for twenty or thirty families, the winter home of the interior

people was a circular, semi-subterranean house, not more than forty

or forty-five feet in diameter, that was entered by a ladder from the

roof;^ and the summer home was an oblong or conical lodge covered

1 See the iil:in in part I, p. 92.
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with rush mats.^ The coast people stored their food in large boxes

beneath the rafters or under the benches; the Interior Salish cached

it outside the dwellings in boxes raised on posts, or, more often., in

rleep pits lined with bark. The dome-shaped sweat-house, infrequent

on the coast of British Columbia, was as common in the interior as

on the plains or in the eastern woodlands of Canada; it was the

home of the youth during his period of fasting, and both men and

women purified themselves in its steam before feasts and religious

dances. Though the principal source of food remained the salmon,

land animals—black-tailed deer, elk, bear, beaver, and marmot

—

took the place of sea mammals and were much more prominent in

the diet. The Okanagan tribe even crossed the Rocky mountains,

like their Kootenay neighbours, to hunt the buffalo on the prairies.

Cooking vessels were not the neatly made boxes of red cedar employed

by the tribes on the coast, but either vessels of birch bark or baskets

woven so tightly that they held water. Often, however, the Indians

preferred to roast their meat and fish on spits, or to bake them in

the ashes.

Piven in their dress the Interior Salish departed radically from

the coast tribes and resembled the Indians east of the Rocky moun-

tains. It is true that like the Coast Salish they made blankets of

goat’s wool, though without the admixture of dog’s hair; but they

also wove blankets from strips of rabbit fur, after the manner of

tribes in northern and eastern Canada. Instead of the oblong cloaks,

the capes, and the domed or conical hats woven from spruce-root,

that were worn from Puget sound to the gulf of Alaska, they had

robes of fur, and breech-cloths (men), tunics (women), leggings,

and moccasins of dressed skin. Their transportation methods, again,

were different. A few families had dug-out canoes like the river

canoes used in the delta of the Fraser, but before the introduction

of iron tools the great majority of the Interior Salish preferred the

more easily made bark canoe, which generally projected under the

water-line at bow and stern like the bark canoes of the Kootenay. So

full of rapids, however, were the Fraser and Columbia rivers and

their tributaries that the Indians performed most of their travelling

on foot, and transported their weapons, trade goods, and household

furniture on their backs or on the backs of dogs. A small, round-

1 The Lillopt had at least one villape fortified with a palisade, like some of the villages of the
coast tribes. Journal of Simon Fraser; in Masson, i, p. 177.
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headed snow-shoe, without cross-bars, and iniich inferior to the snow-

shoe used by Indians farther north, was much in vogue for winter

travel; the coast Indians, of course, were ignorant of its use.

30991

liitorior Salisli girl, ^VL'aring a featlier liead-

(Itoss and a l?!ankot wovoii from the wool
of the wild Tiiountain goat. (Photo hy
James Teit.)

While the weapons and armour of the Interior Salish corre-

sponded broadly with those that prevailed throughout the rest of

the province, many warriors carried in adtlition small round shields

similar to the shields of the plains’ tribes,^ and poisoned their arrow-

heads with the flower of the ranunculus or with virus from the rattle-

1 Simon Fraser saw a different type of shield aniont: Ihe lalloet : "It was Large enougli to cover

the whole body, composed of splinters of wood like the ribs of stays and neatly enclosed with twine
made of hemp." Journal of Simon Fraser; in Masson, i, p. 179.
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snake. Neither carving nor painting attained a high level, but all

five tribes inanufactiired splendid baskets decoratefl externally, by

the peculiar process known as iinbrication, with geometric (and in

modern times realistic) designs. The only other people in Canada

who made comparable baskets were the Chilcotin and some bands

of the Coast Salish, both of whom learned the art from the Interior

Salish.^

For a period varying from one to four years after reaching^

maturity girls went into seclusion, and youths isolaterl themselves at

Sunnner tent of Shiiswap Indians at Kamloops, (Photo hy courtesy of the

American Museum of Natural History.)

irregular intervals to obtain their guardian spirits. The marriage

ceremony was a simple feast; men purchased their brides, and the

women’s kinsmen repaid the husbands later. The dead were buried

in the ground or under a rock slide.- Most tribes had first-fruit

ceremonies to celebrate the ripening of various berries, and the arrival

of the first shoal of salmon each season. The clans of the Lillooet

and western Shuswap held masked dances during the winter, and

their chiefs gave potlatches after the manner of the coast tribes.

1 Liko tlie Uaida, llie Iiilorior Salisli (and also the Kootenay) cultivated tol>acco, or a tobacco-like
plant, but instead of chewing it they smoked it in tubular pipes carved from .soapstone.

2 The Sliuswap "bury them in large tombs which are of a conical form, aliout 20 feet diameter and
composed of coarse timber." Journal of .Sinitm Fraser; in Masson, i, p. 167.
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This potlatch system spread to the other Interior Salish tribes during

the nineteenth century, but fell into abeyance again before its close.

The most notable festival was a ghost or circle dance, celebrated

in summer or in winter whenever some member of a band claimed

to have received a message fi'om the land of ghosts. Then the people

gave themselves over to a series of feasts and dances. On the morn-

ing of each dance day they fasted and washed; at noon they feasted

and prayed the Chief of the Dead to preserve them from all ill; in

the afternoon they danced; and at evening the men held a smoking

ceremony. So greatly did they reverence this Chief of the Dead
that at the coming of Europeans several bands elevated him to the

rank of a sky-deity and identified him with the God of the Christian

missionaries.

European diseases, and the complete overthrow of the old

economic and social conditions, have produced a decline among the

Interior Salish parallel to that of their kinsmen on the coast.

Mooney estimates their number in 1780 at 15,500;^ to-day it scarcely

reaches 6,000.

KOOTENAY

The Kootenay,- who were taller than most of the Indians of

British Columbia, inhabited in the second half of the eighteenth cen-

tury the northern part of the state of Idaho, and the southeastern

corner of British Columbia between the Rocky mountains and the

Selkirks from about latitude 49 degrees north to 52 degrees north.

Even at that time they seem to have been divided into two groups:

the Upper Kootenay of the upper Columbia and upper Kootenay

rivers, who continually crossed the mountains to hunt the buffalo

on the prairies, and even attempted to reach the posts of the fur

traders on the upper Saskatchewan;-^ and the lower Kootenay of the

lower Kootenay I’iver, who spoke a slightly variant dialect and, being

farther removed from the mountains, seldom joined in the buffalo

hunt but subsisted principally on fish. Both groups, as we know
from their traditions and from the explicit statement of the explorer

Thompson,"^ lived on the eastern side of the Rockies during the

1 Mooney; Op. cit., p. 29 f.

2 Tile meaning of tlie word is not known.
3 Cf. Journal of Duncan McGillivray of the Northwest Company at Fort George on the Sas-

katchewan, 1794-5, with introduction, notes, and appendix by Arthur S, Morton, Toronto, 1929, p. 56.

^Thompson; Op. cit., p. 327 f.
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earlier half of the century, but were driven westward by the Black-

foot. In dress, customs, and religion they resembled the plains’

tribes far more than they did the tribes of British Columbia, except

perhaps certain bands of the Interior Salish. They had no clans or

elan crests, no secret societies or masked dances, and no division into

grades or castes. Their dress, like that of the plains’ tribes, was

entirely of skin, consisting of moccasins, leggings, a breech-cloth (for

women a tunic), and a shirt or jacket; their dwellings were conical

tents covered with buffalo hide or rush mats; and their cooking

utensils were vessels of birch bark. The Lower Kootenay made also

water-tight baskets of split roots, an art they probably learned from

the neighbouring Salish, for the bark canoes and dug-outs of both

the Lower and the lipjier Kootenay were indistinguishable from

Interior Salish craft. Wood-carving, however, was almost unknown

among them, and the realistic figures which they painted on their

garments, their tents, ami even their persons, followed the style of

painting among the plains’ Indians, not the styles of the Pacific

coast.

Society was as simple among the Kootenay as among the migra-

tory tribes of eastern Canada. There was no chief governing the

entire tribe, or either of its two divisions; but every band had its

leader, who was supported by an informal council of the older men.

One of his sons generally succeerled him, in spite of the fact that the

Kootenay seem to have reckoned descent through the female line.

For war, and for the annual buffalo hunt across the mountains, they

followed the Salish custom of electing a special chief whose office

terminated with the return of the expedition. Women and children

captured in war (mainly from the Blackfoot) were kept as slaves,

but treated mildly and sooner or later absorbed into the tribe.

Of the social and religious life of the Kootenay we have no

detailed account. We know that they were inveterate gamblers, that

they practised polygamy, securing their wives by purchase, and that

the women carried their babies on their backs in highly ornamented

wooden cradles not unlike those used by the women on the plains.

Both boys and girls underwent the usual seclusion at adolescence,

the boys, and often the girls also, seeking through dreams the pro-

tection of guardian spirits. Medicine-men, who exerted considerable

influence in the different bands, and often occupied larger tents than

86959-24
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the other Tndians, derived their status from the customary visions

gained during prolonged fasts and ratified, perhaps, by some public

ceremony. The dead with their ornaments were buried in shallow

holes amid rocks and boulders, sometimes so carelessly that the bodies

31)607

A Kootenay chief. (Photo hi/ James Teit.)

were exposed to the air. In the firm conviction that the dead would

one day return to life at lake Pend-d’Oreille, all the Kootenay bands

assembled at that lake in certain winters to hold a religious festival;

and every night on their outward and homeward marches the Indians
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(laneerl roiiiid fires in lionour of the sun-god. They worshipped the

sun above all the multitude of supernatural beings with which they

peopled the universe. Before every war expedition they offered it

prayers and tobacco smoke; and, to win its favour, some warriors

even chopped off the joints of their first fingers, or, like certain plains’

tribes, sacrificed pieces of flesh from their arms and breasts.

The Kootenay have adjusted themselves to l^iuropean domina-

tion more successfully than any other tril)e in British Columbia; for

the isolation of their country jn-cvented much settlement until the

second half of the nineteenth century, when they had already taken

to ranching and the raising of horses, an occupation that closely

corresponded with their earlier pursuits. They have continued it

ever since, although a certain number of the men find emjiloyment

as guides for sportsmen and as labourers for white farmers and

ranchers. To-day the Kootenay number around 1,050, of whom 501

were living in Canada in 1024, the remainder in tlie United States.

Mooney estimated their number at about 1,200 before they came

into contact with Europeans.

^

CHI LOOTIN

The Chilcotin (“Inhabitants of Young Man’s River”), the

southei’nmost of the Athapaskan-speaking tribes in British Columbia

that survive to the jiresent day, occupied the headwaters of the Chil-

cotin river and the Anahim Lake district from about latitude 51° 10"

to latitude 52“ 40', and from the Cascade mountains in the west to

within measurable distance of the Fraser river in the east.- Like

other Atha])askan tribes,*^ they clung tenaciously to their language,

but derived the colour of their social and material life from neigh-

bouring peo])les—from their Carrier kinsmen in the north with whom
they were frequently at enmity, from the Interior Salish tribes to

the east and south, and from the Bella Coola and Kwakiutl Indians

on the coast. Their country was rich in game—caribou, bears, goats,

sheep, marmots, and rabbits—and yielded many edible roots and

iMooiicy: 0|t. cir, p. 27.

- Stmnti Fni.scf niet siniie «if ilicm in 18()S at thn jiinrlion nf Chilcotin aiul Fraser rivers; Masson,
i, 165, 218. Cf. " The Talkatins, who inhabit the hanks of Fra.ser’s river in the vicinity of .Alexandria
were formerly on the most friendly terms with the Chileotin.s, and when s.almon failed ainons the
latter they were always permitted to fish in Fraser’s rit'iT ” (Cox, Ros.s : '‘Allventures on the Columbia
Itiver”

;
vol. ii, p. 369 (Ijondon, 1831)).

3e.g., the Sareee on the jtrairies, who ndoided tlu- rulfure of tVio Blackfoot, the Carrier, who copied
the Tsimshian, and the Tahltan, who imitated the Tlinkit.

86959- 24 J
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berries, but salmon ascemlcd their rivers so irregularly that the

Chilcotin bought much of their supply from the Shuswap of the Fraser

river and from the Bella (\)ola Indians across the mountains. To
the latter they sold flried service- and soap-berries, paints of different

colours, the furs of various animals, and, in more modern times,

snow-shoes; to the 8huswap a few furs, but mainly dentalia shells

and woven blankets of floats’ wool furnished them by (he Bella Coola.

Trade naturally led to other interchanges until the culture of

the (diilcotin became a blend of elements from several different

sources. They learned from the Sliuswap to weave rush mats and

coiled baskets with imbricated decorations, even to carry their babies

in osier hampers instead of in the birch-bark cradles used by many
Athajiaskan tribes to the northward. Some of them ]tointed the ends

of their bark canoes to correspond with the sturgeon-nosed canoes

of the Interior Salish and Kootenay, and s])ent the winter months

in small, subterranean houses that differed only in size from the

winter dwellings of the Shuswap. The Bella Coola supplied them
with shell ornaments, head-bands of cedar bark to wear at dances,

wooden boxes and trays for holding their food, and stone pestles for

pounding their berries. Their clothing, however, resembled that of

other Athapaskan tribes (moccasins, leggings, breech-cloth or skirt,

^

belt, robe, and cap); the majority preferred, even in the winter

months, the Athapaskan rectangular, earth-covered lodge walled and

roofed with bark or brush; and woven baskets weie not more common
than the birch-bark baskets and water-pails typical of northern and

eastern Canada.

In their social organization the Chilcotin followed largely the

Bella Coola. There were three or four bands in the tribe, each of

•which subdivided its members into the three classes, nobles, common-
ers, and slaves, and grouped the first two into clans. We know very

little about these clans except that the most powerful was named
the Raven, and that they reckoned descent through both the male

and the female lines. Individuals obtained high rank by giving pot-

latches, but in one or two banrls the chieftainship seems to have been

hereditary. Boys and girls went into seclusion at adolescence, as

usual, but the guardian spirits acquired by boys at tliis period were

often determined by inheritance, owing to the influence of the Pacific

1 It seems jirobable that, like the Carrier, they did not adopt tlie breeth-eloth iintLl the early
years of the nineteenth century.
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Coast customs. The clan held an elaborate potlatch at the funeral

of a nobleman, distributed most of his possessions, and erected over

his grave a wooden pillar carved to represent his crest. Yet the

Chilcotin did not always bury their dead. Sometimes they cremated

them, or left them on the surface of the ground under a pile of stones

or brush.

Thompson remarked that the Chilcotin were bolder and more
restless than their neighbours, the Carrier and the Shuswap, and

during the first half of the nineteenth century the tribe harl a bafi

reputation for turbulence. Smallpox decimated it about 1862, and

the remnants of the population settled down to ranching. Some of

them moved to the vicinity of Alexandria, on the Fraser river, where

they have merged with the Shuswap and Carrier. The majority still

occupy their old territory, and the westernmost band still crosses the

mountains each summer to visit the Indians at Bella Coola. Their

total number probably does not exceed 450, a serious reduction from

the 2,500 estimated by Mooney as the pre-European population, or

the 1.500 estimated by Teit.^

CAKKIEH

The Carrier lived directly north of the Chilcotin. in the valleys

of the ui)j)er Fraser, Blackwater, Nechako, and Bulkley rivers, and
around Stuart and Babine lakes up to the borders of Bear lake.

Their name (English. Carrier; French, Porteur, said to be a trans-

lation of the term applied to them by their eastern neighbours, the

Sekani ) refers to their peculiar custom of compelling widows to carry

on their backs the charred bones of their dead husbands. They had
no common name for themselves, only names for the independent

sub-tribes into which they were divided. In the nineteenth century^

however, they adopted for themselves the obscure title Takulli,

bestowed on them apparently by Europeans.

All the rivers in tlie Carrier country teemed with salmon during:

the summer months, and the lakes contained abundant carp and other

fish that the Indians could capture under the ice during the winter.

As wdth the coast tribes, therefore, fish was the staple food throughout

the year. When the snow^ was off the ground the Carrier gathered

many berries and roots, and hunted caribou, bears, beaver, marmots,

1 Mooney : Op. cil., p. 27. Teit, .J, : "The Slni.swap ”
;
Mem. .\in. Mus. Nat. Hist,, vol, 4; Jesup

Expedition, vol. 2, p, 761 (Nenv York).
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and rabbits; but they rarely hunted in winter, lacking both snow-shoes

and toboggans in pre-European times. Canoes and cooking vessels

were made of birch bark. Some of the natives had, also, wooden

cooking-boxes that filterefl through in trade from the coast Indians,

and woven baskets were current among the southern bands that

traded with the Bella Coola, Chilcotin, and Shuswap.^

The dress of the ('arrier resem!)led in the main that of other

Indian tribes in the interior of British Columbia; it consisted of a

robe, leggings, and moccasins, all of skin, with a cap and mittens for

cold weather.- On ceremonial occasions the nobles in the western

sub-tribes wore beautiful “ Chilkat ” blankets acquired from the

d^simshian, and their women disfigured their mouths with stone

labrets from the same source, or with imitations of them made from

maple. From the coast tribes, too, the Carrier obtained an abundance

of shell ornaments and copper bracelets.

Houses, tools, and weapons all conformed closely to those of the

surrounding tribes. Some of the Carrier who lived in the south passed

the winter in underground houses similar to those of the Chilcotin

and Shuswap; the winter lodges of the remainder were rectangular

structures above ground, roofed with spruce bark and gabled at front

and back by continuing the roof down to the ground on each side and

omitting tlie upright walls. Summer dwellings were constructed on

a similar plan, but had low, plank walls and gabled roofs of planks or

bark that made them almost identical with the winter dwellings of

the Tsimshian and Bella Coola. Many noblemen carved their crests

on the four pillars of their houses, but the carvings were very crude,

for the Carrier lacked the artistic ability of the coast tribes. Warriors

used t he same weapons as their enemies, a bow and arrow, lance, club,

and knife; and they wore “coats of mail” fashioned either from

slats of wood or from a moosehide coated with fine pebbles like

asphalt roofing. Some of them, however, carried oval shields and

tipped their bows with stone points for stabbing at close quarters,

1 C/. Mackenzie: Op. cif., p. 299. Hannon, D. W. : ‘‘A Joniiial of Voyages and Travels in the
Interior of Nortli Amerieii,” p. 219 (Amlover, 1820 J.

2 Men wore no breedi-elolli, aiip'iri'iitly , in iire-Eui'oriean linie.s, but n few ado])fcd the garment
in tliG early nineteeiilh century. Many even discarded the robe in warm weather and went naked. Women,
liowcver, always added a .sliort apron tfiat re.aehed to ihe knees. Hannon: Om cit., p, 287.

3 Morice ("Notes on Hie Western Dene.s," p. 188) states that Ihere was no partition wliatever in
this house, but Ross Cox says that among the Carrier of the upi>er Fra.ser river " Several families gener-
ally club together and build a house, the size of whieh. is proportioned to tlie number of inhabitants,
and is partitioned off into several divisions.” Cox: Oti. eit., vol. ii, p. 347 f.
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like the Sekaiii and Tahltan, their neighbours, and tlie Slave and

perhaps other Indians in the valley of the Mackenzie^

The influence of the coast tribes on the Carrier was not limited

to the external culture; it permeated the whole fal)ric of the social

and political life. The po]ndation was divided as usual into nobles,

commoners, and slaves, but there w^as no “ royal class ” of rulers such

as. existed among the neighbouring Tsimshian. Slaves, too, were not

Suniiner canip of a Cairicr family. (Photo hi/ Hinliin I. timith)

numerous, and, except on the border of the Tsimshian territory, a

commoner who possessed sufficient energy, and gathered his friends

to his support, could readily attain the rank of a nobleman by giving

the requisite potlatches and assuming an appropriate title. The west-

ern sub-tribes around Stuart, Babine, and Fraser lakes (our informa-

tion concerning the other Carrier groups is imperfect) were organized

1(7/. Mackenzie: Op. cit., p. 206. Emmons, G. T. t
" Tlie Taliltan Indians”; University of Penn-

sylvania, the Museum, Aiilhropologic.il l^ublicHtions, vol. iv, No, I, p. 6C. .Mas.son: Op. cit., vol. I,

p. 91.
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into exoj>amous phratries, clans, and houses, not two phratries onl\%

as among the Tlinkit and Haida, or even four as among the Tsim-

shian, but five.^ Most of the details of this organization (e.g. the

titles of the nobles, their crests and privileges) naturally came from

the Tsimshian of the Skeena river, with whom many of these western

Carrier intermarried; but the Kwakiutl of Kitimat, and the Salishan-

speaking Bella Coola also contributed in varying degrees, depending

on the strength of their contacts with the different sub-tribes. The

system, therefore, differed slightly from one Carrier group to another.

Thus, among the Indians of the Bulkley river, and of Stuart and

Babine lakes, who rigidly adhered to the matrilineal organization of

the Tsimshian, the son of a nobleman by a woman of the commoner

class was a commoner, and only by the greatest exertions ever suc-

ceeded in raising himself above that class. But the Carrier around

Fraser lake and Stony creek, who had freciuent contact with the

Bella Coola, placed more emphasis on the father’s rank than on the

mother’s, and at Fraser lake counted a man among the nobles even

if his father alone was noble.

The territory of each sub-tribe was divided among the phratries,

and further subdivided among the clans. In consequence every dis-

trict and every fishing jilace was claimed by some clan and con-

sidered the property of its chief, who supervised its use for the benefit

of his fellow-clansmen and retainers. Yet the final ownership rested

with the entire phratry, whose head man (i.e. tlie chief of the princi-

pal clan) could temporarily allot tlie area to some other clan and

assign its usual possessors another district. Poaching by members of

other phratries was a very serious offence certain to cause strife and

bloodshed unless the cliiefs of the phratries took up the issue and

arranged for adequate compensation.

Nearly every community contained members of all the phratries,

and the principal man in a village was the leading nobleman of the

phratry most strongly represented. Although the phratries them-

selves were of equal rating, inequalities in their strength among the

different sub-tribes affected the relative prestige of their chiefs. Even
the most powerful chief, however, rarely dared to act without consult-

ing the clan chiefs in his phratry, and generally also the chiefs of

1 To-day their number has boon redured to four Ihrougli tlie aTnaigamation of two pluatrios in the
second half of the ninet«mtli cenliiry, after smallpox had deeaniated the peorde.
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other phratries, so that the Carrier never possessed any unified gov-

ernment even within a single sub-tribe.

To buttress their social arrangement the Carrier adopted the

potlatch system of the west coast tribes. Each event of importance

—

the erection of a large house, the return from a successful war raid,

the coming of age of a soil or daughter, a marriage, a funeral

—

demanded a feast and a distribution of presents. The funeral of a

chief, indeed, and the installation of his successor, required not one

potlatch only, but six. constituting a very heavy burden on the new

incumbent and his clan.

To-day this old organization is disapi>earing rapidly. The popu-

lation has dwindled to one-fourth of its former number, and

individual homes replacing the large, semi-communal houses that

were occupied by a chief and his kinsmen have broken down the

solidarity of the clan. Where phratries and clans still persist, as on

the borders of the Tsimshiati country, phratric exogamy is no longer

compulsory, individuals no longer insist on their rightful seats at

fiances, and shirk the expense of acquiring by potlatches, in defiance

of the law, the titles, crests, and other privileges to which they are

entitled by descent. European settlement, moreover, has completely

changed the economic condition of the Carrier, and their adoption

of Christianity has lessened their interest in the old social system,

which in some districts is now almost forgotten.

The former religion of the Carrier was a blend of the beliefs cur-

rent among neighbouring tribes. Like die Haida, they acknowledged

rather vaguely a supreme sky-god (since interpreted as the God of

the missionaries) to whom they occasionally offered sacrifices of food

and prayed for help in times of famine. ILit they pinnerl most of

their faith to a multitude of supernatural beings in nature around

them, with whom they tried to gain contact through flreams, and

whose aid they sought by the practice of various rituals. Men with

special gifts, they claimed, gained closer contact than others with

this supernatural world either throngli sickness, or by fasting and
dreaming in special places; and through the power they derived from

their visions, and the songs magically imparted to them, they could

inflict and heal diseases,’ capture the wandering souls of their fellow-

1 Ro.ss Cox rc'niarks tliat tho profession of a medicinp*nnan was somewhat dangerous, bcraiise he
was liable to suffer maltreatment and c\eii death if his patient died. Cox, Ross: Op. cit,, pfi. 379, 388.
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men, and ])erfor]n other miracles that were beyond the power of the

lay Indian. The sub-tribes that lived nearest the Tsimshian adopted

the secret cannibal society of the coast tribes, and linked it with the

superstition of an invisible, intanf>;ible force, dwelling in the moun-

tains, that struck down its victims without warning and made them

subject to periodic dementia. All the Carrier believed in reincarna-

tion, and in an afterlife for the soul in a shadowy underworld, or in

some far-away land in the west; but the doctrine was held too lightly

to affect the daily current of their lives, and the average Indian felt

that his career would come to a close with the burning of his body

on the funeral pyre.^

Many epidemics, of European origin, have assailed the Carrier

since the end of the eighteenth century, and the decline in population

they initiated has continued to the present day. The tribe, reduced

in numbers from 8,500- (in 1780) to about 2,000, has been confined

to reserves within its old territory, wliich is now traversed by a trans-

continental railway. European settlement has revolutionized the old

mode of life. Fewer and smaller slioals of salmon ascend tlie rivers

each year, and deer, caribou, and beaver have become mucli scarcer.

With their fishing and hunting restricted, the Carrier have taken to

petty farming, but they lack the farmer’s love for the soil, and work

without hope or energy. They lack, too, aptitude and training for

the mechanical and clerical tasks that modern industry may require

of them, and as labourers they ai’e less patient and steady than Euro-

pean workmen. Some of the younger men cut railway ties in winter,

or trap the fur-bearing animals that linger in the remoter and more
mountainous districts. But the Carrier do not understand the com-

plex civilization that has broken like a cataract over their lieads, and

they can neither ride the current nor escape it. The white settlers

around them treat them with contempt,'^ and begrudge them even the

narrow lands the government has set aside for them. So they will

share the fate of all, or nearly all, the tribes in British Columbia and

disappear unnoticed within three or four generations.

1 For good flo.sfiiption.s of tlio peculiar funeral rites of llie Cfuricr, and the sufferings of widows,
See Cox: Op. cit., )). 387 ff, and Harmon: Op. cit., p. 216 ff.

Mooney: Op. eit., p. 27.

3 On the Skcena and Bnlkley livers, as in some other parts of Eritish Columbia, a white man will

not walk beside an Indian, but marches in front of him, unless, of conr.se, the two men are hunting
together.
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TSETSAI'T

Bordering botii Tsiinshian and Carrier on the north were the

Tsetsaut Indians, who seem to have numbered about 500 at the

beginning of the nineteenth century, but could reckon only three

survivors at its close. They claimed the iiort Invest shore of Portland

inlet, perhaps also the eastern shore of Behm canal, thence north

almost to the Iskut river, and east across the Nass and tSkeena rivers

to Bear lake. Although their territory touched the sea they were

really an inland people, like all the Athapaskan tribes of Canada, for

they lived on the land game and on the salmon in the rivers, and

resorted to the salt water only for the oolakan run in the early spring.

Tsetsaut, “inland people,” was a term applied by the Tsiinshian

to every Athapaskan tribe in the interior of British Columbia. The
true name of what we know as the Tsetsaut tribe cannot now be

recovered. The Tahltan called them Black Bear people, because,

unlike tlie neighbouring peoples, they frequently wore clothing of

black bear skin. They had many feuds with the Tahltan, particu-

larly with an extinct branch of that tribe, the Lakuyip, that hunted

around the headwaters of the Skeena and Stikine rivers. Their chief

enemies, however, were the Tlinkit, and the Tsiinshian of the Xass

river; it was among the last-named jieople tliat the remnants of the

tribe survived as slaves.

The culture of the Tsetsaut was a blend of Athapaskan and

Pacific Coast traits. Their principal food, besides fish, was the meat

of the marmot, their dwellings peculiar lean-tos, sheatlied with bark

on roof and sides, that bore a slight resemblance to the underground

houses of the Interior Salish and Chilcotin. Their canoes were

covered with bark—cedar bark instead of birch bark—probably

because the latter was scarce; and they used cooking vessels and

baskets of bark or of woven siiruce roots. In all these features, and

in part of their folk-lore, tliey resembled other Athapaskan tribes.

Common among Athajiaskan tribes, too, but rare or unknown on the

Pacific coast, were the customs of a mother-in-law avoiding any meet-

ing with her son-in-law, and of parents dropping their earlier names

and calling themselves father or mother of such and such a child. Yet

the social organization of the Tsetsaut, and about half of their folk-

lore, were borrowed directly fi’om the coast tribes. Like the
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Tlinkit, for example, they divided their population into two exo-

gamoiis phratries that reckoned descent through the female line.^

TAHLTAN

Very similar to the Carrier in their dress, their implements, and

their general mode of life, were the Tahltan,- who occupied the-

country from about latitude 56° 30' north to 60° north, and from

the Cascade range of mountains to the Cassiar, thus controlling the

entire drainage basin of the upper Stikine river, and the headwaters

of some of the streams that fed the Taku, Nass, Skeena, Vlackenzie,.

and Yukon rivers. The Stikine River valley below Telegraph Creek

they shared with the Tlinkit, who caught salmon and gathered berries-

there during the summer months, whereas the Tahltan hunted over

it during the winter after the Tlinkit had retreated to the coast.

The climate throughout all this interior country was rather dry,^

and the snowfall in winter comparatively light. Grassland or stony

ridges covered much of the area, and large timber was scarce except

in the valleys near the coast. Yet it was a splendid game country,

with abundance of caribou, moose, bear, and smaller animals;^ and

large shoals of salmon annually ascended the Stikine. The Tahltan

regulated their lives to meet these conditions: they .scattered to the-

hunting-grounds in the early winter, and gathered towards spring

at the fishing-places to await the arrival of the salmon. In mid-

summer they moved to the mountains again to snare marmots.

Some remained there until the hunting season, but the majority

assembled on the Stikine river for the autumn trade with the Tlinkit

and for the festivals that succeeded it.

Scarcity of timber allowed the Tahltan to make only a few

spruce-bark canoes, and those small and of poor quality, little better

than the temporary rafts that they sometimes constructed to cross-

1 All our information about the Tsetsaut eomes from Boas, F. :
“ The Tinneh Tribe of the Portlanff

Inlet, tile Ts’els’aut” ;
Fifth lleport on the Indians of Britisli Columbia, Kept. British Ass. Advance-

ment of Sci,, 1805 (London, 1S9.5L I have tonsulted also a few notes left by James Teit,

“ Two or three meanings have been "ivt'n for this nnme. The most jirohable is one given by Teit, a

“basin-shaped hollow',” from two Tlinkit words tat, "a basin or bowl,” and tan. “to remain, to be.”'

It seems to have been the Tlinkit name for I he low fiat at the inouih of the Tahltan river, on its west
side, t.|)posite the old village of Titcakhan from whieh the Tahltan derived their own name for them-
selves, tHrakhariotene: “ ]ieople of Titcakhan.”

tilt was the arid air of the interior that induced the Tlinkt to asccml the river, because they

could dry fish there more easily than in the damp climate of the coa.st. After the Russians began to-

visit the northwest coast, about the middle of the eighteenth century, the Tlinkit kept a strict guard
over the river to preserve their inonoiioly of the fur trade with tlic TaliUan, a monopoly that was not.

broken unlil the Cassiar gold rush of 1874.

4 The Indians stale that there were butfido in pre-European times.
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the ninnerous streams. Nearly all their travelling was done on foot,

in winter without even snow-shoes, which neither they nor the Carrier

accinired before the end of the eighteenth century. Sleds, too, were

unknown; the only conv^eyance was a rude toboggan made from the

leg-skins of the moose ami dragged, not by the dogs, which served

19454

A Tiililtaii fishing village. (Photo hy JumeH Tell.)

only for hunting, but by the women. Travelling equipment was

necessarily light—a few weapons and tools, spare clothing, hide

thongs, bark cooking vessels, and material for sewing and netting

—

things for the most part rearlily transportable in the netted bags of

babiche that the women fabricated in various shapes and sizes. For
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iodgin^ the majority of the natives used lean-tos of jwles laid closely

together, roofcvl with bark, and packed with boughs and eartli around

the bottom; the more prosperous slung moosehides over a pole after

the manner of a fly. Almost equally crude aiul comfortless were

their permanent dwellings, erected in places to which they returned

year after year; for at fishing sites they slept and dried their salmon

in miserable bark-roofed huts with vertical walls, and elsewhere

erected only double lean-tos, or A-shaped huts, long enough at times

to shelter several families. In their principal village, on the Tahltan

river, each of tlie six clans in the t)'ibe owned a house of the latter

type, 100 or more feet in length, that sheltered all the principal

families of the clan, and piovided a hall for potlatches and dances.

With two of their neighbours, the Taku branch of the Tlinkit,

and the Nass River branch of the Tsimshian, the Tahltan had many
petty wars that did not cease until the middle of the nineteenth

century. Their weapons were bows and arrows, knives, and spears,

occasionally also antler picks mounted on woorlen handles; and for

armour they wore cuirasses and lielmets of thick goat skin. Like the

plains’ Indians they carried off the scalps of slain enemies, and held

a seal]) dance on their return home. Women captives became slaves

unless they were ransomed by their kindred. To harden their bodies

for the rigours of hunting anrl of war adult men up to the age of

about forty used to whip each other’s backs with willow switches

and plunge naked into a snowbank or an ice-laden stream.

With two otiier neighbours, the Tlinkit at the moutli of the

Stikine river and the Kaska of the Dease river, the Tahltan main-

tained unbroken friendship. From the former they obtained oolakan

and salmon oil, dentalium and abalone shells and ornaments made
from them, paraphernalia for |)otlatches, stone axes, woven baskets,

and, not least important, slaves of Salishan or Kwakiutl stock whom
the Tlinkit had themselves purchased from the ITaida. In exchange

they gave moose and caribou hides, sinew thread, babiche, leather

bags, moccasins, and furs of various kinds, some of them purchased

from the Kaska to whom they sold the treasures of the Tlinkit at

about double price. One ornament of the coast tribes the Tahltan

rejected, the labret, although the western Carrier had adopted it from

the Tsimshian.
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In the earliest times the 'rahltan seem to have been divided into

six loosely organized bands, each of which claimed a definite district

as its hunting territoiy. Close contact with the Tlinkit, however,

led to their adoption of the social organization of these neighbours,

and long before the coming of Europeans the six bands hafl become

six clans grouj^ed into two exogamous phratries, llaveii and Wolf.

Descent then followed the female line, and succession to the chief-

tainship of each clan normally passed from a man to his sister’s son.

The thi'ee clans in eacli phratry still regarded themselves as local

units in a sense, and claimed tlie ownership of definite districts, but

in practice they pooled their hunting territories. The clans of the

Raven ])hratry, on the strength of a rather fantastic myth, ])ostu-

lated a common descent for themselves, and their phratry conse-

ciuently ranked a little higher than the Wolf, whose clans could

claim no common origin. About 1750, or a little later, tlie Wolf

phratry developed a fourth clan through the marriage of a Tahltan

Indian with a Tlinkit woman of Wrangell who belonged to a clan not

previously represented among tlie Tahltan. This new clan could

count several families a century later, but it never built a long com-

munal house beside the six communal houses erected by the other

clans on the Tahltan river, and it recognized as its chief, not one of

its own members, but the head man of the clan among the neigh-

bouring Tlinkit.

Along with this coastal organization into phratries and clans,

the Tahltan accepted also a division into nobles, commoners, and

slaves. A slave remained a slave always; he might marry a slave

woman, with the consent of his master, but their children still

remained slaves, the property of the man who owned the mother.

Any commoner, however, could attain high dignity and rank as a

noble by amassing wealth and giving a series of potlatches. The
Tahltan distinguisherl three kinds of potlatches, those given by par-

ents to confer high rank on their children, those held at the conclu-

sion of mourning for the dead, and those given by rival men to in-

crease their personal prestige. In potlatches of the last kind the

usual rivals of the Tahltan were Tlinkit Indians.

Tahltan women carriefl their babies, not in the birch-bark

cradles used by Carrier mothers, but in leather bags fitted with legs

for older children, without legs for infants. Adolescent girls, secluded
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in a separate hut aiul subjected to many taboos, underwent intensive

training* for from one to two years. Outdoors they covered their

heads with robes so that no men could see their faces, and they often

carried little sacks into which they confessed their wrong;doin^s and

prayed for deliverence from further sin. Boys in their teens fasted

at frequent intervals to obtain guardian spirits, then sought the

counterparts of the animals or birds that had appeared to them in

their dreams and preserved the skins as tokens of their blessings.

All the young, unmarried men in each band lived together in a special

lodge or clubhouse, a custom rare among Canadian Indians, though

common in other parts of the world. Whenever one of them dis-

covered a maiden to his liking he accompanied his prospective

parents-in-law for several months and delivered to them all the pro-

flucts of his hunting anrl fishing. His own parents then paid the

bride-price, which was later returned to the young couple as a dower.

If a man’s wife died he could claim any unmarried sister she might

have, without further payment; and when he himself died, his sister’s

son, being his legal successor, supported the widow and as a general

rule married hei*.

The Tahltan cremated their dead and laid the charred bones on

top of a post or within a small box raised a few feet above the ground.

They sang chants over the dying to guide the souls on their journey

to the land of sunrise; and other chants at the funeral pyre. One
of their death chants ran as follows:

Yana-a. This way is the trail.

This way it goes. Don’t miss it.

The trail goes right to the east

where the sun rises.

^

Families of high rank, at the decease of one of their members, some-

times killed a slave and threw the corpse into the river, following a

custom of the Tlinkit; at other times, on the contrary, they freed

a favourite slave. Widows blackened their faces and wore mourn-

ing for about a year; though subjected to many restrictions they did

not undergo such harsh usage as Carrier widows. The Tahltan

believed in reincarnation, like all or nearly all Indian tribes, and at

the funeral of a loved kinsman a woman often performed a peculiar

ceremony to bring about the re-birth of his soul in her next child.

1 The Tahltan were very fond of singiriR, and wt!rc always composing songs for their children.

The death chant given above has been taken from tlie notes and phonograph records collected by
James Teit and now deposited in the National Museum of Canada.
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3'\vo hij>h deities received recognition, a sky-god and a sun-god,

but the Tahltan paid little regal’d to either beyond occasionally

burning a little food to the sun-god. Parents prayed to the day-

dawn for the welfare of their children, and postulated the existence

of a supernatui'al game-mother who controlled the supply of birds

and animals. The guardian spirits that boys obtained in their

dreams were nearly all animals. So also were most of the familiars

33112

A Tahltan sweat-house. (Vhoio hy James Tcit.)

of the medicine-men, which were usually gained through dreams in

like manner, following instruction at times from older medicine-men.

For the Tahltan, like other Indians, saw supernatural forces at work

in everything around them, but gave most heed to those that most

affected their food supply.

Game is still abundant in the basin of the Stikine river, and by
trapping the fur-bearing animals in winter, fishing, freighting, and

serving sportsmen as guides in summer, the Tahltan can live quite

86959-25
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prosperously. I-^ut they do not thrive under tlie new conditions. They
are wanting in initiative, like other Athapaskan peoples, anrl lack

the capacity to strike out. each man for himself, without relying on

the support and encouragement of his fellows. So. while a few of

their women ai'e marrying white men and dropping out of their ranks,

the tribe as a whole is declining. Its population in pre-Euro]:)ean

times, although never estimated, must have been three or four times

greater than it is to-day. The Department of Indian Affairs could

register only 288 Tahltan at ITlegraph Creek in 1924.

TAGiSH

The Tagish^ lived north of the Tahltan, in the valleys of the

upper Lewes river above its junction with the Teslintoo, and of the

Teslin as far as Teslin lake. We know nothing of their history before

the second half of the nineteenth century, when they numbered

only seventy or eighty individuals and had built two rough wooden

houses on the river connecting Marsh and Tagish lakes.- In their

general mode of life, and in their hunting and travelling eciuipment,

they seem to have closely resembled the Tahltan and other Athapas-

kan tribes. Their language, however, was Tlinkit, so that originally

they must either have been an offshoot of the coast people, who had

adoj)ted the customs of tlie interior tribes, or an Athapaskan

tribe that had given up its native tongue. The latter seems the

more probable, even though elsewhere the Athapaskan peoples seem

to have been more tenacious of their language than of anything

else;*^ for the Tagish were completely dominated by the Tlinkit,

who compellerl them to sei've as agents in purchasing furs from the

jiatives on the Felly river.

1 Mcriniiig uiiknowi!.

2 Dawson. G M-: "Report of an l-IxpiloiaTion iii (lio Yukon District., X.W.T., anil Adjnfent
NorllH'i-n Portion of Rritisls Colnnibia ”

; Ann. Rept., Gcol. :uul N’at. Hist. Snrv., GiiKuhi. ISS7, pt. B,
p. 204 (Montreal, 1SS8).

2 e.'r.i the .Sareee.
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CHAPTER XXIII

TRIBES OF THE MACKENZIE AND YUKON BASINS^

If we omit from eoiisifleratioii the tribes dwelling along the coast,

and a small group of Flskimo who occupiefl the northeast corner of

the continent, all the inhabitants of North America beyond about

the 56th parallel spoke dialects of that Athapaskan tongue which

Sapir suggests may be remotely connected with the Tibeto-Chinese-

Siamese group of languages in eastern Asia. They were essen-

tially woodland peoples like the Algonkians of eastern Canada; the

treeless seacoast of the Arctic repelled them, and the “barren lands”

with their herds of caribou and musk-oxen drew from most tribes

only brief and hurried incursions. Winter was long and severe in

their territory, and game, though generally plentiful, subject to

wide seasonal variations both in numbers and in movements. Per-

haps for these reasons, jicrhaj^s for others not so readily discernible,

the Athapaskans appear to have been always jiressing southward

in the centuries preceding the coming of Fluropeans. To the south-

east the .Ugonkian Cree blocked all passage; in that direction the

northerners could make no headway. One tribe, the Sarcee,

familiar perhaps witli the hunting of buffalo in the Peace River

area, drifted out into the open prairies and linked its fortunes with

the Blackfoot
;
but none of its fellow-tribes ventured to follow in

its footsteps. Some, keeping to the woodlands, crossed the Rocky
mountains into British Columbia, or starting from the basin of the

upper Yukon river, followed down the western flank of the moun-
tains and established a line of “colonies” from Alaska to southern

California. The majority, however, lingered in the northland,

where they continue to occupy almost the entire basins of tlie IMac-

kenzie and Auikon rivers.

SEKANI

The Sekani (“ People of the Rocks,” i.e. Rocky mountains)

controlled the basins of the Parsnip aiul Idnlay rivers, and the valley

1 Ttioso IrilK's, like of Ihr pi’f’f^'dinp: cliaplc!', an* frii'atp'’ spa.'e tliaii llipir liislorical

importance would api'car to wanant, liccaiisc Tiu'\' arc \'ct-' lililc kiiouai even to proFcsi<ional siiidcnls
of flic American Indians.

,sf)ai9-25^
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of the Peace as far down as the modern town of Peace Piverd

Harassed by Cree and Beaver Indians on their eastern flank,

towards the end of the eighteenth century they expanded west-

ward, occupied the country around Bear lake and the northern end

of Takla lake, and even established a village on Tachick river in

close proximity to the Carrier of Stuart lake. Southward Lhey

occupied the territory round the junction of the Fraser and Willow

rivers, but were driven northward again by the combined Carrier

and Shuswap. The establishment of trading-posts at Fort McLeod,

on McLeod lake, in 1805, and at Fort Connolly, on Bear lake, in 1826,

checked any further expansion, especially when the latter post was

moved to Fort Grahame, on the Finlay river. Alcohol and diseases

then demoralized the tribe, white trappers and miners invaded its

hunting territories, game became less plentiful, and the natives, con-

stantly undernourished, rapidly diminished in numbers and are now
approaching extinction.

1 Cf. Mackenzie : Op. cit., p, 140.
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The Sckaiii were, first and foremost, hunters, living on moose,

caribou, bear, porcupine, beaver, and smaller game. They em-

ployed the same wea})ons in hunting as in war, the bow and

arrow, a cdub fashionefl from the jawbone of a moose, and a spear

which for beaver-hunting was fitted with a toggle heafl; but their

weapons procured them less game than their snares of babiclie,

which they used for every animal from the marmot to the moose.

Unlike the neighbouring Carrier, they hunted in winter and sum-

mer alike, and resorted to fishing only when driven by sheer neces-

sity.^ Then they used nets of willow bark or nettle-fibres, fish-

hooks of bone set in a wooden shank, and tridents wielded from a

canoe by the light of jackpine torches, or through the ice when the

lakes were frozen over. Although the fish-baskets of more western

tribes were unknown to them, they sometimes constructed weirs of

brush near beaver-dams, broke the dams, and collected the stranded

fish as the water flrained away. Even to-day they retain the scorn

of true hunters for fishermen, and speak contemptuously of the

Carrier as “ Fisheaters,” because fish predominated so largely in

their diet.

Like most Athapaskan tribes, the Sekani made far less use of

stone than of wood, bone, horn, and antler. Indeed, their only stone

implements seem to have been spear- and arrow-points, adze blades,

and sometimes knives; in the last they often used beaver teeth.

Their cooking vessels were made of spruce bark or woven spruce roots,

their dishes of wood or bark, their spoons of goat horn or wood, and
their bags of hide or babichc netting. Canoes and dwellings both

had coverings of spruce bark. Living as they did by the chase, the

Sekani had no permanent villages, but erected rough, conical lodges

of poles covered with s]:)ruce-bark, or still cruder lean-tos overlaid

with bark, skins, or brush. Food that they were unable to carry

along with them they cached in trees (later, when they obtained

steel axes, on specially built platforms) and carefully peeled the bark

from the trunks to prevent the ascent of the crafty wolverine. All

their clotliing, like that of most Canadian tribes, was of skin. Men
wore a sleeveless shirt, at times laced together between the legs in

lieu of a breech-cloth (which they adopted only after contact with

1 Tlie Finlay anti Parsnii> rivers drain into the Arctic ocean, and, therefore, lack the salmon of the
rivers that drain to the Pat-ific coast.
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the Cree); that reached to the thighs, and moccasins with

in-soles of oroundhog or rabbit fur. Women wore a similar costume,

except that they either lengthened the shirt or added a short apron,

and their leggings reached only to the knees. A robe, a rounded

cap, and mittens, provided additional protection in winter. Shirt and

moccasins were commoidy embroidered with porcupine-quill work.

Hunters wore necklets of grizzly-bear claws, and both men and women
had bracelets of horn or bone; but oidy a few natives possessed ear

pendants of dentalia shells, and none of them wore anklets. Rather

exceptionally, too, the Sekani seem not to have practised tattooing,

although they used ])aint freely enough on their persons and

clotliing. ^

6 ! 1675

A Sekani hut of poles and sprnee bark. (1‘holo hi/ If. Jonir.ss.)

Tlie political organization and social life were exceedingly

simple. The tribe was divided into several independent })ands.- each

under the guidance of a leader who possessed little or no real author-

ity. Common customs, a common language, and frequent intermar-

riage gave tlie Idands a feeling of unity, but families of different

1 Petit nt, wlio is ipioU'd in (Itp Handliook of Anierii'iin Indians, art. Sekani. did not visit tlie

Sekani, and wrote from hearsay only: liis deseriiition of their aiipearanee, dress, ete., is quite nnrelialik*.

2 There seem to have iieeii four fairly well-defined l'ana.s at the end of the eii^liteenth eentniA'.
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bands frequently (luarrellcd and startcfl blood feuds. There was no

name for the entire tribe; the term Sekani applied to one band only,

the band that controlled McLeod lake and the headwaters of the

Parsnip river. In the early nineteenth century this and a neighbour-

ing band that controlled the lower Parsnip tried to adopt the phratric

system of the Stuart Lake Carrier; but they abandoned the attempt

as soon as they found that pliratries did not aid them in the fur trade

with Europeans. To-day they remember only that the strongest

phratry was the Heaver, and that the Carrier of Stuart lake, who
have not yet given up their phratries, still class as Beaver any

i\IcLeod Lake Sekani who happen to attend their feasts. Two other

bands of the Sekani, which have made Fort Grahame their head-

quarters. attempted to establish phratries similar to those that pre-

vailed among the Carrier of Babine lake and the Tsimshian of the

upper Skeena river; but they too failed to assimilate the system

fully, so that to-day it functions only at petty feasts. At no time

did it affect the ownership of hunting territories, which remained the

property of the bands, although in recent years families have been

selecting and claiming individual hunting and trapping grounds after

the fashion of white trapj)ers.

The Sekani regulated marriage solely by the degree of consan-

guinity. They permitted polygamy, favouring especially marriage

with two sisters; but they disclaim the wrestling for wives that occur-

red so frequently among tlie Beaver and ^Mackenzie River tribes, and

assert that there were few' instances of polyandry. The bridegroom

had to hunt for his parents-in-law until the birth of his first child, or

else for a ]:ieriod of from twelve to eigliteeii months, but he and his

bride maintained the dignity of their new' status by abvays building

a separate lodge for themselves. Babies, who w'ere carried in bags

of groundhog or rabbit fur, received names associated wdth the dream

guardians of their fathers or relatives, “ Moose-antler,” for example,

if the dream guardian happened to be the moose. Girls uiulerwent

the usual jieriod of seclusion to ]irotect the community from harm,

and boys of corresponding age fasted and dreamed for guardian

spirits. Every boy obtained a guardian spirit, always from an animal

or a bird, but he could count on its aid only in great emergencies. If

he were fortunate, he might obtain through rlreams in later life other

guardian spirits, cither from the animal w'orld or from such forces as
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wind and thunder; and on their aid he could rely at all times. He
then became one of the recoo-nized medicine-men of the community,
able to cause and cure rliseases, and to deliver the people in times of

famine. Real deities seem to have been lackinji; in the old Sekani

religion; and if there were local spirits, supernatural beings that

haunted special localities, the present generation of Indians has for-

gotten them. Yet they still believe that man and the animal world

are linked together in some mysterious way, and that the animals

possess special powers which they may grant the Indian if he seeks

them in the proper manner.

Harmon states that in the early years of the nineteenth century

the Sekani of the upper Parsnip basin burned their dead, following

the custom of the Carrier, whereas at an earlier period they buried

them in the ground.^ The present-day Sekani have a clear remem-
brance of cremation, but not of burial in the ground. They assert

that they discontinued cremation before the middle of the century,

and reverted to an ancient custom, never entirely abandoned, of

covering the dead with the brush huts that had sheltered them during

their last days and then deserting the locality
;
but men of influence

during that period they deposited in coffins raised on platforms or

trees.- To-day, like all other Indians, they bury in the ground, fol-

lowing the Christian ritual.

The Sekani numbered Kit) in 1923, 61 having their headquarters

at Fort McLeod and 99 at Fort Grahame. In addition, there was a

mixed Sekani-Kaska band, with an infusion of European blood, that

roamed between the Finlay and Liard rivers, trading sometimes at

Fort Grahame, sometimes at 1 lease lake; it numl)ered between 40 and

50. What the ])re-European pojmlation must have been it is difficult

to estimate, but, judging from the number of the Beaver Indians

lower flown the Peace liver, it must have exceeded 1.000.

BEAVER

About the middle of the eigliteenth century, according to

Mackenzie, the Beaver occuined not only tJie entire basin of the

Peace river below its junction with the Smoky, but the district

around lake Claire and the valley of the Athabaska river as far south

as the Clearwater ami Methy portage. Probably the inhabitants of

iHnrnion: Oii. cit.. p. 310.

2 Cf. Morice, A. G. : “Tin- W(‘st(^ni Denes"; Proc. Cnn. Inst., 3:'(] ser., ^'ol. ^ii, p. 146 (Toronto,
1888-9),
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Lesser Slave lake, the “ Slave ” Indians mentioned by Mackenzie,

were one of their bands, although this is by no means certain. Before

1760, however, bands of Cree, provided with firearms by the fur

traders on Hudsoji bay, crossed over into the basin of the Mackenzie,

drove out or destroyed the “ Slave ” Indians of Lesser Slave lake,

and, sweeping the Beaver from the valley of the Athabaska, con-

fined them to the basin of the Peace. The eastern Beaver then

patched up a truce with the Cree, adoptefl their dress and many
of their customs, and joined them for a few years in trafling at

Chi])ewyaii; but they never attempted to regain their lost territories,

since the fur posts established soon afterwards on the Peace river took

care of all their needs. The western Beaver, however, moved farther

up the Peace river, displaced the Sekani from the mouth of the

Smoky river to Rocky Mountain canyon, and maintained their old

customs for several decades.^

We know very little about tiie early customs of the Beaver,

except that they did not differ greatly from those of the Sekani.

Like the latter, the Beaver depended far more on hunting than on

fishing, and employed snares at every possible ojiportunity. Moose,

caribou, beaver," and other game abounded, and there were numerous

buffalo which the Indians drove into pounds after the manner of

the plains’ tribes. Yet they esteemerl the buffalo less higiily than

the moose, which gave them not only meat, but skins for clothing

and for the covers of their tents. These tents were the conical tipi-

like structures, common throughout the basin of tlie Mackenzie, which

the Sekani covered with spruce bark, but most of the tribes with

caribou skins. The Beaver often discarded them during the dry

summer months, using in their place either temporary stielters of

brush roughly constructed in the same form, or simple lean-tos.

For transport the Beaver used toboggans drawn by the women,

anrl canoes covered with spruce baiL. which were apparently the

commonest type of canoe among all the Athapaskan tribes iirevious

to their contact with the Cree.'^ Their cooking vessels, also, were

1 Mackf'nzit': Op. cif,. ])|i. 123, 126, 13D f. 116. Mackonzif callfi tlir- ui-sfeni RfavcT, wlio siihsc-

ouently cenlri'd around Forts Dunvojfan and St, Jolin, Rofky Mountain Indians, llip soino iiamo that

he apidics to tlie .Sokani. Tlie Indians who liave their centre to-day at Hudson IIoi>e are of mixed
Beaver-Sekiini parentage, save for ,soine Cree. who hold themselves aloof from their neighbours.

2 The Indian nanu' for llie Peace river was Ti^ndi'x,
“ River of Reav’ers”; Pet itot, E. ;

“ En route pour

la mer ylaciale,’' p. 292 (Paris, 1SS7), whence the name Bea.ver fjiven to the entire tribe and the term

Tsa’tcii, “Beaver people,” for tlie subdivision living around Fort St. .Tohn.

3 The Cliipewyan made small birch-bark ciiiocs in Hcarne’s day (lloarne: ftp. cit,, p. 135). Macken-
zie saw canoes of bireh bark that would carry two persons only amoiii!: the Slave and Dotpil', whereas

other Staves whom he met had spruce-bark canoes (Mackenzie; Op. cit., pp. 39, 196). Ventzel

(1801) describes birch -bark canoes from 12 to !S feet Iona among the Slaves (Weiitzel, in Ma.sson

Op. cit., ser. i, p. 90).
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probably of si>ruce bark or woven sinaice roots, although in more

recent times they used vessels of birch bark. They were skilful in

treating hides, and packed all their possessions in bags made of moose

or caribou skin, either solid or netted from babiche. Arrowheads and

knives had blades of flint, but some knives were made of moose horn

and others had beaver-toot ii blades. The principal weapons were

spears and bows and arrows; but whether the bows had stone points

for stabbing, and whether the Beaver wore armour of any description,

is not known. In fishing they used a bone hook attaclied to a line

of babiche, fish-nets also made from babiche, and occasionally stone

weirs with platforms of poles below on which the fish became
stranded.

Like all the Athapaskan peoples of northern Canada, the Beaver

had no real tribal unity, but were divided into a number of inde-

penrlent bands that roamed over separate hunting territories. Women
underwent restrictions of the same character, and youths fasted for

guardian spirits and serverl their parents-in-law in the same manner
as the Sekani. The funeral rites, however, were more reminiscent of

the plains’ tribes. The B»eaver deposited their dead in trees or on

platforms, and relativ^es gave themselves over to an excessive display

of grief, destroying or throwing away all their property. Men lacer-

ated their bodies, put on their war caps and often set out on the

war trail; women cut off their hair and severed a joint from the

finger. There can be little doubt tliat the Beaver believed in a

future life, but their religion, apart from the doctrine of guardian

spirits, is unknown. Goddard describes a semi-annual sacrifice of

food accompanied by ]:»ublic jirayers for ])rosperity, but one strongly

sus])ects that the ceremony was derived from the C’ree.^

In 1924 the Beaver numbered about GOO, scattered on several

reserves along the Peace river. They were raising a number of horses,

and trapping tlie fur-bearing animals during the winter months.

Estimating from Mackenzie’s statement that some 210 hunters traded

at Vermilion aiul at the mouth of the Smoky river in 1790, we may
presume a pre-European population of about 1,500.-

1 Godd a id, P. K. :
" T!ie Pcmnr Indians”; Antli. Pajiors, Am. Mvis. Nat. Hist., vol, x

p. 228 (New York, Cf. Rlatkonzie ; Op. cil., p. 118, "I witin‘.ss(.'d any cni'eiiiony of devotion
which tlu'.v iiad not borrowed from 1lio Kni.slenfaux.”

2 Mooney: Op. fit., p. 26, eslirnate.s 1,2.50.
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CHlPEWYA?s^

3’he Chipewyan (‘‘ l^ointed Skins,” a Cree term referring to the

form in which the Chipewyan dried their beaver skins^) was the

most numerous Athapaskan tribe in northern Canada in the first

halt of the eighteenth century, and controlled the largest area.

Although its exact boundaries are uncertain, and probably fluctuated

at different periods, it seems to have claimed ])ossession of the vast

triangle enclosed by a line from Churchill to the height of land sepai-

ating the headwaters of the Thelon and Back rivers, “ another running

south past the eastern ends of Clreat Slave and Athabaska lakes to

the Churchill river, and a third east to the coast a little south of

(diurchill,*^ After the Hudson’s Bay Company established its post

at C’hurchill in 1717 the Chi}>ewyan, well supplied with firearms,

drove the coast Eskimo northward, and oppressetl the two Athapas-

kan tribes in the northwest, the Yellowknife and the Dogrib, by
flenying them access to the trading post, forcing them to exchange

their furs for a tithe of their value in European goods, and even rob-

bing them outright of their possessions and women. With the Cree

on their southern border they kept an uneasy peace after the Hud-
son’s Bay Company established a truce between them in 1715, but

with the section of the Cree that drove the Beaver and Slave Indians

from the Athabaska and Slave rivers they fought intermittently until

about 1760, when the two tribes concluded an armistice. In 1781

smallpox destroyed the majority of the Chipewyan (nine-tenths of

them, according to Hearne), and when Fort Chipewyan was estab-

lished on lake Athabaska in 1788 most of the remainder preferred

to carry their furs to the new trading post rather than undertake the

long and arduous journey to Churchill. Since then they have enjoyed

unbroken peace, but have become entirely dependent on the trading

posts, suffered from constant malnutrition, expei’ienced epidemics of

influenza and other diseases, and declined in numbers from an

estimated 3,50(H in pre-European times to little more than 1,000.

1 Thonip.soii : Op. tit., p. 128. Tlic Iliindlxiok ot Ainericiiii Indinns, ai(. Cliii)f\vy;iii, follows Potitot

(Moiioisraphie dts Iltiie-Dindjlp, p. 24) in deriving the name from t!ie sliapc of the shirts, puinterl and
oriiamenti’d with tails before and behind.

-The line curved in Hearne's day to lanliiaec Yalhkyed and D'ubawnt lakes, but whetlier the
Chipewyan controlled the.se lake.s in the early eighteenth century, or drove back the Eskimo later, i,"

unknown.
•’1 The year liefore the establi.shnietd- of the fort at Cluireldl) a small parly of Chipewyan visited

York Factory. Eskimo a.s well a.s Chliuwv,\-[Hi fretpiented Ch’.irchill at that time, the E.skimo in siimmci
only in onler to secure wood, apparently, for sleds, boats, and otln i- needs (Captain Knight's Diary
of York Factory, MS. copy in Doinitnon .\rchive.s, Ottawa).

•t Mooney; t)p. cit., p. 26.
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The Chipewyan were an ecl^e-of-the-woods people. They fol-

lowed the movements of the caribou, spearing them in the lakes and

rivers of the barren gioiinds during the summer, and snaring them

in pounds or shooting them down with bows and arrows during the

winter when they took shelter in the timber. Buffalo, musk-oxen,

moose, and smaller game tifled them over periods when caribou were

lacking. They snared, too, numerous water-fowl, and caught many
fish with spears, bone hooks, and nets of babiche. Some bands kept

almost entirely to the timber, moving from one grove to another.

Others spent the greater part of the summer on the barren grounds,

carrying their tent-poles (which they converted into snow-shoes in

the autumn), and pounding their dried meat into pemmican, or eat-

ing raw meat and I'aw fish like the Eskimo.

Life under these conditions was hard and uncertain. i\ loving

about the country were many independent bands, some large, some

small, whose leaders had no authority or power to keep their fol-

lowers under control. Strong men plundered the weaklings, and

forcibly carried off their women. The latter ranked lower than in

any other tribe; separated from all boy companions at tlie age of

eight or nine, married at adolescence, often to middle-aged men. and

always subject to many restrictions, they were the first to perish in

seasons of scarcity. In winter they were mere traction animals;

unaided, they dragged the heavy toboggans. In summer they were

pack animals, carrying all the household goods, food, and hides on

their backs. ^ The aged and infirm of both sexes were abandoned by

their comjianions and starved to death on the trail. A superstitious

horror of bloodsherl checked murder within the tribe, and though the

Chipewyan massaci’ed enemies from other tribes without respect to

age or sex, they imposed on themselves afterwards many severe pen-

alties and taboos. They seldom covered their flead, but left them

to be devoured by Inrds and animals. Families destroyed their prop-

erty on the death of kinsmen, widows cut off their hair and went into

moui'iiing for a year, but widowers suffered no restrictions.

It recjuired from eight to eleven caribou skins to make a com-

jffete costume for one man (robe, shirt, leggings, moccasins,- breech-

cloth, cap, and mittens), and as many more to furnish him with a

1 TliP Chi|ioyuan did not cm)ilo.\' doRs for hiiiitinR, and miK' iriroly for drasRins tlie toboRRans;
but tlu'y loaded them with tlie cariboii-skiii tents <iuring 1hc sutniiier iiioiillis.

-The Chipewjan, like seveial other iiortliern trila’S, joiiii-t! the mocea.iiin to the legginR. Maekenzie:
Op. eit., p. cxx.
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tent, lines, nooses, and nets for fish and beaver. A skilful hunter

enjoyed great prestige and could maintain several wives; he needed

them indeed to pack all his hides. Men depended for success in the

chase on dreams and visions in which they conceived, like other

Indians, that they were communicating with a supernatural world.

^

Medicine-men claimed a similar derivation for their supposed powers;

they could both cure and cause disease with the aid of familiar

spirits, according to the judgment of their tribesmen, who employed

no herbal remedies and ascribed all illness and death to witchci-aft.

74880

A Cliipewyan camp near Cliurchill, Hudson bay. (Photo by R. Bell.)

For the Cliipewyan seem to have recognized no deities, offered up

no public prayers, and possessed no real religion except this belief

in guardian spirits. The souls of the dead, they thought, entered

a stone boat and travelled along a river to a beautiful island abound-

ing in game. Only the good reached the island in safety; when the

evil came within sight of it the stone boat sank and they struggled

in the water forever. A few souls, after remaining on the island for

a time, might be born again, but the prospect of possible reincarna-

tion left the Indians coldly indifferent.

1 They painlwi the symbols of their vision.s on their shields Ijefore entering a fight, llearne; Op.
cit., p. 175 f.
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Although the best known of all the noilliern Athapaskan tribes,

the Chipewyan seem to have possessed tlie weakest culture, with the

exception of their near relatives the Yellowknife. Some of their

traits, indeed, they borrowed from theii’ neighbours. They tattooed

iheir faces in the same wa.y as the Yellowknife and Jdogrib, with three

()! four parallel bars across each cheek, ^ From the Yellowknife,

])robably, they learned to use coj^per for hatchets, ice-chisels, awls,

knives, and arrow- and s])ear-heads;- fi'om the Cree, perhaps, they

acquired birch-bark vessels for boiling their food, since other tribes

in the Mackenzie River basin used vessels of spruce bark or of woven

S]>ruce roots. They had no feasts or ceremonies of their own except

the performances of medicine-men, but they imitated the feasts and

dances of the Cree. Women did not use cradle-boards or bags, but

carried their babies on their backs after the manner of Eskimo

women; and some of the men used the Eskimo double-bladed paddle.

Art was confined to some very crude painting on wood, and a little

work in porcupine-quill and moosehair that was much inferior to the

work of tribes along the Mackenzie river.

YELLOWKNIIE

The Yellowknife hunted over the country northeast of Great

Slave and Great Bear lakes, having the Chipewyan on their south-

eastern border, Eskimo to the east and north, Hare Indians to the

northwest, and Dogrib and Slave to the west.'^ In dialect, appear-

ance, and customs they were har'dly distinguishable from the C’hipe-

wyan,-^ but politically they ranked as an independent tribe. Both

were typically erlge-of-the-woods peoi)le, living in skin-covered tipis

and spending the summer on the barren grounds in pursuit of cai'ibou

and musk-oxen. Both were weak in ceremonial life; the Chipewyan

borrowed their songs and dances from the C’ree, the Yellowknife

from the Dogrib. If the Chipewyan harassed and oppressed the

1 ScR llfunie: Op. fit., p'. 209. M.ac-kc-nzie sny.^ “rum to four !?traiglit on their elireks or
foi'elieafl-s”

;
Op. cit,, p. cxx.

- C<ii)pi'r iinptfini'iits have l>een tontid in nncient .‘itoim iion.scs on '\'i^fr^ria islanil, which certainh"

(laic i>ack .several ceninrics, iliat tlio Yellowknife tlienisclves may ]ia\'o learned In u.se copjn'r froni

the Kskimn,
Early vvritcr.s treiierally call llmm Co|''pE’r Indians or Red Knive.s; alt three names, of fuiirse, T'cfer

to their nse of coiiper instead of stone and bone. .'\cc'irding to Frankliir (.Tonnie\', ji. 2S7) the>-

rlaiineri to Iiave lived orifrinally on the soulli side of Circat .Slave lake; if trnc, this must ha\e been
liefore the eifihleenth renlurv,

A trailiiioii, eurcdit anionK the YtOlowkiiife a.s late as 1914, averred that their dialect harl once
been very' different from Cliipevvyan, but lliat they had adopted the Cliitnnvyan dialect anti custum.s
before the arrir'al of Europenns.
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Vollowkiiifo, the lattei’ meted out the same treatment to the unoffend-

inf>’ Slave, ])oj>rib, and Hare. The Dogrib massacred some of them

towards the end of the eighteenth centuryd but the check was short-

lived, for in 1789 Mackenzie and his co-traders met some Yellowknife

Indians north of Great Slave lake within the territories of the Dogrib

and Slave, and from 1800 onward a banrl that hunted north of Great

Hear lake aufl trarled at Old Fort Franklin was carrying off wa)men

from Slave, Dogrib. and Hare.- In 1823 the Dogril) turned again,

and this time crushed the Yellowknife completely.’* The remnant
then retreated to tlie northeast corner of Great Slave lake and amal-

gamated witli the Chipewyan.* To-day they trade at Resolution,

but they number only about 150, and have so far lost their former

pride and independence that they prefer to be included among the

Ghipewyan. Mooney estimates their original population at 430.’’*

SLAVPl

If we may trust Mackenzie’s account, the Slave*’ Indians were

neighbour’s of the Heaver in the early eighteenth centur’y, inhabiting

Athabaska lake, Slave river, and the western half of Great Slave

lake. When the Gree invaded this region they retr-eated clown the

Mackenzie river, and at the end of the century occupied a broad

stretch of country })ehind both banks of that river from its outlet

at Gi’eat Slave lake to Norman, the basin of the lower Liard and
the west end of Great Slave lake. They had the reputation of being

a jieaceable, inoffensive peojile, although they treacherously massacred

many Nahani Indiatts of the upper Liard and drove the I'ernainder

into the mountains, then, a little later, destroyed a tr’ading post at

Fort Nelson. Surrounding tribes seldom ventured to attack them,

attributing to them gi’eat skill in witchcraft.

Unlike the (diipewyan, the Slave never ventured out on the

barren grounds, but dung to the forests and the river banks, hunting

the woodland caribou and the moose. They organized no communal
drives and built no pounds, since the woodland caribou and the moose

Ulcni'ne: Op. cit,, ji, 2(10.

2 Kfith, til .Ma.ssoii; Op. cit.. mt. ii, p. 106 f.

3 Rack: Oii, cit., p. 4.57 f ; Kiclianlstiti : Op. cit,. Vdl. ii, ]>. 14 t.

* One or two fniuilics .scon to litivc I'ouikI rclUcii' with llic Hare. Cf. I’laiiklin, .^ic .Iiphn: “ Xnt-
rativp of the Second Ex]iC(lilioii to the .'shore.s of the Polar Sea, in the Ycais 1S25-26-27,” p. 64
(London, 1828).

3j\li)oncy; Op. cit., ji. 26.
•'

'I'his name, otien inndifii'd to .Sln\'i'.v, t.o\'cn to tlicni oiii of contcrii|it liy the Cree.
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do not wander in herds; but they ran these animals down on snow-

shoes in tlie spring, and snared them witli the help of dogs during

the summer and winter. Snares served tliem for all animals except

the beaver, which they captured in wooden traps in the autumn,

and killed with spears and clubs in the winter, after breaking down
the houses. Nearly half their diet c{)nsisted of fish, which were

caught in nets of twisted willow bark, or with lines of the same
material fitted with hooks of wood, bone, antler, or occasionally

birds’ claws; but tlie moose and the caribou, with the smaller fur-

bearing animals, provided them also with clothing, bags, and babiche

for snares and lines.

Their clothing was very similar to that of the l^eaver and

Chipewyan, but more heavily bordered with fringes and with more

ornamentation in moose-hair and porcuifine-quill. The moccasins

were joined to the leggings; men wore a tassel instead of a breech-

clotli; and, around the mouth of the Liard, where moose and caribou

were less plentiful, the majority of the women had garments of

woven hare-skin, a material they userl also for cradle-bags. Both

sexes wore l)elts, bracelets, and armlets of leatlier embrohlered with

})orcupine-(iuills. Men added necklets of polished caril)ou antler,

and sometimes i)assed a goose-quill or a plug of wood through the

septum of the nose. On the warpath they wore head-dresses of

bear-claws, or caps with upstanding feathers, and protected their

bodies witli wooden shields and cuirasses of willow twigs.

In summer the Slave lived in conical lodges covered with brush

or spruce bark, for only a few hunters could afford coverings of

caribou hides. Generally two families pitched their lodges together,

facing in opposite directions so that they would have a common
entrance and a common fireplace in the middle. Their winter

dwelling was a low, oblong cabin of poles with walls chinked with

moss and a roof of spruce boughs. They used stone adzes hafted

on wooden handles for cutting down trees, and knives with beaver-

tooth blades for whittling wood and bone. Their clubs were of

caribou antler, and their spears, daggers, and arrowheads had bone

or antler points; but a few hunters used arrowheads of copper

acquired from the Dogrib or Yellowknife, and of flint or chert

obtained on the upper Liard, whence they also secured pyrites for

making fire. Women cooked in vessels of woven spruce roots by
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moans of hot stones, but sometimes in vessels of bark, presumably

spruce bark.^

Like all other Athapaskan tribes, the Slave were divided into

several independent, semi-leaderless bands named generally from

the territt)ries over which they hunted.” Each band selected an

experienced man to lead its war-])arties, but disallowed him any

authority wlien the fighting ended. An informal council of the

hunters decided all local quarrels not immediately settled by offers

of compensation. Youths paid for their })rides by hunting for their

parents-in-law twelve months or longer, and men wrestled occasion-

ally for each other’s wives. They imposed on the women those

periodic restrictions customary among all the northern tribes, and

considered it no crime to destroy female infants at birtli. Yet,

unlike the Chijiewyan, they treated their wives with great kindness,

and took iqion themselves all the hardest work, even the j^repara-

tion of the lodge and the procuring of firewood. Moreover, they

never abandoned the aged and infirm, but carried them about with

them, even when it entailed considerable hardship on the family

and band.

The fundamental religious concept, as among all the northern

Indians, was of a guardian spirit, acquired through dreams, that

aided in times of crises. Like their neighbours, the Slave attributed

sickness and death to sorcery, and, lacking herbal remedies, had

recourse to medicine-men who pretended to extract from the patients’

bodies, by massage and suction, splinters of bone and other objects

that jiassed for the sorcerers’ instruments. If death seemed imminent

the patient confessed all his wrong-doings in the hope of delaying

the fatal hour, a custom that prevailed perhaps among most of the

northern tribes, since it has been reported also from the Dogrib

and Yellowknife.’* Tliere were two methods of disposing of the

dead. Sometimes the relatives depositerl them on scaffolds; some-

times they covered them with leaves or snow, placed all their

property beside them, and erected small huts over the remains to

protect them from wild animals. Their theory of the afterlife

1 ,Sfc Maekoiizit" : Op. fit., pp. 35-30, ond the lelli'r.s of Wonlzol and Kfilh in Masson: Op. cit.

- A hand lliat live'il ahout l!i(' jnncLion of liie l.inict amt .Mafkanzio rivers was falkul Beaver l)y

the early fur traders, and .^trongtiow by Fninkliu. It sliouM not lie confused witli the Beaver Indians
of the Peace rBer.

t Keiih, in Milsson : Op. cit., ser. ii, 127. Petilot: Moiuy'iapiiie ries D.'ne-Diudjie, p. 75, .\utour du
Grand lac des Bsclaves, j) 21G.

S6!)59 -26
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resembled the Chipewyan; for they thought that the souls of the

dead, aided by otter and loon spirits to which their relatives entrusted

them, passed through the earth, crossed a large lake, aiul began life

anew in another world.

Mooney estimated the pre-European Slave population at about

1,250; to-day there are not more than 800.^

DOGRIB

At the end of the eighteenth century a western groipi of Dogrib-

Indians seems to have shared with the Slave the country between lac

la Martre and the Mackenzie river, and a band that derives its origin

from both these tribes hunts in this territory to-day. Another band,

a mixture, apparently, of Dogrib, Slave, and Hare, wanders around

Great Bear lake, carrying its furs to Xorman; while two small groups

of families, part Dogrib and part Yellowknife, hunt with the Yellow-

knife to the northeast of Great Slave lake and trade at Resolution.

The country between Great Slave and Great Bear lakes seems to

have been the home of the Dogrib for at least two centuries.'^ In the

time of Hearne few, if any, of them ranged far to the east of the line

of lakes between Rae and Great J^ear lake through fear of the Yellow-

knife,'* Chipewyan, and Cree. When the Cree and Chipewyan with-

drew after the smallj^ox e])idemic at the end of the eighteenth century

the Dogrib were still o])pressed by the Yellowknife; but in 1823 they

massacred many of these enemies and effectively destroyed their

power. Since that date they have been free to expand, and in 1919

a party even visit erl the mouth of the Coppermine river. For the

last hundred years, however, the main body of the tribe has centred

around Rae, on the north arm of Great Slave lake, and hunted over

the territory to the nortliward.

The Dogrib were neither an edge-of-the-woods people entirely,

like the Chipewyan, nor yet a purely woodland people like the Slave.

In dialect they more closely resembled the latter, the differences in

speech following a few regular phonetic laws. They were not very

1 Moonpy ; Op. cit., p. 26.

2 They derive their name from a legend i-eeountihg their descent from a tlog. See I’etitot: Autoiir
du grand lac des Esclaves, ch. xiv,

3 But See Appendix A.
4 Petitot .';ay.« that llie lioundar.v' bidween lln* Dogrilv and ftic Yello^vhnife wa.s tlie mountain

range about 65 degrees noitli and 116 degree.s \ve.si (Aulour du grand lae des Ksela\'es, )>, 2.53).
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partial to fish, and depended for their main supply of food on the

herds of barren-ground caribou, which they snared in pounds and

speared in lakes after the manner of the Chipewyan and Yellowknife,

Unlike tliese tribes, however, they were afraid to spend more than

a few days at a time on the treeless barrens because of tlie lack of

fuel, and in their brief incursions generally carried a supply of fire-

wood. The net they used for fishing was not made of babiche, like

the Chipewyan fishnet, but of willow bark, like the net of the Slave

and Hare
;
and thougli their usual dwelling was a conical, skin-covered

tipi indistiguishable from the lodge of the Yellowknife or Chipew-

yan, for winter they occasionally built rectangular huts of poles and

brush, after the manner of the tribes along the Mackenzie river. They
wore the usual costume of shirt, breech-cloth, leggings, and moccasins,

but followed the practice of the Hare in separating the leggings from

the moccasins. Like the Hare and Slave, again, they treated their

wives with kindness, regardless of whether or not they had seized

them from other men by wrestling; but they showed less consideration

than the Slave for the aged and infirm, whom they often abandoned
quite pitilessly to perish.

In other Athai^askan tribes a man dropped his name only at the

birtli of his first child (being known henceforward as the “ father of

so and so ”)
;
the Dogrib seem to have changed their names with

each successive child. They made petty offerings to local spirits,

especially to spirits supposed to haunt lakes and rapids, placed their

main reliance on guardian s]Dirits acquired in dreams, and required

their medicine-men to prophesy and to indict and cure diseases

—

traits that were common to all the northern Athapaskans. The
scaffolds on which they deposited their dead carried streamers to

amuse the shades of the deceased and retain them near their resting

places; mourners, as usual, destroyed all or most of their property,

and the women gashed themselves in token of their grief. A year

after the funeral they uncovered the remains, renewed their death

chants, and held a memorial feast.

The present number of the Dogrib hardly exceeds 750. It may
have reached 1,250 in pre-European times.

^

1 Mooney: Op. cit., p. 20. Petitot sa;\’.=; thaf 1,200 Doarili frerpiented Foft Pae in 18.50, bnt a
strange epitlemic known as tlie "Fort Rae sickness” reduced their number to 788; Autotir du grand
lac dos Ksclaves, [i. 180.

86950-26.’,
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HAKE

4'hc Hare Indians lived west and northwest of Great Bear

lake, extending in the east to a little beyond the Anderson I’iver,

and in the west to the first line of mountains west of the Mackenzie

river. .Vlthouali they liunted caribou in the vicinity of the Eskimo

lakes, thev did not descend the ^Mackenzie itself much below the

Bamparts through fear of the Eskimo, who occasionally visiterl

that place to obtain flinty slate for arrowheads and knives. Their

nearest neighbours, the Kutchin, Eskimo, and Yellowknife, rather

despised them on account of their timidity, for they often concealed

their camps under fallen trees some distance back from the river

anrl fled at the slightest indication of strangers.

Their mode of life did not differ greatly from that of the Dogrib

and Slave. Woodland caribou, moose, and beaver were scarce in

their territory, but a few musk-oxen and many herds of barren-

ground caribou roamed the tundra north of Great Bear lake. The
Hare hunted these caribou in April, and again in August and the

early part of September; but they seem to have been less skilful in

the chase than other Indians, ami throughout the greater part of

the year relied on fish, supplemented by hares during the winter

months. In seasons when hares were scarce—every seventh year or

thereabouts—they suffered great hardships, and generally some of

them perished of starvation. It was, indeed, to their dependence on

the hare that they owed their name. It furnished them not only

food, but clothing, for though they preferred garments of caribou

fur, not all families could secure enough hides, especially families

that clung to the banks of the Mackenzie river and rarely wandered

east into the barren grounds.

There was no originality in the costume of the Hare, which

resembled that of tlie Slave and Dogrib except for the extensive

use of rabbit fur and the rarity of ornamentation. In summer they

wore a shirt, leggings, and moccasins, possibly also a breech-cloth;

in winter they added a robe, and in lieu of a cap, attached a hood to

the shirt after the manner of the Kutchin and Eskimo.

Neither did tliey display any oi’iginality in their implements

and weapons. There was a stone-bladed adze, knives, daggers and

ice-chisels of caribou antler, whittling knives with beaver-tooth
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blades, })ows and arrows^ and babiche snares for luintin^’, nets of

willow bark, and probably speai's for fishing. The dwelling was the

usual rectangular hut of poles and brush with a gabled roof and

covering of spruce boughs; during the sunuuer they often contented

themselves with simple lean-tos. In the nineteenth century many
families possessed tipis coveretl with caribou hides, later replaced by

cloth; but tipis were probably iiii'e in pre-European times. Like all

other northern Athapaskans, they macle fire with pyrites, cooked

in water-tight baskets of interwoven spruce roots and willow, and

served up their food in dishes of wood or bark.

Their social life also contained very little that was remarkable.

The tribe comprised several independent, semi-leaderless bands, each

controlling a definite territory; there were five in the middle of the

nineteenth century, but these may not have corresponded exactly to

the pre-European alinement. The hardshi]>s of life caused frequent

desertion of the aged and the destruction of female infants. Male

])risoners taken in raids were staked to the ground, and their ciuiver-

ing hearts given to the women to devour, a custom that savoured

more of the plains’ tribes and the Iroquoians than of the Atha-

j:»askans. Alone of all the Canadian Indians, the Hare and the

“Loucheux”- seem to have practised circumcision.'^ In these same

two tribes medicine-men permitted themselves to be suspended in

the air to facilitate communion with their guardian spirits. There

were two ceremonial feasts; a memorial feast to the dead a year

after burial, and a lunar feast on the occasion of each new moon.

The latter was celebrated by most Athapaskan tribes, but at eclipses

only. The memorial feast, and indeed all the burial custojns of the

Hare, were identical with the Dogrib rites. Some Hare death chants

recorded by Petitot^ greatly resemble the corresponding chants of the

Tahltan.

The Hare have experienced all the epitlemics that have ravaged

the other tribes along the Mackenzie river. Their original popula-

1 Their arrows were lotifter Ilian lliose of neiirhliourinjc trihes. whence Ihe name I.ong- Arrowed
Indians ar>i>lied to them hy Keith (Mass,!]!; Op. eit., series ii, ]). 117), Cf. Petitot: .Monograpliie
des liene-Oinfljie, p. 37 f.

-Petitot: Moriograiiliie ile.s Dene-Dindjie, i>. 7S. By Lfincliem," he prohalilv means the Bataril-
r.oueheux. a band of niinsled Hare and Kntcliin that hunted between the Mackeii'/de river and tlie

Eskimo lakes in the first, lialf of the nineteenth eentnry.
3 Petitot: .Monofiraphie, j). 78: Traditions indiennes dn Canada nord-oue.st, p. 24!) f, Paris, 1.S87.

Mackenzie (op. eit., ]>, 36) stales that tlte ai>p''arance of ciieumcLsion was tieneral amonfi some Slave
and Dogrib Indians lie eneonntereet below Oreat Slave lake. Yet the restriction of the |iraetice to
this small aria, and the lack of any refeiences (o it by other travellers, raises a suspicion ihal
.Mackenzie and Petitot may have been deceiv'cd.

i Petitot : Monograpliie des Deiie-Ditidjie, p. fi!) f.
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tion has been estimated at 750’; to-day it ajiiiroximates the same

figure, if we include a considerable number of hybrid Indians who
make (li'cat Bear lake their centre.

NAT I AX I

Very little is known about the Xahani- Indians who inhabited

the mountainous area between the upper Liai’d river and the 54th

parallel north latitude. They were divided into several tribes, or

inde])endejit bands, some of which have now disappeared. From
about McDame creek, on Dease river, to the Beaver river that joins

the Liard above Liard, dwelt the two bands of the Kaska^ Indians,

the Tsc.zoic fie, “ Mountain people,” on the west and tlie Titshoiina,

“ Big water people,”^ on the east. In recent times the boundary

line between these two bands has lain about the junction of the

Kechika and Dease rivers. East and northeast of them, on the Beaver

and South Nahanni rivers, were the Goat Indians {Esbataottiiie, often

wrongly translated “Sheep Indians”), who included, or were closely

allied to, a band at the headwaters of the Keele river; for the South

Xahanni Indians used to cross over to the Keele and travel down that

river to Xorman, on the Vlackenzie. The names of the tribes that

formerly occupied the upper waters of the Big Salmon, Belly, Mac-
Millan, and Stewart rivers are uncertain"’; but tradition states that

about 1885 the original Belly and Boss River Indians were destroyed

by a band that crossed the Rocky mountains from the Vlackenzie

river—Mare Indians, probably, from the vicinity of Norman. One or

two survivors found refuge with a portion of the Big Water l^and of

the Kaska, who then moved northward and took possession of the

Belly river. Other Indians from Teslin lake, and from the Yukon
about Dawson, moved into the same vacant area, so that the band

that to-day calls itself “ Belly River Indians ” is of recent and

composite formation.^’

In their mode of life, and in most of their social customs and

religious beliefs, the Kaska differed but little from the Sekani to the

1 Mooney: Op. cit., p. 26.

2 See Appendix A.
3 A Tahlian word for which the Indians of Telegraph Creek give two interpretations: (1) rags

wrapped round the feet in lieu of stockings, and (2) long moss hanging from a tree.

^ i.e. the people who claimed possession of Frances lake.

5 Cf. Dawson, G. M. : “Report on an Exploration in the Yukon District, N.W.T., and Adjacent
Northern Portion of British Columbia”; Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv., Canada, .\nn. Rept., 1887,
pt. B, pp. 201-203 (Montreal, 1888).

6 AIS. of Poole Field, National Museum of Canada.
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south or from the tri!)es along the Mackenzie. They lived prin-

cipally by the chase, using bows and arrows, spears, clubs (for

beaver), and above all snares of babiche or twisted sinew. Buffalo

were plentiful in pre-Kuropean times, according to Indian traditions,

69892

SaltiK>n-\veir of the Ivutxhin Indians, Uppei' Yukon river.

(I'hnio by IF. E, Coekfield.)

and sheep and goats still exist in numbers on the mountain ranges;

but the most important game animal was the caribou, which the

Kaska, like their kinsmen to the east, south, and west, drove into
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pounds and captured with snares. Their dwellings were conical

tipis covered with bark or brush, or, at times, rectangular huts of

the same materials; in summer they were often satisfied with simple

lean-tos. They used baskets of woven spruce roots for cooking,

spoons of wood, or of goat or sheep horn, and dishes of wood or

birch bark. Spruce-bark canoes’ facilitated summer travelling; in

winter the Indians wore snow-shoes and their women dragged crude

toboggans made from the leg-skins of the caribou, for dogs served

only for hunting. Of tools there were stone adzes and hammers,

chisels of antler, awls of bone, and knives with blades of stone or

beaver teeth.

In all these traits, and also in their dress, the Kaska closely

resembled other Athapaskan tribes to the east and south. Men
wore no breech-cloth, apparently, although in winter, like the Sekani,

they sometimes tied the ends of the robe between the legs. Their

usual costume was a skin shirt pointefl in front and behind and fitted

with a hood in cold weather, long leggings fastened into a belt above

and sewn to the moccasins below, mittens, and a robe of caribou or

woven rabbit skin. Shirts, leggings, and moccasins were often pro-

fusely ornamented with porcupine-quill embroidery. Women carried

their babies in bags of beaver or other skins padded with moss and

rabbit fur.

Typically Athapaskan, also, was much of the social life. Kaska

girls passed a period in seclusion and submitted to the same restraints

as girls in the Mackenzie basin. Whether boys of corresponding

age fasted for guardian spirits has not been recorded, but is scarcely

open to doubt because the tribe held the same beliefs about animals,

and its medicine-men practised their art in much the same way as

other Athapaskans. In the new Felly River band, and probably

among the Kaska also, the prospective bridegroom served the girhs

parents for a season before the marriage feast, and thereafter he and

his parents-in-law avoided all speech with one another. Women
were treated kindly, but performed most of the drudgery inevitable

in a life of constant movement from one hunting ground to another.

The dead were wrapped in skins in early times, and left on the

ground beneath a covering of brush.

1 Moo.=ie, thougi* plentiful to-d.TV, peoiu 1o Imve been rare or absent in iire-Etiropean times, and
the cano(^ e<i\ere(l with moosehirle. now built oceasioiially b\' the Kttskti, are mndelled on iln* olrler

Eprucc-bark canoes.
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The geographical position of tlie Kaska, however, near the

headwaters of tlie Stikine river, exposed them to influences coming

from the Pacific coast. They learned to weave the hair of the wild

mountain goat into ropes, game bags, and even robes ornamented

with blue and green designs. From the Tahltan and Tlinkit they

adopted cremation, later superseded by burial in the ground; and

they copied the organization of the same two tribes just as their

Sekani neighbours to the south copied the organization of the Carrier

and Tsimshian. So they alined themselves into two exogamous

phratries, Kaven and \V{)lf, that reckoned descent through the female

line alone, cremated each otlier's dead, and held reciprocal potlatches.

Vet this ])hratric system never gained a very firm hold among them,

and disap]ieared entirely before the end of the nineteenth century.

It persisted a few years ago among the new band in the Pelly River

district, but at no time has it affected the Goat Indians on the Beaver

and South Nahanni.

Mooney estimated the pre-European Nahani population at

1.500;^ to-day it is probably less than half that figure.

KUTCHIN-

ITe Kutchin or Loucheux group of tribes'^ inhabited the basin of

the Peel river from its source to its junction with the Mackenzie,

and the entire basin of the Yukon from the mouth of the Pelly

river downward, except for a small strip of country around its delta

at Bering sea. There were several distinct tribes within this area,

some of them divided into bands; but the lists given by different

autliors by no jneans agree, band names being often confused with

tribal names.'^ The dress and customs of the Kutchin in what is

now Canadian territory varied but little, and the traveller would

have encountered no marked change in the dialect until he reached

Fort Yukon within the boundaries of Alaska. The Hare Indians

of the lower Mackenzie could understand the speech of the Peel

River Kutchin, but it was only partly intelligible to the more
distant ('hipewyan.

1 Mooney: Op. rit.
, p. 26.

-.''jure tills was written I have roine to the eone.ii.sion Hint it .-.•ould li:t\'e Imsmi preferahle to iiielntle

tlie Kntehin among the Cordillera tribes rather tlian among those of the Mackenzie basin.
•iKytchitt. “ pPople,” is the tipiivalcnt of the word tiene or finite by which the tribes of the

Mackenzie River basin designate fhemseives. The name Louchetix, “ stjuint -e\'od,” i.e., slant-eyed,
eame from the early French-Cairidian v'oyagetirs, and strictly applies only to the eastern tribes, those
living on the Peel and Poreninne rivers, sotne of whonr frctittenled also the lower Mackenzie.

4 Scane writers have included among the Kulchii' the vaitished hands or trilies of tlic Peil.v Ri\er
basin, and even tiie Xahani at the liead of the Keeie river.
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72453

Kutchin cliiefs. {Reproduced from Richordson, Rir John: “Arctic Senrchinf)

Expedition, London, 1851,” I'ol. I, Rl. III.)
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To the north of the Kutchin were the Eskimo, with whom they

alternately fought and traded; to the south the highly organized

Tlinkit Indians of the gulf of Alaska, who were accessible by passes

through the mountains. Both these neighbours influenced the

culture of the Kutchin, although at basis it followed much the

same pattern as the culture of the trifles in the basin of the iVIackenzie.

The Canadian Kutchin devoted most of the summer to fishing,

and the winter to hunting caribou, moose, hare, and other game.

They used snares just as extensively as other tribes in northern

Canada, and constructed the same kind of caribou-pound. Their

fishing-gear included a rather peculiar hook, a spear (double-gaff)

modelled on an Eskimo weapon, and a long dip-net and a fish

basket of willow that they probably co]:)ied from Pacific Coast types.

Seines of willow bark were made by some of the Alaskan Kutchin,

but not by the Canadian, apparently, except by those who frequented

the lower Alackenzie. The bow was almost identical witli the

Eskimo bow, being made of three pieces of wood jointed together

and backed with a strong lashing of twisted sinew. One tribe,

the Han, that lived where the towns of Dawson and Eagle now
stand, attached a wooden hand-guard to the “grip” of the bow,

bu^ none of the others seems to have favoured this contrivance,
V. f Rp.ar lake. All

f f t /I f

Page 401, last three lines. For

like tlien- kinsinoi, t„ the east, south, and west, <Iruve into”
’

rpftfl

enihiuidii, of heails or poiTu|uno-(niills along the sides where”

backs atter me mannei Ui ,T
,

used a peculiar birch-bark cradle shaped something like a Mexican
and sheep and goats still exist in numbers on the mountain ranges;

but the most important game animal was the caribou, which the

Kaska, like their kinsmen to the east, south, and west, drove into
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To the north of the Kiitchin were the Eskimo, with whom they

alternately foujiiht and traderl; to the south the highly organized

Tlinkit Indians of the gulf of Alaska, who were accessible by passes

through the mountains. Both these neighbours influenced the

culture of the Kutchin, although at basis it followed much the

same pattern as the culture of the tribes in the basin of the Mackenzie.

The Canadian Kutchin devoted most of the summer to fishing,

anrl the winter to hunting carilmu, moose, hare, and other game.

Tliey used snares just as extensively as other tribes in northern

Canada, and constructed the same kind of caribou-pound. Their

fishing-gear included a rather peculiar hook, a s]>ear (double-gaff)

modelled on an Eskimo weapon, and a long dip-net and a fish

basket of willow that they probably copied from Pacific Coast types.

Seines of willow bark were made by some of the Alaskan Kutchin,

but not by the C’anadian, apparently, except by those who freciuented

the lower Mackenzie. The bow was almost identical with the

Eskimo bow, being made of three pieces of wood jointed together

and backed with a strong lashing of twisted sinew. One tribe,

the Jian, that lived where the towns of Dawson and Eagle now
stand, attached a wooden hand-guard to the “grip” of the bow,

but none of the others seems to have favoured this contrivance,

although it was used by Indians frequenting Great Bear lake. All

the Kutchin adopted the Eskimo sled instead of the usual Indian

toboggan, ami built their birch-bark canoes with flat bottoms and

almost straight sides like the Eskimo umiak. They made wooden

food-trays of Eskimo type, with bottoms inset as in a ca.sk, although

they also used birch-bark trays; and they cooked their food in

woven baskets of spruce or tamarack roots, as did other Indians of

northern Canada.

The dress of the Kutchin, too, reflected Eskimo influence. The
caribou-skin shirt was short waisted and had long tails before and
behind like the shirt of the Eskimo. The women sometimes enlarged

it behind so that they could carry their babies against their naked
backs after the manner of Eskimo women; but more often they

used a peculiar birch-bark cradle shaped something like a Mexican
and sheep and goats still exist in numbers on the mountain ranges;

but the most important game animal was the caribou, which the

Kaska, like their kinsmen to the east, south, and west, drove into
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Eskimo trousers had bands of coloured skin. Common to both

peoples were the long mittens necessitated by short shirt sleeves,

and tlie hood replacing a cap that was worn by Eskimo of all ages,

but among the Kutchin mainly by children. The Kutchin shirt

was peculiar in one respect
;

it had long fringes decorated with seeds

or with beads of dentalia shells, and bead or porcupine-quill

embroidery on breast, shoulders, and back. Men wore head-bands,

necklaces, and nose-pendants of the same sliells (which constituted,

indeed, a regular currency V), painted their faces with red ochre

and black lead, and planted bright feathers in their hair, after

plastering it with grease and red ochre. Their proud bearing and

colourful dress called to mind the Indians of the plains rather than

the sombre and depressed natives of the ^Mackenzie River valley

who were more nearly akin. Women tattooed radiating lines from

the lower li]> to tlie chin similar to the lines on Eskimo women, but

they never pretended to rival the men in the adornment of their

I)ersons.

The dwellings of the Kutchin showed a certain originality.

They enlarged the domed sweat-honse that was almost universal

throughout the upper half of North America, left an opening in the

loof for a smoke-hole, banked snow around the outside wall, and

strewed the floor with fir boughs. With a small fire burning within,

this novel home was fairly comfortable even in the coldest weather.-

Most of the tribes used the same type of tent in summer also, but

some bands of the Vunta tribe that frequented the lower Mackenzie

at that season erected oblong huts of poles, brush, and bark to serve

botli for dwellings and for smoke-drying their fish.

The social organization was rather unusual, although it was

obviously connected with the systems current along the Pacific coast.

The Kutchin were divided into three exogamous phratries that

counted descent in the female line; yet they recognized no distinctions

of rank, knew nothing of crests or totems, and held no potlatches

except those in honour of the dead. Chiefs were chosen for courage

or wisdom alone, aiul possessed little more authority tlian the chiefs

or leaders in the tribes along the Mackenzie. Men without relatives

or friends found security only by attaching themselves to leading

1 Sec part 1. p. 114.

“Some iiilaiKl Eskimo of iioriluTii Ala.-ka ii.setl .'iiniilar dwell ini's doubtless copied from the Kufcliin.



families, a very mild foivm of servitude compared with the slavery

of the Pacific coast. The Kutchin never purchased slaves, and

never acquired any in their petty wars; for they massacred men,

women, and children without mercy, sparing only some of the

younger women to carry away for wives. Their own women received

no gentle treatment; they performed nearly all the hard work in

camp,^ transported all the family possessions, ate only after the

men had eaten, and had no voice in family or tribal affairs except

the one prerogative of selecting husbands for their daughters.

Mothers often killed their girl babies to spare them the hardships

7345.i

A Kutcliiti ilaiKH'. ( Ri'iirotl iirril from Richftr<lnoii
,
Kir Jolni: "Arctic Krorcliiiitf

Rxpcflitioii
,

/joiifloii^ JK51" rol. I, 1*1. JA .)

they themselves had undergone; and old or infirm men and women

who could no longer siqiport themselves were strangled, sometimes

at their own recpiest. Vet life was not all hardshijis, even for tlie

women. The Kutchin were passionately fond of games, and of

singing and dancing; and young and old, women as well as men,

took i)art in these diversions.

1 Excfpt iIh' cookiiiij. A. H.; “ .Imitnal of (In? A'liUoii. l,St7-48"; oilitod liy L. J. Biirpoe,

Piihlii-atioiiK of Iho (’aiKKliaii Anliivcs, No. 4, Ottawa. lOIO, i>. 80. Jones, .'^tiaflian ; “The Iviilchin

Tribes, Nute.s on ihe J’inneh or Chei unvyan InJian.s of Britisl) ami Uussiun .Anieriea ”
;

eoniiniinieafed

by Oeorgi; Gibbs, Sinil hsonimi Reiiorl, 1866, p, 326 ( Washiniitou, 1,S72). Hanlisty’.s statement that ihe

vvoinen cuokecl, if true, ma^' liax e relerrecl to .some I rilx' liiat <li(.i not freriuent I’ort A ukon and was
unknown to Murray and ,Joins; or the eustoms of the Kuteliin may have been eliangiii'; in his day.

llardisty: Op. eit,, p. 312.
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We know very little about the religion of the Kiitchin. Theii

hunters often prayed to a moon-deity before starting out on their

expeditions, and burned fat in the fire to obtain success in the

chase. They had the same belief as other Indians in supernatural

beings that haunted special localities, and they tried to propitiate

them with offerings of beads. Every jnisfortune was attributed to

witchcraft, and the Kutchin paid great deference to the medicine-

men who claimed to acquire special powers from the unseen world

through the usual fasting anrl dreaming. The dead were either

burned immediately and their ashes suspended in bags from the tops

of painted poles, or, if persons of note, deposited in trees within

wooden coffins and burned several months later when the fiesli had

decayed; for the Kutchin dreaded burial in the ground. Relatives

destroyed their property, lacerated their bodies, and made the same

display of grief as the Mackenzie River Indians, but they also

adopted from the Tlinkit the custom of holding a memorial feast

or potlatch within a special enclosure, when the guests sang mournful

songs, danced, and indulged in various games, and departed with

gifts for which they subsequently made a partial return.

There are perhaps 700 Kutchin living within the borders of

Canaria to-day. A census made by the Hudson’s Bay Company in

1858 gave a population of 1,179.^ Seeing that even then the tribes

had declined greatly through infanticirle. wars, and European diseases,

Mooney estimates a pre-European population of 3,000.^

1 O.awpon ; “Report of nn Esi'loration iii tlio Yukon District, “ p. 206 ]i.

2 Mooney ; Op. cit., p. 26.
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CHAPTER XXIV

THE ESKIMO

Tlie last of our ])hysiographic* regions was the Arctic and sub-

Arctic coasts of Canada from the Alaskan boundary to the strait of

Belle Isle, excluding only the southern and western shores of James

bay. JJiis was the home of the Eskimo ( a Cree word meaning “Eaters

of raw meat a people distinct in physical appearance, in language,

and in customs from all the Indian tribes of America. Yet just

as their ])eculiar jiliysical appearance masked but did not debar

their partial derivation from the same division of mankind as the

Indians—fi’om the great Mongolian stock that ])redominates through-

out eastern and northern Asia—so their peculiar customs and mode of

life have so many links with the customs of many of our liulian tribes

that one suspects not merely borrowing on both sides, but the deriva-

tion of their cultures from the same or kindred sources in past ages.

Canada was not the home of all the Eskimo, nor even of one-

half their number, for they extended from the Siberian shore of

Bering sea in the west to Ci’eenland in the east. Alaska and Green-

land each contains to-day twice as many Eskimo as there are in

Canada,^ where long stretches of coast-line have no inhabitants

at all and the many large islands north of the mainland are deserted,

though many of them bear the ruins of prehistoric dwellings and

camp-sites. If we pry more closely into the distribution of our

Eskimo at the time of their first contacts with Europeans we find

them grouped in certain areas fringed by large tracts of territory

that seldom felt their footsteps. What was the cause of this?

Except in two regions, the basins of the Colville and Xoatak

rivei’s in Alaska and the barren grounds between Hudson bay and

Great Slave and Great Bear lakes, the Eskimo were everywhere a

littoral people, who subsisterl during the greater part of the year on

the sea mammals frequenting the coast, and journeyed inland only

1 Eskimo pnpiilnlion of Alask.T in 1010. 14.087: Tnriian Popuiation in the I'nilcd and Alaska,
1910, p. 112. Washinirton, Gov<Tnmt*iit I’rintiiiK Bur'>aii, 1915; of rirwnlniu! in 1927, 1.5.634: Greenland,
vol. iii, " The Cloloni/ation of Greenland and Its History Uniil 1929”; pMlilL.ihe<l h>- the Coininbsion for
tlie dit<elion of tine Geolotieal and Geograidiien! Invest ifratiotis in Greenland, p. 404 fCopenhagen and
Loiifion. 1929): ot Canada in 1929, 7.103; of Laltrador “not more than 1,000 on th<‘ .-Mlantie roast south
of C.ape Chidli'v”; Eneyclopaedia Hritanniea. Illh eflirion. aitiele " Labrathii'.”
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for brief periods in summer to hunt caribou and musk-oxen and to

fish in the lakes and rivers. It was the greater abundance of sea

mammals and fish in the waters of Alaska and Greenland that

occasioned the greater concentration of ]K)pulation in those regions.

In Arctic Canada sea mammals wei'e abundant in certain localities

and scarce in others, owing largely to the conditions and movements

of the sea-ice.^ The Eskimo, therefore, made the localities of

abundance their centres, and moved away from them only for special

reasons—to fish and hunt inland, or to procure wood in distant forests

for making boats, sleds, weapons, ami tlie various requirements of

their households.

We observed in our last chapter that the Chipewyan and Yellow-

knife Indians at the eastern margins of Great Bear and Great Slave

lakes trusted for their food supply, their clothing, and coverings for

their tents to the enormous herds of barren-ground caribou; and we
naturally ask why the Eskimo did not follow their example, why
they clung to the seashore and devoted most of their energies to the

capture of sea mammals. The reason was that the barren-ground

caribou migrated seasonally; every spring they moved northward

to their summer pasture grounds and fawning districts, and at the

^ Heucf llie ruined hoiises in llio Arctic aiTlii|H'!a(ro lie niiiinlv fui llic south sides of the islauds.
which were less blocked uiih ice tIkui the norrhern ennsis. The K-'kiiiio abandoned this rcKion se\'cral

centuries ago, I'lntbably owing to a gradiiul ujilift of the land that left the surround, ng waters too
shallow for the jnissage of the largf’r sea inaninials.
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apjM’oach of winter moved south a«rain to the edge of the forests.

The Indians, being themselves edge-of-the-woods people, kept in

contact with them throughout the whole year, following them over

the barren grounds in summer and snaring them in winter within

the woods. A small minority of the Eskimo, the bands living inland

from Hudson bay, also made the caribou their mainstay, and seldom

36972

The fuel-gatherer of a Coitper Eskimo family.
(Photo hy I). Jenneioi.)

or never visited the coast to hunt the sea mammals. But these

barren-ground or “ Caribou ” Eskimo constantly suffered from
famine during the winter months, for so few caribou remained
within their territories, which did not extend to the forests, that they

had to fall back on the fish in the lakes and rivers, and on a few
musk-oxen, to tide them over the coldest aiifl stormiest period of

86959—27
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the year.^ ;So the main body of the Eskimo made their homes

on the coast where, given favonralde weather, they could capture

sea mammals both in winter and in summer, and in summer, more-

over, could trap the shoals of salmon trout that migrated yearly

up the creeks and rivers. Yet even they abandoned their sealing

and fisliing ])laces when midsummer a]iproached, aiul hunted the

caribou while its fur was prime, and for a month or two afterwards

wlien it assumed the long thick coat so valuable for winter garments

and sleeping-robes. For the caribou was well-nigh indispensable to

all Eskimo, because its fur offered the most suitable clothing for

extremely cold weather, its sinew provided thread for sewing and

lines for sealing and fishing gear, and its bones and antlers could be

worked into numberless articles ranging from liarpoons and arrow-

heads to thimbles.-

For another reason, too, the Eskimo were better off on the sea-

coast than following the movements of the caribou month by month.

Inland, on the barren grounds, there was no fuel except scattered

patches of heather, dwarf willow, and the creeping dryas. The
Caribou Eskimo had to build separate kitchens of snow to cook with

these fuels in winter,'^ and in their real dwellings, the snow-huts in

which they workerl and slept, kept only tiny lamps of burning

caribou-fat that lacked even the warmth necessary to dry their

clothing. The coast Eskimo, on the other hand, derived an excellent

fuel from the blubber of the sea mammals, particularly the seals,

and as long as they prospered in their seal-hunting lacked neither

food for themselves nor light and warmth in their houses. Even if

their hunting was not always successful, or without its rlangers and

hardships, yet. given territories that lay outside the limits of the

forests, they endured fewer famines on the seacoast, and could render

their homes more comfortable, than their kinsmen who roamed the

barren lands of the interior.'*

Many Inrlian tribes also hunted sea mammals—the Beothuk of

Newfoundlanfl, the Micmac of Nova Scotia, and all the tribes along

1 C/. Birkol -Srnii li , Krtj.: “The Cnribou E.^kimoH. Mnleriz*! aiul Soi’inl I.ifp anr! tlir.ir Cultiira! Posi-
tion”; Pniiort of tin* Fifth Tliiilc F.xpoiUtion 1921-24, vol. v. pt. i. pp. 101, 135 (Cnponlingon, 1929).

2 In northwest Oreenlamt rnriliou were .so sraree that the local “ Polar” Eskimo, who inhabited that
distrirt, Renerally wore trousers of polar-bear fur and coals of seal, rabbit, or bird skin.

•'1 Despite their niune, “Eaters of raw meal,” the Eskimo always preferred cooked food, or, for

second choice, frozen. They ate rziw meat aiifl lish only when driven by necessity.
^ It i.s much easier, of cour.se, to find i-easons why the Eskimo shonhl have developed a different mode

of life from the Indians, given an Aretic anti snb-Aretic home, than to explain how they eame to settle
down in that home. No theory yet aihaaneed seems to provide a satisfactory answer ti> the latter
problem.
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the Pacific coast. The Xootka of \'ancoiiver island, like tlie Plskinio,

attacked even tlie inig;hty whale, lioth Indians and Eskimo employed
fundamentally the same methods, wliicli were indeed but adapta-
tions of fishing devices and of tlie methods of hunting animals on
land; but under the stress of a peculiar environment the Plskimo
elaborated them in several ingenious ways. Let us consider first

their methods of hunting seals.

In Alaska, and in the region of the Mackenzie delta, the Eskimo
set nets under the ice to capture seals, although, unlike the Indians,
they never employed fish-nets until they came into direct or indirect

contact with Europeans. Fragments of sealing-nets, made of baleen,
have been discovered in Hudson bay and noi'theastern Clrecnland,

so that they may once have been used throughout most of the Arctic.

The Greenland Eskimo, and those living near the Magnetic Pole in

Canada, sometimes adopted another “fishing” device. Two men
went out together; one, lying flat on the ice, peered through a hole
from which he had brushed away all snow, thus enabling the light to

shine through to the water beneath; and liis companion stood above
him, ready to strike with a long harpoon as soon as the watcher
signalled the presence of a seal. Other Plskimo living on the Back
river, and several Indian tribes. s]X^ared fish in the same way, but in

fishing one man performed both functions—he both peererl through
the hole and plied the spear. ^

I he usual method of capturing seals in winter, one practised by
every coastal group from Bering strait to Greenlainl, seems to have
been evolved from this “peep-hole” method. Knowing that the seal

must rise to the surface to breathe, and that it maintained several

holes in the ice that covered the .sea from October or November
until IVIay or June, the native searched out one of its breathing holes
and harpooned the animal the moment it broke water. Only the
trained eye of an Eskimo, or the keen scent of a dog, could detect
the tiny hole concealed beneath a foot or more of snow; and even
when the hunter discovered it, there was no certainty that the seal

would visit this particular one for several hours, or, if it did rise

there, that the harpoon, aimed blindly at the dark centre of the hole,

would unerringly strike its mark. Most hunters used cunningly

1 One imy still sw Tsirnsliian In.Iians 'pfiinns s.-ilrnoii by this inethod in the shallow Kisniox river
aunnft the months of February' ami March. Fut they now ii.se a hire (often a piece of coloured cloth)
to attract the Hsh, and do not trouble to awin' tlie snow from around tlie liole,

86959—27 J
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contrived “indicators’’ to warn them when the seal was approach-

ing; the surface; but no amount of human ingenuity could guarantee

invariable success, or banish the hardships of a motionless watch,

often for many hours, exposed to all the rigours of an Arctic winter.

In the mild days of spring the seals came out of their holes to

bask in the sun on the surface of tlie ice, and the Eskimo stalked

them like land game. They were more difficult to stalk than caribou,

however, for there were usually no sheltering liillocks or ice-cakes

behind which the hunter could take cover, and he had to ap]:iroaeh

much nearer to throw a harpoon than to launch an arrow. In the

spring, too, and even during the winter in localities where a strong

tide or current produced a lane of open water, the natives harpooned

many seals from the ice erlge and retrieved them in their skin-covered

A Labr.ailor Eskimo liiinloi' in his kayak. (Photo hif F. ,f ohituurn.}

canoes or kayaks. The open sea of midsummer, of course, neces-

sitated harpooning the animals from the kayak itself. Not all the

coastal Eskimo, however, employed the kayak for sealing. Those

who lived between Coronation gulf and the Alagnetic Pole left the

sea before the ice broke up and directed their energies to fishing

and caribou hunting.

To describe the complicated sealing equipment of the Eskimo

—the various types of harpoons, the throwing board that increased

their range, the air-inflated skin or bladder poke sometimes attached

to the shaft, and all the other appliances—would involve us in too

much detail. It is unnecessary, also, to describe the hunting of the

walrus and the whale, the beluga and the narwhal, by many eastern

and western Eskimo during the spring and summer months, for it
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closely resembled the luinting of seals at those seasoiisd What
most concerns us liere is that the dependence of the Eskimo on sea

mammals, particularly seals, throu^!:hout the greater i)art of the year

differentiated them from all the Indian tribes of America, but tliat

their methods of hunting them, however ingeiuous, were after all

only modifications of fishing methods, and of methods of hunting

land animals, that were common to both peoples.

The Itlskimo could not employ all the methods of fishing and

hunting known to their Indian neighbours. They could organize

community drives against the cai-ibou. herding them into the water

in order to spear them from their canoes, or between lanes of dummy
enemies made of turf-cap])ed stones that converged in a row of

archers concealed in shallow pits; but, except in certain parts of

Alaska,- where willow and other shrubs attained a considerable

height, they could not snare them in pounds as was the practice

of the Athapaskan Indians. Neither could they spear fish by torch-

light after the manner of many Indian tribes, not so much from

lack of bark for torches, as because there was no darkness during the

summer when the lakes and rivers were free of ice. Weirs of stones

took the place of brush weirs, and instead of basket traps, for which

material would have been scanty, one or two groups used bags of

skin.® Why no Eskimo ever employed fish-nets, however, is rather

puzzling, for all their Indian neighbours used them, and their intro-

duction in post-European times has been an unmixed blessing.

Their absence was the more surprising because of the remarkable

ingenuity of the Eskimo in other ways, and because of the rapidity

with which they have adopted all civilized appliances that can help

them in their food-quest.

We have mentioned their remarkable ingenuity, and have

noticed some examples of it in their methods of hunting the sea

mammals. It revealed itself also in their transportation methods,

their dwellings, and even in their dress. Confronted with a similar

environment other primitive peoples might have evolved a stable

1 In whale huntinjz, they fjenerally employed llie large, open, f^kin boat with a eonipiemeut of paddteis
instead of the one-man kayak.

2 e.g. the basin of Cblville river.

3 Birket-Smith : Op. cit., vol. 1, p. 120.

4 Mathias-sen (" Archffiologj’ of the Central Eskimos,’' vol. ii, p. f) eonsiders the e\ ideiiue for rise

complete absence of the fish-net in pre-European tunes not altogether coticlu.sive.

0 We can understand more ea.sily why they did not doinestieafe the carilioii or Ameriean reindeer;
for it is fairly certain that whatever north .\.siatio tribe fir.st domesticated that animal was already
acquainted with domesticated horses and probably cattle.
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skiii-covei-ed l)()at j)r()pelled by oars, conij^aiable with the Eskimo

iirniak,^ but very few could have invented so wonderful a hunting

craft as the light and speedy kayak.^ The dog-sled, which is superior

to the Indian toboggan for travelling over the hard-packed snow of

the Arctic and sub-Arctic coasts, was another invention of the

Eskimo; and they developed the dog as a traction animal far more

than any Indian tribe. Remembering their isolation and the meagre

resources that nature supplied to them, it is hard to see what improve-

ments were really possible on the sled for winter travel, the kayak

for hunting and ci‘ossing small lakes and rivers, and the umiak for

skirting the seacoast, except the use of a sail on the umiak: and

even that was perhaps known to the Greenland Eskimo.

-

I^et us turn now to their dwellings. The universal dwelling

in summer was a tent of seal or cai’ibou-skin, ridged in the eastern

Arctic and conical in the western, the two types overlapping from

the central region westward. The Aiackcnzie River Eskimo, and

some of their kinsmen in Alaska, strengtliened the frame of the

conical tent witli a hoop that was laslied to tlie poles about b feet

from the ground. There was, also, a third type of tent, the round

or cu])ola tyj>e, which the inland Eskimo of Alaska adopted from

the neighbouring Kutchin. Winter dwellings were equally varied,

owing partly to environmental conditions. Where driftwood was

])lentiful, as in most of Alaska and in the della of the Mackenzie,

the Piskimo built rectangular, semi-subterranean, turf-covered houses

of logs’^ that had long underground jiassageways and entrances in

the door.-*

Typical of tlie Canadian Eskimo was the domed snow-hut.

which seems to have been unknown in Alaska, and employed by the

Mackenzie Delta natives, and by tlie natives of Greenland, only

when travelling. The Greenland Piskimo lived in large log houses

constructed on a different plan from the Alaskan ones, iiossibly

througli the inffuence of the early Norsemen.’’ P^inallv. on the Green-

1 Fur Ijriof (Ii‘srTi|>tiiiii.s nf tlicsi' r'rnft S<'( p. lOfI f.

2(7/. Birk<!t-Siiiit)i. K:ij.: “Thu Et hiiocrapliv fif fhu Eiipdcstuiiutu
land, vol. Ixvi, p. 2.i8 f. It surm.s not iinlik

nse of .'iails from (he Xoiscmi'ti. f<n‘ Malliias^pii

Distriut’’ ;
Me'ddulciser (iroii-

y, liowi'ViM', lliiil tliu (tifunland Esicimo Icnnied 1 lit*

s ion of a tliirtputilli (?) t-rnturj’ Eskimo ffuttlf-

Miil hia.ssun. T.
(Oftoliur, 1030)

ment nrar T’i’'-rnivik shou’.s that the Norsemen iiinueneed them slightly in other wavs.
"An Old E.skimo Culture in West Greenland”; Geog. Rev., vol. xx, No. 4, p. 605 ff

3 Bones of the whah' were snlistitated in disfriels \\hi‘re wood w.as searee.
t The Maekem'.ic Della Eskimo sometimes h.iilt their Imt in the form of a cross .so that it etmld

hoiLse three families.
5 Cf. Birket -Smil !i ;

"
'fhe Carilif)!! Eskimos,” ^ol. 2, I'l. 47.
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land side of Smith souiul, and on the Diomede isi^lands in Bering

strait, there were natives who still dwelt in stone huts, roofed with

whalebones or driftwood and chinked with earth, similar to those

erected many centuries ago from the Arctic archipelago to Labrador.

\Miatever the nature of their winter dwellings, all Eskimo
illuminated them in the same way, with a stone (from Bering strait

southward a ])ottery) lamp burning oil from the blubber of the

sea mammals, or, in the case of the Eskimo inland from Hudson
bay, the fat of the caribou. The coastal natives used this lamp

to cook their food, and fasliionefl their cooking-pots from the same

37016

A village of .snow-huts. fPlwIo hi/ D.

material, soapstone, or, in Alaska, pottery. Only during the summer
months, from May to September, did they dispense with the lamp

and cook outdoors with driftwood, or with the miserable fuels

supi)lied by their treeless habitat—heather, dwarf willow, and the

creeping dryas. There were tw^o methods of making fire, by striking

together two lumps of pyrites, and by friction with a thong drill.

Both methods had a wide distribution in America, but the blubber

lamp w^as the Eskimos’ own creation; without it they coulrl hardly

ha^^e sustained the severity of their environment.

Their dress also was original, for the climate demanded fuller

clothing than in other jmrts of America. The coat (or shirt, for it
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was closed down the front) was fitted with a hood that drew over

the head, inakinfi; caps so unnecessary that they were seldom woi-n

except at dances. Amonp; all the Canadian Eskimo the shirt was

cut away at the sides like a European frock coat. Its length in front

varied, but behind it had a very long tail that provided a useful

appendage for fishermen and seal-hunters who sat on snow'-blocks

for several hours over holes in the ice. The women’s shirt resembled

the men’s excejfi that the shoulders were wider and the hood more
expansive. Mothers enlarged the back to make room for their

babies, who nestled snugly underneath, against the warm body; for

neither cradle-boards nor moss-bags found favour in the Arctic. The

rest of the costume w^as equally well devised. Both sexes wore

breeks, the women’s being a little shorter than the men’s. The latter

had stockings that just overlapped the breeks, and during the summer
months boots of equal length that they rej^laced with low shoes

during the winter. Women wore similar low shoes in winter. But

their stockings were like very wide hip boots that tucked into the

belt with straps, and, in Hudson bay, had a large pocket on each

outer side; and their summer boots were cut to the same shape

as the stockings.

All these garments were normally of caribou fur, except the

shoes and boots, which w ere made of sealskin
;
and they w^ere w'orn

double during tlie wdnter, wdth the fur of the inner garment against

the body. Since caribou hides lose their fur with flampness most

men possessed sealskin shirts for rainy or misty weather, and summer
seal-hunters used w^aterproof shirts of the same material, dehaired,

which they lashed round the cockpits of their kayaks. The seal-

skin boots recpiired constant repairing when travelling over stony

ground, and the women’s hood, hip stockings, and boots w’ere awT-

w^ard and ungainly. Yet tlie complete costume, even in winter,

W'eighed only about 5 pounds, and w’as warmer and more satisfactory

than wa)ollen clothing of twdce its weight. Hence white men explor-

ing the Arctic have freciuently adopted it in preference to Eurojiean

dress.

If the Pacific (’oast Indians excelled in carpentry, the Eskimo
excelled in general artisanship. They w^ere perhaps the most skilful

of all Canadian aborigines in chipping glassy stones like hint and
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quartz into arrow- and spear-heads, knife blades, saws, drills, and

skin scrapers. Wliere harri ne])hrite was available, as in Alaska,

they shaped and polisherl it into adze-blades, whetstones, and even

labrets. Their single- and double-edged hunting knives of ground

slate, and the women’s semi-lunar knives of the same material, were

generally siii}crior to Indian tools of this character; the semi-lunar

knife, in fact, seems to have been copied by some Algonkian and

Pacific Coast tribes. In Coronation gulf the Eskimo substituted local

copper for flint and slate in all their cutting tools, and the Greenland

natives sometimes used meteoric and telluric iron; but both these

metals they treated simply as malleable stones.

It was in working antler, bone, and. particularly, ivory, however,

that the Eskimo most excelled. Arctic explorers liave Ijeen aston-

ished at the variety of articles they manufactured from these

materials. The majority, it is true, were small, but they were made
wdth great care and skill and in most cases served some useful

purpose. Mei'ely to list them all would fill several pages, for they

ranged from parts of harpoons and arrows, ice-chisels, sled-shoes,

toggles, and handles of various shapes and sizes, to needles and

needle-cases, thimbles and thimble-holders, and a wealth of miscel-

laneous objects for everyday use, besides numerous toys and amulets.

Some were carved into animal and human forms, others carried

incised decoration. The latter was always geometrical in prehistoric

times, but in Alaska, after the natives acquired iron tools, it

blossomed into vivid scenes of dailv life.

There w^as very little basketry among the Eskimo except around

the Yukon delta in Alaska and farther south, for its place was taken

by bags of skin. Nor w^as there any embroidery in porcupine-(iuill

or moose-hair, because neither the porcupine nor the moose extended

into Eskimo territories. But needle-work w^as well developed; most

of the ornamentation on clothing was prodiu^ed by means of narrow

bands of differently coloured skin or fur finely stitcherl together

wdth sinew thread. We need not w^onder that the Eskimo should

be the only American people to devise a thimble, for after all

thimbles were of little use to Indians wTo did not tailor their

garments. But we cannot help admiring their resourcefulness in

equipping themselves wdth so many serviceable articles from
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exlreniely limited means; and we marvel that a people subjected

to all the hardsldps and uncertainties of life in the Arctic should

foster a genuine love of art and display high talents in sculpture

and engraving. We may recall that they possessed an equal gift

for music, and that among the songs to which they danced on winter

evenings there were some really beautiful melodies.

3.S571

Kskinio travelling by sIolI and dog-team. (Tliolo Uy J, J.

In the sidieres of social life and religious beliefs, however, the

Eskimo ranked lower than most Indian tribes in Canada. Their

small and, as a rule, widely separated communities recognized no

chiefs of any kind. Alen of unusual ability or personality, especially

if they were shamans, wielded a certain amount of influence; but

even they seldom thought of issuing commands to their communities,

still less to the inhabitants of other communities in their neighbour-

hood. Rules of conduct that had arisen in various ways, and were

generally sanctioned by long anticpiity, regulated life within each

group, and for anti-social practices such as theft and nun-der the

penalty was death, either by sentence of the group or through the

oj^eration of the blood-feud. Like so many primitive races, the

Eskimo lacked the independence of judgment and free initiative

that chai’acterize more civilized peoples. Hence discord seldom

reared its head in their semi-communistic baiuls, and there was little

need of any one in authority when each man’s impulses unconsciously

took the same direction as the impulses of his neighbours.
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The nearest to public officials were the shamans, men and women
who claimed, through the aid of their familiar spirits, to diagnose

the causes of misfortune and sickness, to see what was happening far

away, and to intervene between the lay Eskimo aiul the supernatural

world. Home trained for this j^rofession by ap])renticing themselves

to recognized practitioners who would transfer to them one or more

of their familiars. Others adduced their authority from sudden calls

or visitations that came to them unheralded when they were wander-

ing alone over their hunting-grounds. Sometimes they performed

juggling tricks similar to those of Indian medicine-men, and divined

by “weighing” the head or foot of a patient; but their usual practice

was to induce in themselves a kind of temporary dementia (Arctic

hysteria, as the phenomenon is called in Siberia), and in that con-

dition to give utterance to more or less incoherent ravings which

the laity inter])reted as oracles. Though all Eskimo could bandage

a wound, and set in splints a fractured limb, they were as ignorant

of herbal remerlies as their Athapaskan neighbours. Like the latter,

they ascribed all sickness and misfortune to magical causes, to the

violation of a taboo, the enmity of a sorcerer, the ill-will of malevolent

spirits, or the separation of the soul fium the body. The shaman’s

methods of treatment correspoiuled with these diagnoses; they

attempted to withdraw from the jiatients’ bodies splinters of bone

or wood that were presumably implanted there l)y sorcery, to pro-

pitiate or deter the malevolent spirits, and to capture and restore

the errant souls. Not only were they the physicians of the com-
munities, but its priests, for it was tluyy who interceded with the

supernatural world when caribou and fish seemed lacking, storms

prevented the hunters from cajituring seals, and the people were

threatened with starvation.

41ie religion of the Eskimo brought them little comfort. They
visioned a numberless host of supernatural l)eings around them,

many of them harmless, perhaps, a few on rare occasions lielpful,

but all of them ]U‘egnant with i)ower for ill. The being that the

majority of the Eskimo dreaded most was a sea-goddess i'e]:)uted

to control the weather and to regulate the supply of seals. With
unremitting care, too, they conciliated the souls of animals, which

would surely take offence if the people failed to observe the time-

honoured j'ituals and taboos, esjiecially those that relatefl to game.
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Even the souls of the dead inspired them with fear, for they held

unusually vague and contradictory notions concerning the after-

life, and frequently attributed misfortune to the malicious souls of

kinsmen recently deceased.^ So gloomy, indeed, was their religion

that it hindered more than it helped them in their hard struggle to

exist. If the Eskimo had been morose or disj^irited we might be

tempted to conjecture that it was tlie very hardness of this struggle

that made their religion gloomy; on the contrary, they were the

most cheerful and laughter-loving j:)eople in America. We dare not

assert that environment has absolutely no influence on temperainent,

and that temperament does not affect the religous beliefs, and yet

the religion of the Eskimo and their temperament seem bewilderingly

at variance.

Ajiart from the performances of the shamans there were very

few public ceremonies to interrupt the normal current of life. In

parts of tlic eastern Arctic, there was a festival every autumn to

ensure an abundant supply of game;- it was known in some districts

as the “dai'kening of lamps.” The natives of northern Alaska per-

formed cei'tain rituals on the eve of the whale-hunting season in

the early s]:)ring; and farther south, where there was closer contact

with Athapaskan tribes, the Eskimo feebly imitated at second hand

the potlatches of the Pacific Coast Indians. In this part of Alaska,

around the deltas of the Yukon and Kuskokwim, performers at the

winter “potlatches” frequently wore wooden masks, which were not

common in other parts of the Arctic. Everywhere the long winter

gave rise to almost nightly song-fests and dances, for darkness

drove the seal-hunters home between three and four o’clock in the

afternoon and favourable conditions for sled travelling permitted

frequent visits to neighbouring villages.

Life, on the whole, was fairly orderly and peaceful in these

Eskimo communities. Whether their dwellings were of logs, snow-

blocks, or skins stretched round a framework of ])oles, each was

almost identical with its neighbours, for no family could burden

itself with more possessions tlian were strictly necessary. There

were no distinctions of rich and ])oor. The successful hunter un-

1 C/. RasmuFsen, Knurl,; " Inlr'llectual Culture nf the Iglulik Kskiiuos"; Report of the Fifth Thule
Expedition, 1E>21-It)24, vol. vii, No. 1, p. .‘56 f (Copenhagen, 1929).

“ C/. Roa.s, P. : “The Central Kskimo.” p. 604 ff : Sixth Ann. Kept., Bur. .\m. Etlm, (Washington,
1888). “The Eskimos of Badin I.and anti Hudson Ba\'’’; .Anth. Papers, .Am. Mus. of Nat. Hist., vol.

XX, p. 139 ff (1901).
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hesitatingly shared his food with less fortunate comrades^ partly

because such had been the custom of his father and grandfather,

partly because he knew that the day would come when he himself

39726

Copj)er Eskimo woman and child. (Phoio hy J . R. Cox.)

would be in need. In summer the families, scattered at different

fishing and hunting grounds, were too busy gathering and storing

away food for the months of early winter to give much thought to

other pursuits. They had more leisure in winter, when they re-
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assembled at the seasliore, the daylight was short, and blizzards

often kept the men from sealing and the entire community within

(ioors. It was then, when food supplies were low and anxiety weighed

on every heart, that cjuarrels were most apt to arise, that suspicions

of sorcery found ready lodging, and hirlden jealousies came io the

surface. Even the certainty of blood-revenge did not always check

a sudden knife-thrust that left its victim gasping in the snow.

Generally the murderer and his family fled to some distant com-

munity, but the feud remained unforgotten and sooner or later a

retaliatory murrler kindled its flame afresh. Tliese never-ending

blood-feuds, to which innocent women and children fell victims as

often as the murderers themselves, greatly increased the insecurity

of life. and. combined with all the other hazards, produced in the

l^skimo a profound fatalism only half concealed by their unfailing

cheerfulness.

Other dark features in the social life wei’e the frecjiiency of

infanticide, and the al)andonment of the aged and infirm, customs

that were perhaps unavoidable in many districts owing to the hard

sti’uggle for existence. The Eskimo were really very fond of their

children, and treated ihem with great indulgence. Both boys and

girls were subjected to a number of taboos that related for the most

j)art te their diet, and women endured many restrictions, especially

in times of childbirth; but the seclusion of adolescents, enforced by

many Indian tribes, was unknown. Marriage took place without

ceremony, although the son-in-law generally hunted with his wife’s

]iarents for a season or two. Either party could dissolve the union

at will and husbands even exchanged wives temporarily, for the

Eskimo ranked friendship above chastity, aiul indeed held the latter

in little esteem. Nevertheless, couples nearly always clung together

after tliey liad issue, ami domestic quarrels occurred far less fre-

quently than in more civilized homes. Women had a well-recognized

position, less inferior to men’s than among any Indian tribe except

perhaps the Iroquoians; but whereas Iroquoian women derived their

higher status mainly from the economic importance of their corn-

fields, Eskimo women owed their position largely to the indispensa-

bility of expert seamstresses for making the tailored clothing neces-

sary to withstand an Arctic climate.
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was perpetually frozen a few inches below the surface. In the west-

ern ami eastern Arctic they generally covered the corpse with logs

or stonesA but over a large i>art of the central Arctic they left the

body unprotected except by its covering of skins, beside a man
they laid his hunting equipment, beside a woman her sewing tools,

tliat the souls of these objects might still serve their owners in

the afterlife. Widows, widowei’S, and all wlio handled a coiqDse

incurred a number of temporary taboos, but the mourners, unlike

most Indians, neither mutilated themselves nor manifested their

grief in other extravagant ways.

The Eskimo of eastern Canada and I.abrador have been in

contact with Euro])eans for more than two hundred years, and those

of the ^Mackenzie delta for more than a hundred, whereas the

bands that live along the Arctic coast between that delta and the

Magnetic Pole remained almost uninfluenced until the twentieth

century. To-day every inhabited region in the Arctic and sub-Arctic

is exploited by European fur-traders. Bows and arrows have yielded

to firearms; tools of bone, ivory, stone, and native coiiper to tools

of steel; and clay or stone cooking pots to kettles and pots of iron or

aluminium. The kayak and the naiiok have disappeared completely

from many districts, for the hunting of whales has ceased and sealing

and walrus-hunting, except with rifles from the edge of the ice,

are on the decline. Skin tents are rapidly giving way to cloth tents,

not so much because the latter are lighter and easier to transport as

because firearms have diminished the number of caribou, and trap-

ping leaves the natives but a short period in which to hunt either

caribou or seals. Partly for the same reasons, and partly from a

misguidefl imitation of Euro]ieans, many Eskimo now wear woollen

underclothing and eyen the complete European costume, although

their earlier garments of loosely fitting caribou fur were more pic-

turesque and hygienic, and offered greater protection against the

intense cold.

Very few Eskimo now hunt intensively during the winter

months: instead they trap foxes, which are useless to them for either

food or clothing. In order to maintain their families during that

season they buy European food from the fur-traders, largely flour,

1 Tlie platform burial praf^tisod in parf.s of Alaska may be post -European.
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sugar, and tea. Now a diet of straight seal-iueat will keep a hunter

or a trapper in good health, but a diet that consists mainly of ban-

nock and tea is practically starvation. So, over large parts of the

Arctic and sub-Arctic the Eskimo are now worse clad, and more ill-

nourished, than in the days of their isolation.

^

There seem to have been about 2,000 Eskimo living between the

Alaska-Canada boundary and cape Bathurst when Sir John Frank-

lin’s expedition explored this coast in 1826. In 1929 there were less

than 800, and of that number only about twelve were really native to

the district, the remainder being immigrants from Alaska. The
earlier inhabitants perished from diseases introduced by Europeans;

as late as 1900 an epidemic of measles caused great mortality. In

1902 typhus carried off all the surviving inhabitants of Southampton

island, Hudson bay. Other parts of Hudson bay, Baffin island, and

the Labrador j:)eninsula suffered great depletions in the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, and during the last few years European

diseases have been ravaging the newly accessible groups between

Coronation gulf and the Alagnetic Pole. So from a pre-European

population estimated by Alooney at 22,500 the Canadian and

Labrador Eskimo have been reduced to 8,000 (in 1929). Some
decline was inevitable, perhaps, because even our mildest diseases

are fatal to unimmunized natives, and the isolation of the Eskimo

until the twentieth century deprived them of all medical services.

To-day, however, many of the survivors have developed a partial

immunity to the commonest diseases, and the government is estab-

lishing a chain of doctors across the Arctic to check the spread of

epidemics and to combat the high mortality, particularly of infants.

At the same time it is conserving the wild life throughout the Arctic

and sub-Arctic, and introducing domesticated reindeer from Alaska

to augment the supply of meat and prevent the recurring famines.

Assuming that these measures are successful, the Eskimo should

more than hold their own during the present century, and by gradual

amalgamation with white trappers and traders produce the hardy

and resourceful stock necessary for the development of Canada’s Far

North.

1 The same conditions prevail among the Athapaskan Indians of northern Canada, and doubtless con-
tribute not a little to lower their vitality and render them easy victims to influenza, tuberculosis, and
other diseases.
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APPENDIX A

NOTES ON LINGUISTIC MAP

4'liis liiijiuistic map differs from all previous maps in that it

attempts to show the locations of the tribes immediately before the

fur trade brought about widesjiread disturliances. Seeing that

Europeans were in contact with the Indians from tlie CIrcat Lakes

eastward two centuries before they encountered any of tlic remaining

tribes of Canada, the map has been constructed for two dates,

lAif) A. I), for tribes east of 85 degrees west longitude, and 1725 A. I),

for tribes west of that longitude.

Crec, Montagnais, and Naskapi. The locations assigned to

these tribes, and their boundaries as outlinefl on the map,

are based on Speck. ¥. CL: “Culture Problems in X"orth-East-

ern X'orth America”; Ih’oceedings of the American Philosophical

Society, volume 65, 1926, pages 274-277. In determining the tribal

affiliations of the various bands Speck has relied mainly fin the

material culture. His boundaries would have to be greatly changed

if linguistic differences were made the criterion.

Iroquoians. Cartier’s narrative proves that the Iroquoians con-

trolled the St. Lawrence river for some distance lielow (ijuebec. W. J.

Wintemberg, assistant arclueologist of the National Museum of

Canada, has discovered prehistoric Iroquoian camping sites as far

east as Kegashka. which would indicate that tliey controlled in

summer the north shore of the gulf.

Ojibwa. By 1725 the Ojibwa seem to have lieen pushing west-

ward into the Red River country.

Assiniboine, Gros Ventre, Blackfoot, Sarcee. The locations for

tliese tribes are based on the flata summarized by Wissler, C.:

“Material Culture of the Blackfoot”; Anthropological Papers,

American Museum of Aiatural History, volume v, jiages 7-17, New
York, 1910. Tlie Gros Ventre retreated into the Cnited States about

1810, and, therefore, playerl little part in the history of the European

occupation of the Dominion.

8f)U.50^28
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Cree. The western boundaries of this tribe in 1725 are uncertain.

It appears to have reached its greatest expansion, west and north,

betwen 1750 and 1780, when it had raided up the Peace river into the

Kocky mountains and traversed the whole of the Mackenzie river

down to the delta. I have assumed that in 1725 it was separated from

the Chipewyans by Churchill river, which was certainly the boundary

in the middle of the century; but that it liad not yet reached the upper

waters of the Mackenzie basin, or seized lake Athabaska, the Slave

river, and the southeast part of Creat Slave lake, all of which

districts it controlled ten or twenty yeai's, apparently, before the

time of Hearne.

Interior Salish. The small blue block within the territory

of this group marks the location in the Nicola valley of an Atha-

paskan-speaking tribe that disappeared early in the nineteenth

century ( Teit. J.: “The Thompson Indians of British Columbia”;

Memoirs of the American Museum of Natural History, volume ii.

Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, \mlume i, p.

166, New York, 1900 ). It is not clear what tribe, if any, claimed the

headwaters of Fraser river towards Yellowhead pass in the eighteenth

century. Early in the nineteenth some Interior Salish families

(the Snare Indians of early writers) seem to have used it as a trap-

ping ground; and a little later it was occupied by a group of mingled

Salish, Iroquois, Cree, and Europeans. On the map it is coloured

as Athapaskan territory, since the physiography of the region appears

to favour its occupation in 1725 by the Carrier rather than by the

Shuswap. Its occupation by the latter in the early nineteenth cen-

tury would then correspond with the expansion of that tribe into

the northern part of the Kootenay country at about the same

period.

Tsetsnut. James Teit, in some unpublished notes now in the

possession of the National Museum, defined the territory of this tribe

as follows: “ IJieir country lay in a strip from near Bradfield canal

and the Iskut across the streams flowing into Behm canal perliaps

to about the head of Boca de Quadra. They occupied all of the upper

Portland canal around Stewart, and Salmon and Bear rivers. They
may have come down to the canal as far as Maple bay. They

occupied all the White river and Meziadin Lake basins and one of
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their jirincijml heatkiuarters, especially for salmon fishing, was at

Meziadin lake. They stretched across the head of the Skeena river

abo^e Kuldo river over to Bear and Sustut lakes.”

TIinkit. I have marked as Tlinkit the region around the upper

Taku river and Tesliii lake (which is commonly considered the home
of an Athapaskan-speaking tribe called Takutine) on tlie authority

of an unpublished manuscript by James Teit, which states that in

1914, at least, its inhabitants were Tlinkit. It seems highly probable

that an Athapaskan-speaking tribe did occupy this region formerly,

but the date when it was displaced by Tlinkit Indians is quite un-

certain.

Tagish. This tribe may have been originally an Athapaskan-

speaking peo])le, and have ado]Aed the Tlinkit tongue after 1725

A.D. It was not recorded until after the middle of the nineteenth

century.

Sekani. Mackenzie’s narrative indicates that before the irrup-

tion of the Cr-ee the Hekani occupied all the upper reaches of the

Peace river as far as the mouth of the Smoky (Mackenzie: Oj). cit.,

p. 140). The Beaver j^resumably occupied its lower reaches and

the country west and southwest of lake Athabaska.

Chipeivyan. Petitot’s sole evidence for locating tlie Chipewyan

in the Rocky mountains at the headwaters of the Peace river before

the establishment of the fur posts on Hudson bay seems to be a rather

fantastic tradition current in the tribe about 1860, a century and a

half later (Petitot, E.: “ On the Athapaskan District of the Canadian

North-West Territory”; Proceedings of the Royal Ceographical

Society, volume V, pages 649-651, London, 1883). In 1725 they

were jirobably scattered into many bands that occupied the country

from the eastern ends of lakes Athabaska and Gr’eat Slave to Hudson
bay. Kelsey undertook a journey in 1689 “ to discover and endeav-

our to bring to a Commerce y‘‘ northern Indians Inhabiting to y^

Northward of Churchill river and also y"' dogsidc Nation” (Kelsey

Papers, page 25); and Stewart brought ten of them to York Factory

in 1716, the year before the establishment of tlie fort at Churchill

(Captain Knight’s Diary of York Factory, manuscript copy in

Dominion Archives, Ottawa). In Hearne’s flay there were several in-

S6959-2S^
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depeiident bands; some, like Matonabbee’s and Keelshie's, wandered

from the Copjiermine river to the Cdiurchill and from the coast to the

Athapuscow (Cree) country at the soutlieast end of Great Slave

lake; others wandered but little, like the isolated band on the Thelon

river. The smallpox epidemic of 1781 must have wiped out some

of these bands; and the establishment of trading posts in the Mac-

kenzie l:>asin, and on Jleindeer lake, drew the survivors away from

Ghurchill and anchored them to other districts. The Caiibou-eaters

of Reindeer and Wollaston lakes, who are sometimes regarded as a

separate tribe, are one of these newer subdivisions unknown to

Hearne, Mackenzie, and Thompson, and, consequetitly, are not

marked on the ma]i.

Dogrih. It is barely possible that tlie Dogrib lived southeast

of Great Slave lake ti.e. between that lake and the Dubawnt idver) in

the sevamteenth century, for Kelsey travelled north of ('hurchill in

1689 to look for “ northern Indians inhabiting to y" Northward of

Ghurchill river and also ye dogside Nation ( Kelsey Papers, page 25).

Hoth Jeremie and Dobbs state that Seal river originated in the

country of the Dogrib, who made war on the Maskegons (Cree) and

had a inine of pure copi^er in their teri’itory (Douglas, R., and

Wallace, J. N.: “Twenty Years of York Factory, 1694-1714”;

Jeremie’s Account of Hudson Strait and Bay, jmge 20, (dttawa, 1926;

Dobbs, Ai’thur: “An Account of the (h>unt!'ies Adjoining to Hudson’s

Bay, in the North-west Part of America,” page 19, London, 1744).

Doubtless tlie statements of these last two authors are inaccurate,

for the cop])er came fi'om the vicinity of the Coppermine river,

the country of the Yellowknife or Copper Indians, and Seal river

was certainly controller! by the Cliipewyan at the end of the seven-

teenth century; yet the fact that the Dogrib should be known even

by name to the early traders suggests that their home may have been

nearer to Hudson bay at that time than it was three-riuarters of a

century later, when the fugitive whom Hearne’s party encountered

somewhere near the southeast shore of Great Slave lake was far

distant from her home (Hearne: Op. cit., page 268). On the other

hand, if the Chipewyan living north of Churchill river possessed a

few Dogrib captives, or if some Dogrib families accompanied the

Chipewyan who gathered iron fi'om Munck’s old wintering-place
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at the mouth of the river, their Cree enemies, and the European

traders, mig:ht learn the name of the tribe but assign it a wrong

location. From the letters of Father Marest (1694) and La Potherie

(1753) it is clear that the early fur-tr'aders in Hudson bay often

applied the name Dogrib (or the equivalent native terms there

rendered Alifnouspigut and Attimospigvaies) to any Athapaskan-

si)eakiug ])eople west and northwest of the Cree {Documents relating

to the Early History of Hudson Bay, pages 128 and 265).

Xahaui. The term Xahani (“ people over there far away has

been applied to a variety of tribes, both by Phiropeaii writers and by

the Indians themselves. To the modern Carrier of British Columbia

it signifies a half-mythical people far to the northward. To the Sekani

at the headwaters of the Peace river it meant, in the early nineteenth

century, the Kaska Indians of the upper Liard river (First Journal of

Simon Fraser, Tuesday, hlay 6. Copy in Library of Geological Sur-

vey, Ottawa, of manuscript Series C. No. 16, Bancroft Collection

Pacific Coast manuscrii)ts, University of California, Berkeley)
;
to the

Sekani of the present day it means the Tahltan. The Kaska. apply

the name indifferently to the Tahltan anrl to the Indians of the Pelly

Piver basin, whereas to the Tahltan themselves it signifies one or more

Athapaskan tribes somewhere to the north. The Slave Indians of

the lower Liarrl river at the lieginning of the nineteenth century

knew as Nahani the Indians farther up the river, that is to say, the

Kaska (Keith in Masson, series ii, page 68); and from Wentzel we
have the statement that “This Mountain (the Rocky mountains from

a little west of Norman to Peace river) is inhabited by several tribes

of Savages, namely Nahanies, Dahoteena, and Nonbahoteenais, be-

sides many others who are unacquainted with white people’’

(Wentzel in IMasson, series i. jiage 78). The Indians living to-day

on Great Slave and Great Bear lakes still fear the Nakani, a semi-

mythical tribe, that haunts the entire country side, kills the hunters,

and steals their women. The Kutchin or I.oucheux Indians of Fort

Yukon gave “ Naheiy ” as the name of mountain Indians living at

the head of Keele river (Murray, A.H.: “Journal of the Yukon,
1847-48,” edited by L. J. Burpee; Publications of the Canadian

.Archives, No. 4, p. 79, Ottawa, 1910), the same people, apparently,

as WentzeFs Dahoteena, the Dahadinne of Sir John Richardson
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(Richardson; Op. cit., volume i, page 180). In this book T use the

term to cover the tribes living roughly between latitudes 59 degrees

north and 64 degrees north, and from 126 degrees west to the

height of land or a little beyond it into the headwaters of the Felly,

Macmillan, and Stewart rivers. It thus excludes the clearly defined

Tahltan tribe, an exclusion that may be justified on both linguistic

and cultural grounds.

The Keele River band mentioned above was either a branch

of the Goat Indians ( Esbataottine) of the Beaver and South Nahanni

rivers, or very closely allied to it. Mackenzie, who calls them Moun-
tain Indians, says that they went down to the Mackenzie river to fish,

and were acquainted also with another large river (the Felly) on

the other side of the mountains (Mackenzie: Op. cit., pages 83, 85).

Mr. Charles Camsell informs me that in the nineteenth century there

was a route overland from the South Nahanni river to the Keele

b}^ which the Goat Indians of the former river carried their furs to

Norman.

Our ignorance of this area is so great that it is permissible to

quote the remarks of Keele, who explored the Felly, Ross, and Keele

rivers in 1907 and 1908.

“A small band of Indians, numbering about 110, inclufling men,

women, and children, inhabit the country in the vicinity of the Ross

and Felly rivers. These people trade their furs with Messrs. Lewis

and Field, who established a small trading post at the mouth of the

Ross river about lf)00. Frevious to this they traded at the rlistant

Hudson’s Bay Company’s upper post on Liard river. These Indians

have always been careful during their hunting expeditions not to

ap]:)roach too closely the headwaters of the Ross or Felly rivers on

account of evil spirits, in the shape of gigantic Indians, who were

supposed to inhabit the mountains about the divide.

About 100 Indians hunt and trap on the Gravel (now called

Keele) river and its branches, trading fur and dried meat at the Hud-

son’s Bay Company’s post at Fort Norman. They are called the

Alountain men in distinction to the Indians who hunt on the plains

around Great Bear lake and trade at the same post, and are a superior

class of men to these or the Felly Indians. The Mountain men and

their families generally leave Fort Norman in September, walking

over a direct trail to the Gravel River valley, up which they cross the
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divide, to the headwaters of the Stewart, Macmillan, and Ross rivers,

where certain kinds of fur are more plentiful. In the spring they

return to the Gravel river and build moose-skin boats, in which they

descend tliat river to the Mackenzie. The Mountain Indians have

hunted on the Gravel river for a long time; there are meat-drying

racks everywhere along the stream banks. Some of their signs are

very old, showing evidence of stone implements having been used.

It was probably a long time before they grew bold enough to

cross the divide, but even now they are careful not to go far down
the streams on the western slopes for fear of meeting the fierce Yukon
Indians; so that mutual fear and distrust have established a dead

line over which representatives of neither side pass ” (Keele, Joseph;

“A Reconnaissance Across the Mackenzie Mountains on the Pelly,

Ross, and Gravel Rivers, A^ukon and Northwest Territories”; De-

partment of Mines, Geological Survey, Canada, No. 1097, p. 11 F,

Ottawa, 1910).

Eskimo. Since Eskimo remains seem very rare along the north

shore of the gulf of St. Lawrence, and the Iroquoians apparently

controlled the coast in summer as far east as Kegashka, I have

assumed that in 1525 Eskimo territory terminated on the mainland

somewhere about the strait of Belle Isle, not at the Mingan islands

opposite Anticosti, where they fought with the Micmac in the seven-

teenth century. Furthermore, I have marked them along the north-

west coast of Newfoundland on the strength of some recent investiga-

tions by W. J. Wintemberg, who discovered between Bonne bay and

Flowers cove numerous prehistoric Eskimo sites (belonging to the

Dorset culture mentioned on page 230), but not a single Beothuk
site. The Eskimo may have frequented, also, the northeast coast of

the same island, for it was probably they, not the Beothuk, wRo
worked the soapstone quarries at Fleur-de-Lys. They may have

abandoned Newfoundland, however, before 1525.
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Peligion 171

Remains. 220-223

Sacrifices 173

Seasonal movements 48

Toboggans 102f

Trade 10.5, 113

Warfare 1.26,126 (note)

Algonkins 274f

.Agriculture 40
Amulets 176

Feast of dead 160

Snow-shoes 102 (note)

Ulus 275
Amulets ..176f et passim
Archaeological remains. . . .87 (note),

216-232
.Armour 75 (note)

Carrier. 364
Iroquoians 298
Montagnais 272

Page

Pacific coast 330
Plains’ tribe.= 310
Sali.di, Intei'ior. . 356
Slave 390
Tahltan 372

Art 208-215 el passim
.A.ssiniboine 308-317

Buffalo-hunting 56ff, 128f

Cremation 165

Horses ac-quired 129 (note)

banguage 19

Organ izatiioii 127f

Sowing of wild rice 42

Tattooing 80

Travois 103

lllus 311

.Afhapa.skan language. 14, 18-20, 22, 26, 246

.Athapaskans, Mackenzie and A'ukon
377-404

Antiquity in .America... 246

Distribution 378

Future outlook 263

Infiuence of civilizaition 422 (note)

Wrestling for wi^•es 156

-A tiwan daronk See Neu trals

Axes .34ff, 298 (note) et passhn

rt

Bark, a.sh, for dwellings 90
Birch, for baskets 31 et passim

' canoes. 38, lOSff et passim
“

cradles 150
dwellings. .38, 87ff,

et passim
“ food caches. 41 et passim
“ moose-call 54

Cedar, for baskets and mats. 38
“ canoes 38,369
“ cord 38
“ dres.s. 67ff

“ dwellings 38,90
“ ornaments 78

Elm, for bags 214
“ canoes 37, 105, 108
“ dwellings 90

Pine, for canoes 108

Spruce, for canoes 108

Ihisketry 2 1 3f ct passim
In archieological remains 217
Ulus 213

Beaver Indians. Peace river 113,

118, 241, 382-384
Expelled by Crec 255
Liard river 391 (note)
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IVlhi Coola Indians 339-342

Oanoos 104

Cdoak 69 (note)

Drama 203

Festivals 161,1^0

Fish weirs. 64f

IMeth’od of ratcliinp: waiter-fowl .

.

62 (note)

Aloeea.sins 69

Mytlis 1S8

Origin 22S

Rclifrion 170

Seasonal movements 47

Social organization 140ff

Ulus. 44, 104, 186, 196, 202

Ileo thuk 26.5-267

("'am ping sitos 86

Canoc.s 108, 265

Graves 217,266

Language 14, 266

Organization 121

Use of red ochre 81

Lering strait, migrations via 243ff

Bla ck foo t 31 7-324

C'am|) circle 129 (note)

Co.nce]>tion of afterlife 166

Dwellings 90

Horses acfiuired 129 (note)

Tjanguage 8, 19

Organization 126ff. 319

lleaction to civilization 261

Religion 319
Societies 128, 129, 194, 320-322

Sun-dance 162, 322

Trav'ois 103

Wandeiings 112

Wars 2.56

Ulus 130, 164, 190, 318, 321, 323

lllood Indians 319. See Hlackfoot
Blood-feud 51, 420

Bows 31. Sec Weapons
Buffalo-hiintiTig ..54ff rt. pa.sHirn

Ulus 55. 57, 311

Bull-hoats 310
Burial, rnelhods of 163-165,217

.^ssiniboine 312-3
Beai\’er 384
Blackfoot. . 320
Carrier 368
Chilcotin. .

C’hipewyan
Crce
Dogrib. . .

Eskimo. . .

Ilaida

Hare
Hurons. . .

Iroquois. .

Kootena.y.

. . . . 363

. . . . 386

. . . . 286

. . . . 393

. . . . 421

. . . . 335

. . . . 395

. . .293, 296
302 (note)

. . . . 360

Pace

Kutchin. . 404

Kwakiutl 342

Micmac .... 269
Alontagnais 273

Xahani 398,399
Naskapi 273
Neutrals 296
Xootka 347

Ojibwa 281

Salish, Coast 349

Salish, Interior 357

Sekani 382

Slave. .391

d'ahltan. 374

Tlinkit 331

d’simshi.aii 338

Ulus 164,297,349

C
( 'aches

(’aims, stone

C’annibali.srn

(’anoes.. 104-1 10, .369,

Beothuk
Bull-boats
Kutchin. .

IMicmac

....41, ,50 ct pasffim

. . .217, 225, 226, 313

285, 305, 338

383 (note) et pasfil'ni

265

310
401

268

Ulus... 104, 105, 106. 107. 109, 282,

348, 410

Caribou-eaters 13 (note). 426

(’arrier Indians 363-368
Dramatic dance.s 201-2

Dwellings 91. 364

Education 152

Fasting of adolescents 175

Gambling game 159

Myths 189, 192

Ornaments 78, 304

Reaction to civilization 261

Religion 171, 173 (note), 367

Religious revival 184

Seasonal movements 47

Skill in making deadfalls 59

Social organization ...141.

142 (note). 365-367

Songs 206,207,208

Trade 112, 114

Ulus 39,365

Cavuga 133. See Iroquois

(i’hiefs 120, 127-8, 135. 137, 147, et at

Chilcat blankets 67-8, 116, 212

Ulus 77.336

Chilcotin Indians 361-363

Ba.sketiw 213, 362

Ulus. . ; 262

Children, cart' and training 149-154

(’hinookan language 19, 117
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Cliipcwyan 385-38S

IVdrial

C'onccpMon of afterlife 166,387

Dops 55 (note)

Karly home. 425

irnntin<r method 54

( Oppression by 254, 385

Seasonal movements 47

Tol>ofrf!:an 104 (note)

Trade HI
Ulus 385.387

rhipjiewa 277. *Src Ojibwa

Chronology of aiThmologiral remains
218-220,237-8

Cirtaimeision 395

(dassirieafion of Indians 7-15

Clothing See Dress

Colour of eyes 2

“ hair 2
" skin 2

Colours used by Indians 80-1

Confession of sin 174,374,391

Cooking ve.ssels 31 ct passim

Copper, for tools and ornaments..
33,36,78,388,415

Copjicr Indians .388 (note)

('orn 29-30, 40-42 et passim

Cradles 149-150 et passim

Ulus 1.50,151,419

Cree 283-287.316-317

Page

Iroquois 301-2
Kutehin 404
Nootka 347

rijibwa 281
Salish, Interior 358

Tahltan 375
Designs, ownership of 145

lllus 208

Digging-sticks 30

Di.seases 163 et passim
Introduced 251-253, 422 et passim

Divination, methods of 273,417
Divoreo 156

Dogrib 392—3

C’anoes 108

Dress 76

Karly home 426-7

Hunting methods 54 (note)

Dogs, absent among Dcothuk 265

For clothing 29, 67 (note)
“ food... 29 (note) 316. 347

hunting 29, 55
'' .sacrifices 174, 281, 301
“ traction 9, 29, 103-4

Dolls 273

Drama 201-204. See also Dances
Ilhi.s 186, 196, 202

Dream.s, significance of 175 et passim
Dress 67-83 et passim
Dwellings 84-99 et jmssirn

RiitTnln dri\'es . . Ilins. Assiniboinc 91

Confedf'raev with Asisiniboinc. . . . 127 U
Plaekfoot 318

Cnstimie .... 72
ik

Carrier 365
C'remation 165

£C
Cliipewvan 387

Designs 209 i( Cree 18

Dwellings 89,90,284 a
E.skimo' 98,413

Expan.Mon 32, 195, 2.54-5, 284, 424 ii Haida
Future outlook. . 286-7

i(
Iroquois

Language 17,19
it KwakiutI 182, 343

Medicines 113
a Xaskapi 271

tiniis 48 tt Nootka 345

Koligion ...172 (note), 173, 286
a Ojibwa . . .18, 88, 278

Skill in hiint-ing. 53-4
a

Sali.sli, Coa.st . ..23,93, 140

Simw-slioes 102
a

Salish, Interior ..92, 354,357
Tfittnnin.o' 79,80

it Sarcee 177

Vegetable foods. ,
44

tc Sekani 380

lllus 18,284
it Tahltan 371

Cultiu'c areas. 8-12

D

Dances 159-160, 201-204 et passim

Ulus 181,202,403

Deadfalls 59

Deformation, artificial 150 (note)

lllus. . 13

Deities 170—172, 183

A.s.siniboine 313

Eskimo 417

Haida 334

86959—20

E

Economic conditions 28-52
Effect of Europeans 254r-257

Eihioation of children 152-3
Embroidery, porcupine—quill and

moose—hair 76 et passim
Erie Indians 133 (note), 224,299
Eskimo. . 405-422
Amulets 176
Archaeology 228-232, 429
Art 212
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Eskimo (Coni’cl.) Page

Basketry 214

Beadwork 214-5

Blood-grouping. . 247

Boats 108 (note), 109-110,412

Burial 164,421

Caches 50 (note), 51

Dance.s 201

Dog.s 29 (note), 103

19ress 70, 73—76, 78, 83, 413-4

Dwellings ...85-6, 97-9, 412-3

Effect of civilization. 421-2

Fecundity. . 61

Festivals • -161, 418

Fishing methods. .. .61, 62 (note),

63,64,411

Folk-tales 100

Football 168

Frequented Churchill 385 (note)

Future outlook 263

Clrcat Spirit -183 (note)

Hair-dres-sing - 82

Hunting methods. 54, 58, 59, 60, 61,

409-410

Infanticide. 52,420

Tjack of herbal remedies 53 (note)

Language 19, 20, 24, 25,^ 26^ 246

Method of carrying babies... 150

(note), 419

Xets 63,409,411

Organization 119-126, 416-7

Origin 246-7

Physical characteristics 6, 247

Privations 48

Ii( ligion 170, 417-8

Sacrifice 1^3

Seasonal movements 47

Songs 205

Tattooing 80

Trade 112

Travel 104

"Wrestling for wives 166

lllus..7, 31, 35, 62, 74, 98, 119, 122,

205, 407, 410, 413, 416, 419

E\'es, colour and shape 2

F

Face, shape of 2-3

Fasting, ceremonial 154 et passim

Fecundity of Indians 51

Festivals 160-1, 201-4 et passim

Ulus 03, 146, 297

Fire, methods of making 29M13
Firearms, effect of 2o4-5

Fishing, methods of.. 61-65, 409 et passim

Ulus'. 62, 64, 66, 397

Five Nations 'See Iroquois

Folk-lore 185-199

Food supply 40-52

Division of 65, 66, 162

Pace

Fortifications 290, 298, 330, 355

Ulus 291

Fuel 30 (note), 84, 86, 290, 408

Ulus 407

Fur-trade, effect of 255

G

Gambling. . .

llhus

Game supj'ly

Games
Ulus

Gitksan. . . .

Goat Indians,

Goat’s wool.,

Gi'aves

.... 158-9

.... 294

.... 45-50

...158-161

.... 294

336

...396,428

.See Wool
See Burial

Itemains in 217, 225, 227, 266

Grea.se, used as ointment 81

Trade in oolakan grease. 114-5 et passim

Clros ^'entre 318,326

Guardian spirits. . 175-6, 187 (note),

343^, et passim

H

llaida 331-335

Art. . 209-212

Canoes, . 105-6

Dres.s 69 (note), 78

Dwellings. . . 94-96

Feasts 154

Hunting of sea-lions 60

Language 8, 15, 18, 20, 144 (note)

Oiganization 140-148

Religion 170, 334

Seasonal movements 48 (note)

Tattooing 79, 334

Trade 113 (note)

Ulus 96, 143, 252, 332

Hair, colour and texture 2

Methods of dressing 82

Hare Indians 394-396

Dwellings 90

Hunting methods 54 (note)

Seasonal movements 48

Hari)oons 60 et passim

Head, shape of 4,227

Hochelagans 288 (note)

Hoe.s. 30

Horses, effect of 129-132,256,311

Hunting, methods of ... .48. 54-61, 409-411

Community hunting. .. .47, 55-8. 65, 411

Illus • .55, 5/, 311

Hunting-grounds, ownership of. 124,

138, 145, 354, 366, 373, 3.81
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Hiirons. .
2S9-299

Dwcllin^is S8

Immigration 224

r.ansuago 19

Maintenance of law 198

Organization 133, 134 (note)

Origin of name
^

82

Religion 170-3

Trade. 45,113

Ulus 289,294,297

Hygiene, lack of 99

Page

Dwellings
Education of children

Expansion
Festivals

New religion

Organization
Position of women...
Sacerdotal officials. . . .

Sculpture
Societies

Use of shells

Ulus

88-9
152-3

195,255
IGl

183-4
133-139

52,70 (note), 420

180

208
208
79

. .23, 136,291,301

1

Indians, antiquity 233-248

(''auses of unequal culture among. 27

Classification 6-12

(Mntril)utions to civilization 250

Destruction by alcohol and
diseases 251-4

Future outlc>ok 259-264, 350

Origin of name 2

Physical characteristics. . .2-6, 227,

235 240

Infanticide 52, 391, 395, 40.1. 420

Infants, death rate among ..51-2,150

Inventions of Indians and Eskimo
32 (note), 250, 412-3

Iroquoian trilies 29-30, 288-307

Adoption among 51

Agriculture among 40-42

Barbed fish-hooks 61 (note)

Bead currency 113

Burial 163

Community hunting 56

Division of labour 156

Dug-outs 104-5

Dwellings 84-5
,
89-90

Immigration 224, 233

Language 19, 20, 23

Metaphorical .speech 201

Myths 188, 191

Drganization 133^139, 142, 147

Origin 246
{ Xssuaries 217
Pottery 215,223
Pi'opertv Ill

Religion 170-176

Sea.sonal movements 48

Smoking introduced by 222
d'attooing 79,80
Toboggans 102-3

Trade. . 111,113
^’illago remains 223

\'ilkge sites 87

Wild fruits of 43

Iroquois 300-307. See aho Iroquoian

Armour 272
Costume 73

Cradle-boards 208-9

K

Kaska 396-399

Kinship, methods of reckoning 123

Knives 34

Ulus 37

Kootenay Indians 358-361

Canoes 108

Language. 15,18,20
Organization 132

Reaction to civilization.. 261

Ulus. 3, 360

Kutchin 399-404

Dress 73

Dwellings 89

Fishing-methods 61

Ilair-flre.ssing 82 (note)

Shell currency 114

Sleds 102

Ilins ..115,397,400,403

Kwak iu 1 1
342-345

Art • • .209—211

Basketry • 101

Deformation, artificial 150 (note)

Dwellings 94-95

Festivals 161, 180

Language 18

Organization 140-148

Weirs. .
63—4

llius 13,182,338,343

L

Labour, division of 70,104,156-7,292

Lake Indians 351, See Salish, Interior

Lamps 97, 99, 408, 413

Languages 17-27

Value for classification 8

Map in pocket
Law, maintenance of 125,128

Lilloet Indians. ..351, See Salish, Interior

Long-house, Irocpiois 23

Looms 212, 214

Ulus 68

Loueheux 395, 399
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Maize 29,30,40-42

Malecite 270

Afrnciiltnro 40

Art 208 (note), 209

Clans 123 (note)

Dress 73

Football 15S

Marriafie 123,154-158

Assiniboine 312

Cree 286
Eskimo. . . . 420

Hurons 296

Iroquois 302

Micmac 269

Montagnais 273

Slave 391

Tahitan 374

Tlinkit 330

Masks, carving of 208,212

Ulus.. 179, 181, 186, 196, 303

Medicine-bundles 310 ( note)

,

322-324 ct jyassim

Ulus. 177,318

Medic'inc-mcn 178-181 ct passim

Ulus ^ 179

Medicine .societies, Iroquoian 295,302

Djibwa 160,178,280,286

Melanesia, contacts of America with
240-243, 248

Micmac 267-269

Art 208 (note), 209

Clans 123 (note)

Cremation 165 (note)

Destroyed Beothuk. . . . .32,254,266,267

Destruction by typhoid 253

Dre.ss 73

Football 158

Language 8

Method of catching water-fowl..

62 (note)

Organization 122

Ownership of hunting grounds..
124 (note)

Pipes 222

Pottery ^221
Seasonal movements 47,48

Illus 267

Migrations, seasonal for food 46-48

Missisauga Indians 277. See Ojibwa
Agriculture 40

Mohawk 133, 304-5. See Iroquoi.s

Immigration 224

Montagnais 126 (note), 270-274

Abandonment of aged 163

Chiefs 120

Dwellings 90

Owner.ship of hunting grounds. . . 124

Religion 170, 173

Seal-oil for ointment 265 (note)

Transport. . . , • . 101-2

Pace

Mortality of Indians 51

Mosaic.s, stone 225

Mother-in-law taboo 369

Mourning, use of black for 81

Rites. See Burial

Music. . . 206-8

Musical instruments 160, 205, 276

Ulus 205

Muskegon 284

N

Nadene languages. ... 20

Nahani .389, 396-9

Canoes RD
Name 427

Naming, ceremony at. .280, 303-4, 312. 330

Naskapi 270-4

Dre.ss 73

Dwellings 00

Tattooing 79

Illus 271

Nature, conception of 167-171, 190

Neidirite, trade in HI
XNe of 36

Nets, for fu'h 63 et passim

For seals 61 (note), 409

Neutrals 289, 296, 299, 300

Language 19

Organization 133

Nicola Indians. 351

Ni.ska Indians
_
336

Nootka Indians 345-347

Basketry 213

C’anoc 165

Dances 203—4

Df'fonnation, artificial 150 (note)

Dwellings 93-5

Fishing methods 63

Footwear .69 (note)

Hunting methods 58-9

Language. .
18-24

Orsianization 140-8

Ornaments 78

Sea-otter robes 70

Si'asonal movements 48

Sites of villages 87

Slocking rivers with fish 53

II Ins. . 69, 105, 146, 172,345

Norsemen, influence in Canada.... 219

Influence in Greenland. .239, 412 (note)

O
Olxsidian, trade In

Use of

Ojibwa
Bags
Burial

Canoes
Clans

112

36
277-283

214
165,281

104 (note), 109 (note)

123 (note), 277
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Page

Conception of nnturo

.

Designs
Dwellings
Expansion.
Future outlook

Maple sugar

Medicine lodge

Ownership of hunting

. .168 (note), 280

209
89

255, 282

260,288
44

160, 178, 280
grounds . .

.

124 (note)

Trade with Hurons 45

)\’ild rice 42-3

Ulus .18, 42. 88, 109
,
278, 282

Okanagan Indians 351. See Salish,

Interior

Oneida 300. *Scc Irocpiois

Cruelty 305 (note)

Onondaga 300. See Irocpiois

Dances 160

Immigration 224

Oolakan. trade in oil of- -114-5 ct pmofim

Oratory
Ornaments. . . .

Metal
^hell

Stone
Ulus .

Ottawa Indians

Agriculture. .

200-1

76-9
335, 364

. . . .79 cl

36,223
115.143

277. Sec Ojibwa
40

P

Painting. . .

On hats. .

On person

On robes.

On tents. ,

r)n wood.
Illus

209-212

70,76
80-1

76

318

9, 80

69, 182, 211, 318

Parent ,s-in-iaw, avoidance of 398

Pelly River Indians 396,428

Peinmican 43, .50, 386

Petroirlvphs. 217

Illus.^ 218

Petuns See Tobacco Nation
Phra tries 134, 141 ct passim

Physical characteristics of Indians.

2-6, 227, 235, 240

Of E.skimo 6,247
Piclographs 217
Piegan See Hlackfoot

C^olour.'' used by 80
Gambling 159

Proportion of sexes 75
Pipes 36, 208, 222-225, 228, 357 (note)

Trade in 112

Pleistocene man in America. .. .234-8, 248
Polygamy 156

Polynesia, contacts of America with
240-3, 248

Page

opulation checks on 51

(It Alirnnkins . . 276

Assinil)oine. . . .
316

Bea\'er 384

Bella Coola. . . . 339

Boothuk 266

Blackfoot 324

r'nrn'er . ... 368

C'hilcotin 363

286

Dogril) 393

Dominion 1

Eskimo 405 (note), 422

Tlanla 335

Hare -
396

Hurons 288,299

Irociuois, . . . . .
306

I\Vvntr'n;iv ... 361

Kutchin 404
345

TV'T;i Irifi 1 P . . . . 270

A T 1 r*m n p . . .
269

Montiignais and Naskapi 274
399

^ootl'n 347
277
349

Sali.^h, Interior. .
358

I^*Avr*AP 325, 326

382

... 392

376

I n 376
331

369
339
389

Porcupine-fjuill work 214 el })nss

Potawatomi 277, 299- See Ojibwt,

Poliatch. .116, 330 (note), 344-5 et passim

Pottery, for cooking yessels 215,279

Among Assiniboine 308

Among Blackfoot 319 (nevte)

For lamps 413

P or pii'cs 208,222

In arclueological remains. 217, 221-5, 268

Origin of 224

Pounds for game 56-58 ei passim

Him 55

p,..jver I’if^ et passim

Prisoner.s, treatment of, by Hare.. 395

Irocpioians 298, 306

Kootenay. 359

Micmac 208

Montagnais 272

Ojibwa 279

Pacific Coast tribes 328

8alish, Interior 353
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Property, inheritance of ... 124, 141-2, 145,

147 (note)

Puberty, rituals at 154,175
Ulus ..81, 146, 153, 155

Q

Quarries 112, 217, 265 (note)
llius 231

R

Ped ochre, luse of 222,225,265,272,286
Red Knives 388 (note)
Red Paint people 222
Reincarnation, belief in. . . .165, 296 (note)
Ceremony to cause 374

Religion.
._ 167-184,258

A.ssiniboine 313
Beaver 384
Bella Coola 341-2
Black foot 322-4
Carrier 367
Chipewyan 387
Eskimo 417-8
Haida 334
Iroquois 301

Kootenay 360
Kut(‘hin. 404
Kwakiutl 343-4
Montagnais and Naskapi 273
Noolka 347
Ojibwa 280
Snlish, Interior 358
Slave 391

Tahltan 375
Remedies, herbal 53,280
Resources of Indians 29-52

Rice, wild 42-3,279,308
Ulus 42

Rocky Mountain Indians. .... .383 (note)

Rush, lodges of 23, 87, 89, 90

For smoothing wood 96
Ulus 23

S

Sacrifices 170, 172-4, 281, 301, 491
Human 173,305,328

Sails, knowledge of 110,412
Salish. Coast. . . 347-350

Art 209-211
Basketry 213
Deformation, artificial 150 (note)
Dwelling.s. 93
Movement.s 228
Organ i za t ion 140-148
Weaving of wool 68,212
Weirs. . 63^
Ulus. .50, 66, 68, 93, 140, 157, 181,348,349

P.'\CE

Salish, Interior 351-8

Basketry 213-4,3.57

Burial 165,3.57

Canoc.s 108,3.55

('ommunity hunting 56

C'onflicts with Blaekfoot 256
Dwellings. 91-3,99,-3.54

Early remains 228

( Irganization '. 132, 351-4

Reaction to civilization.... 261

Religious revival 184

II1U.S...81, 92, 151, 21.3, 353, 3.54. .3.56, 3.57

Sali.shan language 15, 18, 20, 23. 26

Sarcee 324-6

Education of children.. 1.53

Language 19

rii’ganization 127

Reaction to civilization 261

Societies 128

Sun-dance 162

Travois 103

Ulus 325

Saulteaux 277 (note)

Serdpture, in bone and ivory 212,227

In stone 38,208,223,227

In wood 208-212

Bins 186, 196, 303, 349

Sekani 148 (note), 377-382

Dwellings 91

Myths 191 (note)

Dwnership of hunting grounds... 124

Religious revival 184

Ulus 2.57,380

Seneca .133, 135, 304. Sec Iroquois
Immigration of 224

Illus 291
Sewing, tools for 70

Sexes, differences in speech 26
Division of labour ... .70, 104, 1.56-7, 292
Separation after adolescence.... 1.54

Shet'p Indians 396

Shell, uses of, for adzes .35 (note). 95
Currency 79, 113-4, 139

Hoes 30

Inlay 77

Knives 34 (note)

Ornaments. ..37, 78-9, 114, 139, 223, 225

Recoials. . . . 136

Weapons 59

Shell-heaps.... 216, 217, 222 (note),

225-228, 243

Dating of 220

Shuswa]) Indians 351. See Salish,

Interior

Signals 311-2

Siouan language 15, 18, 20, 23, 24, 26

Sioux. . 326
(kmflicts with Ojibwa 278,282

Illus frontispiece, 326
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Page

Sites, loration of village 86-7

Skin, eolour of 2

Skins, for clothing ,.74 ct passion

For tents. . 87 ct passim
Working of 37

Ulus 39
Slave Indians. Lesser Slave lake.. 383
Slave Indians, Mackenzie river...

389-392
Adornment 76, 390

Dress 73
Dwellings 90, 91 (note)

Ex])elled by Cree 255
Slavery, effect on population of... 51

Slave.s on Pacific coast. . 140-1, 164,

258,328,331 (note), 373, 374
Slavey See Slave Indians,

Mackenzie river

Sleds 102 ct pnss{?7i

Ulus 119,416
Smallpox, ravages of 251-2 cl passim
Smoking, introduction by Irocpioians

of
‘ 224

Snare Indians. 424

Snare.s. lase of 46, 48, 49, .58, 59, 285

Snow-shoes 34, 102 et passim
Soapstone, use of. . .36, 285, 357 (note), 413

Trade in 112

Social organization 118-148, 257-8
Algonkin 276
Assiniboine 314
Beaver 384
Ihella Co'ola 340
Blackfoot 319
C'arrier 365-6
Chilcotin 362
(’hipewyan 386
Cree 286,317
E.skirno. . . . . . 416-7
Ilaida 333
Hare 395
Kootenay 359

Kutchin 402
Kvvakiutl. 342
Micmac 268
Montagnais 272
Nahani 399
Nootka. . 346

Ojibwa 277-8

Salish, Coa.st 348

Salish, Interior 351-2

Sekani 380

Tahltan 373

Tsetsaut 369

Tsimshian 337

Societies, Pacific coast, 161, 180, 181,

333, 341-4, 346

Dramatic performances. . . .202M,
341-2, 368

Ulus 181

Page
Societies, plains’ tribes. 119, 128-130,

194,314r-5,317, 320-2
Songs. . . 20.5-7

Ownei'ship 145
Supernatural origin. 204

Sorcery 150, 178 et passim
Soul, idea of 150,296
Fate after death. 165-6, 279 (note).
See Afterlife

Stature 4
Stones, tised for boiling water.... 31
Cooking vessels 285,413
Dwellings 85-6
Lamps 36,413
Methods of working 36

^

Tools 33-38
Stonies See A.ssiniboine
Strangers, rights of 125,138,144
Strongbow 391 (note)
.Sugar, maple 44
Sun-dance. .27, 127 (note), 161, 162,

192, 315-6, 317, 322
SunOover seeds, ointment from.... 41

Sweat-houses 89,355
Illus 375

T

Taboos 152, 173-4, 286
Tagish Indians 376
Tahltan 370-6

Dwellings 91

Organization 141

Tattooing 79
Ulus. 371,375

'Fukutine 425
Tattooing 79 80. 284,388
Textiles 32,38,67-8
Thompson Indians. .351. See Salish,

Interior

Tipi 90 et passim
Ulus 91, 177,318

Tlinkit 328-331

Dwellings 94-6

Language 15, 18, 20, 144 (note)

M occasins 69
Occupied Stikinc river 370 (note)

Organization 140-148
Weaving 67, 70 (note), 212

Tobacco 41, 165 (note), 250, 288,

322,334 (note), 357
As religious offering. . 173, 273, 281,

313,314,317
Tobacco Xation. . . .133 (note), 289,

290, 297, 299, 300
Language 19

Toboggans 34, 100-2

Tools 33-9,95-6,415
Illus 35,37,39
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Totemic clans, among Algonkins.. 276

Iroqnoians.

lVTi<*niac • . •

Ojihwa
Pacilic Coast tribes

^

Totem-poles 9'^

Designs on. . • • n-
Planner lof erecting 96, 1'lo

Trade lU-6, 328, 333, 351, 362

Routes

268
277

141-7

241-2

210

Tradition . 185-199

'p,,pis ^.100,291

Transport, methods of ...... .46-7, 100-110

Travel, methods of 100-110,310

T^a^ois. .103, 310 (note)

Ulus. 103

Treidiining 227, 240

Tribal divisons, map showing Eastern

Woodland iribc.s 266

C’ordi!lera

Troqiioians fOU

Enkinio.
j\Iacken7.ie and T ukon 3vo

Pacific coast. . .

Plain-s’

Tsetsaut
Boundaries. . . ,

Tsiinshian

Art
Dres.s

329

309
; 369-370
'' .... 424-5

335-9
209-12

77-8

Dwellings 94 6

Pishing method 409 (note)

Ijanguage
Mocca.sins.

Mummification
Organization
Seasonal movements
Tradition

IS

69

165
140-8

47
195-9

A* • 67 212

Tuscarora 133 (note)

Villages, selection of sites for 86-7

W Page

Wukashan language -15, 18,20

Wampum. .
Shells

Warfare 100, 125-6. 129, 137-9,

144-5,2.56,278,297-8,312

Effect on population 51

Weapons 32-5

Beaver
Hare,. 394

Iroqnoians 298

Micmac. 268

Montagnais 2*-

Nahani 39 <

Ojibwa 2<S

Pacific Coa.st tribes 330

Plains’ tribes 310

Salisli. Interior 3.56

‘^ckani 3/9

Weaving 67-8, 76, 213 (note)

Wool 07-8, 76-7, 212, 399

Ulus 68, 157

Weins for fish 63-5, U.!, 411

62,66, 39/

Winding 39, 410-1

Wheel, absence of 3«

Widows, treatment of 286,363,374

Women, i)osition of 52,104,162

Blackfoot 319

E.skimo 420

Iroquois 13o-/

Kutchin. .
403

Slave 391

Wood-working. .. .37-8, 157. See also Art

Wool, weaving of 67-8,76-7,212

llhis 77, 155, 157, 336, 356

Wyandot 290

Y

Yellowknife 34, 111, 122, 125,

388-9, 392

Oti'awa ; Prliiti'd 1)V J. O. Patenaude, Piiiilcr to the King’s Most Exeellent Majesty, 1034.
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Hon, W. A. Gordon, Minister. Charles Camsell, Deputy Menister.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY and NATIONAL MUSEUM
W.H. Collins, Director.

LINGUISTIC FAMILIES
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go n k i a n
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Kootenayan
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Erratum: The Gros Ventre spoke an Algonkiim

IiingiiagCj not a Siouan. Their territory should,

tlicrefore, bo coloured pink, not mauve.

MAP 270
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LINGUISTIC FAMILIES AND TRIBAL LOCATIONS
From longitude 8S' Eastward : about 1525. A, D.
From longitude 85* Westward ; about 1725, A, D.
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